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July 31, 1967

Dear John:

- It occurs to me that you might be interested

in this letter that I sent recently to one of your

colleagues.

Sincerely,

Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director

Dsvelopment Services Department

Mr. John White
Overseas Developent Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London W.1, Agland

Eicl.
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July 21, 1967

Dr. Andrsej Irassowski
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London W.1, England

Dear Dr. Krassowski:

Thank you for sending me your manuscript on Aid Programing. I have
not had time to review it in detail, but there are two general conaents
you may wish to consider.

The first is that I find it somewhat surprising that only when you
get to page 32 do you mention the possibility of donor countries choosing
to carry out their aid activities in whole or in part by the delegation
of authority to an international agency. I should have thought that this
point would be more appropriately made on page U. It is, in fact, a
"third choice" for an aid-giving country, and one which maller countries
in particular seem to be favoring more frequently. You could then exclude
this choice from your izmediate area of concern and proceed to discuss the
bilateral problem, using the American example in Tunisia.

My second comment is that in the first paragraph that begins on page 32
you have seriously misinterpreted both the approach and the practice of the
World Bank. I refer particularly to the sentence stating that "the Bank is
not interested, in practice at least, in the dialogue approach." In fact,
what you describe as a dialogue approach is the very essense of the Bank's
relationship with its member countries and has been since the very early
days when it became apparent that merely financing good projects that hap-
pened to come forward was a wholly inadequate approach to the problems of
development finance. It may be that "dialogue" is not the best tem be-
cause in fact the process of discussion and arriving at agreements leading
to action involves not only the Bank and the borrower, but nearly always
the I? and governments with aid programs in the country and sometimes
other international organisations as well. It is a continuous process
which comes to the surface, so to speak, on occasions such as meetings of
consultative groups or consortia, where formal coordinating machinery
exists and, of course, in the Bank Board's review of recommendations by
the President for particular loans or lending programs. There is a very
thoughtful discussion of many of these matters in John White's book, parti-
cularly Part 2 of Chapter 5. You might also refer to Mr. Black's "Diplomacy



Dr. Andrsej Kraasowski f2f July 21s 1967

of InternatIonal Development," especially the third Clayton lecture on "A
Status for Development" for an expression of the philosopby underlying the
Bank'a approach to development finance.

Sincerely,

!ichael L. Hoffman
Associate Director

Development Services Deparbownt

MLHoffman/pnn

cc: Mr. Graves/Mr. Lind
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
140 PICCADILLY
LOQNDON WA

TELEPHONE; HYDE PARK 2654 17th July, 1967.

Pubs/10

Dear ,r. Lind,

Thank you for your l tt'r ,f th July whi~ch seems
to have crossd with ours of the 7th). IBRDl order for 200
copies of Aid that Works &lo reached us safely, toether with
an order for copies o. John YhAites Pledged to Devlopment; our
distributors have everything in hand.

We are asking or- distributors, Research Publications
to send imediately 1CC copies of Ai(d t'nat Works to 11r. Vi7gg o

Christensen, 12 rue de Presbourg, Paris . The same discount
of 251,; will be shown on oar invoice.

Yours sicrey

,Mr. Lars J. Lind
De )uty Directoro Infermqtion,

Washington DC, 2045-,
U. S..
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July 11, 1967

Mr. John White
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London W.l, igland

Dear Johns

I have delayed replying to your letter of June 30, 1967, in

the hope that I could at the same time acknowledge receipt of

"Pledged to Development." I have seen Harold's copy but he

snatched it back. I would, in fact, have liked to have gone

over the final version in the light of your camsents on my mar-

ginal notes but as you have asked for them back, I guess that will

have to wait.

With best wishes and thanks in advance for the copy of the

book that is presumably en route.

Sincerely,

Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director

Development Services Department

MLHoffman/pnn
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Deer Niss httou:

Vhsa is Lovdea I asked Job* lhite for a quototios
for the pampblet "Aid that Warks". I did met knew that
we had already ordered 200 epies diaeetly from here.
This was the saim quantity I had is mind fgo our sse
from hetr; the ether 100 epte are asded by our Paris
Offie and I would be grateful if you would send 100
sepies to Mr. Viggo Christesses, 12 rue 4a fresaborg,
Paris 160, prame, with s* invoice.

Tous sismrely,

Lawe J. LiWd
Deputy DIr..tor of laformation

Mis Marigold Button
Publisattos
Overseas Development lustitute Ltd.
160 Pieadilly
Ladom, W.1
EZghUnd

cc: Mr. Christensen
Mrs. Eliason
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July 11, 1967

Dear Billi

I am such obliged to you fox letting =e see

your preliminary report on OwD?. It is 0 lively

and interesting document. I do have seam am-

mants about the problem it discusses, and will

try to get then off to you in the wewt four or

five weeks -- about as soon as I can, alas, be-

cause of a routine hospital engagement that is

going to take up two or three weeks of my time.

But over-all, I certainly think the report pro-

vides the right starting points for discussion.

sincerely your*,

arold Graves

Mr. William Clark
Oversea Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London W 1

ugsland

NG:ap
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

CABLE ADDRESS: PICODI LONDON WI

STUD/30 bth July 1967.

Dear Mr. Hoffman,

Please find enclosed a copy of Chapter 1 of ODI's
latest study 'Aid Programming'. This chapter discusses
some issues which John White examined in a slightly
different context in his ODI/IBRD study 'Pledged to Dev6-
lopment'. Perhaps you would care to glance at the
chapter and any comments would be most welcomed.

Yours sincerely,

Andrzej Krassowski.

Mr. A. Hoffman,
I.B.R.D.,
1818 H Street INW
Washington DC 204.33
U.S.A.

JJ0
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WA TELEPHONE 01-493 2654

Aid Programming

Attached is a draft of 'Aid Programming', which is to be published

later this year. Comments and suggestions for improvement will be

welcomed. Je would appreciate it if comments could be sent to us

before the end of August, earlier if possible. Ye realise that you

may not be able to read and comment on the entire manuscript, but we

hope that you may find the time to look at those sections which interest

you particularly.

'e are anxious, above all, to obtain your help on the following

points:

1) Acquracy: if you find any inaccuracies and omissions, or any

misrepresentation of facts, or know of any new developments

which have not been taken account of, could you draw our

attention to them.

2) Analysis: if the analysis seems to have gone wrong at any

point, your diagnosis will be welcomed, particularly in

respect of Chapter 1.

3) Opinion: you may disagree with some of th&.;.opinions about

important events. If so, different opinions will be

examined with interest.

STUD/30
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DR-AFT

AID PROGRAIjIING

The American Experience in Tunisia

by

Andrzej Krassovwski
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Introduction

An effective aid policy requires a set of objectives, an administrative

machine, a strategy, and well-conceived measures to carry it through.

Of primary importance is the choice of global and regional objectives,

and of countries to be assisted. Next comes the choice of a country

strategy which will best further the objectives that aid is to promote.

Finally, at the most practical level, comes the choice of an appropriate

donor administrative structure in the country of operation and an

integrated set of tactics and aid measures. This study is concerned

largely with strategy and tactics. Assuming that the primary practical

objective of aid-giving (whatever the motives may be), is the

encouragement of development, the aim is to show how this might be

done more efficiently.

The study is divided into two parts. The first, which consists

of a single chapter, puts forward the lines on which a sound development

aid strategy - or donor approach to development - could be based: one

that would offer an improved alternative to the rather casual approach to

aid which is ncr all too prevalent. To take full account of the nature

of the development process, the diversity of conditions and experiences

in the developing world, the opportunities open to aid-givers, and the

limitations of aid, the proposed strategy is founded on three principles.

It is tailor-made to fit a particular developing country. It is

recipient orientated. It envisages the aid-giver playing an intimate

and active role in the aid receiving country's development efforts.

How to give the strategy operational meanitg is discussed in the

second part. Two prerequisites are singled out for special consideration.

The first is an administrative system in the field,free to take the

initiative and take decisions without constant reference back to the

donor's capital. The second is a systematic procedure for the design,

preparation, and implementation of all aid and related activities.

During the past few years the US Agency for International Development

(AID) has evolved, and made use of, a field administrative structure and
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country programme planning procedures (aid programming) which could

well be used more generally, and, with some amendments, could serve

as the basis for implementing the aid strategy proposed in Part 1 of

this study. In Part 2, therefore, the day-to-day political,

administrative, economic, and technical issues and problems which arise

in the course of implementing an aid strategy, are discussed in the

light of American experience, especially of their operations in

Tunisia. Because American strategy, though resembling in some

respects the one outlined in this study, does differ in some essentials,

Part 2 is introduced by a short description of the general approach to

aid on which the American system is based. Similarly, to bring out

the special circumstances that might make certain procedures which

are relevant to the Tunisian case unsuitable elsewhere without

modification, a brief analysis of the country, and its attitude to

the aid relationship, is also included.



1 The aid relationship

1 The basis of an aid strategy

An important characteristic of aid - and one which, in theory, should give

it a number of important advantages over other approaches to development

promotion - is that it lends itself very easily to flexible use. Aid,

more easily than, for example, trade, can be used selectively and dis-

criminatingly; it can be applied to the solution of particular problems,

in a particular place and at a particular time, in a specific and unique

way. Other problems, elsewhere and at another time, can be attacked

with the &2Lo basic 'tool kit' in a completely different manner. There

is no need for universal rules, patterns, and procedures.

Despite this, nothing is more characteristic of the last twenty years

of development aid history than the persistent search - especially in

academic circles - for the formula, the procedure, which will be able to

cope with all development problems, wherever they may be found and however

much they may differ from each other. Aid policy has closely reflected,

even though not always consciously, the changing fashions among development

theorists. Most of these theories have laid stress on one particular

development obstacle or bottleneck, and not surprisingly in view of the

complexities of the development process, the rate of obsolescence among

these models has been rapid. Nodels based on the overriding importance

of 'resource shortage' gave way to others based on 'skill shortage',

fregressive social structures', 'political inertia', etc. As a particular

model fell by the wayside, so aid policies were readjusted - especially

in the USA - and the emphasis shifted from capital aid, to technical

assistance, to 'performance strings', 'food production', 'private sector

support', multilateral aid channels, etc. The root cause of the

changing fashions has been the fundamentally mistaken belief that there is

a unique model of development, and that if it could be found, it would

provide the single appropriate guide for aid action.
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The nature-of development

Them is no prima facie case for assuming that thezeis, in fact, one

single path to development, or one single concept of the 'developed'

society. Societies which today are usually thought to be developed differ

widely among themselves, and even those that are broadly similar have

reached their present state of evolution by often very different processes.

Despite modern technological forces which now impose and dictate a more

uniform development than in the past, a poor country which seeks to

develop rapidly has an almost infinite number of possible 'states of

development' to aim at, and an extensive and varied choice of paths to any

one of them. It can emulate any one of the developed countries, or strive

for something new, built on concepts borrowed from different developed

countries, or for something new based, in part, on either of the above

two, and in part, on the country's own traditions, and socialand political

concepts.

Essentially, development is, and must be, a process of experimentation

- of experimental changes in the status quo. Changes are the outcome of

a stimulus, the appearance of a challenge which commits action one way or

the other. Such stimuli, or challenges, can be internal or external.

A response produces a new situation - new possibilities, new problems,

and new stimuli. Development, rather than being a series of movements

along a single line towards a specific goal, is a sequence of challenges

and responses producing change, new patterns and new situations. The

movement is rather awa from an existing situation than towards a known

and defined one. Success depends on the number, timing, and nature of

the stimuli, and the nature of the responses. This in turn depends partly

on the skill with which the short- and long-term consequences of a particular

response can be foreseen, ani partly on the limitations - social, political,

technical, and economic - on the choice of theoretically possible responses.

Such a view of the development process points to the necessity of

basing all aid policies firmly on the circumstances and needs of individual

developing countries. The first requirement in aid - effective aid - is
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that it be tailor-made to fit each recipient. The second requirement,

of equal importance, is an appropriate method of gearing the aid-givers'

activities to events in the recipient country. Before tackling this

aspect of the formulation of an aid strategy it will be convenient to

set out in some detail, and classify, all the various functions that the

aid-giver in general, and aid in particular, can be expected to perform -

without deference to complicating donor domestic and external political

considerations.

The functions of aid-givers

Aid, whatever its guiding principles, administration and forms,is,

essentially, a major external stimulus to which the recipient has to

react. The prospect of aid presents the recipient government with a

new situation. The availability and scale of aid allow, or even demand,

a reassessment of economic policies and plans - at the very least in terms

of the scale of development and other expenditures, both in the public

and private sectors. Aid opens up new possibilities and brings new

obligations. The manner in which the recipient government and economy

react to the new factor can take many forms, and each will have different

consequences. In any case the introduction of the external stimulus

of aid necessarily alters the course of development, and the bigger the

aid inflow, the more far-reaching the repercussions that can be expected -

though the repercussions need not necessarily be of the kind which promote

development.

Basically, then, aid can be expected to have a variety of repercussions

on the recipient just through its presence. Given the particular

circumstances of the recipient's economy, the nature of the repercussions

in specific directions is dictated by the attitude of the aid-giver to aid

and the forms in which the aid is introduced.

Through aid the aid-giver can perform a variety of functions, of

which the most important will be referred to as . 'supply', 'advisory',

'technical', 'managerial', and 'dialectical'. The meaning of these terms
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in the context of the aid operation is explained belcw.

The simplest, and most 'neutral' function of the aid-giver is 'supply',

i.e. to make available resources - commodities, technical skills, capital,

foreign exchange - at no cost to the recipient or at 'subsidised' rates.

In most discussions of aid this function is identified as being the sinle

most important one in the whole aid operation. External resources which

supplement those available domestically allow the recipient country to do

more than it would otherwise have been able to afford; to budget for more

ambitious targets in existing activities, or to introduce additional

activities for which no resources could previously be found, or to reorganise

expenditure patterns to make more use of specific, and more 'productive',

types of resources (e.g. foreign exchange) previously presenting special

supply difficulties. The important distinguishing characteristic of the

'supply' function of aid is that it allows the recipient to alter the size,

number, quality, and pattern of activities already familiar and proven,

and no more.

In addition to the supply of resources in various forms, the aid-Giver

can perform a range of more intangible services or functions. The aid-

giver provides the recipient access to specialised resources, techniques,

and know-how. Through these it is possible to open up new opportunities,

to provide new and often better means to a given end, and, most important

of all, allows the formulation of qualitatively different objectives.

The most obvious and direct means of creating new opportunities and

allowing for a reappraisal of existing actions is through the supply of

skilled personnel. 7here specific technical, managerial, or operational

problems arise, the recruitment of external specialists to supplement

lack of domestic expertise provides an obvious, well-tried, and relatively

simple solution. To provide such personnel, with auxiliary services and

equipment for work on specific defined problems is an established part of

the 'technical' function of aid. But it is only a small and, in many

countries, relatively unimportant function. Kore important than solving

problems may be identifying them - or, what comes to the same thing,
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correcting an earlier, false, diagnosis. This is a more difficult

requirement of the aid-giver, as the task is more general, less well-

defined, and, because less apparent, not given high priority. It very

often happens that working backwards from a particular problem it becomes

apparent that the problem need not be solved, but could be bypassed if

altogether different means to a given objective had been chosen. It

is in this area that the aid-giver's expertise can be of greatest benefit.

If the donor is aware of the ultimate objective that a series of measures

and policies are designed to meet, it is possible, through the introduction

of techniques, expertise, and resources which may not be familiar in

recipient countries, to find alternative means to the same end which

bypass particularly restricting bottlenecks in the recipient country.

In many countries the most immediate bottleneck is in the area of

policy formulation and administration. Yhere this is the case the

advisory/technical function of aid-givers is of special importance in

identifying problems, articulating policy requirements, finding and

selecting projects and activities which will promote these objectives,

and arranging their technical appraisal, planning, administration, and

finance. Even where planning, organisational, and administrative

capacity is 'adequate', it is still rare to formulate policies to

achieve specific targets after giving consideration to a number of

alternative approaches. The choice is often instinctively for the

well-tried and familiar procedure. Now at what point in the process of

planning the aid-giver is brought in can have a profound effect on the way

an objective is tackled. If the donor is asked to lend support to an

objective, there is then considerable scope for formulating the specific

steps and policies from a wide range of possible techniques based on

different approaches with which the donor is, and the recipient may not

be, familiar. If the recipient government works out the objective as

well as the policy steps, consideration of different (possibly better -

i.e. cheaper, easier, more suitable) methods is either impossible or

impractical, especially if the donor is asked to contribute to only one
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part of an interdependent set of activities and projects. A striking

example of the 'advisory/technical' function of aid arising as an off-

shoot of the 'supply' function is provided by the introduction by the

French of TV-schooling in Niger.1 A familiar and well-tried approach

to meeting a given target of primary school educated pupils would have

been to expand the number of school places and teacher-training places,

supply the necessary teaching equipment and texts, and seek aid in the

form of equipment, finance for buildings, teacher-trainers, etc. A

request for any of these could quite easily have produced a favourable

response. However, in this case, the donor offered a method of reaching

the same target via the large-scale introduction of lessons by television.

This approach required a different pattern of expenditure and personnel,

and bypassed the basic bottleneck, which was a shortage of both

sufficiently qualified teachers and numbers of teacher-training places,

not via better and expanded teacher-training programmes, but via a more

efficient use of the available teaching force. The effectiveness of

teachers was raised not through better training, but through the provision

of a teaching medium that used their existing skills more fully, and

supplemented their shortcomings. The shortage of teachers was tackled

not only be expanding the numbers, but also by enabling one teacher to

give the same quality of instruction to more pupils than previously.

Not only is this new approach expected to meet the desired target at a

lower overall cost, but it should raise overall educational quality by

improving the performance of teachers who have already been teaching for

some time, and by providing tuition which is both more suitable to local

needs and which could not easily have been attained using the 'traditional'

methods.

An extension of the aid-giver's 'advisory/technical' role is the

'managerial' role. This needs little elaboration - it refers simply to

the donor taking responsibility for the implementation, administration,

1 See French Aid by Teresa Hayter, ODI, 1966, page 197 ff.
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organisation, supervision, and possibly even operation, of some project

or enterprise (usually financed at least in part by aid).

The last of the aid-giver's functions listed earlier, the 'dialectical'

function, is the least readily recognised and therefore most likely to be

misunderstood. This function comes somewhere between advice and pressure.

Advice is normally offered with the expectation of action being taken in

accordance with the (professional) advice given. The 'dialectical'

function of the donor is to advise, but without expecting, or necessarily

wanting, acceptance. Pressure is normally backed by some form of sanction

if certain action does not follow. Again the 'dialectical' function is

a form of pressure for action, but the only 'sanctions' which back the

pressure are existing dangers which are merely pointed out, rather than

created, by those exerting the 'pressure'. In short, the 'dialectical'

function of the aid-giver is to point out, warn, cajole, and even harrass;

it is all designed to 'force' recipient authorities to examine, consider,

and reappraise all their policies, and not to take anything as being

sacrosanct. But no specific 'advice' is offered.

Uhy should aid-givers perform such a function? The simple answer to

this is that in most developing countries a genuine debate on policy either

does not exist, or is carried on within a very small, and unrepresentative,

in-bred, circle. Lack of serious and broadly based debate leads to a lac

of critical appraisal, rather dogmatic following of certain concepts, lc-1:

of innovation and challenge to familiar and traditional methods, etc. etc.

The donor can, in many cases, provide the role that one would expect a

loyal opposition to provide - the role of a partner for a necessary exchange

of views, and one whose outlook is likely to be sharply different and,

therefore, inherently critical.

Aid is thus integrated into the development processes at various points.

First, aid is in itself a stimulus to action and reassessment of policies.

The reassessment and potential responses to this and other stimuli can be

influenced and moulded, directly or indirectly. Llternative responses

can be demonstrated. The range of new opportunities, and the consequences
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of each particular response, can be made clear. The range of possible

responses can be widened by the removal of technical and economic

limitations. In short, the scope of choice, the information upon which

choice is based, and the means with which the choice is implemented, are

all improved through making full and appropriate use of aid.

The relative importance of the various functions of the aid-giver

necessarily differ from country to country, but each has a place, even if

only a minor one, everywhere.

The task of aid strategy is to ensure that the full potential of aid

is realised in any given situation, that each function that the aid-giver

is capable of performing is performed to the limits of its usefulness

within the overall limits of the country aid programme.

2 The key issue: the aid. relationship

Aid is, above all, an issue of diplomacy and international politics.

This should not be misconstrued to mean that the primary considerations

in aid are necessarily diplomatic or political. But, since the aid

operation is international, and especially inter-governmental, its success

or otherwise in achieving whatever end is envisage for it depends on the

attitudes that givers and receivers adopt towards each other. The aid

relationship is more important than are the technical aspects, not least

because the latter are influenced by this relationship.

The donor's approach to aid-giving, and the policies that follow

consequential from this, whether articulated in a formal strategy or not,

are the result of the same complex interaction of causal factors as with

any other major national policy towards the outside world. Even where

the central purpose of the aid operation is unanimously acknowledged to

be the development of the recipient, the difference in national and

sectional interests, political orientation and traditions necessarily

produces not one, but a variety of different, 'ideal', aid models.
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Donor 'neutralitv'_and' influence'

Different people provide different answers on the question of the ideal

role of the aid-Giver in promoting another country's development. The

large number and variety of answers, and the many types of aid relationship

they imply - some already tried, others only theoretical - can be grouped

into several categories, each being distinguished from the others by a

number of prominent characteristics. The basic qualitative difference

between the various categories of approaches to the aid operation concerns

the donor's attitude to the subject of donor influence and control. The

aid-giver is faced with a number of choices. The first choice is between,

on the one hand, a deliberate policy of control and influence, either on

the use of aid, or through aid, and between, on the other hand, a policy

of non-involvement and neutrality. A choice for influence and control

requires a set of further decisions as to the nature and type of influence

and control that is desirable and feasible, and, also, the manner in which

they are to be exerted.

The straight choice between 'neutrality' and 'influence' is important,

though largely on only a theoretical level. 2or strict 'neutrality' to

be attained, aid has to be in fully convertible foreign exchange, with no

control on its use, and on grant rather than loan terms. Moreover it has

to be disbursed, either according to some automatic formula fixed for a

considerable length of time, or on political grounds, where there is no

question of applying any economic criteria of eligibility. Even so, aid

can never be completely neutral in its economic effects, and it is only the

intention not to exercise any deliberate influence that allows the above

distinction to be made. This distinction according to intentions does

have some practical implications. The donor's attitude on the question

of 'neutrality' versus 'influence' sets the tone for the aid relationship

(and consequently the administrative mechanisms for handling aid). Thus,

for example, the view that aid should be 'neutral' (whether in fact it is,

or can be, is here immaterial) predisposes the donor to a very superficial

aid relationship. Since control of aid use, and/or influence on the
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recipient's development policies through aid, are thought to be neither

necessary nor desirable, there is no need for an aid strategy, elaborate

aid administration, professional contacts, etc. If aid could really be

tneutral' (as defined above) this attitude, in terms of the logic of

neutrality, would be justified. But as soon as donors provide loans

rather than grants, project or procurement tie their aid, restrict the

forms in which aid is made available, and vet requests (however superficially),

they cross the borderline between 'neutrality' and 'influence' (even if only

an unconscious kind) on recipient actions and policies. Such donor

influence, unwittingly and unintentionally exerted, tends, by its very

nature, to take insufficient account f' the exact needs and circumstances

of the recipient. Any aid programme, formulated on the basis of a nis-

conception and taking into consideration donor convenience rather than

recipient needs, (unless it really is 'neutral'), is potentially dangerous

and distorting.

Of more fundamental importance - especially in practical terms - than

the straiGht 'neutrality' versus 'influence' issue is the choice of manner

in which influence is to be brougit to bear on the recipient government.

A number of radically different approaches to this are possible. The

following schema shows the main variations, with their distinguishing

characteristics.

Donor influence and control over
recipient development policies

A Confined to aid financed and
directly related activitides

1. Active 2. Passive

(i) global (ii) country by (i) global
country

B Over any aspect of recipient
economic and development policies

(i) global (ii) country'by country
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The most important difference betweon various approaches to influenc,

through aid concerns the scope of donor attention (i.e. the difference

between A and B in the diagram). In practice the stated distinction -

exerting influence on the use of aid funds alone, on the one hand, and

on recipient government policies in toto, on the other - can never be

precisely maintained. But, here once again, the intention to scrutiniso

and influence aid expanditure and nothing more brings about a donor

attitude to the recipient, and a set of policies and measures, which will

v qualitatively different from thosabrought about in the case whore there

are no self-imposed, ex ante, limitations on the scope of potential donor

influence.

Kith the first, 'limited influence', type of approach, the donor's

:ain interest is to safeguard the aid provided. The aid-giver wants to

cnrure that particular undertakings - those financod by aid - are sound -

that is the primary consideration - and that the cvyall effect of aid on

the general situation in the recipient country is of only secondary

importance. The interpst in the officiency of aid can be motivated by

anything from a simple need by the donor government to account for its

expenditure, to a suspiV,7 that recipients are not capable of making good

use of aid on their own (a view a Ih may, or may not, be justified in any

given situation).

The problem of exerting such limited influence and control on the

recipient government's use of aid can be approached in four ways.

The first two approaches, which can bw described as attempts at

'passive influence', are characterisel by a 'take it or leave it' attitude

on the part of the aid-giver. Since some form of supervision of aid to

onsure efficient use is thought to be necessary, aid is made available,

either on condition that certain criteria are satisfied by recipients,

or in forms that make it usable for only specific, stipulated, purposes.

The recipient government is expected to take the initiative - propose

a specific scheme, justify it., and show how it is to be tackled. The

donor government then resncm It may approve, propose amendments,
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even agree to a request to help with design, planning, implementation,

and management; at the end of the process it provides financial aid to

carry the scheme through. Consideration, approval, demands for modifications,

and reject-on of requests can be either on the basis of global criteria of

development needs, or on the basis of an assessment of individual country noee;d.

Global criteria imply both a more inflexible attitude, but also a less

passive one, since the existence of donor global aid eligibility criteria

can in itslf act as an inducement to potential recipients to put forward

aid requests of a particular kind. For example, a donor might feel that

the lvck of adequate infrastructure presented a severe development bottlenec

With this in view the aid agency would announce the creation of a fund to

nieet the foreign exchange cost of infrastructure projects, provided that

the rcquesting country could satisfy a number of conditions - that the

project is likely to be 'viable', that it is properly deiLned and costed,

that the necessary staff can be found to operate it, etc. Or, the dono

might feel that lack of trained administrators was the critical problem,

and offer courses for suitable applicants from developing countries'

governments, provided that they had the necessary qualifications, and that

there werc suitable replacements while they took the course.

These passive approaches to aid require no more than a simple, rather

remote, form of relationship between aid-giving and receiving governments.

Contact betaeen tUn takes place on an ad hoc basis and is confined to the

subject matter of the specific aid request. Discussion does not encroach

on matters of recipient policy not directly related to activities to be

financed by the donor. In practice, most of the discussions and exchange

revolve around identifiable projects; if donors wish to provide general

budgetary or balance of payments support, they do not wish to exercise ay.

control on the recipient that goes beyond the vetting of accounts to see

that there is no blatant misappropriation and corruption on the part of

recipient officials, or donor country suppliers and officials. In view

of these factors the 'passive' approach requires only a skeleton aid

administration, with very littlc field representation.
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In contrast the 'activet approach, whether global or country by

country, requires both a more continuous and involved donor/recipient

relationship, and more sophisticated and specialised donor administrative

arrangements (at home and in the field), as well as a specialist aid corps.

YUith this approach, donor influence and control of aid expenditure is, in

theory, similar in scope as in the 'passive' approach. But the functions

taken on by the donor are more complex and involved. The 'active' donor

approach is based on the view that the donor should share with the

recipient the initiative on the direction and use of aid. The donor not

only reacts to requests, but stimulates and encourages specific requests

for specific activities. Requests are considered in a wider framework,

and donor officials are ready to offer advice on alternative ways of

tackling particular projects, to initiate investigations, feasibility

studies, seek out potential areas of aid, etc.

The deeper such donor involvement becomes, the more difficult it

becomes to draw a line between 'control and influence' over aid funds as

such, and influence over recipient government policies in general. The

success or efficiency of aid activities depends, of course, on related

activities elsewhere which are not financed by aid. Therefore, effective

control and supervision of aid activities requires a measure of influence

over these related, non-aid, activities. The more anxious that the donor

is to ensure efficient use of aid, the larger the number of recipient

government activities that come within the sphere of donor interest.

The second of the two basic approaches to exerting influence (B in

the diagram), recognises from the outset the impossibility of separating

aid-financed from domestically-financed activities, and the interaction

between different parts of a development programme and all policies in

the economic and social fields (and some others as well). This recog-

nition sweeps aside all 'artificial' limitations on the scope of donor

activities; limitations are in this case dictated by the degree of

political sensitivity and the extent and nature of the donor commitment

to aid in general, and a specific recipient in particular.
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This approach is, by its nature, 'active' - there is no equivalent

to the 'passive' version of the 'limited influence' approach. Instead,

in this approach the distinction between the 'global' and the 'country

by country' versions assumes a much greater significance than in the

former. The 'Global' approach tends towards 'mandatcry' aid conditions;

the 'country by country' approach is more flexible and influence can be

based either on pressure or persuasion.

The basis of the global approach lies in the belief that a sound

development policy requires certain policy steps. The provision of aid

for specific purposes can be a way by which donors try to induce

recipients to follow some of these 'correct' policies. Others may only

be induced by persuasion; this, in effect, requires at least some part

of aid being made conditional on 'satisfactory' recipient performance in

the desired area of policy. 'Good performance' in specified areas is

thus a major eligibility criteria for the receipt of aid, although the

donor is likely to be prepared to help with the formulation and

implementation of new, and improvement of old, policies through some form

of technical assistance. And 'good performance' tends to mean 'taking

the donor's advice'.

The country by country approach can, in practice, follow a similar

course. However, the very absence of a set of General positions on

development requirements, and a willingness to look at each country's

problems separately, means that the donor is more likely to participate

in the development of policies, rather than attempt to impose a particular

view. This approach requires the giver and receiver of aid to maintain

day-to-day contact on aid and development matters through formal machinery

set up for the purpose, as well as through various informal channels. The

discussions and negotiations can then range over all aspects of aid and

beyond, to issues concerning the recipient's economic policies and

development tactics. The donor stands ready to advise over a broad

area of economic problems, to help the recipient with the identification

of development bottlenecks, and the formulation of aid projects. The
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donor is concerned with everything that has a bearing on development, and

is not afraid of pushing and urging the recipient into particular decisions

thought to be in the interest of recipient development. Both sides can

pledge their support to the development effort; the recipient's readiness

to expose itself to donor influence and participation in policy making is

then reciprocated by a commitment on the part of the donor to a sustained,

adequate, and quality aid programme.

An aid relationship for development

The above variations on the theme of the aid relationship cover all likely

possibilities, although each is open to many different nuances in performance.

Uost of the variations have been tried, or are now being tried, in actual

aid programmes. Some are only theoretical possibilities. As has already

been said, the particular approach that any donor chooses is determined by

the interplay of many considerations and influences; some of these relate

to donor interests, others stem from the donor's interpretation of development

needs and the function of aid to meet these needs, and still others to the

donor's assessment of the recipient government's political and diplomatic

sensitivity. In trying to assess aid solely from the standpoint of the

development impact one needs to determine whether all the various possible

approaches to the aid relationship can serve this purpose equally well.

Or, are some more consistent than others with the development objectives

of aid.

At this point it is perhaps worth referring back to the discussion

of the functions that aid-givers can (if they choose) perform (see pages

5 - 10). These functions were listed as 'stimulus', 'supply', 'advisory/

technical/managerial', and 'dialectical'. Any approach or aid relationship

that deliberately denies or curtails donor freedom of choice to perform any

one of these functions would seem, prima facie, to be inferior to one that

does not. I.oreover, again bearing in mind the comments of an earlier

section (page 5), any aid relationship that is based on a donor-orientated

approach to aid is inferior to one based on a recipient-orientated one.
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How do the various types of approaches to aid described in the

previous section stand up to these two 'tests'? The approach which is

based on the belief that aid should be neutral, that donors should not

attempt to influence either the use to which aid is put, or the recipient

government's general economic policies through aid, is inadequate for one

very simple reason. To believe in neutral aid is to believe in a simplified

theory of development, vhich identifies resource shortage as the one

significant bottleneck to economic growth. Clearly, such a view of the

development process does not provide an adequate basis for aid thinking.

Moreover support for 'neutral' aid presupposes that aid can, in fact,

be neutral. It has already been said that the most important characteristic,

of neutrality is not soi much that it is real, but that the donor believes

it to be so. For practical purposes 'neutrality' has to be interpreted

more loosely and made to refer to aid which exerts influence accidentally -

i.e. without deliberate donor intent. Thus the choice between 'neutrality'

and 'influence' is basically one between 'groping in the dark', and

attempting to foresee what influence is likely to be of mcst benefit.

There is no reason for thinking that the former is, in principle, better.

Of the approaches based on the belief that the donor should use aid

to exert a development influence, those which draw arbitrary demarcations

around the scope of donor influence - restricting it to those matters

directly related to aid use - are of more limited value than those that

do not. The aid-financed and domestically-financed activities of a

development programme constitute an indivisible whole. Influence on,

and control of, aid expenditure guarantees neither a proper integration

of aid activities into the overalldevelopment pattern, nor even an efficient

use of the aid itself. That, after all, depends to a'large extent on many

other related, though often imperceptibly so, recipient government

activities and policies. The degree of government competence in the

management of the economy is an important determinant of performance in

development. This same competence, or lack of it, determines the skill

and efficiency with which aid is utilised at the recipient end. But how
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well aid is used is not only determined by the recipient government's

overall management competonoe, it also helps to determine it. If the

recipient's overall economic management is good, id is likely to be well

used and make an effective contribution to development. Development

progress, in turn, makes overall managemErt easier and therefore probably

better, because it removes some of the obstacles which complicate

management. Thus good domestic policies and well used aid interact and

reinforce each other. But even if recipient management is good, it does

not mean that there is no place for the aid-giver's 'advisory/technical/

managerial' set of functions; the need is rather for more specialised and

sophisticated forms of donor participation. And the usefulness of the

'dialectical' function is not affected. If recipient management is poor,

the development impact of aid tends to be weak, because its potential

contribution is dissipated or neutralised just as much by the poor overall

management of the economy as by straightforward mismanagement of aid.

So any approach which tries to separate donor interest in, and responsibility

for, influencing aid use, from donor interest in, and responsibility for,

influencing development policies in general, unnecessarily restricts the

likelihood of the donor achieving the maximum possible development impact

through aid.

All global approaches to aid suffer from a .bnilt-in tendency to

standardize, generalise, and simplify. Through such approaches it is

difficult to take account of the differing circumstances and requirements

of individual developing countries. This is a serious enough indictment.

In addition, the global approach is inherently prone to overstress donor,

at the expense of recipient, considerations. The result is aid which is

donor-orientated, and consequently donor influence is quickly transformed

either into donor dictation at one extreme, or indifference and passivity

at the other.

The 'neutral', 'partial influence', and 'global' approaches are thus

found wanting in one respect or another. This does not mean that aid

based on them cannot contribute to the recipient's development; but it
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does mean that these approaches deny donors the opportunity of exploiting

the full potential of aid. The type of aid which alone seems to be

compatible with the full utilisation of all the functions that the aid-

giver can perform needs to be based on a country by country approach, and

donor 'participation' must not, in principle, be limited to aid activities,

but extend to all issues of development policy. At any time donor

involvement will, in practice, be limited to particular aspects of

recipient government policy, but the selection of areas and issues to

keep clear of has to be a matter of judgement rather than general and

arbitrary regulation.

There is no single, clearly defined, approach which satisfies these

conditions. Lany variations are still possible within the general lines

set out above. Among these the most important differences arise from

the different attitudes of donors to recipients, and the different

circumstances of the countries receiving aid. In so far as donor

attitudes are concerned, there are two contrasting manners in which

donors can participate in the recipient's development process - by

pressing for particular policies, or by stimulating, and contributing

to, informed and professional debate on policies.

The latter would seem to be the ideal; the reasons for this are

discussed in the next sections.1

An_ideal to aim at

The previous section outlined the aid approach that seems to offer the

fullest scope for the various ways in which aid-givers can contribute

to the development process. This section looks at the aid relationship

based on this approach in some more detail.

Two aspects of the aid relationship are of special significance -

continuity, and a 'give and take' spirit.

YUithout continuity in the relationship, donor involvement is likely

This point is taken up again in Chapter 3.
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to be ineffective, and might actually be dangerous. The aid-giver

cannot acquire the intimate knowledte and understanding of the recipient's

quickly changing problems. Consequently, any criticisms and suggestions that

might be made, or aid conditions that might be imposed, carry little weiGht

with the recipient government. Problems cannot be detected at a

sufficiently early stage and the scope for initiating comprehensive (aid

backed) solutions is restricted. Negotiations on aid tend to be pro-

longed and agreements on specific measures long-delayed. The donor is in

a weak position to appreciate which types of aid a particular situation

demands; this is especially important in technical assistance, a field

in which recipient requests tend to be rather vague, and often ill-

prepared and ill-conceived. And the 'dialectical' function is made

impossible.

To maintain the desired continuity donors have to establish the

appropriate machinery and administrative apparatus. In this donor

country representation and aid programming are key factors.1

Discussion and negotiations on aid and development polica es have to

be undertaken in a spirit of 'give and take'. 
T ithout such a spirit it

is unlikely that an intimate aid relationship could be established, or if

it were, could survive for long. Donor representatives need to guard

against the temptation of assuming a posture of arrogance and superiority,

a posture to which their status can only too easily incline them.

The essence of the 'give and take' approach is that development and

aid problems are not tackled or settled by means of donor/recipient

confrontations. The proper spirit of the relationship is in fact amply

conveyed by two worda - partnership and dialogue. Donor policy cannot

be formulated behind closed doors, without recipient participation..

Specific measures can only be formulated in the course of joint con-

sultations. It is of little use for the donor to present the recipient

with a ready made policy package which the latter must either accept in

See Chapters 3 and 4.
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its entirety, or reject it at the cost of foregoing donor support.

F'ortunately, on most controversial issues it is unlikely that the division

of opinion will necessarily run along donor/recipient lines; more often

than not it crosses them. In most cases there.is no need for the donor

government to try to influence a recipient administration united behind

one set of policies. Rather, doncrs can contribute - formally or in-

formally, as circumstances demand - to a general debate on policies,

tactics, or techniques. Or, they can stimulate dissenting views which

might exist, but which do not emerge into the open for a variety of

reasons. An important donor function is to identify those elements

within the recipient country which have something useful to contribute

to policy debate and formulation.

Donor involvement must necessarily be a gradual process, intensifying

progressively over a number of years until a full working relationship can

be established. In the initial stage recipient policy, as reflected, for

example, in a development plan, provides the only basis on which donors can

act. This is not the time for debate and fundamental reappraisals of

recipient policy; rather it is the time for donors to concentrate on

tactical aspects and the means of putting into effect particularly

promising recipient objectives. The supply, technical, and managerial

functions are paramount. The advisory function probably has to be

directly related to any project finance that the donor is providing:

this embraces help with the working out of the details of possible projects,

initiation of detailed surveys, feasibility studies and pilot projects,

supply of skilled personnel for operational posts and on the job training,

and setting up of various institutions and mechanisms to tackle particular

problems.

At the same time, donor policy during the 'transitional' period

should aim at establishing a dialogue with the recipient on the broad

lines of future development, and the volume and nature of external

resources that this will require. Ideally, the recipient government

needs to work out its development plan or policies in consultation with
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the donor. Yhile it is up to the recipient to decide on the basic

objectives and lines of policy, the donor's participation at an early

stage of the planning process is useful for two important reasons.

First, it is at this early stage that comment on the feasibility of broad

recipient propositions is most helpful, and full debate on fundamental

technical questions - such as sub-sectoral investment allocation, invest-

ment phasing, project selection, implementation procedure, expenditure

control methods, etc. - is most necessary. Development plans, for example,

are often finalised without detailed consideration of its component parts,

and its proposals are not clearly linked and related to financial,

monetary, fiscal, and other complementary policies. It is an important

donor function to help ensure that the chances of this happening are

minimised. Second, donor participation in planning at an early stage

should help to produce policies, or a plan if there is one, which are

based on some clear indication of the volume and nature of aid that will

be forthcoming. The object of consultations on policies at an early

stage is to produce a set of aims that, at one and the same time,

incorporates as nearly as is possible politically determined recipient

aspirations and wishes which the donor can wholeheartedly support.

If there is some fundamental and lasting disagreement between donor

and recipient as to the recipient's long-term objectives, the ideology

that inspires them, or the way they should be tackled, a close relationship

may well be difficult to achieve. It is, of course, up to the donor to

choose countries for special attention; it is reasonable enough- to maintain

a more ad hoc type of aid relationship with those countries with which the

donor cannot see eye to eye on the broad lines of policy. A donor should

not be put off, however, by a recipient wishing to experiment along lines

which are alien to the donor - in terms of either ideologr, or social and

political organisation - but which may well be appropriate to the

recipient's situation.

In concluding this section it should be re-emphasised that the aid

relationship imposes obligations which, though in one sense they widen
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the area of choice for recipients, also restrict the freedom of action of

the recipient, as well as of the donor. Curtailment of recipient freedom

of action is obvious. The donor, moreover, need not attempt to

camouflage this, or be afraid of it. At the same time it needs to

acknowledge that it too has its freedom curtailed. Once the donor is

committed to a policy, it is not easy to slip out. The aid relationship

here described limits donor scope for cutting the volume of aid, for

altering its conditions and terms, etc. The relationship is based on a

form of bargain; both sides give up some sovereignty and agree to abide

by certain self-imposed rules in return for progress towards a jointly

agreed and sometimes jointly evolved objective.

3 Objections and problems of political will

It may be useful at this point to step aside from the general line of

argument and anticipate some of the likely objections to the approach to

aid here advocated.

Obections

The type of donor/recipient relationship just described envisages con-

siderable donor involvement in the internal economic affairs of the recipient,

in its development tactics, and decision making processes. This may be

considered in both donor and recipient countries as undesirable, unwise,

or impractical. First, there will no doubt be some who, while acknowledging

that donors have certain 'rights' to attempt to ensure that aid is used

effectively, would consider these rights to be limited, and not to extend

beyond direct aid matters as such; political ethics dictate such a

'respect' for the sovereignty of recipients. Second, there will be those

who fear imposing donor views and ideas on the recipient which could turn

out to be ill-advised or wrong. Donors, they would argue, do not nece-

ssarily know what is best for the recipient, despirt their technical know-

how, experience, etc., because their economic, political, social, and
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cultural experience and values are different and thus provide a bad guide-

line on which to baserecommendations. Third, there will be still others

who expect recipients to reject any approach to aid which involved outside

'interference' in their domestic affairs. To try to do so would, in their

view, do political damage to the donor, quite irrespective of any possible

inherent merits in the approach; it should not be risked.

How much force is there in these possible objections? Insofar as

the issue of 'ethics' is concerned, self-imposed limitations of freedom

of action by sovereign states are not new; there are many precedents in

the form of bilateral agreements, treaties, and membership of international

groupings or organisations. As in all these cases, so in the case of the

aid relationship, the recipient would enter into any commitment on a

voluntary basis. Donor involvement would not be forced upon the recipient.

If there are strong objections the recipient may be able to come to an

understanding with the donor which envisages a looser association - or, at

worst, refuse aid. This last may be a hard choice to have to make, but it

is always open; the recipient would have the final word.

In any case, the type of aid relatiohship here advocated does not

raise any new issue of political ethics. It should be stressed again

that the opposite of deliberate donor involvement is not non-involvement

but passive involvement. Aid is never 'neutral' in its effect whatever

the intention - even the simplest decision - to give, or not to give aid -

is a form of influence over the recipient. If aid is made available in

the forms that the recipient requests, with no strings attached, even

this is a form of tacit donor support for whatever policies that recipient

is following. The donor also determines the scale of recipient operations.

In the opposite sense, rejection of an aid request also has its repercussions

on the recipient. If the forms of aid are in part determined by the donor,

or if any kind of condition, for whatever reason, is attached, the donor

is partly responsible for determining the nature and direction of the

recipient's development effort, as well as its scale. 7.7hat is advocated

here is not involvement as such - this is an inevitable part of aid-giving -
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but rather that involvement should be systematic and deliberate rather

than random and accidental.

The argument that donor involvement may be unwise in the long run -

even though perhaps useful in the short - is more serious. This objection

has already been raised in respect of i.rench policies towards its former

colonies in West and Central Africa.1 If a large part of the development

effort is in the hands of expatriates, with most of the important decisions

taken, or subject t approval by them, with limited scope for local

initiative-and experimentation, reliance on borrowed values, systems, and

procedures, and little effort at adopting them to local conditions, the

recipient may end up, or remain (in the case of a former colony) in a

state of completedependence on the donor. Even worse, the recipient may

become a sort of inferior copy of the donor, with a potentially more

promising line of development, more deeply rooted in local conditions, with

a greater chance of long-term survival and progress, having been sealed off.

Should donor/recipient co-operation break down for any reason, the

recipient can then all too easily be set on a downward slide from which

recovery will prove to be very difficult, or impossible for a long time.

Although there is much force in this line of argument (especially

if put in an extreme way, as above - and French officials certainly take

it very seriously), it does not invalidate the principle of involvement

here advocated. It does, however, point to some of the possible dangers

if a proper sense of perspective is not maintained. One such danger is

that donors, anxious to obtain development successes, become too impatient

with recipients and try to lay down unilaterally and rigidly the recipient's

whole development pattern, and in their own image. T!hat is advocated here

is not that donors should impose policy objectives - or take over the

direction of the development effort. This is not their function. The

donor's functions are to stimulate debate and discussion, to explain the

consequences of certain actions, to identify problems, to advise on tactical

and technical considerations, and to put its resources, technical experience

See French Aid, op cit.
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and wide range of skills where they are felt to be most needed by both

parties.

Finally, there is the objection that recipients would not agree to

co-operate in an aid relationship that envisaged deliberate donor

involvement. But there seems to be no a priori reason to think that

the majority of recipients would not co-operate in a scheme which is

primarily intended to promote their development, and which commits donors

to better - and probably more - aid. Since the approach has not been

adequately experimented with, this issue should not be prejudged.

One aspect of recipient willingness, it would seem, could present a

major obstacle to a working aid relationship based on donor 'involvement'.

In a number of developing countries the existing social and power structure

seems to be an important limiting factor on development. Development

may therefore depend on changes in the socio-political status quo; this

would undermine the position of the established ruling groups and their

supporters. If development is seen as a threat to the existing power

structure, it is doubtful whether a donor, whose main aim is to encourage

and make possible such change and development, will be welcomed by the

recipient government. If there is no common interest in development

between donor and recipient governments, the dialogue approach may well

have to be ruled out as impractical in the short run. The donor, however,

may wish to persevere with a dialogue approach, hoping that, in the long

run, this may produce some favourable results. The alternatives to this

are, either to disengage from aid altogether, or to provide aid which

alleviates particular problems (and perhaps thereby reinforce the socio-

political status quo), or to use aid as an outright 'bribe' to bring

about changes. prom the point of view of the long-term development of

a particular country, it may well be best to persevere with the dialogue

approach. From the point of view of the development of the developing

world as a whole, disengagement may be the best policy. In this way

scarce resources, trained people, and donor energies can be channelled

into those countries where a more fruitful co-operation on development can
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be attained. In the end, the choice between the two, or either of these

and the other two possibilities mentioned, can only be made on political

grounds. How strong donor commitment to world development is vis-A-vis

donor commit:.c:> to a particular country (whether from a development

standpoint or a politico-strategic-historic one) will determine the final

outcome.

The problem of_political will

The donor's role in this development process and development debate can,

by its very nature, produce an abrasive situation. This danger is un-

avoidable. To perform a useful role the donor needs to be an instigator

of criticism and reappraisal, and a champion of change. To be able to

perform these functions needs both tact and perseverence. But, in a

senae, the 'right' to perform them is not automatic; it has to be

'earned' by the donor. The mere fact of providing resources in aid is

not a sufficient qualification. To 'earn' the right can itself be a

tedious, involved, difficult, and unrewarding operation. It is clear,

therefore, that for the donor to take this on in order to help promote

development in an overseas country requires strong motivation. Thus, the

most important single determinant of the donor government's willingness

to establish a really close aid relationship is the strength of its

commitment to the idea of development - whether motivated by disinterested

concern about low living standards, or for political, self-interest, reasons.

XYhat is the current situation concerning the commitment to aid in

donor countries?

The very low level of income in most of the underdeveloped world,

relative to the average in the economically advanced countries, provides

the raison d'1tre of aid. The actual commitment to provide aid is a

result of the interaction of a profusion of diverse considerations and

views. Thus, according to one main strand of thought, the obvious

central objective of aid is the promotion of more rapid economic

growth in low-income countries. But, to different people, this one
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objective is paramount for different reasons. First, development is

thought to be desirable as an end in itself. Second, from the point of

view of the developed countries as a group, promotion of development is

thought to be a necessary precaution against conflicts and disturbances

arising from growing international disparities in wealth. Third,

again from the point of view of the developed countries as a group, the

development of poor countries is thought to enhance the long-term economic

and commercial position of the richer countries. Fourth, from the point

of view of one rich country, development of countries within its sphere of

influence, or neutral countries, is thought to serve the political,

strategic, commercial, and cultural interests of that rich country.

Fifth, development is thought to serve particular sectional interests, such

as those of companies operating in developing countries or exporting to

them. The motives can thus vary widely - some of them even conflict

with each other - but the aid objective in each case is development.

According to another view, an attack on poverty is not the purpose

of aid, rather poverty makes economic aid a particularly powerful and

attractive instrumentfor exerting influence on developing countries.

Those who support aid on grounds of direct or short-term donor self-

interest usually assume that it also contributes to development - the

very fact that resources and skills are provided (vhatever the intention)

is thought to bring economic benefits to the recipient.

A third view is that, though aid is not a good method of promoting

either development or any other specific objective, some contribution is

politically necessary. Some token of support is easier than outright

refusal of recipient requests or failure to contribute to various multi-

donor programmes. To those who hold this view the primary consideration

in aid-giving is to minimise the real cost of aid to the donor while

trying to maximise its nominal, or apparent, value.

It is clear that if support for aid is founded on either of the two

latter views - political influence or diplomatic necessity - then there

is no incentive for the donor to try the form of aid approach proposed in
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the previous section.

The stated primary objective for which most aid is now provided is

developmental (even though the motives for this choice differ between

donors and individuals within one donor country in the way just described).

At the same time aid is used to promote various other objectives which are

not linked with the recipient's development. Sometimes the combined

force of several of these so-called secondary objectives is sufficient to

submerge the primary objective, even though this is not intended. In

this situation the nature of the impact aid has on the development of the

recipient's eoongmy is left completely to chance. It is, of course,

possible that the forms, terms, conditions, and end-uses of aid happen

to be such as to serve development needs as well as if they were specifically

selected for this purpose. But such fortunate convergence does not occur

frequently. iore often than not the impact on development is small; on

occasions it is indeed harmful. Even where the development objective

retains its preeminence, attention to secondary objectives and indis-

criminate donor cost minimisation distorts the aid programme in such a way

as to reduce its development impact.

When there is only one policy objective the choice of means to promote

it can be determined largely on 'technical' grounds. Where there are

several major objectives, or one primary and a number of secondary

objectives, the choice of means is governed by the weight given to each

objective and by the need to avoid potential conflict; aid measures must

be so designed as to promote one objective without at the same time hindering

the others. If the objectives themselves conflict, the situation can only

be resolved rationally by giving higher priority to some, and dropping

others altogether. Otherwise the policy is self-defeating. It is clear

that the present proliferation of objectives provides much scope for

conflict, and leads to an equivocal donor attitude to the aid relationship.

Since the aid relationship advocated in this chapter is so dependent

on donor commitment to use aid for dovelopment, and to persevere with this

commitment, the chance of success might, at first sight, seem rather remote.
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Yet, this is not necessarily so. There seem to be two fairly straight-

forward ways in which a substantial start can be made without putting all

aid on an exclusively development basis.

The first method - already hinted at - is to take a selective approach,

to choose a limited number of countries among aid recipients with whom a

dialogue and involvement approach can be tried. YJhere to start would be

decided by a combination of political and technical factors. Obvious

candidates in the initial stages would be found among those countries in

which donors already had a major aid presence, and where there was

relatively little chance of political friction. Very probably the

dialogue approach would produce the greatest gains for countries which

are either already showing signs of change and movement affecting a

relatively wide cross-section of the population and economic activities,

or whose governments are anxious and able to put up ideas and have them

subjected to professional scrutiny. The full value of the dialogue

approach cannot be realised if there is no genuine lwo-way flow of ideas

and influences. This implies that the recipient government must be

able to react to, and make use of, the exchanges. In other words, a

dialogue is most useful when the recipient government is able to take

full part, and to make a positive contribution.

The USA has made a major effort in recent years along these lines:

it has chosen a limited number of countries with which it has tried to

establish a close, development orientated, aid relationship. The actual

approach has varied from country to country, and from year to year - on

the whole it has been a mix of the 'dialogue' and the formal performance

criteria approach. The basic principle of 'involvement' is accepted,

though the manner in which it has so far been pursued is at variance on

some major points with the one proposed in this chapter.

Other donors have not yet accepted the principle. For some, non-

development considerations dictate the nature of their approach to aid.

Those who emphasise the development objective tend to prefer a limited

involvement approach (the 'passive' variant in the case of, for example,
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Germany, and the 'active' approach in the case of Britain). France is

in a special position. Outside Africa its approach is 'passive' where

development is the major objective; in most cases non-development con-

siderations predominate. Vith many of its former African colonies, France

has a special and close relationship. This is based on the principle of

'involvement', but of a kind which is not applicable outside the unique

political, institutional, financial, and commercial pattern of relations

in the Franc Zone.

The second method of moving towards the dialogue approach is to

channel a proportion of the aid budget, and delegate responsibility for

its disbursement and administration to an extra-national agency,

specifically and exclusively organised to promote development. The Borld

Bank, which now accepts the involvement principle, might become the

appropriate agency. At the moment, however, the indications are that

the Bank is not interested, in practice at least, in the dialogue approach;

it seems to insist on rather rigid performance criteria and formal con-

ditions of aid eligibility.

The multi-donor situation

So far the discussion has not made any allowance for the possibility that

a number of independent donors may operate side by side in any one

recipient country. How does the multi-donor situation affect the aid

relationship based on the 'dialogue' approach?

The approach needs no, or little, modification, if any one of three

conditions is satisfied. The first is that one donor provides a very

substantial share of aid; for practical purposes this makes the situation

similar to the single donor case. The second is that donors delegate

their functions and powers to a single agent, acting on their behalf,

with funds subscribed by them according to some formula (binding or

voluntary). This also becomes an almost exact replica of the single

donor case. The third is that the various donors co-ordinate their

approaches towards a particular recipient and act in unison, while at
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the same time retaining separate administrative responsibility and

procedures.

It would seem that at present the multi-donor case presents least

obstacles to the dialogue approach in those countries where one donor is

dominant. A large number of the smaller countries, especially former

colonies, are in this category. Although in time many of these may wish,

and be able, to attract aid from new sources, this change is unlikely to

take place quickly, and in some cases new donors might be prepared to

gear their aid activities to those of the old-established, predominant

donor, especially if there were strong pressure from the recipient side

for this.

In the case of several of the larger recipient countries in which

substantial aid is provided by several donors there are reasonable

prospects that the aid partnership can be developed through the medium

of a multilateral agency. There are already a number of rudimentary

mechanisms for such a co-ordinated approach. Pressure from one or two

of the bigger bilateral donors could provide the push that is required

to evolve the mechanism further, and in line with the spirit of the

dialogue approach. 1

The most difficult obstacles lie in the way of progress in those

recipient countries which receive substantial aid from various sourcos,

but where only a minority of donors share a common objective. In such

countries donors are not only inclined to work independently of each

other, but may actually be in competition with each other. Such donor

competition in aid is not so much a result of differences of opinion on

the methods by which aid can promote development - though these exist - but

more a manifestation of a more general competitive frame of mind. Ijost

differences of opinion - and competition - in aid result from differences

of view on the importance of non-development objectives in a given country.

Aid is also used to promote the interests of one donor vis-A-vis another,

1 For a detailed analysis of these issues see Pledged to Development by

John XUhite, ODI, 1967.
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with the recipient acting as an innocent intermediary. Such inter-donor

rivalry is especially associated with East/l.est compeoti but it is also

a feature of relations between DAC members and extends even to the various

multilateral agencies.

4 Implementing the strategy

Getting the- aid relationship right is the first - and btsic - step towards

effective aid. In itself, it does not, however, produce development

success - donors must equip themselves with the machinery and instruments

with which to try to put their intentions into practice.

The 'dialectical' function of the aid-giver relates to the overall, or

macro, problems of a particular recipient. In its other functions the

aid-giver must be selective; detailed attention can be focused, by the

very nature of the aid operation, on only a limited number of problems or

sectors, The crucial determinant of the effectiveness with which these

other functions are performed is the skill with which the selection is made.

Thus the exact make-up of the aid programme, and its value to the recipient,

depend, above all, on the donor's ability to spot what sort of aid is most

needed, where, and for what. But to work out a specific aid measure .- ith

any degree of certainty that it is likely to produce the desired results

is extremely difficult. First of all, its outcome is not determined

exclusively by factors directly related to the measure. In the case of

an aid project, for example, success does not depend only on such factors

as location, design, staffing, etc., but on a multitude of often only

remotely related activities undertaken elsewhere. Some of these can be

traced or foreseen, and these taken into account or influenced. But

this is not true of all cases; the cause of unsatisfactory performance

may even be difficult to pin-point ex post. Thus decisions on choice

of activity, given the inadequacy of hard data, the speculative nature

of complementary activities, and the numbor of possible but unforeseeable

pitfalls, are often taken according to some rule of thumb; these tend to

favour undertakings that seem 'safe' and predictable, rather than those
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which may be most urgent.

The second complicating factor is that the ,rider repercussions of

specific measures may be very far-reaching, but not foreseeable, or not

apparent until much later. These repercussions may be damaging, even

though the actual aid activity is a success. Technical assistance is

especially prone to this danger; aid which shapes basic institutions

and policies such as education, administration, tax structure, land tenure,

etc., can easily produce long-term headaches along with short-term solutions.

The third difficulty is that failure to tackle certain problems may

be more serious than an obvious waste of resources on a 'white elephant' -

especially if the problem remains undetected. It limits performance in

other areas, including those to which aid has been applied, or it may

complicate the whole development programme in the future. Failure to

check population increase is the most dramatic example of this (though

it is certainly not a problem which is 'undetected').

The fourth complicating factor is that the effectiveness of aid

depends as much on the volume of aid as on what is actually done with it.

This is of particular significance when there is a sophisticated, well-

integrated development plan, for which sufficient finance is not forth-

coming. If any items are left out, the effect of this is felt throughout

the economy; unexpected bottlenecks appear and hinder progress in many

of the activities uhich do go ahead.

The fifth and last major difficulty is that the processes and

interrelations which bring about development are too insufficiently well

understood to provide adequate guidance to action on many occasions.

The net effect of all these difficulties is that a search for

abstract criteria to provide guidance for aid decisions is of dubious

value. 'Good' aid measures, in the abstract, do not exist.

Fortunately, the donor does not act in a vacuum. The basic

development objectives are determined by tho recipient, even though they

may be expressed only very vaguely. This situation makes the donor's

task at once easier. The development objectives - or proposed development
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expenditure side, there may be internal inconsistencies, vagueness on

many proposals, and projects and policies unrelated to declared objectives;

on the revenue side, there may be too little attention to the exact source

of finance needed for the plan, imprecisely worked out tax policies, with

no attention to widor consequences of tax measures, etc. iind, in the

general field of policy there is plenty of scope for adapting various

measures more closely to the requirements of development policy objectives -

e.g. taxation, pricing of utilities, tariffs, import regulations, exchange

control, monetary and credit policy, budgeting procedures, company law,

etc. The donor's role in all this is to observe, analyse, draw the

recipient's attention to various inconsistencies, demonstrate the likely

consequences of different measures, suggest alternatives, suggest improvements;

to offer help for deeper and more extensive analysis of certain sectors or

planned policies; to channel aid into those activities on which performance

over a fairly wide area is thought to depend.

The ultimate test of effectiveness in aid, it would seem, is the

donor's ability to contribute - to the greatest possible extent for a

given outlay - to a smoother and quicker attainment of the recipient's

basic development objectives. The practical implications of this criterion

is that aid must be concentrated in those sectors and activities on which

progress elsewhere largely depends - i.e. where aid will have the maximum

'spill-over' effect. To find these is not easy, but the search for key

sectors and activities can be facilitated by the development and use of

systematic procedures - i.e. 'programming'.1

Having decided on the end-uses of aid in a given situation, donors

need to fashion the precise forms (and terms) in which their aid is to

be made available. Exogenously decided aid forms should on no account

themselves become important determinants of the ends to which aid is put.

\Yhat is to be done with aid, and how it is to be done, should not be

See Chapter 3.
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determined by what it is most expedient from the donor's point of view to

provide. The end-uses must be determined, as far as possible, inde-

pendently of such donor domestic influences, and aid must be shaped so as

to achieve specific desired results in the recipient country. In most

cases a donor can provide aid in only a limited number of forms, and

objectives are therefore necessarily dotermined to some extent by the

types of aid available. But the decision to shape the objectives according

to the availability of aid forms should never be taken lightly. In those

cases where a particular objective can be reached in a number of equally,

or almost equally, effective ways, considerations of what is most suitable

to the donor can certainly sway the decision one way or the other. Wihore

this does not apply, and where there are several donors, another donor

might be asked to contribute. If the objective is judged to be critical

to the development programme, the donor may have to take steps to evolve,

as a matter of policy, forms of aid which it finds difficult to provide -

finding the appropriate forms to aid agriculture is a case in point.

This may require research, training of personnel, recruitment of third-

country nationals for technical assistance, provision of some resource

which is especially limited in the donor country (e.g. foreign exchange),

etc.

Although the range of aid forms available to any one donor is limited,

it is nevertheless very wide. In most instances in which aid forms alter

recipient priorities and objectives the cause lies elsewhere than with

genuine donor inability to provide what is required. One donor pyractico

which is at fault is to formulate general aid 'rules', and circumscribe

it with restrictions to accommodate particular donor interests, without

detailed roference to the specific needs of particular recipients and

particular problems. Aid, to be effective, needs to be flexible, with

a minimum of gEn1ral restrictions. Restrictions and conditions, if

imposed, need to be decided on a single country basis. This applies

both to conditions and restrictions motivated by concern for the

recipient's interests, as well as donor national or sectional interests.
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Once a decision has been reached on the size of the development effort

a donor is prepared to undertake, the further decisions as to the forms

in which it is to be provided should be taken, as far as possible, on

technical grounds. From an efficiency standpoint it may be preferable

to reduce the nominal value of the aid programme in return for the

removal or relaxation of some particularly restricting conditions which

are imposed to keep down the real - in relation to the nominal - cost of

aid to the donor. Certain forms of tying - resorted to in order to

minimise the impact of aid on the balance of payments position of a

particular donor - would be strong candidates for such an 'exchange'.

One of the specific inducements that donors can offer the recipient

government in exchange for its willing acceptance of donor involvement

and participation is better quality aid - appropriate to the recipient's

needs, and with a minimum number of unnecessary restrictions.



July 3, 1967

Dear Joha

It was quite a thrill to find "Pledged for Development"

in the mail this morning, and I know how pleased you ast be.

Now that your intricate labors on this project have resulted

in such a handsome product, I an sure that we will want

additional copies, and will write about this separately.

But in the meantime, heartiest congratulations to you on

the completion 6f a long and thoroughly un-simple task.

sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Kr. John White
Overseas Development Institute
160 Picadilly
London, V.1,
England
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

PROJ/15

JW/PJs HYOE PARK 2654

30th June, 1967.

Dear Mike,

After many misfortunes at the printer's, Pledged to Development is at
last ready, and we are publishing it on July 13th. I am sending you an
advance copy under separate cover. I hope that I have succeeded in phrasing
my acknowledgement of your help, at the end of the foreword, in a way that
cannot embarrass you.

I am enclosing herewith your original comments on the draft, with, in the
margin, my very scruffy notes indicating what steps I have taken to meet the
points you raise. Signs like a tick, or "done" indicate that I have simply
accepted the point and re-written accordingly. The word "clarify" means that
your comment gave me the impression that I had not expressed myself clearly,
and that I have stuck to the point while re-phrasing it. Page references
indicate where the passage on which you are commenting now appears in the
published version.

I do not imagine that you will want to plough through all your original
comments in order to check up on the alterations I have made. I am sending
them back to you only to give you a general indication of how extremely helpful
I found your comments, and of the extent to which I have tried to take them into
account. That is why I have not gone to the length of having the whole thing
prettily typed out again.

It proved impossible to get a good photographic copy from the notes.
I should therefore be grateful if you could let me have them back in due course.

We are taking various steps here to follow up the recommendations in
Chapter6, and, separately, the general argument outlined in section 3 of Chapter
5. On the former, I hope that there will be some discussion in the press
following publication. As you know, we have got this down to something of a
fine art. On the latter, I hope, for instance, to start some sort of discuss-
ion in the OD1. We are also having another go on the IDA front, on the lines
suggested at the end of Chapter 6, with particular emphasis on the possibility
of Britain's taking a unilateral initiative in this respect. This exercise of
ours is a complex and continuing one.

The "Aid That Works" series, which I did with Frangois Duch~ne of The
Economist, is now printed up as an offprint, and I am sending a copy of that
with Pledged to Development.

Yours ever,

Mr. Mike Hoffman, John White
The World Bank,
1818 H Street i.W.,
Washington D.C.
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
160 PICCADILLY
LONDON W.1

TELEPHONE; HYDE PARK 26S4

PROJ/15

J'f/PJS 30th June, 1967f.

Dear Harold,

After many misfortunes at the printer's, Pledged to Development
is at last ready, and we are pullishing it on July 13th. I am
sending you a copy under separate cover. I am also sending a copy
to Mike Hoffman with a detailed explanation of the steps I have
taken to meet the points he raised.

William is sending a personal copy to George Woods. I gave

a copy to eter Cargill when he .was here yesterday, andIl am

sending a copy to Johnnie Miller.

The "Aid That Works" series is alsnow ready and I am
putting a copy of that in with Pledged to Development.

I wonder whether the Bank would like more copies of either

of these?

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves,
IoB.R.D.,
1818 H Street, NW.,
Washington D.C..
U.S.A.
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

22nd June 1967

Dear Harold,

Thank you very much for sending me the interesting memo
about Goran Olin's remarks about aid.

I am very ubclined to agree with the idea that we will never
get, in the next four or five years at least, any notable change
towards multilateral aid. I think on the contrary that there is a
danger that multilateral aid will start going downhill quite soon
partly because of disillusion with the U.N. as a peacekeeping
organisation (that may be irrelevant but it doesn't seem so to
the average voter) and partly because ofdisillusion with multi-
lateral agencies (where the <orld Bank has the best reputation,
but as our troubles over IDA are showing even it is not proof
against scepticism).

I have been considering for some time how we might try and
raise the level of support for multilateral aid and I enclose a
very preliminary and rushed report on some of my ideas which I have
sent to Paul Hoffman. I would very much appreciate your thoroughly
sceptical comments.

I will think over your disl ike for global figures. Maybe you
are right, but I equally have a dislike of getting down all the
time to individual projects, which do not seem to make much sense
by themselves. I think we have got to try and get a mean somewhere
between the two extremes. Incidentally The economist articles are
being reprinted by us, and I will send you an early copy of the
pamphlet,in case you do in fact want to order a few extra copies.

It was nice seeing you again and I'll look forward to coming
down once more when I go back to the U.N. for a bit in October.

Yours sincerely,

lilliam Clark

Mr Harold Grames
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street N.W.
Wahhington D.C. 20433
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DEVELOPMENT AND INFOaMATION

This is a preliminary and short report on my first

impressions of the nature of the problem U.N.D.P. faces

in seeking to present itself publicly. I am submitting

it as the basis for discussion, though I feel I need to

know far more about both the U.N. and its development

program before finalising any recommendations.

William Clark
Director, Overseas Development Institute,

160 Piccadilly,
London, W.l.

June 20th, 1967.

1. AIMS

It is essential to the continance of U.N.D.P. that it shall

raise voluntary funds from governments, but to regard publicity

for the program as solely a fund-raising exercise is mistaken

and self defeating. To be successful, even in fund raising, our

publicity should seek to heighten the interest in development

both in rich, donor nations and in recipient, developing

countries. It should try to create a lively sense of partnership

in a great world-wide effort to prevent a North-South split, and to

ensure a larger measure of social justice in the emerging world

community.
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-2. It follows from this very broad objective that any publicity

should try to cover all aspects of the U.N.'s development 
effort

and not just those projects sponsored by U.N.D.P. Indeed we

should attempt to show that there is a U.N. strategy for

development which involves all the Agencies, Unctad, the 
World

Bank, etc. and which covers almost all aspects of development

needs.

3. The idea is to build up a picture of the U.N. as 
an economic

development ins.titution and not merely a political instrument.

I believe that, incidentally, this is by far the best way to

ensure a flow of funds from the donor countries, so long 
as we

can show that U.N. development aid has some special quality.

4. This special quality of multilateral aid is not necessarily

superior efficiency. Even if U.N. programs were universally

more efficient it would be extremely hard to persuade 
donor

governments of a fact that would imply criticism 
of their own

efficiency. The special quality of multilateral aid is not

easy to define (I recognise the need for much more thinking 
on

this particular point); but it has to do with the fact that

because rich and poor, donor and recipient are equally 
members

of U.N. its development program is more genuinely 'mutual

assistance' than any other. It is an example of the world

modernising itself, and a stage in the process of building a

world community. In this sense the U.N. is an avant garde

organisation thinking and building ahead for 
the more rational

order which most of us admit must be created. The U.N.D.P.

itself can be represented as a Pilot project in this new 
world

system.

5. Furthermore because the U.N. consists of a large majority 
of

member states which are underdeveloped, it can claim also 
to be



a unique repository of knowledge of development problems. This

fact can be used to promote the idea of the U.N. as a Development

body with special expertise derived from its membership.

6. To sum up: I feel strongly that the best way to put U.N.D.P.

over is to give a picture of the U.N. as an institution with two

complementary functions - (i) peacekeeping, with the Security

Council at its centre, and (ii) building a just world community,

with the Economic and Social Council at its centre. Support

for U.N.D.P. will be earned, or forfeited, by the U.N.'s record

as a whole, and it is therefore in our interest to portray the

U.N. development effort in its entirety on as broad a canvass as

possible. (I am aware of the difficulties and stresses involved

in bringing together all sections of the U.N. family, but I do

feel that at this present juncture the need to reverse the tide

of disillusion with U.N. makes it imperative that a mightty effort

be made).

7. METHODS

Since what I am suggesting is a campaign to publicise the U.N.

as a Development organisation, we must look to the U.N. to produce

some central strategy for Development. I am not yet sure how

this should be done. I fear a repetition of "Development Decade:

Proposals for Action" which (with all its merits) was too bland

a document and was appallingly badly publicised, at any rate in

Europe.

8. I would hope that out of the discussions now going on about the

Second Development Decade some new ideas for this strategic

document would emerge. I also hope that the phrase "Development

Decade" would be dropped and some more realistic measurement used,

e.g. the Development Generation, and the generation of Development.



9. It is also vital that the document be edited with a strong

hand. It needs to show how the U.N.'s contribution to the war on

poverty fits into the even broader world effort including the

bilateral programs. It needs to show how the various Agencies

mesh in together (this demands political as well as literary

editing) and it needs in looking back to admit the failures and

recognise the immense future difficulties as well as emphaising

the real successes. If, on the contary, the document is edited

to please all the public relations officers of the Agencies and to

satisfy a hundred or so Government delegations, it will interest no

one else.

10. In terms of publicity the importance of this docrmurnt is that

we can fit our individual items of information into its context.

I believe we should try and get away from the innumerable hand-outs

about individuals projects, and move towards using projects only

as illustrations of how the U.N. effort works. (Of course there

is need to give information and publicity to the parties most

concerned in any individual project. I,'= speaking here of the

world wide publicity of U.N.D.P.). Certainly only this more

generalised publicity is likely to have any effect on opinion in

the major donor countries. At present newo that U.N.D.P. is

financing, for example, a cement factory in Ruanda, is of interest

to only a tiny group of people in England who are themselves, perhaps,

involved in financing a cement factory in Uganda. They may feel

a sense of rivalry, or a sense of satisfaction that someone else

has taken the burden, but there is nothing in this context to make

the U.N.D.P. project significant in terms of the U.N. or ofimultilateral

aid. What is it that we wish to signify by the news of a U.N.D.P.

project?

11. The message we want to get across is this: there is a global

war on poverty in which a special and distinct part is played by



the U.N. family of multilateral agencies; here is an example of

how they are fulfilling their role; one tactical operation in

the broad strategy of the U.N. development effort.

12. To whom do we address this message? What is our public?

I feel there is a certain amount of confusion about whether we

address a mass audience or an elite of influential people. Surely

we do want ultimately to reach a mass audience in both donor and

recipient countries, but the question is how we reach them. The

U.N. is (unfortunately) regarded as a 'foreign power' (friendly,

but still foreign) in most countries of the world, and it is

notoriously difficult and unwise for foreign powers to address the

mass audience in other countries. For this reason the U.N. needs

(like other powers) to work through the influential elite who can

reach the mass audience of their own country, or who can directly

influence the decision-making in Government.

13. Even within the 'influential few' I can distinguish some

distinct audiences we need to address.

(i) The opinion formers (Press, radio, TV) who are- of

particular importance in donor countries.

(ii) The legislators and executive politicians, who are more

important than Press in most developing countries.

(iii)The investors i.e. those who control the specific

allocations of funds to projects, whether from public or private

sources. [I have not examined the problem of this group at all

thoroughly yet, but I feel sure that the presentation of

pre-investment studies to appropriate potential investors does

need very careful study: it is an operation quite distinct from

the presentation to the public, and I suspect there has been some

confusion between the two operations].

14. To deal with group (i) and (ii) above (Press and Politicans)
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it is imperative to make personal contact, and provide material

in a form which can be used (not just reproduced) by the publicist

or the politician and put into the idiom of his own society.

The simple mimeographed Press Release with details of a project

and a record of its beginning or completion are never regarded

as news worthy, nor, if published, do such items for the record

really produce any political benefit for U.N. or U.N.D.P.

15. We should therefore aim at establishing contact with appropriate

publicists and giving them new material to work up in their own way.

at the same time trying to ensure that there is a reasonable element

of the U.N. message in its presentation. (A good deal of this is

done under the Fuller Reporting system, but I would hope we could

extend it to publicists and politicians who do not want to visit

a distant project but are prepared to write up the economic

significance of a project, or a larger part of the Program, from

existing written material).

16. Who is to do this contact job, in what places, and who is

to supply the material? I hesitate to pronounce on this since I

have so little experience of the workings of the U.N. But I

will put down my preliminary ideas:

17. Such an information program differs radically from the tasks

the O.P.I. appears to have set itself. O.P.I. produces - in general -

a record of unimpeachable accuracy and with no sign of bias. On

the political, (Security Council) side of U.N. this is an essentipl

task. But it is less suitable on the Development, (Economic and

Social Council) side of U.N. where a war is being conducted and there

is no neutrality towards the enemy - world poverty. A much more

positive and even hortatory tone is needed. I am not sure this

can mix with O.P.I.'s current stance, and I am certain the same

people cannot do both jobs at any rate at the top echelon.



Therefore I believe a few U.N.D.P. information officers will be

needed as follows:

18. (i) In the U.N. a Director who will oversee the whole U.N.

Development effort and decide what material in what medium would

be suitable for what audiences. Such a person would naturally be

very dependent on the various U.N. Agencies both for information

about projects and for suggestions as to how to treat them, but a

single Director (or Editor) could give coherence to the public image

of the U.N, effort, and could try to ensure that the proper U.N.

perspective was implicit in all that was put out.

(ii) Regional Officers, (the contact men mentioned in paragraph 14

above). These must be persons of some standing with a great deal of

dtcretion left to them. But they need not be full-time, and indeed

it would be valuable if some persons well acquainted in the public

and publicist scene could give periods of their time to U.N. How

many such regional officers there should be is open to debate, but

perhaps one at each U.N. Regional Office would be the basic minimum.

19. Perhaps this is my parochial prejudice but I feel that Europe

desperately needs some such U.N.D.P. information officer. In

Britain and on the Continent the U.N. Development material often

seems to be slanted to American interests and journalistic methods,

and many editors are left feeling that this is a bit of U.N. New

York news that should have been covered, if at all, by their U.N.

correspondent in New York. Viewed from the political-diplomatic

stance of most U.N. correspondents Development information

usually seems utterly un-news worthy. Getting the news to the

right journalist (usually on the City pages, or one of the few

economic commentators) and showing its significance is a challenging

task which is not at present being undertaken in Europe.

20. The need for a good information service in the developing

countries is equally great. [I have dealt with this very
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sketchily because I have not yet had an opportunity to study this

in the field]. In this case it is Development Support Information

(to use Erskine Childers' phrase) which is demanded i.e. information

which helps to rally support for their own Development Program

and which heightens their sense of being in a partnership of all

nations concerned with development. The general material about

the U.N. Development Effort which would be needed for this purpose

is the same as that described earlier in this paper, though it

might be handled slightly differently by the Information officer.

Thus it is possible to make the valid point that the Information

arrangements which would be necessary if proposals were accepted are

necessary to the development process itself. I feel sure that

Governments would be more willing to vote money to assist

development than to assist in the process of twisting their arms

to extract more money.

SUPPMARY

Publicity about U.N.T).P. should be handled always in the

broad context of the whole U.N. family's development effort.

This will demand a document setting out the U.N. strategy

for Development, and our publicity about projects must be shown

to fit into this strategy.

Publicity of this type is designed to persuade and call to

action. It is therefore likely to be seperate from the O.P.I.

type of strictly neutral information.

There will need to be some Development Information officers

in New York, Europe and the other U.N. Regional offices. They are

an essential part of the whole process of economic development,

lubricating the partnership between nations that is involved.



June 12, 1967

Dear Bills

I thought you might find the attached mmramdm

interesting. Or maybe I'm sending it to you because

it agrees (in paragraph two) with my own prejudice

against global figures. on the whole, they are dis-

couraging and uninformative. 2hey tend to comemal at

least as much as to reveal -- which is why ft Loosumist's

series, on specific countries, was such a good idea.

Sincerely yours,

Urold Graves

Enclosure Kr. Lind's memo of June 9 Visit by Professor Goran Olin

Mr. Willias Clark
Director
Overseas Developmt Institute
160 Piccadilly
Londca, W. 1
Egand
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
140 PICCADILLY
LONDON W.

TELEPHONEI HYDE PARK 2654

Stud/37

TPS/PJS 30th May, 1967.

On behalf of the ODI Study Group on Consultancy I am writing
to say how very much we all appreciated your coming to ODI last week
and talking to us. No-one around the table had any illusions as to
how heavily committed you are and I do want to emphasize how grateful
we are to you for sparing your valuable time with us. The discussion
itself centered on exactly those issues that we wanted and we are now
proeeding to further meetings which will be considerably helped by the
clarification of eo many points that oame up last Friday.

As the group continues with its wokIhope you will not mind
if I get into touch with you again shul e be in need of having
various points classified or perhaps frfurther documentation.

Again our very real thanks.

Mr. S. Aldewereld,
I.B.R.D.,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433,+
USA,
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

4vf 160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

Stud/37

TPS/PJS 23rd May, 1967.

Further to my letter of 8th May I am now writing to let
you know that the following have accepted the invitation to come
to Mr. Aldewereld's talk at ODI on Friday, 26th May:-

Charles Young - (Group Rapporteur) 28 Jay Mews, S.W. 7.

Boris Berkoff - C.D.F.C. Ltd.

Viscount Glentworth - Kleinwort Benson Ltd.

J.K. Laurence - Allan, Charlesworth & Co.

H.B.G. Montgomery - The Building Trades Exhibition Ltd.

Sir Henry Clay - McLellan & Partners, Consulting Engineers

R.S. Porter - Ministry of Overseas Development

T.D. Weatherhead - Hunting Technical Services Ltd. -e

Peter Baynes - P.E. Consulting Group Ltd., Management Consultants

J.F. St. G. Shaw - Preece, Cardew & Rider

Michael Gibb - Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners

C.M. Bernard - British Overseas Engineering Services Bureau

T.D. Grocock - Vickers Ltd.

Alick Low - Norman & Dawbarn

John White ODI
Andrzej Krassowski)

Miss N. Reade.
Secretary, The World Bank,
New Zealand House,

Haymarket, S.W. 1. Dr. T.P. Soper,
Director of Studies
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE Ltd.

DECLASSIFIED
Report on East and Central Africa Trip

DEC 15 2023 by William Clark

WBG ARCHIVES
I visited Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Swaziland during March

primarily to see existing ODINs and to discover what needs there were
for future ODINs. In brief I can report that all the ODINs are finding
themselves very fully employed, and their Ministries nearly all wish for
more of the same.

This is a general political-development report; I am not
circulating detail about the ODIN scheme.

Kenya

There is a feeling of success here. The new African farm schemes
are working well and producing prosperous (;&500 p.a.) farmers. The
Treasury is booming and the political situation seems stable at least for
Kenyattals life-time.

However, there is a marked political irritation with Britain (over
Rhodesia) and with America (over Vietnam, which is seen as a bottomless pit
absorbing the money that ought to go into Aid); but there is a very real
willingness to accept investment and aid. Indeed Tom Mboya has called for
a Marshall Plan for Africa, stressing though that Aid should be given to
Africa for 'Africans to administer ("scram out of Africa" - his advice to the
West in 1961 - is not quite forgotten).

Many Kenyans are also very irritated with Tanzania for having
damaged investment prospects for East Africa generally; but I could not
fail to recognise that some of the less sophisticated Kenyan politicians
felt some sympathy with the Tanzanian slap in the face to the West. At
the moment Kenya is doing well and attracting Western aid and investment;
Kenya therefore does not want to be isolationist though she does still wish
to emphasise her independence. Quite small changes could alter this
situation radically. If aid/investment were to dry up, it woula not be

long before Kenya decided that its interests would be best served by
blackmailing or blackguarding the West. If the current successful economic

programmes were to falter there would also be a tendency to turn away from
the aid-givers.

I must add that I found in Kenya a considerable amount of feeling
that the country had not yet had its revolution; that little had changed
since 1962; that there was still a small elite running the country and
enjoying the fruits of success, even though it was no6 a multi-racial elite.
The desire to see more radical change is quite strong, and I only hope that
some of the existing leadership, and not Mr. Odinga, can channel this desire

into political action.

Tanzania

One must begin by realising that the nationalisation programme of
early February was not carefully planned and suddenly put into effect. It
would appear to have been the result of an unexpected upset in the Cabinet,
which was discussing the long-term implementation of the studiously vague
Arusha declaration. The Civil Service was not consulted at all in advance
(hence much of the muddle) and there is every reason to believe that President

Nybrere did not originally support the idea of sudden change. It is also
w9 R~l wthat Mr. Bomani (who was absent) offered his resignation on hearing

the news, Abdul Rahmn Babu was the one who pUsh-d-t h ~
FeIvolutionary plan from his vantage point of Minister of Commerce. He has

now been demoted to Minister of Health, and Bomani made Minister of Commerce!
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It is interesting to try and piece together what were the

political forces which led to the decision.

1. Most important was the fact that Tanzania was making no

noticeable economic progress, and that the public was utterly
apathetic about the country's plans for economic progress. The
politicians all felt that something had to be done to "rouse the

peasants".

2. Several senior TANU officials (including Nyerere) had been

impressed by the mobilisation of opinion, particularly amongst the
peasants, which had been shown to them in China. They wanted to make

the people of Tanzania feel that future development depended on their
efforts.

3. Nyerere himself has been greatly influenced by Rene Dumont's
book, False Start in Africa, (which he has given to every member of his
Cabinet). This emphasises the need to build development on steady
progress in peasant farming and relative independence of capital

investment (e.g., tractors).

4. There was, also however a feeling on the part of a large section

of thb TA11U ldadership that it was necessary to keep lines open to the

West because Aid from that source was essential to development. It

seems likely that Nyerere belonged to this school of thought. However,
the opponents of a link with the West made a great deal of the failure

of Western aid to materialise. Germany had cut off aid for a time

because of the Hallstein doctrine and Zanzibar's recognition of East

Germany; more recently Britain had refused to implement a promised loan

after the breach in diplomatic relations; it could be argued that
virtually all the investment coming into East Africa was going to Kenya

leaving Tanzania high and dry. It was this feeling that Tanzania had

little to lose by a break with "Western capitalism" that finally moved

the leadership to make the sudden nationalisation orders.

5. Having taken the plunge the Government is now trying to minimise
the breach with the West. Hence the constantly reiterated promise to

give full and fair compensation though this will in fact be a tremendous

strain on her limited resources. To the question: "What good has

nationalisation done you if you have to pay out so much" I always got a

rather woolly answer "Psychologically it has done great good in making us

realise we are on our own...and anyway what had we to lose?"

Will the move away from association with the West go further and

will it spread outside Tanzania? I got differing opinions from various

competent sources, and a good deal probably depends on chance. But I

would guess the process will go further b cause in isolating itself from

the West Tanzania will put itself more/ R aiffiestern hands (very often

the hands of Westernerst). At the University, for instance, plans are

being laid to purge the staff of those not "sympathetic to Tanzanian

Socialism", and to give extra hours of instruction in political thought

to the students. All of this was planned by a group that was

predominantly expatriate (British, American, Canadian and Scandinavian).

The decision(which was not quite final when I left), not to accept VSO's

(or Peace Corps) will also tend to push Tanzania further away from us.

Whether the Tanzanian example will be followed elsewhere depends

largely, in my opinion, on whether other countries feel that there is no

further benefit to be obtained from retaining a fairly close Western

relationship. I do not believe that neighbours will be so much

influenced by the relative success or failure of Tanzania in its

isolationist path, since it is generally recognised that Nyerere.

Government was already in fairly desperate straits. From this it

follows that I do not believe it is in our interest to see Tanzania's

economy collapse, as a warning to potential imitators. In fact, such
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a "collapsed would probably be regarded as a lesson in the power of neo-
colonialism rather than in the folly of isolationism.

In these circumstances I sounded out the existing ODINs (there
are three) and their superiors (Permanent Secretaries or Ministers) on
whether they should remain and whether one whose term was ending should
be replaced. I found the ODINs very anxious to carry on and their
bosses very anxious indeed to keep them. I hope that their main
influence will be to mitigate the effects of Tanzania's estrangiaent from
Britain.

Zambia

I had not been to Zambia for two years and I was distressed to
find the extent to which relations with Britain had deteriorated. The
cause is, of course, the Rhodesian problem which Zambians universally feel
has been badly handled by Britain at great cost to Zambia.

Though she has received some assistance from Britain in meeting
the dislocation of the blocade, Zambia in general does not feel it is in
receipt of much Aid, but rather is a country which can afford to pay for
the assistance it needs. This feeling of independence is strengthened
by a determination to remain non-aligned, and as a result there is a
certain desire to disentangle from the West, and perhaps particularly from
Britain. Hence the decision to halve the number of VSO's accepted next
year.

However, I found the ODINs were quite exceptionally popular (and I
think a quite exceptionally bright and hard working lot) and I was begged
to keep up the flow for the future, which I hope we can do. It seems to
me that anything we can do to send sympathetic British personnel to Zambia
(for instance, also to schools and the university) should be done, to avert
the current drift apart.

Zambia is a rich country because of its mineral resources. The
problem that faces President Kaunda is how to make the country less
dependent on association with Rhodesia and the South generally. For this
reason a great deal of the economic planning is based on the need to give
the country communications to the North. This is a matter of political
necessity not economic growth.

The other main problem facing the Zambian Government is how to
spread the wealth outside the Copperbelt, in particular to the Zambian
farmer. The President's original plan called for heavy mechanisation (he
tried to get a large number of tractors from Britain) but he, like Nyerere,
has been deeply impressed by Dumont's book and has asked Dumont to report
on how to change Zambian farming. I spent two days travelling with Dumont

and expect he will recommend a much more "self-reliant" policy, based on

better seed, better planting, in fact better husbandry with far less

dependence on capital equipment.

Swzziland

This tiny enclave in the Republic of South Africa will become
internally self-governing in a few months' time and independent before much
longer.

It has quite considerable economic resources (mineral and
agricultural) but is desperately short of managerial and civil service

talent. The Commissioner is anxious to tap the resources of ODINs and
I am most anxious to be helpful. Over the next few years it may well be

in these least developed areas that ODINs will be most useful, while phasing
out of the countries to the North which should soon be supplying their own

graduate economists.
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Swaziland may just have the resources to stand up as a genuinely
"independent Bantustan" to the Republic of South Africa. But in most
ways she will be very much at the mercy of the Republic, e.g., she markets
all her citrus through the Republic using the "Outspan" trade mark, which
all good anti-apartheid people know is a mark to be boycotted. The
capital flowing into Swaziland is mostly South African, though there is a
chance of large American investment in fruit growing.

I was very struck with the extent to which South Africa had
changed its outward appearance and public relations, almost pursuing
a "good neighbour" policy with the African countries inside its borders
and to its North. In the current disarray of black Africa this is
certainly adding to the confusion of the Republics opponents.

A last general and slightly pessimistic note. I feel that in
general the Black Africa that I saw is drifting away into isolation from
us - Britain in particular the Wiest in general. This is most true of
Tanzania, least true of Kenya, but the basic (and desirable) drive to
self reliance is to be found everywhere, with the capitalist West as the
bogyman against whom independence is emphasised.

ME
14.4.67



way 1, 1967

Sear TeresaI

following or onversation just before you were returning to
London, t have n aw srranged for the latest economic reports a kasiL,
Pert and hil. to be vade available to you in our Losan Offtee. All
these reports are of the 196 vintage. the Gmlmbi. report will be
ready in about a month's time and will be made available to you is the
saw nanner. The reports nuat be enaulted in our London f0f1e8 as
you knmw, these reports are restricted and although we In same excep-
tionol *ese give aaness to then, we do not permit the reports to be
taken way from Bank territory. As an additional safepard -- iposed
net by a delte to be secretive but is order to maintain as effective
and eonstruetive relations with our numbers and borrowers as possible
we do need to see what use you are making of the information contained
in the reports, which in addition to ecomec data also cosntain projl
ectiona and comments on the lSk's relations with the goverments

concerned, their economic policies, etc. Vith these reservations,
however, you can censult the reports which we think will be helpful
to you. This pemisasion, which is rather ezeeptional, is granted to
you becouse of the special relationship that msists between the Bank
Group and 001.

Ny copy of this letter I so informing Miss Moe* Roade in our
London Off Lee about our decision; she is the person you should sontact.

t o ale sendaing you the tet of an address given by Mervyn
Weiner in uOutaville in "nwibev 1966.

With my beat personal regerds,

Sincerely.

Lare J. Lind
atel. Deput tireetor of Information

Miss Teresa Nayter
Overseas Dsvelopment Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
Landon, W.1
Ragland

cc: Miss Nora Reade
Mr. Weiner

LJL/jsw
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STUD/37

OVERSE'.AS DEVTIOPMIENT INSTITUTE STUDY GROUP ON
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY AND OVPSEAS D'-rV'LOPME19T

List of members attending first meeting on Monday, March 13th,
1967.

Richard Bailey, CHAIRMAN The Viscount Glentworth, C.A.,
Industrial & Process Engineering Kleinwort Benson Ltd.,
Consultants (G.B.), Aldermanbury House,

Central Africa House, Aldermanbury Square,
35 Great Peter Street, London, E.C.2.
London, S.W.l.

B. Berkoff, G.S.G. Goode,
Commonwealth Development Finance J.D. and D.M. Watson,

Co. Ltd., 67 Tufton Street,
1 Union Court, London, S.W.l.
Old Broad Street,
London, E.C.2.

T.D. 'eatherhead, J.K. Laurence,
Hunting Technical Services Ltd., Allan, Charlesworth & Co.,
6 Elstree 'ay, 17 St. Helens Place,
Boreham Wood, London, E.C.3.
Herts.

H.B. Montgomery, U. Hicks-Beach,
The Building Trades Exhibition Ltd., Production Engineering/Ltd.,
11 Manchester Square, 12 Grosvenor Place,
London, .1. London, ".1.

Sir Arnold Lindley, R.S. Porter,
Cngineering Industry Training Board, Ministry of Overseas Development,
St. Martins House, 0land House,
140 Tottenham Court Road, Stag Place,
London, 17.l. London, S.!.l.

G. Ovens, U.D. Brown,
McLellan & Partners, B.P. Limited,
Sheer House, Britannic House,
Station -pproach, Finsbury Circus,
jest Byfleet, London, E.C.2.
Surrey.

77k>e7Xnight, RAPPORTEUR
?P fThe Economist,

25 St. James's Street,
London, S.w.l.

Dr. T.P. Soper,
M. Zammit Cutajar, J. White,

Overseas Developrent Institute,
160 Piccadilly,
London, '.l.



STUD/37 Draft terms of reference

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT IN;TITUTE STUDY GROUP ON
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY AND OTIESEAS DEVELOPMENT

(a) to examine the function and organisation of British
professional consultants; to appraise the advantages
derived by their clients overseas; to compare British
consultants' methods of operation with those of their
competitors from foreign countries; to appraise official
schemes to encourage use of British consultants (e.g.
British Overseas Engineering Services Bureau);

(b) to examine the various links between consultant firms
and Government bodies, suppliers of finance and of
capital equipment, and to assess their value in terms
both of the national interest of developing and
developed countries and the professional and commercial
interests involved;

(c) to consider the desirability of promoting specific
types of relationship and to consider what can be
done to strengthen the position of the profession
and secure the removal of obstacles to its effective
use and further growth;

(d) to examine what part can be played by aid (both
bilateral and multilateral) in the promotion of
consultancy as a form of technical assistance;

(e) to make proposals.

8th March, 1967.

EE.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPM$ENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R 0 U T I N G
OF CABLE: A 27a 3967 3233

LOG NO.: RM3/7 ACTION O)PY: ?lXMJ

TO: INIOMATION
COPY:

FROM: DECODED BY:

TEXT:

=m. LeATUR OLW

-- - INFORMATIO REARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE COMWJNICATIOS UNIT EXT. 2021
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April 24, 1967

Dr. T. P. Soper
Director of Studies
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1

Dear Dr. Soper:

Thank you very much for your letter of April 3.

I have delayed in answering this letter because I was
trying to arrange for one of the members of our staff to address
your group on his way through London, but I have not been able
to make such an arrangement.

In the circumstancees, since I myself will be passing
through London towards the end of May, I would be glad to
address the group myself, and would be available to do so on
Friday, May 26. If this date is convenient, I would suggest
that a meeting be arranged at 4 PM.

Since I am leaving Washington in about a week's time,
end need to finalise my itinerary, I should be most grateful if
you would let me know by cable if this date is convenient.

sincerely yours,

S. Aldewereld
Vice President

HBRipman:pgn:mc
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April 18, 1967

bear Dr. Saperi

Since returning to Washingteon I have been
aatehing vp with eae of the paper that aeounulated
on my desk while I was away, and consequently this
is a somewhat belated note to say how ash I enjoyed
meeting Jobn White and yoursf and reviewing see
of the recent developments in InO. I hope you wil
not hesitate to let me know if at any time you should
need further intoration an DO.

I an sorry to have missed seeing William
Clark and I would be grateful if you would envey
my best wishes to him.

Yours sincerely,

David Qrenier
Chief, Inforation Services - IO

r. oemas P. Sper
Director of Studies
Overseas Devel1pinnt Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1, bngand

c.c. Mr. Christensen
IFC circ. files

]l: jl



Form 4o, 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO; JOHN WHITE DATE: APRIL 12, 1967
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
160 PICCADILLY CLASS OF

LONDON SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY:

TEXT:

Cable No.: YOUR FOREWORD. NO OBJECTION TO PARAGRAPH TOP PAGE THREE BUT REALLY

TINK IT NOT NECESSARY. TEE EXPLANATION OF TUE STUDY SEEMS QUITE ADEQUATE

WITROUT IT, AND AN OUTSIDER MIGHT WONDER ABOUT THE RAISON DETRE OF THIS

PARAGRAP. IN THE LONG PARAGRAPH ON PAGE FIVE* WOULD DELETE SENTENCE ON

IFC AND INSTEAD SIMPLY SAY "H IFC, HOWEVER, HAS ITS OWN OPERATIONAL

STAFF," SINCE IT IS NOT TRUE TO SAY TRAT IFC IS CONTROLLED BY THE SAME

MANAGEMENT AS THE BANK. GRATEFUL YOU SUGGEST MENTIONING ME, BUT BELIEVE

IT PRUDENT TO OMIT THIS, SINCE IT MAY SUGGEST THAT TEE INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT MAKES CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL AVAILABLE OUTSIDE THE BANK. THANKS

AND REGARDS

HAROLD GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Lars J. Lind

DEPT. Information

SIGNATURE
(S1GNATURE OF DIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

RG.ap For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON Wi HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 10 April, 1967

Dear Harold,

I am enclosing herewith a copy of the proposed foreword to the

study of consortia and consultative groups. I am afraid I have had to

leave it until the very last moment.

I should be grateful if you could glance particularly at the

passages I have marked on pages ,, 5 and 6, and send me a telegram if

there is anything there to which you take violent exception.

The passage on page 2 was inserted to anticipate any suggestion

that we have favoured the World Bank because we receive money from them.

I decided not to mention the World Bank specifically at this point, for

fear of seeming to protest too much. I have obtained Mike Hoffman's

permission for the acknowledgement on page 6. I hope I have your

permission also. It is, after all, only a very inadequate acknowledgement

of a very large debt.

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. Harold Grave*
IBRD
Washington, D.C.

JW:tr
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In 1961, the flow of official economic aid to developing countries

from the industrialised countries of the western world increased sharply

from less than 05,000m a year, aet, to more than $6,OOOm a year. And there

it stuck,

One reason why it stuck - though not necessarily the most important

one - was that the aid-giving countries did not have a very clear idea of

what they were trying to achieve, or of what could be achieved, with the

additional aid/t; had made available. They therefore had no criterion,

collectively or individually, for determining whether the increase was

sufficient, or where further increases ought to be applied.

Another reason why it stuck was that many of the aid-giving countries

simply did not have the administrative machinery or the practical experience

to handle this sudden increase. There were mistakes in allocation, and

these had a dispiriting effect which made it difficult to win support for

further increases.

A third reason why it stuck was that the developing countries, also,

were in many eases ill equipped to absorb the aid that they received. The

necessary complementary steps in domestic policy were not always taken.

Consequently, the economic impact of aid was diminished, and the case for

increases was weakened still further.

A fourth reason was that the administrative machinery at the

international level, as at the national level, was still inasdquate. Even

if each aid-giving country was prepared to make a major effort, a method

still had to be devised by which thosegefforts could be correlated. What

came to be known as "the common aid effort" was launched at the beginning

of the 1960., but translating this effort into effective action Vas bound,

in the nature of things, to take longer.

That the pattern of aid was chaotic, and that it subsisted in a

welter of hypocrisy and self-deoeipt, was widely admitted. The question

of how to rationalise it was less easily answered.

The process of rationalization developed along several tracks. In

terms of policy, a code of behaviour slowly evolved. Although it proved

difficult to establish firm criteria, there was increasing agreement over the

nature of the range of problems to be tackled and over the relative value

of various forms of assistance. In operational terms, administrative pro-

cedures were refined, and the techniques of project selection and evaluation

were improved.
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This study is concerned with a line of evolution that lies mid-way

between those two tracks* For certain developing countries, % aid-givers

collectively made a conscious effort to bring their aid programmes into some

sort of harmony with each other. In doing so, they necessarily found them-

selves engaged in an exercise which led to the appearance of common objectives,

defined in terms of a common assessment of the nature of the aid-reeiving

countries' needs.

Such efforts required some kind of formal mechanism, to give them

coherence and continuity. The mechanisms that evolved were of two main types,

known as consortia and consultative groups. What differentiated a consortium

from a consultative group, originally, was that the members of a consortium

were required periodically to "pledge" stated quantities of aid in support

of the recipient's development programme. In the consultative groups, the

process of pledging did not take place, and it was explicitly stated that

the members of the group were not committed to the provision of aid in

accordance with any kind of target figure.

By the beginning of 1967, the significance of this procedural

distinction had begun to fade. Consortia and consultative groups resembled

each other in that both types of mechanium were intended to give their

members a common frame of reference. That frame of reference consisted of

the needs and the long-term aspirations of the aid-receiving countries

for which such mechanisms existed.

In that sense, the establishment of consortia an4 consultative groups

represented what was probably the most ambitious attempt yet made to trans-

late the notion of a common aid effort into operational reality. It was

more ambitious than the global deliberations of the aid-givers, in that it

required a practical application of the principles which those deliberations

had established: it was more ambitious than the financing of selected

projects or sectoral programmes, in that it was explicitly addressed 
to the

total needs of the developing countries in questions and it was more ambitious

than previous joint operations undertaken by groups of aid-givers on an

L4hw basis, such as the concerted re-scheduling of certain countries'

external debts, in that the machinery established was intended to serve

long-term objectives. It was a determined attempt, in principle and in

practice, to make sense out of the aid relationship.

This study, then, is concerned with mechanisms of two particular

types - consortia and consultative groups. One good reason for such a study
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is the one that has been given above. Another reason, of a more practical

nature, is that a study of this kind is a natural sequel to other studies

that the Overseas Development Institute has already published.

It may be emphasised at this point that the decision to undertake

a study of consortia and consultative groups, and now to publish it, is

exclusively the responsibility of the Institute. It is in no way attributable,

for instance, to any of the foundations and institutions which provide the

research programme with financial support.

The first major oJect in ODIs research programie was a study of

British aid, published in five parts. That study had as its principal purpose

the collection and collation of facts concerning the varied and largely

unco-ordinated activities pursued by several departments and agencies of the

British Government in or on behalf of developing countries. * (L r

As the study of British aid approached completion, the natural next

step was to look at what other aid-givers were doing. ODI published studies

covering Japanese, German and French aid. These studies were less compre-

hensive than the study of British aid, but they sufficed to demonstrate wide

divergences, not only in th totivation and the administrative and financial

characteristics of different aid programmes, but also in the ways in which

various aid-giving countries approached some of the most fundamental questions

concerning the nature of economic development.

MNanwhile, a parallel study of a single aid-receiving country - a

case study of aid in Uganda - had pertrayed some of the practical problems

to which these fundamental divergences gave rise. - -

In the course of this alwig research programme, the Institute came

to feel that the Eext step ought to be a study of such mephaaisms as exists

to reconcile these divergences of view - notably consortia and consultative

groups. These mechanisms are usually run by international financial institutions.

A study of consortia and consultative groups, therefore, also touches on

multilateral aid, which the earlier studies of some of the main bilateral

donors had % more or less left out of account. But multilateral aid is

looked at here as part of the total pattern of aid. A question raised at many

points in this study is that of the proper relationship between multilateral

agencies and the industrialised countries which are their principal sources

of finance. At no point does this study raise the question of whether

multilateral aid is in some theoretical sense better than or preferable to

bilateral aid - a question which, in the author's view, has little practical

meaning or significance.
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The study falls roughly into three parts. Chapters 1 and 2 are largely

bUstorical. Chapters 3 and 4 are case studies. Chapters 5 and 6 are largely

analytical.

Chapter 1 sets consortia and consultative groups in the context of

current developments in economic aid as a whole. An attempt is made to

demonstrate the particular significance of these mechanisms at the proent

stage in the evolution of aid.

Chapter 2 is a general historical account of the way in which the

notion of a consortium, and subsequently of a consultative group, evolved.

It is an attempt to show in historical terms why certain decisions were taken

and why certain techniques and concepts evolved in the way in which they did.

Chapter 3 is a case study of the Pakistan Consortium. The Pakistan

Consortium was selected as being probably the most successful of all mechaniams

for combining aid from several sources to a single country. This chapter

was consoiously written with a view to identifying lessons which might be

applied to other mechanism of a similar type. to liv

q"~1ya =a the on mk.TabilIA6 of *he dearu' oA poiLokee wa&

Chapter 4 in a case study of the Turkey Consortium. In its first

two years of life, the Turkey Consortium suffered from an extraordinary number

of crises of confidence. In this chapter, which is largely a blow-by-blow

account of Turkey's relations with its creditors, an attempt is made to show

how these crises of confidence came about and how relations subsequently began

to improve.

Chapter 5 stands away to one side of the main line of the study. It

seeks to identify analytically, rather than historically, the basic elements

common to all or most situations for which consortia or consultative groups

are required. The analysis is primarily ooncerned 1th the essential nature

of the aid relationship, and with the functioning of that relationshipin

the context of a situation involving several aid-giving countries and one

recipient. This analysis is set against the World ank'la present approach toj

consultative groups, as a result of which certain deficiencies in that D

are noted.

Chapter 6 is in two parts. The first is taken up with a number of

specific, technical recommendations for the evolution of consortia and con-

sultative groups. The second is an attempt to re-state the main line of

argument of the study.
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In the language of aid, as in any other technical activity, there

are many terms that have acquired specific technical meanings, which are not

identical to the meanings of common usage. To add to the " Sion, the jargon

differs from one country to another.

In this study, such terms are generally defined where they first

appear, and occasionally re-defined in different contexts. The definitions

of three terms - "consortium", "consultative group", and "pledge" - have

already been given. It may be helpful at this point to add two more.

The World Bank, as the agency responsible for the largest number of

consortia and consultative groups, is mentioned frequently. The World Bank

group consists of the international Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), and the International

Finance Corporation (IFC). The IBRD and the IDA are effectively two funds

administmied by a single institution. The IF0, however,

though Jt ia controlledL byt-samamageffnt, as- the IBRD and the IDA.

Throughout this study, the term "World Bank" refers to the institution that

has administered the funds of the IBRD and the IDA since they were established,

in 1945 and 1960 respectively. The IBRD and the IDA are designated as such

where a distinction has to be made between the two types of finance that

they provide. The term "World Bank group" refers to the IBRD, the IDA and

the IFC collectively.

Various terms are used to describe the lending countri#* and financial

institutions which make up the membership of consortia and consultative groups.

In the specific context of membership, they are usually referred to as "the

members". In a more general context, terms such ai "aid-givers" and "donors"

are used very loosely to cover all countries (bilateral donors) and inter-

national institutions which provide official financial or technical resources

for the developing countries' use* The terms *ed are known to be notoriously

ambiguous, and usually, since most external aid is provided in the form of

loans, inexact. Any more accurate description, however, rapidly becomes

intolerably olvusy.

Readers of this study will perceive that much of the information

which it contains is not of a kind that is readily available from published

sources, The task of compiling this inforsatian would have been impossible

without the very generous assistance of many people who had been personally

involved in the events here described. Most of these people hold official

positions, either in national administrations or in international institutions.

It is therefore impossible for me to repay my great debt to them, even to

the extent of the usual gesture of naming them here. I hope it will not be

thought that my being unable to name them in any way diminishes my gratitude.

In particular, I am indebbed to the many people who went through the drafts

of the study with great care, and who enabled me to weed out a very large
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number of factual mistakes and errors of interpretation, as well as forcing

me to re-consider some of my frailer arguments.

Although the many people who have helped me cannot in general be

named, there are three individuals whose assistance was of such great value

that I have sought and obtained their permission to mention thems first,

Mr. Willard Thorp, who was chairman of the Development Assistance Committee

of the Organisation for Bsonomic Co-operation and Development throughout

the period $ with which most of this study is concerned, and who successfully

challenged many of my original interpretations of events: secondly, Mr.

Michael Hoffman of the World Bank, whose extensive and constructive criticism

persuaded me to modify several of my origiml oonolusions; finally, Mr.

Harold Graves, head-af- the World Bsnk's Infoxmation *epase mt, who responded

to my numerous and often unreasonable requests with unfailing courtesy and

good huuour.

One* that has been said, it remains only to be added that no one

except myself has any responsibility for errors of fact or interpretation

which the study may still contain, or for the study's conclusions.
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FILED UNDER: DEVELOPYENT - Grand Assize

SUMMARY: Re: The final line-up for their small meeting to discuss
aspects of financing overseas development.
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STUD/37

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMEBT INSTITUTE STUDY GROUP ON
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY AND OVERSEAS DMOPMFNT

List of members attending first meeting on Monday, March 13th,
1967.

Richard Bailey, CHAIRMAN The Viscount Glentworth, C.A.,
Industrial & Process Engineering Kleinwort Benson Ltd.,

Consultants (G.B.), Aldermanbury House,
Central Africa House, Aldermanbury Square,
35 Great Peter Street, London, E.C.2.
London, S.W.l.

B. Berkoff, G.S.G. Goode,
Commonwealth Development Finance J.D. and D.M. Watson,

Co. Ltd., 67 Tufton Street,
1 Union Court, London, S.W.l.
Old Broad Street,
London, E.C.2.

T.D. '!eatherhead, J.K. Laurence,
Hunting Technical Services Ltd., Allan, Charlesworth & Co.,
6 Elstree :ay, 17 St. Helens Place,
Boreham Wood, London, E.C.3.
Herts.

H.B. Montgomery, M. Hicks-Beach, o
The Building Trades Exhibition Ltd., Production Engineering 4d.., 
11 Manchester Square, 12 Grosvenor Place,
London, '.1. London, V.1.

Sir Arnold Lindley, R.S. Porter,
Engineering Industry Training Board, Ministry of Overseas Development,
St. Martins House, Pland House,
140 Tottenham Court Road, Stag Place,
London, W.1. London, S.W.l.

G. Ovens, W.D. Brown,
McLellan & Partners, B.P. Limited,
Sheer House, Britannic House,
Station Approach, Finsbury Circus,
7-est Byfleet, London, E.C.2.
Surrey.

Ole A. Knight, ORTEUR

a ettktA0 rd The Eco ist,
25 St James's Street,
Lopdon, S.F.l.

Dr. T.P. Soper,
M. Zammit Cutajar, J. White,

Overseas T)eveloprment Institute,
160 Piccadilly,
London, W.l.



STUD/37 Draft terms of reference

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE STUDY GROUP ON
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTAINCY AND OVERSEAS DEWULOPRNT

(a) to examine the function and organisation of British
professional consultants; to appraise the advantages
derived by their clients overseas; to compare British
consultants' methods of operation with those of their
competitors from foreign countries; to appraise official
schemes to encourage use of British consultants (e.g.
British Overseas Engineering Services Bureau);

(b) to examine the various links between consultant firms
and Government bodies, suppliers of finance and of
capital equipment, and to assess their value in terms
both of the national interest of developing and
developed countries and the professional and commercial
interests involved;

(c) to consider the desirability of promoting specific
types of relationship and to consider what can be
done to strengthen the position of the profession
and secure the removal of obstacles to its effective
use and further growth;

(d) to examine what part can be played by aid (both
bilateral and multilateral) in the promotion of
consultancy as a form of technical assistance;

(e) to make proposals.

8th March, 1967.

RE.



STUD/37 Note by Richard Bailey

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE STUDY GROUP ON
PROFESSIONAL COITSULTANCY AND OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT

British professional consultants have a world-wide reputation
for technical competence and integrity. The standards which their
professional institutions demand of their members are as high as any
in the world and they succeed in earning considerable sums in
professional fees and indirectly in orders for equipment and
contractors fees. However, at a time when demand is growing for
the kind of services that British professional consultants can provido,
their success rate in securing commissions is falling and they are
being supplanted in some countries by foreign consultants operating
on a different professional code.

The problem has a number of different aspects both internal
and external. There is the question of maintaining objectivity in
the best interests of the client, even when the latter is intent on
pursuing some quite unsuitable and ill-advised course. There is a
lack of knowledge abroad about what consultants do and indeed, in
some cases, why their services are necessary. The fact that
professional institutes do not allow their members to advertise Cr
to approach clients direct to ask for work increases the obscurity.
Further difficulties arise when Continental groups, composed of
specialist teams of various kinds together with building and
construction and financial concernp, for instance, the state-owned
Italconsult, are in competition with British firms.

The most usual alternatives to the use of professional
consultants responsible for feasibility and design studies are the
ad hoc package deal or the open competitive tender. The former
frequently results in some unsuitable development which in the long
run is harmful both to the client and to the contractor. The latter
involves contractors putting forward their design solutions in
competition with each other. This means that all have to carry
forward design costs in their prices, while the client is faced with
the well-nigh impossible task of comparing solutions which are alike
in design, cost and competence of execution.

The Overseas Development Institute has for some time been
considering the possibility of convening a Study Group to examine
the role of professional consultancy in overseas development. The
terms of reference have been circulated. The method will be to
produce a number of working papers which can be edited to form
a pamphlet to be published by the Overseas Development Institute.

Possible topics and section headings for the working papers
are:-

1. The Function and Organisation of British Professional Consultantr

Definitions. Qualifications. Professional Institutes.
Conditions of Membership.

Types of work. Remuneration. Attitude of Government. Use
by O.D.M. and official bodies.

Consultants as form of technical assistance.
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2. Organisation of Consultants Abroad

Qualifications. Professional organisations. Relations
with Government and contractors.

State controlled groups, e.g. Italconsult etc.

A.I.D. and commissioning of U.S. consultants.

Comparison with British consultants.

3. Appraisal of work of Consultants

Alternatives open to clients.

Advantages and disadvantages of British system to
clients.

Export of British know-how, techniques, procedures and

equipment.

Balance of payments factor.

Proposals for action.

8th March, 1967.

EE.



STUD/37

NOTE ON FIRST MEETING OF O.D.I. STUDY GROUP ON PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTANCY AND OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT HELD AT 0.D.I. ON
MONDAY, MARCH 13TH, 1967.

Present: Richard Bailey (Chairman)
B. Berkoff
W.D. Brown
Viscount Glentworth
G.S.G. Goode
M. Hicks-Beach
A. Knight C
J.K. Laurence
H.B. Montgomery
G. Ovens
R.S. Porter
T.D. Weatherhead

Alison Frarks
Tom Soper
John White
Michael Zammit Cutajar

.1. Terms of Reference

In general the terms of reference -as. set..out- 1re'e agreed to.
The following -points were made in regard to them:-

(i) Consideration of "package deals" was important.
This was subsumed in the terms of reference (b)
and (c).

(ii) Importance of links between consultancies with -each.
other and links between consultancies in different
countries including the less developed countries.

(iii). Competition in providing consultancy services
between private consultants and professionals
in government departments and international
organisations.

(iv) Need to define "British professional consultants".

2. Group Membership

It was noted that members of the Group as at present
constituted covered a wide field. There were however a number
of gaps and while having regard to keeping the Group to a
manageable size, it was suggested that consideration should
be given to inviting..others.

It was- suggested that invitations might be sent --to..
representatives of: -

(i) the building industry;

(ii) the engineering industry;

(iii) the electrical engineering industry;

(iv) architects and town planners;

(v) other government departments:. the Board of
Trade, preferably someone who has been in
a trade commission post overseas,. and the
Foreign Office.

(vi) B.O.E.S.B.
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3. General discussion

In the general discussion many points were made including
the following:-

(i) The problem of the use of consultancy services by
LDC's. Frequently there were few people in LDC's
capable of using expert advice.

(ii) The significance of methods employed by foreign
governments whereby free consultancy to LDC's was
frequently provided through aid.

(iii) Alleged bias by U.N. organisations in favour of
awarding consultancy contracts to certain countries,
particularly those who channelled most of their aid
through multilateral organisations.

(iv) Relationship of consultancy to aid.

(v) The problem of British consultancies and advertising
restrictions.

(vi) Comparison of standards employed by British consultancies
with those of foreign consultancies. Foreign consultants
do not apparently insist on the same observance of
standards abroad as they do at home.

(vii) The impact of the non-advertising rule on 0.D.M.
activity in securing consultants. The 0.D.M. can
send to recipient governments lists of approved
practitioners only on a nondiscriminatory basis.

(viii) Professional conduct among consultants requires them
not to take the initiative in making an offer for a
contract.

(ix) Problem of division of responsibility among U.K.
government departments. The 0.D.M. deals with
consultants. The B.O.T. deals with suppliers.
There is need for co-ordination.

5. Sources of information for the rapporteur

Members of the Group expressed their willingness to help in
the provision of information and background papers for the Study
Group through the rapporteur. Particular mention was made to the
Association of Civil Engineers and the Export Group for the
Construction Industry. Among many relevant documents the B.O.T.
Journal was referred to and a recent report by UNIDO.

6. Date of next meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting should be held in 0.D.I.
on Tuesday, May 30th at 5:00 p.m. A paper will be prepared by
the rapporteur for circulation before the meeting.

TPS/MZC/EE.
29th March, 1967.
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xerch 20, 1967

Dear V r.

havjhAl up replying t* your letter dated
march 6 q p3 for a visit toM P* developed.
I an gLad to tell yI= that those a Owr shaping up and
I an loking forward to atending the meeting being
arranged at the hoe of Sir Muward BaOV., I hbm several
ongaents in Boan on April 7, and I plan to fly frto
Colo&= airport by Iafthansa Flight 226 on Saurday,
Aprilj 8, to jardon. This fUigt Is scedled to arrive
in Iaxion at 9s55 a.m. and I a arranging to drw
direat from the sirport to Ockhan 11ms, *arst Ursup,
arriving tbere around AW-dy. *n# Woods will wt be

I bm various coodtents in WaRt ow fOr
the wk of April 10, and p3an to return to tbe United
States an &snay, April 9. I havo booked the latest
plan possibia, which is TWA Flight 701 leaving TALoSo
at 4 p.m. I preswo thi, will man that I shall have to
leave *Mvt areen b car at about lunch-tim an that dy.

I am looking forward to the opporkmitr of
ts ag Wih you and the other mabera of Sir Mnward

BvgIa's house party.

With kind nrgds

Sincere3y your.,

(Signed) George D. WoodS

Qsorge D. Woods

Mr. Willi" CIa"k
Overae" Doveloapst Inetitate Ltd.
160 PiAdilly
Inbas Wi, Sagand

cc: Mr. lillar
B. Schmitt

OCWishart :pk



Mr. Lars J. Lind march 20, 1967

Raymond Frost

John White' a Star on Aid Coordination

In reply to your amlorandan of February 14, I have no coramta
on Mr. hiteo Study.

RMFrost:eb
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
140 PICCADILLY

LONDON W.A

TELEPMONE: HYDE PARK 2654

ODI/2 17 March, 1967

Dear Harold.,

How splendid t hear that Mr. Woods found the summin up
in The Economist so useful. The whole operation of "Aid that
Works" has turned out far better than we expected, and I hope
Itm not being too optimistic in feeling that it really has
done some good.

- In purely institutional terms it Was also a Most satisfactory
joint operation between ODI and The Economist. Indeed, I must not

take the credit for the actual writing of the final piece. I
have therefore taken the liberty of passing the contents of your
note on to Franqois Duche of The Economst, who I know will be
delighted.

I became so involved in the of the series that
I was reluctant to write the final up, for fear that I
would ride myr own hobby horses inea of re-stating some of
the points that had been implicit in the series. I think Franqois
did a superb job, though he in fact "esome of my particular
hobby horses, e.g. the role of the Wrd Bank, rather harder than
I would have dared to do.

Yours ever,

Mr. arod GrvesJohn White

Wshbington, D.C.

+ + + t .
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Headquarters
Wasington, D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
Cab.e Addr. - INTBAFRAD PARIS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Cable Addr6-. - INDEVAS PAR IS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:
4, AVENUE D'IENA, PARIS (16) -FRANCE

Telephone - 553-2510

March 17, 1967

Mr. S. Aldewereld
Vice President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C.

Dear Siem:

Many thanks for your letter of the 13th. Tom

Soper and John Vhite will be at New Zealand House

at 11 a.ma. on Thursday, March 30. Many thanks.

Yours ever,

John D can Miller
Special Representative in Europe
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PROJ/15 17 March, 1967

Dear Mike,

Lars Lind has sent me your notes on my manuscript.- Your comments

are so useful, and clearly the result of a very careful reading indeed,

that I hope you will not take offense at my writing to you personally to

thank you for all the trouble you have taken.

I am at present engaged in re-writing and amending the draft, to
take account of your comments. Many of your objections are ones that I must

accept, and in these cases I have made substantial alterations. In some

other cases, I have stuck to my original point, although I have re-phrased the

a#xment to take account of possible lines of attack which I had not

perceived and which you have now brought to my attention.

Some of the points which you raise are of fundamental significance.

Quite apart from the business of improving the draft, I should like sometime
to argue these points out with you in greater detail. I don't think a letter
is the best way to do this. I hope, however, that you will not think it a
nuisance if I eventually return your comments to you with my own marginal
notes on your marginal notes, explaining what steps I have taken on each point.

As a preliminary comment, I should like to raise the question of the whole
approach of the study - what you have described as its "over-intellectualisationt.
Most people have commented on this aspect of it, with varying degrees of enthusiasm.

As you would expect, the academics are more favourably disposed towards it
than the practical administrators. In part, the approach is simply the one
that is most natural to me. (I read philosophy at Oxford, and the mannerisms
of linguistic analysis are terribly hard to shake off.) More seriously, I
think this approach may b. of value in two respects, though I am fully aware
of its limitations:

1. The study is addressed in the first instanne to practical administrators.
If there is any point in an institute such as ODI undertaking a study of this
kind it can only be that we are in a position to take a quite different line
from the one that would be natural o people actually concerned with policy and
administration. I remember once ddl ring that it was our function to seem
excessively academic to the practical administrators, and excessively taken
up with practical problems to the academics. Such a function is particularly
necessary in relation to administrators in this country. In your institution,
a serious attempt is made to work out a rational policy and then to apply it.
I do not think the same can be said here. Indeed, our main present objection
to the Ministry of Overseas Development does not lie in the limitations that
have been imposed upon it, W I suppose are understandable, but that these
limitations seem to have deprived it of the ability to thin. The British



PROJ/15 - 2 - 17 March, 1967

(M. Hoffman)

vice of claiming to be pragmatic, as a disguise for the fact that one has no
policy, is more in evidence than ever. (As you know, "pragmatic" is a word that
I suspect. My dictionary gives "meddlesome, officious, unprincipled".) To
go to the other extreme of over-intellectualisation, therefore, is primarily
intended as a protest against the fuzzing of issues.

2. Apart from this practical purpose, I think there is also a certain
theoretical value in this approach. What I have tried to do is to devise a
series of neat hypotheses which fit most of the facts and which give them more
coherence than they appear on the surface to have. I know that political
developments are not as tidy or as rational as this in practice. Still, if a
particular 4hain of events can only be rationally explained by assuming the
existence of a policy which can be shown to be inappropriate, then it is
reasonable to suppose that the chain of events was leading in the wrong
direction, whether that policy was in fact consciously applied or not. In a
sense, this is the point that scientists argue about endlessly, whether their
explanations have the status of hypotheses or of statements of fact..Flf the
gonaml reader, I think this kind of rationalisation is probably the clearest
way of drawing the threads together. After all, it is a very complicated and
technical subject and I want to get my point across to other people besides
technicians.

One last point. I want to keep the in*roduction very short, containing
only a brief explanation of what the study is about, some explanation of terms,
and the appropriate acknowledgements. It seems to me a bit grudging, under
the last heading, simply to say something on the lines of "I am very grateful
to various officials in the following institutions for all the help they gave".
There are a few individuals whom I should like to name, and you are prominent
among them. My question is: Would it embarrass you as an official of the
Bank to be so named, provided, of course, that it was made clear that you were
not in any way associated with the judgements, comments and conclusions?

Yours ever,

John White
Mr. Michael Hoffman
INRD
Washington, D.C.

JW sTR
P.S. One passage which you single out for approval, pp. 21-22 of Ch. V, has
come under heavy attack from other quarters. It is in fact the key passage of
the whole study, so much so that our internal discussions of the draft have
largely concentrated upon it, as a result of which I have had to expand it
considerably.



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 17 March, 1967

Dear Lars, j
Thank you very much for your letter of March 8. The

material that you sent will be extremely useful. It is always
valuable to have material of this kind collected and complete.

You were right in supposing that the consultative group for
Korea was not included in my original Appendix A. I had been under
the impression that meetings on Korea were till officially "preliminary".
I have amended all the figures in Appendix/accordingly. Korea is a
bit of a nuisance, because it upsets my contention that countries for
which a group is set up are usually already the object of aid from
several donors, and that one can therefore take previous disbursements
as a rough guide. I have covered myselfperhaps, by declaring in
the text of Chapter 2, that Korea was a very unusual case.

Mike Hoffman's notes are of very great value indeed. Because
he has obviously taken such immense trouble over them, I have taken
the liberty of writing to him personally to thank him. I enclose a
copy of my letter.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Lars Lind
IBRD
WASHINGTON, D.C.

JW:tr
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March 14, 1967

Dear Jobss

This note is to say "Irave!" to the

semig-up of the aid series that appears

in ft 5ge-grnet this week. Mr. Wood$ saw

it in No York yesterday, and telephonod

special Instructions for it to be read by

all Sobers of the senior staff.

Sincerely yours,

Varold Graves

xr. John White
Over*ea* Development lastitute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
Loadon W I
"agland

RG:ap
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March 13, 1967

Mr. John Duncan Miller
Special Representative in Europe
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
4, Avenue d'Iena
Paris 16*

Dear Johnny,

Thank you very much for your letter of March 8
regarding the "Study Group on Professional Consultaney and
Overseas Development." I note from your letter that these
people have asked you whether, if somebody from Projects
Department is going through London in the near future, he
could spare the time either to attend one of their meetings
or to talk to ODI's staff on the Bank's views.

You may know that I will be in London from March 27
to 31, mainly for a conference with FAO people. I would, however,
have about an hour before lunch, say from 11 to 12 o'clock, on
Thursday, March 30. Maybe the ODI people would care to see me
at our London office. I will do my beast to try to answer any
questions they may have, and if it would prove to be necessary
to have further discussions I can always arrange for somebody
suitable in the Projects Department to come and see them.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) S, AW-w-reH
S. Aldewereld
Vice President

SAldewereld:mc
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

LONDON4 W.A

TELEPHOs HPARK 265 13th March 1967

Thank you very much for your letter of Mach 9th
wilth Mike Hoffmant s comments on John White's manuscript.
I am dealing with this as William Clark is at the moment in
Africa. .I do want to sayhow immnensely grateful we are to
you for the most careful consideration which you have given
toall this.

With kind regards.

br .P. Soper
Directo r of St

DeuyDirecator Infrmaion

Washington
DC20433
USA
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De Juas

I an enclosing Ik. meffmA*n "brvgiual jbte"
to your samsa ipt. m e@wr you will aiwea with no
that they are considrably imne tham "margiuol". I
-a also sure that M will be grtaul and atim*ated
by his vry tsorwu* critiqae ta which he only emgaog*s

I wa eqy, b ee he m youowt$ sttimlati*g
ma useafl and thu# desgwvwt the paa oe hoe tskao.

I so not ee that ompe else fro ho ha
ffeed you detatled somunts, but the few inowl eam
ute I hwe. heard uWde the sae sata pott me *.

bSatm, i.e., that ymr effot to "Overtatolloctaltedw.
Othera hew uaed the term Oodbelastizin".

In ay cme, I hepe yeu will resatve the commeat.
in the *me oeotrauttiv and enww Somme whish
they are offered.

siearely*

Kas J. 14m4

Mr. Jobs White
Ovrnes Uvelop"nt Institute W~td.

160 ?i.. My
Uaadon, W. I

cc: Mr. Hoffman
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NUrvh 9, 1967

Pow sill:

At the requeot of Mike Roffman I am seeding you a

c@py of the emQwts he has offered on John Whit.as 1010-

script and also a copy of the coverlug amoraoawo to so.

2 -a sure you vill ftid hIs "arginal notes" both pass*

tratng and helpful In b inga ome of the argmants

back into the reaal of rmlities.

Stncerely,

%me J. tint
Swuty Nuoctr Of Iiafuatta

. ilies, Clerk
Ovwrsmw bovelopwout Uestitato UAd.
160 Ptcadilly
2xn, W.1

England

cc: Mr. offman

/j;7
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Headquarters:
Waahington, D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
Ca]e A0dre - INTBAFRAD PARIS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
C.IM. Add,.. - INDEVAS PARIS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA, PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

Telephone - 553-2510

March 8, 1967

Mr. S. Aldewereld
Vice President and Director
Projects Department
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C.

Dear Siem:

The Overseas Development Institute in London is organ-
ising some seminars of a "Study Group on Professional
Consultancy and Overseas Development" over the next few
weeks and have asked me whether, if somebody from Projects
Department is going through London in the near future, he
could spare the time either to attend one of the meetings
or, if one cannot be arranged to fit, to talk to ODI's staff
on the Bankts views.

The terms of reference of the Study Group will roughly
be:

"(a) to examine the function and organisation of
British professional consultants; to appraise
the advantages derived by their clients over-
seas; to compare British consultants' methods
of operation with those of their competitors
from foreign countries;

(b) to examine the various links between consultant
firms and Government bodies, 'suppliers of
finance and of capital equipment, and to assess
their value in terms both of the national inter-
est of developing and developed countries and
the professional and commercial interests
involved;

(c) to consider the desirability of promoting spe-
cific types of relationship and to consider what
can be done to strengthen the position of the
profession and secure the removal of obstacles
to its Effective use and further growth;
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Mr. S. Aldewereld - 2 -

(d) to examine what part can be played by aid (both
bilateral and multilateral) in the promotion of
consultancy as a form of technical assistance."

I think it is worth doing if somebody suitable is going
that way.

Yours ever,

John Duncan Miller
Special Representative in Europe
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PROJ/15 0 8 March, 1967

Dear Harold,

Thank you very much for your letter of February 24. I am sorry
it has taken me a few days to reply. Cause of the delay is that all my
family has been having mumps, keeping me at home as watchdog, guardian and
housemaid all in one.

I saw David Fulton when he was here. We had a long conversation,
which I enjoyed. I hope he did, too. I am glad you think that written
comments will be obtainable without causing too many people too much extra
trouble.

The three main articles in the Aid that Works series have all now
appeared. There is to be a further round-up piece, but I have suggested
to Duchene of The Economist that it would be better if he wrote this himself.
I have merely sent him a note, a copy of which is enclosed herewith, listing
some of the points that occur to me on re-reading the series. (Someone
commented that it looked as if I was searching for a universal recipe. I
hope the final article will not give that impression.)

I Lars has done noble work on my tables, and I am writing to him
separately to thank him.

Your comments on Chapter I are very useful, especially as this is a
chapter which will probably not attract much comment from others reading
the draft, who have more specialised interests. I shall certainly take them
into account when re-writing.

It would indeed be useful to me to have to sit down and think out
a brief appraisal of the research programme on the lines I suggested, so I
shall go ahead and do this as soon as the pressure of getting the draft to
the printers is lifted.

Yours,

John White
Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
Washington, D.C.

JW:tr
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W1 HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 8 March, 1967

Dear Lars,

Thank you very much indeed for your letter of February 27, and
for going to so much trouble to update my tables. I felt very guilty at
landing this one on you for a second time, but it did seem better, now that
publication has had to be delayed until late spring, to have the figures for
the full calendar year.

Thank you also for bringing one or two imprecisions in Appendix A to
my attention. The remark about Colombia, Peru and Sudan did apply, as you
surmised, to the volume of multilateral aid as a proportion of total aid received
by these countries. I agree that the use of a 1960-64 average slightly distorts
the picture, particularly as regards the proportion of multilateral to bilateral
aid, largely because of the phasing of IDA disbursements. The trouble was that
I was primarily concerned to show the distribution among the bilateral donors,
reckoning that the multilateral/bilateral ratio had been fully covered in the
text. The only set of strictly comparable donor-by-donor/recipient-by recipient
figures are the OECD tables, which only go up to 1964. I included countries for
which consultative groups were set up after 1964 because any country for which
a group is set up is, almost by definition, a country in which the donors as a
whole are already involved (of. the existing involvement of the founder members
of the India Consortium before the consortium was founded). Disbursements to
all of these countries, even before a group is set up, is therefore a good measure
of the extent to which any bilateral donor is committed to whatever is meant by
the "common aid effort".

I wondered about the UNDP, and decided not to include it in the end because
it is so broad that subscriptions to it cannot be taken as an indication of
adherence to the company of aid-givers, the hard core of which are the DAC or
the IDA Part I countries. (The size of contribution to the UNDP is an indication,
of course, but Table I does not give figures, while Tables II and III are concerned
exclusively with consortia and consultative groups.)

The surplus 5 which you noticed has been deleted.

Thank you also for your letter of March 2. I am of course quite content
to have the distribution of the draft in your hands6 t listed, in a letter to
Harold Graves, the people whose views had been very much in my mind, but this was
really only for information, which I thought might be helpful.
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L. Lind - 2 - 8 March, 1967

I am still wondering about the title. I deliberately included the word

"pledge", because I wanted to bring out the essential rightness of the function

of which pledging was once a part, and to argue that the unlovely connotations

that the word had acquired were largely a matter of historical accident and of

early uncertainties concerning the nature of the operation. My own view is

that it is quite wrong to attach to the function of which pledging was a part

the odium which arose from certain specific misfortunes. The best way to do

this seemed to be to come right out in the open and make it plain that I was

writing a book about pledging. Mike Hoffman has suggested, reasonably enough,

that I am obsessed with pledging, but this is inevitable, if only because the

bilateral donors are obsessed with the exclusion of pledging, with disastrous

results. The battleground has been pre-selected for me, though I agree that it

is open to argument whether the inclusion of "pledge" in the title is the best

way to fight it.

Yours,

John White

Mr. Lars Lind
Deputy Director of Information,
IBRD
Wahington, D.C.

JW:tr
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sear JohnI

A few weeks ago we ssmbled some of our exist-
ing xaterial on consortia and consultative groups and
clipped it together for handy reference. I an attach-
ing a set which you might wish to put in your files.

In doing so, I have a strong feeling that the
consultative proup for Korea was not included in the
revised Table I of Appendix A returned to you on Feb-
ruary 27. You will find the woumbers listed in the
press release dated Decmber 13, It66.

You will sote, of course, that for sme meetings
of consortie and cnsultative proups there are no press
announcements, but I hope the document will be useful
nonetheless.

Sincerely,

Laws J. Lied

r. John Nkite
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
Zondon, W.1

IIjsw



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD A REC
160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

6th March 1967

Dear Mr. Woods,

I am writing about our meeting in England in April. All
seems to be going very well, and I have great hopes of its outcome.

Because it is a small and intimate meeting I do not propose
to have papers or an agenda. The subject we need to discuss is ourrelations, as a group of representatives from the highly developed
world, with the developing world in the next two decades. What better,less abrasiveI relationship can be found than a series of aid programmes
to Governments, annualr appropriated by Governments? The second
subject of discussion is how to create the political will for action
by the developed countries. On this I believe the nature of our group
makes it possible that we shall be able to make practical suggestions
that we can begin to implement.

As to physical arrangements, we are meeting at the home of
Sir Edward Boyle, Ockham House, Hurst Green, Sussex. Because of
various travel arrangements of the participants we shall not begin ourfull meeting till mid-day , Saturda pril qth, and continue through
Sunday (if .you have to leave Sunday afternoon, as I understand, that
can easily be arranged).

If you can arrive Fiday evening you will be very welcome and
some of us could chat informally, but if you want to arrive on Saturday
morning we can make arrangements accordingly.

The following have agreed to attend:

Rene Maheu
Egidio Ortona (uncertain)
Maurice Strong (the new head of External Aid in Canada)
Sir Eric Roll
Barbara Ward Jackson
Sir Edward Boyle
William Clark
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I shoul3 d add that I have had conversations with Jim Perkins

and David Bell and will keep them informed about all of this. Also

Edward Boyle and I are going to Bonn this week-end and will explore

the possibility of inviting a suitable German.

Yours sincerely,

William Clark

Mr. George Woods
IBRD
181a H. Street
Washington
DC
USA

ME



Mr. Lind March 2, 1967

Nichal L. ftffman

John %ite's Study on Aid Coordination

I have now read all of John %ite's study on aid coordination in
sequence. I an bound to say that on balance I find it a stiulating and
useful study. His approach, of course, is still what I would call highly
overintelleotualized. He is bound to find a rationale for everything and
is not willing to admit, for instance, that inertia, rather than deep
philosophical reasoning, might have a great deal to do with the unwilling-
ness of the Bank to take on more than two consortia. But, in my opinion,
it does us no harm to have our record examined by a sharp mind, at least
when it is as well done as this. So far as my knowledge extends, he has
come about as close as any outsider is likely to get to drawing a fair
picture of what has actually happened.

Having said the above, I still have difficulty with the manuscript
at many points. At same points I still get intensely, and perhaps unreae"
sonably, irritated at the suthor's addiction to certain ooncapis and
thought processes.

My not position is that the manuscript now deserves to have the
benefit of detailed cce..anta, and in the attached memorandum I have trans-
cribed my marginal notes for transmssion, if you think it desirable, to
Mr. White.

I4L~ffman/pun



nmrinal notes an JOIn 4p4te's XWW0264it

Me following note alwaot all fall under heaMngs 1 and 3 of the AtJMr's
Ouggested types of cangont. Sme of thm sq relate to his heoing , General
Argment, but I have preferrod to introduce each point in juxtaposition to the
text which raggested it in the belief that this may be more helpful to the
suthor in unerstandi wt' the point is made.

I hope the author will give ear to = earnest plea for a change in the
title. o( of the things that has bothered ma and some other readers of this
smpzScript wsat is what I can only describe as an apparont obsession with the
concept and process of pledging. Intellectual problem which the proess poses
obvioualy faescinate the author. The temptation, which he do" not resist, to
magniy the importance of the pledging process quite out of proportion to its
significance in "real life" in the aid business is responsible for the book's
most serious tochrcal waknesses, in my judgwnt. I would, therefore, hope
that a title could be chosen that would not quite so blatantly suggest a bias
that scm of us at least feel is already overly prominent in the text.

Chapter I

1. second WE

The widening area of wwlusion from organised aid programs has not aplied
to technical assistance in general and to U.N. technical assistance, includng
that of the specialised agpAcies, in particular. Te West ham continued to
support these activities financially, even though the U.N. foIly (with the
notable exception of the Bank Gronp) as a matter of policy refrains from apply-
14g tho criteria mentioned in the last sentence. The point is of some impor-
t.neo, both because of the growing inconsistency between the U.. policy and
the policy of the principal financial wipportere of the U.N. family's activi-
ties, and because of the implications of the situation for the supposed inter-
relatlenship between teohnical assistance and financial aid.

ju. o of 2Wg.

laflane of pa , t. . . ." So far as the United States is con-
oernod, it seeme to me quite wrong to place preoccupation with the balance of

papments, which affects very few people, above preoccupation with Viet-Nam,
the racial crises, and "poverty" as reasmw for attention turng inward.

1-12. Second par

I don't believe the argawnts for automaticity in aid advanced in the U.N.
should be described as "logically convincing." They never convinced enough
people, even the kind of people who vote in the U.N., to produe resolutiow

the unqualified principle.

I-12. nhird wRE A .

There are two things wrong with this paragraph, of quite different orders.
To take the simplest first. If the words "strategic international planning of
aid" am read in the ordinary meaning given to these wards, they woald certainly
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apply to the process of preparation and negotiation that was involved in the
creation of IDA, which was going on during this same period of time and was
being carried out by the saw governments - i.e., the numbers of DAC, which,
with minor exoeptions, are the same as the Part I countries of IDA. Indeed,
the Articles of Agreawnt of IDA embody the only internationally
strategy for aid except the Articles of Agreement of the Bank itse .'if
the author is reluctant to accept this, let him ask himself. what would be
the chances of getting international agreemant on either of these strategies
in 1967? So the first sentence isn't true, giving words their standard mean-
inge.

But one #uspects that the author will consider this observation to be be-
side the point. He could, in fact, easily reconstruct his sentence to take
account of it. But the wrongness, or incompletenesa, of the first aentence is
irrelevant to the structural defects of the paragraph as a whole. The purpose
of the paragraph is to introduce the concept of "strategy" and to demonetise
the word coordination. The second thing wrong with the paragraph is that the
author's method is both unscrupulous and illegitimate. He describes the
"operations of the DAC" as "the nearest thing" to "strategic international
*too' He then assert. that these same operations "consisted primarily of Coor-
dination." So the tezu "coordination" came to be applied to "questions" of
"strategy." By whom? Wose definition of strategy? The one above? But this
is only the author's definitioni He then asserts that "this" was more than a
"misuse of language," and that 'it" findamentally misrepresented the "operation. "
To what do "this" and "it" refer? The use of the term "coordination" to apply
to "consideration of strategy?" But this in the autor's "misuse of lnuaga."
There is no evidence that anybody else has been glf it. The argunt
involves a complete non Bequitur even if the first sentence were so rewritten
as to be correct taken by itself.

I deal with this smal paragraph at length becaure it demonstrates an
analytical habit which crops up several times in the manuscript. I think it
is a dangerous habit, especially when writing about serious, politically
rooted, international negotiations, consultations, and comitments.

It would take an expert in symbolic logic to put this matter precisely..
But the model argument is something like this: ']hat is really needed to deal
with "the problem" is (A) ("strategy"; "allocation of tasks") - an assumption,
or deduction from a series of asswptions, by the author. What is done by
(group, institution) is (B) - facts of life. Because (B) is not (A) (at this
point transmogrified into a "fact of life" or an accepted principle) the (group,
institution) is unable to deal with "the problwm." The author does not seem to
realise that all this amounts to is an assertion that a given procedure (group,
institution) is not an appropriate method for carrying out a process which no-
body involved wants to engage in.

I-13. First new paragraph, third sentence.

This is ambiguous because it gives the reader no idea of how mich "sur-
render of sovereignty" is involved in belonging to the OECD. The implication
is -- not much. But this ignores the very important feed-back from the OSCD
to the member. Historically, this has been most important in the process of
country reviews but there are many other channels. To suggest only one, the
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obligation assumed by a government to produce certain. kinds of econmic
statistics on a regular basis had a tremendous impact on economic management
in several countries, Italy and Spain, for instance. Persoually, I think
"ourrendsr (f -overeignty "' is a poor terin to describe all this but the sen-
tec a i, tads haos te izpreerion that there 1-n' t much diff irence
between hat a coulntr, does i i s a m-n-ber of OIECD and what it i)uld do
if it 14 not, and I think this is i oth unfair to OC) and seriously t Mislead-
ing. Correcting thi, ipres on would in no way eaken the force of the muin
argument of the paragraph.

I-j3. Second new paragraph, jourth sentence.

Again I think "Eurrender of sovereightyu is a very mileadinL and ruestion
beggiag terz to apply to participation in an operation of the -orld Bank which,
presumably, refers o contracting a loan or crodit agrement - -he .ank. The
whole notion that an areemunt involves a 1 ,urrender" by one party to the other
I find extreely bizarre, quite apart from "he fact that 1sovereignty" in any
reasonable senie of the termi %just doosn't enter nto it.

I find the whole argument about connotation strained, unnecessary, and
distracting. It had much better been left out. One could add or subtract
terms ad infinitum without serving any usef'ul purpose. The general argumant
of the ok wod not be weakened in the least by pulng; this thread out of
the whole manuscript.

-3.Last paragragh, firvt sentence.

It sems to me that it ought to be stated right here that the surrender
of choice involved is invariably limited in time and scope. As the sentence
stands, it suggests that the "surrender" is indefinite and imreciso.

Chapter II

118. Last paragraph, third sentence.

I don't believe this statment is correct. At least since the 1260
mission report, there has been a remarkable consistency both in the Bankt o
analysis of India's main problems and in the degree to which this analysis
has been accepted by the consortium -- and for that matter by the Indian
Government.

I1-20. Ihird now paragrphj pa~lti~mate sentence.

This is incorrect. Meetiags of the India and Pakiatan consortia are
officially described as consortium meetings.

IIL.2 Last paragraph.

The second sentence overstates the point. In the beginning, the Indians,
for instance, insisted on not being "in" the consortiu and, while the author



is entitled to his own views in this matter, I think he should recognise
where we have come out in both consultative groups and consortia, namely,
with a pattern of meetings which involve both sessions attended by the
country which is the object of the exercis and sessiQn attended only by
members.

11-25. First new pargrah, sixth sentence.

It will presumably have been pointed out by others that this sentence
is technically incorrect. oefiaancing as used in the context of Bank opera-
tions, or of a consortium, refers to the reeduling of interest and amorti-
sation payments on existing debt& or refinancing a given project on a long
rather than short-term basis. A country can have a debt service pattern
that necessitates no refinancing while still both receiving new "aid" and
repaying old debts. In fact, this is the "ideal" pattern.

I1-28. Pe; ltimate prgah

This is badly off the mark. It suggosto that the author has not read
or been inforaed of the contents ol the Indian mission reports of 1960 and
1963. This is also suggested, at least so far as the 1960 report is con-
cerned, by the penultimate paragraph on the following page because "many of
these criticismst " had been fmiliar themee since at least the summer of 1960.
A3 I was head of the60 Indian mission, 1 speak with feeling on this point.

II-29. Second now pargx'a.

I think the emphasis of the My 1963 meeting is soewhat misstated.
Participants were concerned about the items mentioned but they were much more
concerned about underutilisation of capacity in Indian industry, parcularly
in the public sector, and mi anaemant o1 the large public sector invest-
ments. I think it would also be fair to single out from the concern over the
position of foreign private investors in general, the coacern over the Indian
Government's anwillingness to establish conditions that would induce foreign
oil companies to make the very large investments required for prospecting and
refining in India, thus conservLng its own resources and those furnished by
the Consortium for other purposes. 'This concern may have been ill advised
but it was certainly present.

1-29. ast paragraph.

TWI-a is an excellent generalisation that goes to the root of the matter.

,1-30 and 31.

It seems to me that b)oth these tables should have a footnote explairing
that the pledges were not four or five-year pledges made at the beginning of
the plan to cover the plan period, but pledges year by year.

II-32. First paragraph, last sentence.

This overstates the case. Had this really been their position, they
would not have participated in the exercise. I suggest aubstituting "ome
assurances concerng" for "fizi ai surances of."



1,-32 Third pargrph, first sentence.

Suggest deleting "long term" which implies that governments made long-
term pledges in consortia. Alternatively, might insert the word "general"
before "long term."

II-32. Fourth par.grap, veco-4 sentence.

A very interesting point. I wonder what the foundation for the state-
ment ia? I should think it would be worth a footnote.

13. Top of pate.

I have no objection to the wxplanation offered. But I think it would
add greatly to its realim if another factor were listed, namely, the purely
existential consideration that the people who ran the Bank don't like going
around dunning other people for money, either at the middle levels or the
top leels. The penultimate sentence of the paragraph ending at the top of
II-33 contains, alas, another instance of the author's obsession. Wat the
Bank objected to wa the creation of new consortia on the India/Pakistan
pattern not the "extension of pledging." The author may consider the two
phrases interchangeable but the Bank doesn't. And as he is interpreting a
position of the Bank at this point, I think he should accept the Bank's
version of what it was that was being objected to.

11L43. F'irst new 2az'ep.

In the first sentence "and the U.K." should be inserted after "U.S."
The second sentence is ungramatical. Delete "with" and "it." Sam gjra-

ffinal sentence. Delete "%ore," In context it implies that there h
boon pl gor se countries.

11-33. Second new par!Crap.

The last sentence is awkward. Suggest ". . . the time to devote his
attention to discussions with other aid givers or the prestige necessary to
influence their policies."

U-3, F.nal per&gaph.

Sowhere along here the point should be brought out that for most of
theve countries there was a question of coordinating project aid quite
apart from meeting a "gap," encouraging an increase in the total mount of
aid, and other considerations. This was particularly true in the case of
Golombia and was in fact the wain reason why Colombia was picked as one of
the early objects of the consultative group procedure. The whole question
of coordinating in the project field is smauhat underrated throughout the
nonanuript, as is the Bank's interest in use of the consultative group pro-
cedure for preventing countries from borrowing for bad projects. These con-
siderations could also be introduced in connection with the third paragraph
on the following page, II-34., by way of giving more precision to the "more
general question of the use of aid." Concern about terms of aid and about
prtorities, for instance, ought to be mentioned in this discussion.
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The second paragraph introducos, I believe for the first time, a con-
sideration that deserves more onphasis either here or elsewhere. This is
that the two coordinating mechaniaw under review in this book are two out
of a large vaguely definable fam-y. And it is by no mewn sure that either
one wi11 be the surviving species. I an not sure that the aumthor ought to
interrupt his argant here to elaborate this point but recent developments
persuade me that he ought to do so at some point because it is beginning to
look as if diversity of species in the family is likely to increase rather
than diminish for some time to come, e.g., the Indonesia group, the Ceylon
group, -- the World Bank/African Development Bank/ECA/UMDP group, te
Sentgal River Basin group, the Frenoh-sponsored Chilean group and so on.
At any rate, treating this matter only in the past tense, as in the instant
paragraph, is misleading.

I1-35. Third partjZh.

It probably should be mentioned here that not only that DAC's machnery
is unsuited to operations but that almost all mombers of DAC, with the excep-
tion of the U.S., were vigorouwly opposed to DAC's secretariat taking on oper-
ational fimctions.

II-$6. Second new paregrph, second sentence.

This aasumes tat the OEZC had "responsibility for the allocation of long-
term financial aid." In fact, after the first attwmt to perform this function
the OC gave it up and responaibility for allocating financial aid under the
Marshall Plan rested entirely on the United States. The U.S. Gowrrnwnt was,
of coures, more or less influenced by the cmmtry prograw and the Magnitudes
that anerged frmn the OEM earcies. The U.S. wanted the OEC to accept the
responsibility for aloating aid but this never happfnad.

11-37. First par2pph.

Sarely the Inse Indus joint financing operations should be mentioned
at this point.

II-37. Second 2argrah

PWziltimate sentence read "regional" for "original'?

UI-38. First

The IM should be added to th international agencies attewoing the
cuador meeting.

1I-38. Second ptMaph.

Shouldn't the fact be mentioned that the Bouador group ha. had no sub-
swquent histor7?

ii-46. First pgrapaph.

The Bank also offered to help with this new machney, which we did,
only to have the effort autmerged by the Nigerian political collapse.
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4. h_ paragrap.

In view of the dast-up back on paGe II-24 about membership, exclusion,
etc., it sems to me that the active participation of the Nigsrian delegation
in the proceedings should be given a bit more notice, including saw explana-
tion as to haw this was handled. Sme Rag!, last para h. "Very nearly a
disaster" is Prach too strong. It was a rough week but hpreparation was
good and the conmsltations on the whole achieved their main objectives.

I1-46. Second paragraph.

There was quite a bit more to the 3oath Korean situation than here stated.
The South Koreans were strongly, almst passionately, interested in getting the
-ank to help them establish contAct with souces of finance other than the U.S.
Actually, we all think this consultative group is a doubtful starter, but per-
haps the Bank should be given se credit here for stretching itself a bit to
respond to a strong plea for help fran a country in which the Bank itself had
not, up until then, been particularly active.

I tink thir chapter on the whole is now first class.

1Z37. Second r first J--.

Sageest "offset" rather than "negated."

Ifl.38, First new pearagrah.

Should not mention be made of the fact that the new regime was actually
run by senior civil servants who had long been perouaded of the "right"
patterns to follow but had been unable to follow them becaus of vetoes by
politicaly sensitive ministers. I know of no country, except possibly
Nigeria, during the brief interregnum of the Ironsi regim., in which this
factor was so important as an explanation of whbr things happened the wa
the did happen.

III-4. Last paragraph.

At the sane time, samie rather brave decisions were taken to strengthen
the administrative machinery for agricultural credit and extension. These
steps were quite effective in West Pakistan, less so in the East.

111-46, Bottom Of Page.

There was an eighth meeting in October 1966.

Second new Parw,)h4 third sentence.

Should be "feasibility of the agricultural targets."
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III-S6 Second new larag ,Jast sentencea

This is quite wrong. The mes that were really valuable, e.g., Mexico,
JsW-ca, Colibia, uailand, Spain, were so precisely because they laid down

the general guide lines for cnoe developaent, which were subsequently
followed to a considerable extent by govermen ts. %rthermore, because the

survey mission reprts were issued without ny assimption of instittionaL

responsibility for their contents by the Bank's =zmgenent or Fkvcutive Board,

they were rather freer than otherwise to toauch on controversial issues.

UI-57. To of pag.

Again, since reference is made in the first sentence of this paregraph to
the Indian conaortium, it must be noted that the description of the lBank s

reports and their usefulness in the first four sentences is simply not appli-
cable to either the 1960 Indian mission report nor the 1963 Indian mission

report. Neither purported to be "like the general surveys" and neither cold

fairly be described as "not very helpful." As for "political shyness," the

1963 report was so "hot" that the Inudians never agried to havo it circulated

to the Executive Directors of the Bank or the mwmbers of the consortium. I

am not cure this latter point should be printed, but it should be taken into

account in phrasing this pragraph.

111:?. Second new paragzrapha fifth nentence.

This is wrong. The report for the Fourth Meeting of the Pakistan 8on

sortium was deliberately modeled on the 1960 Indian Mission report. As for

the last sentence, one can only excladm: Uhat about the Bell report, the

Nigerian report, and the Spanish report? - all enonmmus, and all with a

powerful political ipact.

. Third paragraph, third sentence.

The words "apparontly exclude" are much too strong. Owr Articles inhibit

us from maing so-called program loans but do not prevent us from doing so.
As a matter of fact, same of the earliest large loas made by the Banki would

nowadays be called program loans, e.g., Italy, Australia. The same point is

relevant to the third sentence of paragraph 3 on page 1II-64. There was no

forial reinterpretation of the Articles. lie just usd the "exceptional cases"

clause samavht more freely.

It might be both gracious and informative to give somewhat more emphasi.

here to the energy and buoyancy of the private sector in Palistan. The term

appears froquently but as a !irid of an abstract notion. After all, the private

sector is people.

11 Fi68. First new pararph.

The last sentence inplies that program aid needs no econonic ustification.

There are eonm who think the econamic Justification for program aid is largely
uwmbo jumbo, but there are others who do not. The fact is that great efforts

are made to provide econovic justification. Indeed, in the Bank, program aid

requires mare sophisticated "justification" than project aid.



I have not attempted to verify the assertion that the U.S. and the World
Bank were at oddc on only one occasion. However, aznuming this to be correct
(and I have no reason to doubt it), - think it should be added that on this
occasion the Bank gained considerable Prestige with other members of the con-
sortiwm and that thi7 played an iMortant role in the Bank'vs future relations
with thm and their relations with Pakistan, through the conaortium and other-
i.se. In view of the statement at the end of the previous sentence, it seem,

important to add this point.

M1-70. Fourth sentence.

I am not at all clear what is meant In "lackig continuity in its own
structure." Apart fron the problem of how a structure can have continuity,
I don't quite see what the statement refers to and mggest vaee clarificat on.

~I-1~ Second par~!2 second sezytne.

3uggest deleting at the "diplaat c level" as not strictly accurate, and
unnecessary.

III-70. Laat 22aragraph.

The third sentence Implieo that the "constant harpinv on private enter-
prise" was solely for the benefit off the aid givers. This underestimates the
very real pressures frm within the Pakistan adminittration and tho body
politic for this anphasis. Paldstanis huve always gnuinely felt sperior to
the Indians in heir approach to the "private uector"l and their distust of naive
socialiam.

II-71. First now parairap.

The first san ence seem rather banal. Arty situation can tiir.n sour.

I suppose a paragraph or two will be added to bring the situation up to
date.

04Xptor IV

I have vezy few cc*mentz on this chapter as I have no firsthand k1rowledge
of the Turkey conSortiua.

IV-S. Socond para-ra2h firat line.

url Geaiy should be included.

IT-9. Liod aagah last sentencG.

There sewwr to be a conflict between this statement and the last sentence
in paragraph 1on the following page.



It Is 11,1r. 14ef tine'kI."1I -12.

In eiher the first or second paragraphs it seeus ta me that the fact
should be mentioned that there was a very strong coIflict of views about
Turkey between the Bank and the U.S. Gov ueent at this tim. The Baik
(Mr. 31ack) was extremly angZry at the U.S. Govarnment for continuing to
put money into Turkey withut stickltin to any per ormance criteria.

TV-22. Secand p.)ara.

It seems to me that this is a little late to be imtroducing the role of
the PImd. The Fmnd should get much more credit for ita patience and careful
di pxaay in Turkey and for avoiding the kinds of Sh owwns and rukses that
sem to have chara"teried the consortium dealings with the Turks.

I don' t quit. iaow iy but this paragraph leaves one with the i pression
that Turkey* a bad prfonnance was an unreal or at leaat 8econdary issue. Th-
fact is that Tuir ey' - perfoance wa bad.

Th. first sentence ees to me to involve too xuwh simplificati on
both sides. It in' t onyr development policy, but fiscal policy, frequently

policy, often trade policy and usually state of project preparation
that are bound to come up on the one side. I auppose "questione concerning
the aid. n eded" could cover teris, prioritie as between projects and sectors,
and various other mtters, but I am afraid it is likely to convey to most
readers the suggestion that onLy the zaagtud. of aid is referred to.

IV4i. 3econd parapraph. third sentence.

There is a botherse question of teri inology which ought1 to be dealt
with sxwhere, perhaps here. Perhaps "aid givers" is as good as any singLe
term to describe the governamntz ad institutions that get together in a
oonsortium or consultative group. flowever, tho fact is that the Bank doe.
not regard itseif as an "aid (i.e.,taxar finaced) agency" Wt as a
development finance institution. Also it is pretty hard to stretLch the term
"aid" to cover all the kinds of finance that consortim Mexbers dish out.
WIeud it be too aWInward to substitute governents and int1 rnational insti-
tutions angaed in finaxial operations in Turkey'? I suppos it would.
But somewhere "sort of apology for "aid gvr" ought to be put in.

A source for the data should be indicated.

Dito.
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IV-9j1. Firet rarp ecd ntn.

The total interest on a Given debt over a period of 50 years is not
really a very meaningful or interesting fikum,

Source again.

IV-93. Seond new paa&per las atence.

Statennt ia aouhat surprising as the U.S. has repeatedly done jast
this in Latin America, notably in Brazi.

IV-9j2. Tbrd now 2y&12:!0, IAvt sentence.

&2ggest substituting "it or its nations" for "him."

Source.

I .ecmd new par!4ras second sentenee.

It might be worth mentioning here that in thee cases there is likely to
be a record of experiene good enough to give a,b,c, and d a pretty shrewd
idea of what orders their suppliers are likely to get.

IV-100. Tbird par -Lhj first sentence.

Suggest substituting "saiple" for 11crude.11

eater V - Ea 4a-5.

This whole methodological argunt seems to me to be largely of interest
to, and the contern of the author. It is the author wrestling with himself.
Raving gone through the ezmrcise, wld it not be better to refrain from in-
flicting it on the reader? It invites argment, and Will irritate many as
being a grotesquely overintellectnalized effort to define concepts where no
clear operational definition yet exist. And it is unnecessary. The Chapter
stands perfectly well without it.

V-6. ScondpR Agr a econd sentenco.

hie seems to forget that the India and Pakistan consortia were started
without any te--= of referamse vhatever.

V-Z., Fourt 2EYr!gra. 21Mutimte sentenwe.

I siply don't understand this. Hw can "a revew of performance,q for
example, have a bandatory flavor"?

V-6. Last para raph.

Smewhere, perhaps here, the point should be recog ed that the rain
reasons the Bank decided against consortia on the Indi/Pakistan pattern for



other countries had nothing whatever to do with close analysis of the conceptual
or functional differences between consortia and consultative groups. (This is
not to say that such analysis is not worth doing.) They were, quite simply,
Mt only India and Pakistan seesed to present an aid problem complicated enough,
iportant enough and to which enough major powers were sufficiently committed,
to warrant the Bank's taking on the many headaches of running a full consortium;
plus the fact that major donors made it quite clear that they would not tolerate
any more consortia on that pattern. Neither of these reasons, obviously, means
that the Bank would sever revert to the India/Pakistan pattern were there to be
other countries that fit the bill.

V-gi. First new paraVr4.

No objection to the interpretation, but perhaps it should be made clear that
burden-sharing has never actually been on the agenda of any Bank-organised con-
sultative group. And whatever the British and the U.S. may want, they have been
very scrupulous about not appearing to introduce burden-sharing into the actual
proceedings.

71.Second par!17.2h seond sentence.

The statment would sem such less bisarre if it were altered to say that
the "whole Purpose" can only be achieved by soas limitation, etc.

V-iS. Third paragaph second seatence.

It really should be recognised here that "they were imposed" also because
the Bank knew perfectly well that otherwise it would have only one or two mmobers
in its consultative groups.

V-17, Secondi argrzph. last sentence.

It may strike other readers earlier, but it struck me quite forcefully here
that the author will use almost any word to describe what goes on in a consulta-
tive group except "consultation." Why?

V-1l. Third ,araaraph.

Negotiations between whon and whca? Firm commitments by whom to whom? If
these are correctly answered, the contradiction disappears and most of the follow-
ing argument.

V-17. Fifth par!araph, fiort sentence.

Again, why does the author insist in calling what goes on in consultative
groups "discussion" which has a totally different connotation in the realm of
public affairs than the word consultation? We may not succeed, but certainly
what we try to get the people who ecme to consultative groups to do is to con-
sult about their problems, constraints, aspirations, etc. The real criticism
7consultative groups is that we have not yet succeeded nearly well enough in
achieving this objective. People make too many speeches and don't ask each
other enough questions. Bat we have certainly gone a long way beyond "discus-
sion. "



V-21 rug2.

This contains some of the best parts of the book. Wtr only ccment relates

to the last paragraph of V-23. It is not at alU unliely that a connon view of

recipients' needs will emerge, if the joo of consultation is properly done. In

fact, it usually happens. The goveraments cannot all act in ways that are

apropriate to that view. But a consensus view of the dimensions and nature of

the country' s problem usually emerges.

Beginning with the first new paragraph on this page, and particularly the

words "and this phrase alone," I just have to confess that the author leaves me

hopelessly behind, I don't see any point in camutdng in detail, as it is

quite clear that the author regards this argument as a culminating one and is

very much attached to it. He has a perfect right to present it.

There are only three *omente from which, after a long struggle with my

critical self, I cannot refrain. The first is the general one that the whole

absolutistic argument seems quite inconsistent with the excellent analysis on

pages 21 and 24. The second relates to the first two sentences on V-31. I

wonder if the author is aware that there are several international groups which

do engage in pled"ing, but are distinguished (by all concerned)fram consultative

groups, or for that matter from censortia, not by reason of this fact but be-

cause they don't make any effort to coordinate developmnt finance. The fact

that such groups exist is one thing that makes all this argument seem far-

fetched to me. The third relates to the two sentences on the top of V-36 which

are a perfect example of the tranmogrification fallacy to which I alluded at

the beginning of this critique. (ke wants to shout at the authors "This is

u assumption, elhm, not ours."

I consider this ueery and conclusions admirable and, indeed, almost

impeccable from the point of view of the Bank. One only wonders while reading
it Wby the author felt it necessary to introduce so many curious and totally

unnecessary arguments along the road.

The only point I disagree with is the conclusion that the recipient
country needs to be a formal member of all groups. I think it is essential

for the chaixman to retain the right to convene meetings for consultation

among the countries and agencies providing development finance without the

presence of the recipient country. The right may not always be exercised

but it ought to be there. Making the recipient a formal member of the group
would make the holding of such private consultations awkward if not impossible.

I am surprised that the author has not been more impressed with the fact that

the practice of the Inter-Aerican Bank of acting as the recipient's "financial

agent," with the recipient a mber of the group, has had the effect not of

making its one consultative group more effective than those organised by the
World Bank, but of having the Inter-Merican Bank almost totally ignored by
the countries engaged in development finance in their various subsequent

approaches to aid coordination according to this general pattern.

Hichae L. Rofan
March k,1



Mar"b 20 1967

Dow Johnt

your manuscript is beiag read by several pemple in
the Bank as ugges ted by you and I i sure you will re-
ceive useful and construstive commments, in pticultar from
mika lotepan.

*ike Sotfoan has suggested that the best qulifled
person to read Chapter 4 on the Turkey Cmesertim weld
be )*. fruest Stuntr, ireatOr of the Rcbange sad tes"
Relations Vpartmmit of the Vund. I have taken the lib.
arty to *$w55 that this suggestion would be readily ae-
ceptable to you and have sent a copy to r. Sture without
tei*g any time waiting to hor from you.

Could yes not abstain from using the wrd"pbedge" Is
your title; it has, as you yourself point out, acquired
an unlovely 0oa"tation."

Sincerely,

,rs, J. Lid
Deputy Director of Information

r. John Ihite
oversea Development

Institute Ltd.
160 Pisceadilly
Loadon, W.1
3gand

m3/Jsv



To$ Mr. anest Sture. Rirestor Nsreb 2, 167
htchang. and Trade Ulatiotns Separtment
luterusnatist Nootary fund

freak Lars J. Undo 1m

Subject: it bv John 04te of 2e see fevelumeust U-stitute.

At the suggestiou of Mr. . Reffuma. I an sondig you a copy of
the measeeript, bearing the rather uafortunate title of w A Pledge
ter Revelop S t" by John White of the overseas Development Institute.

the Senk had a elooe relatemeship with @01 and ,akee a yearly
contribution to its study program. Vt. Ihite's study of tonsortia and
consultative grops has been under way for mre than a year. Be has
visited the eak a oosplo of times and also bad talU with staff and
delegates of M. Several elpyrts in the Seak are offering White com
smats on the draft, altheugh the Bek has se respousibility whatever
for White's vieft and opitions. We wish, baewer, to be helpful in
seeing that the fatual materiel is reliable.

We would be mot grateful if you would look over hapter 4 deal.
tag with the ortey Censsrttim and eamicate yor comments either
directly to John Oitte or through me, whichever you find meet eonvea.
tent.

Mr. White has asked that the sammirpt be see by a umber of
people in the Desmk although he did met ope ifieally mention your naee
ar .W, % an sure he will be delighted to have you see and eameust an
thb Chapter. t an writing John White telliag him that I have seat you
a copy.

Attashment

UJ/ jaw



?eheey 27, 1967

Ber Joba

I return an updated version of Table T of your Appendix
3. The changed figure# necessitate a chanes in the text in
the third time of the first par& under "Seood biploutsbaet".
I have cheked Table I of Appendia A for the groups of direct
concern to the U.sk- it Is correet. In Appeadix A you State
that "Coleobia, Peru and gudam stamm out as bawlig received
relatively large anquas ftown multilateral ageasies". It is
not quite sler that you *ma, a a o pOu do* "tSlatVly
to the total amount". The amuto thbeselvee ow e mt towe
amok smaller thaa for ldia &An to the eaem of Ver. *" Sedan
also smaller thai for Pakistan. One distorting faster to that
the Table uses a 1960-64 verage, that is a period before IDA
disburemest had reehed a significant volme. This explains
Is port the surprisingly small fir. for India. You introduse
another distortion, it sma to me, by listing oonsaltative
groups established after 1964.

I am a little surprised that you have not iseluded the
MMD? (Spesial 1und) to yar Table Ig although its etivities
are formally defaribed as pretaetmant, the distilstion be-
tween aid ad pre4*wemst is hard to drow. It would eertai*-
ly *em to me that a .otwy'o sntribution to the MUM to a
amasure of its support of multinational aid oporatioms, partIes
larly as the sntributions are atir4z voluntary. There sem
to be a five too *Amy in Table I21.

Sisewely,

Lows J. 3nd
ael.

Mr, Jobs White
Overseas Revelopmst Institute Ltd.
160 Pisadilly
loadn., W.1
ingoand

/.ti S



Febzrary 24, 1967

Mr. John Wbit.
Overseas DevelaWent Institute Ltd.
10 ?iecsdilly
od", W.1

Dear Joas

Lars will do his beSt to update the tables, as you roq9ewt.
On smother point you raise -* about the advisability of coming
to Washingtoa .. I hope that David Fulton has had & chaneo to
say a word to you about this. TA distributing the anmmript,
we requested eommats in writing; and we think that anyone with
tbl and interest will certainly provide thea in that form.
I do not think a visit to Washington would give you mach in the
way of extra results.

I had indeed noted the series on "Aid that Works," in 
&Masesst -- and had recognised, of course, that this was your
projest. It has read very well so far, and I hope that it has
attracted seas interest ameng the readership of ad SMgng
generally.

* * *

Let -m offer s~ *om t of my mn about your Capter 1.

On pags 8, at the middle of the page, you speak of countries
making their cntributiens to aid "in the form of purchases of
World Uank bonds." This is probably an even nors modest contribu-
tion than your language Uplies _- since "outries," as a rule,
do not buy them, and since, at any rate, they bring a rather god
insom to the institutions and individuals who are the purchasers.
Oe possible way to amad the language would be to say "... making
their contributions by opening their cspital markets to sales of
World Rank bonds."



Mr. John White 2- February 24, 19%7

GO a broader point, it seew to as very diff Icult to establish
that there has beem a "retrSr.sIoEW In aid, and that the Seorahic
scope of ald has diminished. this Is true of aid givea by sams
countries, but not all. Ameic aid, for instance, has been ex-
tomded to easter. turope; Irenma policy, as stined in the
jemeasy Report, has bee to seed aid to me directies, asd *s-
pecially towamd Latia Amriewa; Soada. has aided North Africa to
the list of areas in Vhich she Is interested.

In talking about the geographical scop of aid, it seem to we
you do not mMk nearly enough of what, after all, was the dominmat
fact at the beginning: that In so far as the underdeveloped conm-
tries were emearued, sash of the principal aid-givers begas by
concentrating on areas where they had long bee. politically and
ecasamically downamat -- the United States in the Wester. Nemisphere
and the Pacific; the Z In the Commommesth; the Preach I the
Freach Union. e faso that so many eountries of these areas be-
ease ie-peandnt in the late 50o mad in the 1960s is mew reasom
why a Comtryby.e matry appreash beesme a mre notioeable feature
of aid - probles that had ee been dealt with by the French
raIlway adminiatratbon, for example, bes matters that had to
be discussed with independent gawnrments.

I approclate your difficulties about an anmual report, man-
tined In your note of S February. lb have nover felt, In fact,
that you owed us an annual report; but vs would weoeem the kind
of brief appraisal you Suggest, particularly if it would be useful
to you also.

Sincerely yars,

Harold Graves

cs: No. Lind

apSv



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD,
i0 PICCADILLY

LONDON W.1

PROJ/15 16 February, 1967

Dear Harold,

I am sending you under separate cover, by air mail, copies of two
appendices (six of each). These are based very largely on material which
Lars ind very kindly gathered for me while you were away. I am reluctant
to cause your department -yet more trouble, but I wonder whether it would be
possible to have them checked. For the sake of neatness, I have dated the
table showing membership of consortia and consultative groups Deember 31,
1966, whereas Lars Lind's table was as of September 30. I wonder whether
this involves new additionB on pages 2 and 3 of Table 1 in Appendix -A.

Table 2 and 3 are taken from OE!CD sources so please do not bother
about thosew

Tables 4 to 7 - showing IDA's resources - I have left in the form
provided by Lars Lind. If you have the same figures brought up to December
31, it might be at good idea to .effect the-substitution, but please do not
bother to dig the figures out specially if they are not immediately available.

It ocurs to me that it is a bit presuiaptuous to expect detailed
comments on the drafts from all the principal memnbers of the staff of the
World Bak who are cocerned with the guestio'ne it discusses. I wonder
whether it would save time and trouble all rouind if I were to come over for
a few days, Bay in the miiddle of next month. This would still give, me a
fortnight to do the necesslary rewriting before final copy has to- go to the
printers, and it might serve to bring to light a lot of small errors which-
people would not bother to mention if they were commenting in writing.

Yours everv

ohn White

Mr. Harold Grayes
IBRD
Washington, D.C. 0 V 6. 0,
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Mr. Demuth lebruary 14, 1967

Lars J. ind

Ah 1t6's gudy on Aid Coordination

We have received copies of John White's complated draft on
aid coordination. The author's covering note spells out the kind
of oenants be i hoping to receive. In his accompanying letter

he specifically asks that consents be sent to bin separately from
each one in the Bank vishing to introduce corrections and changes.
This procedure will no doubt be the most expeditious. I would be
grateful, howweer, if a copy of your comments would be sent to me.

It is hoped that any further review in any one department
will be done by sharing the copy or copies that bae been distri-
buted.

cc: Messrs. Priedhan

Alter
Cargill
Zl2 bery
11ffmau

treat-
Mason
Usebath

3Ljav



Was ingt, D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
C.. A"dd~es - INTBAFRAD PARIS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Cdble Adde.. - INDEVAS PARIS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:
4, AVENUE D'IENA, PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

Telephone - 553-2510

February 10, 1967

Mr. Harold N. Graves, Jr.
Director of Information
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D.C.

Dear Harold:

Many thanks for your letter of February )4 about Bill Clarkts
house-party. Frankly the news fills me with gloom as it reads so
far.

The only conceivable use for such an exercise is to get to-
gether people who are thoughtful, have done some thinking on the
subject (but not so much that they have entrenched positions) and
have some influence in the corridors of power. The ideal group
would consist of people whose influence is clear but whose
interest in development was not yet known - names one would greet
with "What a good idea. I had not thought of him".

Edward Boyle, on the whole fits this description - except
that he is an ex-Minister of a party out of power. Anyway, it's
his house so, as far as he is concerned, he cannot be changed.
And he is a good man.

As to Barbara Ward - the Mistinguett of Development Aid -
no party is, I suppose, complete without her. But when did she
last have a new thought, a new idea, a new emotion on the subject?
And when has she ever been responsible for getting anything done?

When you come to Rene Maheu you have a different problem.
Bill Clark has his own reasons for playing up to him at the moment,
I know, and I would agree that he is a deeper and more original
thinker than most of his peers. But if he is there what about Sen
and Candau and David Morse and Uncle Paul Hoffman and ALL (David
Owen)? And how much support would they give to the findings and
recommendations of a group including one but not all of them?

Ohl dear! Ohl dear' '.2

I have called L6n on and find that Bill Clark will get back the
day after I leave, So J*kill'pop over again for a day when he is
back in the office. Meanwhile I will try to think of names.

Yours ever,

John Duncan Miller
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W1 HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 8 February, 1967

Dear Harold,

Thank you very much for your letter releasing chapter 5 for distribution.

I am still very unhappy with this chapter, and shall probably have

another go at re-writing it before sending it to the printers. My present

feeling is that the final section can probably be compressed into two or

three pages making the very simple point that Belgian behaviour is simply

not onl

I am sending you separately, by air freight, twelve copies (complete)

of the draft, with an explanatory covering note. Please distribute these for

comment as you see fit within the Bank. Presumably, there are some people

whom you will only be asking to comment on specific sections with which they are

concerned - e.g. the chapter on the Pakistan Consortium. I very much hope that

it will be possible for me to receive the comments of individuals separately

from each other, since I'm likely to gain far more in factual accuracy and

interpretative strength in this way than if all the comments were welded

together into a single set.

It is of course up to you to decide who should receive the draft,

but it may be helpful to you if I mention those people, apart from yourself,
who have had the greatest hand in the making of i (not necessarily directly;

some of them are people whom I have hardly met). They are: Gerry Alter,

Munir Benjenk, Peter Cargill, Raymond Cope, Dick Demuth, Irving Friedman,

Ray Frost, Raymond Goodman, Dave Gordon, Mike Hoffman, Orville McDiarmid,

Cyril Martin, Stewart Mason, Sandy Stevenson.

The series on "Aid that Works", which I mentioned to you as a projeet

some months ago, is now coming out week by week in The Economist. Itm not

entirely happy with it - an uneasy balance between political and economic

factors within the uncomfortably narrow confines of a series of short articles.

Still, to judge from reactions already received, the series may make a sig-

nificant contribution to understanding in this country of what aid is for and

what its limitations are. We shall probably have the series done as an off-

print for distribution within our own covers.

William Clark has probably told you about our recent quarrels with

the Ministry of Overs @s Development over their deplorable White Paper, and

all the surrounding a fhnptp This raises one issue on which I should like

your advice. You will remUb; 1** last year we produced a report of the

year's activities in coniecbi, wit/'o4& programme of study of the work of

multilateral institutions. As ,Y6rds the study programme, we can point this

year to the completion of "it PX.1de for Development" and the work begun on

regional banks, accompanied by the usual flurry of conference papers, etc.
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H. Graves - 2 - 8 February, 1967

Beyond that, however, I find it increasingly hard to draw a clear dividing
line. Andrzej Krassowski, looking at a single country's aid programme in
an individual recipient country, is coming up against very similar questions
to the ones that I met in looking at many donors' aid programmes in an
individual recipient country, and our answers are growing more and more to
resemble each other. On the other side of ODI's existence, one of our main
concerns this year, as you know, has been to stimulate discussion of the
future role of IDA, especially in the context of IDA replenishment. This
and similar issues have now become so interwoven with our general attempt
to clarify the issues raised by the present difficulties in world aid that
again a clear dividing line cannot be drawn.

For my own part, I find this merging an entirely proper trend. But
it does raise difficulties in the way of producing a progress report like last
year's. What I suggest is that I attempt very briefly to set down what I have
explained here, and add to that a general appraisal of where I think this
study programme has got to and the kind of answers I think we are coming up
with. This might indeed be useful self-discipline, but would it be of any
value to you?

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C.
USA

JW:tr



Pebruary 4, 1967

bear Johnnie z

1III Clark, as you know, has been here, and has had a talk
with Mr. Weeds. Bill offered to arrange a sall wek-end meet-
tag at Sir Edward boyl0 house on April 8 and 9, and Nt. Woods
has ogreed to this. Bill's idea was that he would have only
five or six people at mostg and the general idea of the exercise,
as t understand it, would be to discuss ways and meas of bring-
Ing about the ministerial meeting of Part t countries which
Hr. Weeds mentioned at AC last samer and again at E0SOC in
Deceber.

The only amns that ill has mentioned so far are these
of Barbara Ward and lone Mshou (with whom ill seems lately to
have contrived eom sort of operational connection). With all
due respects to those two people, this does not seen to me to
be the most premising of beginnings; and if there t any way
in which you can keep track of this and see that the group is
worth Mr. Weeds's time, t wish you would.

Sincerely yours,

Warold Graves

Mr. John D. Miller
Europeon Office V~
4 , Avenue d Iena
Poris 16.
France

HG:ap



February 4, 1967

Dear Bill:

It was a pleasure to see you in Washington#
and I am glad that we had a chance to talk.
Mr. Woods says that he will circle the dates
of April 8 and 9 (although he may want to catch
a late afternoon plane for the United States on
the 9th) and will await further word from you.

After thinking about it, he has decided
that he does not want to make a public address
in April, so that disposes of our ODI-Chatham
House idea.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

HG:ap

Mr. William Clark
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1
England

y~rrn ~Fnoj xrpo Iro
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Dear Johas

Jist a a./oi. acknowledge the w0ecem a rival

of apter V. lhU aqerts Will rawad tist, I hope,

ia time to be redy to talk with Nill Clark about it,

should he went a dieIussio. tu oy eoe, looking

toward pUbi tIt, we will get views s quickly as

V* am*

Sinerely yours,

NRamld Oraves

Hr. John Vbite
Ovr... belopmot Institute Ltd.
110 ftoedilly
Lodon v I
England

KG zap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 5 January, 1967

Dear Harold,

Herewith chapter 5, revised version.

It has been very hurriedly rewritten and still needs
a lot of polishing. In its rough form, it probably sounds harsher
than it ought to, but I think I have met the main point concerning
the need to distinguish between Bank policy and my views.

I hope it will be possible to get it c ared rapidly
for distribution as I am very anxious to send/out as soon as
possible to the hundred people or so whom I shall ask to comment.
Even now, it will be difficult to publish before the end of
the spring.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
Washington

Enc. 1

JW:tr
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CHAPTER V The Nature of the Exercise

1 Function and Technique

The re-examination of consultative groups, which took place in

1965, gave rise to a new approach to the whole problem of the relationship

between a single aid-recipient and a group of aid-givers. It was followed

by a sustained attempt to re-shape the consortia for India, Pakistan and

Turkey, to animate the consortium for Greece, to revive the consultative

groups for Nigeria, Tunisia and Colombia, and to set up several new groups

endowed with terms of reference sufficiently clear - and sufficiently flexible -

to enable them to avoid the pitfalls that had ensnared their predecessors.

of
The new approach was fashioned from the fabric/ewperience. All the

main strands in that fabric have been set out in the first two chapters

of this study. In Chapters III and IV, the details have been filled in,

by means of a historical examination of two specific cases. Necessarily,

this historical examination is confined to consortia. Consultative groups

are a more recent phenomenon which cannot yet be set in its proper perspective.

Nevertheless, the contrast between the cases of Pakistan and of Turkey is

so startling as to lead one to suppose that any lessons that can be drawn

from them may well be applicable to the whole problem, not just to one

manifestation of it. The divergence between the records of the Pakistan

and Turkey consortia is explicable only in terms of a multiplicity of

factors, some of which have received no more than glancing attention here.

It cannot be explained solely by pointing to differences in the two bodies'

approach to the procedure known as pledging, which was originally .the

central procedure in the consortium technique.

In part, it was dissatisfaction with the way in which the consortium

technique was operating that stimulated the search for a new approach. Most

of the important initiatives in fashioning this new approach were taken

by the World Bank, sometimes in response to external pressure, more often

out of the well of its own aims. and operations. The World Bank set the

tone publicly at its annual meeting in Washington in 1965. It then set

about re-furbishing the existing consultative groups and establishing new ones.

The way in which the new approach developed in practice is described

briefly at the end of Chapter II. In that description, neither the principles

which were said to govern these new groups nor the needs that they-were

designed to meet were examined in any detail. Now that the actual order

of events has been established, it is appropriate to call a halt, departing

from historical description and illustration in order to define more fully

both the character of the operation that has begun to evolve and the extent

to which this operation is likely to meet the needs that have appeared.
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The nature of this diversion will have to be explained in some detail,

in order to make its purpose clear.

In this chapter, an attempt is made to break the aid relationship

down into its essential component parts. Fundamentally, a consultative

group is a framework - the most highly developed framework that has yet

been devised - within which the aid relationship is expected to function

more efficiently, with less loss of energy through friction. An examina-

tion of the fdrol ,' is an examination of the functions

that a consultative group may be called upon to fulfil. To shorten the

argument', the aid relationship is here examined exclusively in the context

of this particular framework.

It should be made plain at the start that what follows does not.

purport to be a portrayal of some sort of "ideal" consultative group.

Discussion of an ideal consultative group is not meaningless, but it

makes sense only in relation to a specified country, in the context of

stated needs and stated circumstances. These needs and these circumstances,

as has already been shown in a simple comparison of the cases of Pakistan

and Turkey, may vary enormously from country to country.

If that were the only generalisation that could be made, further

discussion in abstract terms would be pointless. But there are, 'of course,

a great many features which recur again and again in the aid relationship,

and which can be discussed in abstract terms. Some of these features recur

in such an unfailing fashion that one can only suppose them to be necessary

elements in the aid relationship. As such, they represent factors which

the makers of consultative groups should have in mind before they even

begin to consider any particular country. Playing things by ear is apt to

be misleading unless one knows what one is listening for.

A distinction can be made between what appear to be the immutable

elements of the aid relationship and the varied devices which may be

employed, according to circumstances, to make that relationship more fruitful,

or perhaps just to make it endurable. This distinction is perhaps best

clarified by a discussion in terms of function and technique. In a sense,

all consultative groups, and all similar mechanisms, have the same function,

which is to facilitate the provision of effective external assistance for

the recipient's economic development. Beneath that level of generalisation,

1 It could be argued that there are exceptions even to this apparently safe
generalisation. The United States, for instance, sometimes seems to regard
consultative groups primarily as a means of burden-sharing. The case is
always argued, however, in terms of promoting a more effective response
to the recipient's needs.
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it is still possible to point to somewhat narrower functions which can

be attributed with fair assurance to any consultative aid mechanism - the

attainment of a common understanding between donor and recipient, for

instance, or the harmonisation of various donors' policies.

Devices such as pledging, periodic economic analyses, the production

of project lists; these are plainly techniques. In theory, at least, they

are optional. They need justification by reference to the function that

they are designed to fulfil. In between, there is a shadowed area in which

the dividing line between function and technique cannot be precisely drawn.

It makes sense, all the same, to distinguish between what has to be done,

a function, and how one sets out to do it, a technique. Indeed, the distinc-

tion is crucial. One of the strongest arguments against the consortium

approach was that the technique of pledging had in practice assumed such

a momentum of its own that it had become virtually a function in itself,

distorting the real functions for which the operation was required.

In an analysis of the aid relationship in the abstract, it is possible

to identify certain functions. It is not possible to prescribe techniques

to fulfil those functions without reference to specific cases. The argument

that is advanced here, therefore, is concerned primarily with functions.

It is indirectly relevant to the operational selection of techniques, but

it does not on its own provide a basis from which such a selection can be

made.

Suggestions concerning the selection of techniques are reserved

for the following chapter, which is an attempt to summarise the lessons

that can be learnt from an examination of actual cases.

In short, the intention here is to approach the problem by means

of a different line from that of the preceding chapters. If it is the case

that there are certain constant elements in the aid relationship, in the

form in which it manifests itself within an international consultative

framework, they can presumably be deduced from what is known in general

of the development process, of the forms of external assistance available

to support that process, of the behaviour of people and of governments

that stand in the relationship of lender and borrower, and of the habits

of adminisjrators in the conduct of international relations. Corroboration

of the conclusions of such an argument may be obtained by reference to the

evidence of specific cases, such as the Pakistan and Turkey consortia.

Such evidence, however, ought not to be essential for a demonstration of

the argument's validity. The argument is self-contained.
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In that sense, an analysis of the aid relationship itself is bound

to stand away to one sicde of the main lines of this study, most of which

is taken up with an examination of a large number of specific decisions

whi6h have actually been taken. That does not mean that such an analysis

is merely an excursion. On the contrary, a sidelight is often more revealing

than frontal illumination.

The fact remains that one of the principal aims of this study as

a whole is to offer suggestions concerning the technical evolution .of a

specific mechanism, which at present exists in two forms - that of the

consortium and that of the consultative group. It is important, therefore,

that abstract analysis sheuld not depart too fa:r from the pattern set by

decisions that have already been taken. To set the argument in context,

therefore, the rather peculiar procedure will be adopted, in the next

section, of starting with a factual description of the general approach

adopted by the agency principally responsible for the administration of con-

sultative groups, the 7orld Bank. This is essentially a description of

the new techniques that are now being developed.

In the third section, at a more general level, attention is turned

to some of the principal functions, the fulfilment of which seems to call

for some sort of consultative mechanism such as those that have been in-

stituted. These are the needs of the situation, and they may be set against

the techniques that are in fact applied to meet them in the framework of

the consultative group. In the final section, an attempt is made to marry

function and technique, to demonstrate the essential nature of the activity

which brings together such disparate participants as a recipient of aid,

large and small aid-givers and an international agency.
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This awkward juxtaposition,of afactual description of techniques

and a theoretical analysis of functions, presents a problem of definitioni.

There are three words that recur frequently here - "pledging", "per-

formance", and "management". All three can be given precise, technical

meanings; but they also carry more far-reaching, and perhaps more

emotive, connotations of function.

The technical meanings of two of these words is not in dispute.

"Pledging" is the name applied to a procedure involving promises to

make stated amounts of aid available over a stated period, subject to

commitment in detail. "Performance" is the name applied to those

activities by which a developing country's ability to make effective

use of aid is judged. In the non-technical sense, however, a pledge is

simply a commitment, a demonstration of good faith, and performance is

what is actually done, the test by which that good faith may be judged.

Here lies the taproot of controversy.

The dualism of the term "management" presents a different problem.

The function of management is the exercise of some sort of pivotal

responsibility for making the operation work. In the context of con-

sortia and consultative groups, this function is presumably not in

dispute - not, that is, unless the Y!orld Bank turns out to be much more

frail of purpose than it has previously shown itself to be. All the un-

resolved questions concerning the interpretation of "management" in the

the new consultative groups are technical questions, unlike "pledging"

and "performance", the technical meanings of which axe clear.

The technique of management may involve no more than providing

the necessary documents and taking the chair at meetings. At the other

end of the ecale, it may involve a much more forceful exercise of powers

of decision, direction and control. The choice of management techniques

depends, not on how one interprets the function of management, which

is not open to argument, but on how one interprets the functions of

pledging and performance.
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All three words have to be used in their dual sense here. It

may be asked whether such confusion is really necessary.. Would it not

be possible to devise separate terms to denote the narrower and the

wider meanings? The answer is that the confusion is necessary because

the confusion exists. It must be repeated that the dividing line between

function and technique cannot be precisely drawn. The name applied to a

particular technique is often an indication of the function it is designed

to fulfil. If the technique proves unsatisfactory, it may be changed,

but that does not mean that the function has to be abandoned.

For some of the participants in consortia and consultative groups,

and for some of the countries that have been the object of such mechanisms,

the words used have had wider connotations than for others, a circumstance

which has given rise to much unnecessary misunderstanding. This is par-

ticularly true of pledging. The observable and regrettable diminution in

the expression of a sense of long-term commitment, which was one of the

original functions of pledging, is in part a side-effect of the search

for an alternative to the specific technique of pledging which took place
he

whe teceniqgu6,iad outgrown its use.

Pledging is at the heart of the matter. It is so in both its

senses. First, the new approach to consultative groups was derived largely

from a felt need to get away from the technique of pledging. Secondly,

the original function of pledging is still what the Uorld Bank is talking

about, in that its efforts are largely bent on obtaining a long-term perspec-

tive, in which continuing development policies may be buttressed with an

appropriate assurance of constancy on the part of the aid-givers. It has,

for instance, repeatedly sought an extension of the periods covered by

bilateral commitments. Clearly, this is in principle the right approach.

If no attempt were made to ensure that the participants were in some degree

pledged to constancy in pursuit of a common objective, one might well

ask whether the exercise of a consultative group had any purpose at all.

And if the techniques applied in the consortia did indeed militate against

such constancy, the Uorld Bank was right to abandon them.

But the World Bank, too, has suffered from some of the confusion

inherent in such mechanisms as consortia and consultative groups. It

will be argued here that the World Bank, in its search for improved

techniques, has lost sight of one of the main functions for which these

mechanisms are required.
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2 The Y.orld Bank's Approach

In the documents received from the TUorld Bank by countries which

are being invited to join a specific consultative group and by countries

for which a group is proposed, the questicno to w:hich such groups in general

may address themselves are set out with precision and in some detail. It

is made clear, however that the group will not necessarily be concerned withons,
all of these questi/ and that the relative emphasis on one question or

another will be determined by the needs and circumstances of the country

for which the group is set up. In their terms of reference, therefore,

the new consultative groups differ from the original consortia, which were

established with somewhat restrictive terms of reference, and from the early

consultative groups, which were endowed with terms of reference so broad

that they were virtually useless as a guide to operations.

The rationale behind the new approach is plain enough. The terms

of referince of the consortia seemed to attach mandatory force to one.par-

ticular activity, the value of which became increasingly questionable.

They therefore possessed a certain inflexibility which put needless diffi-

culties in the way of switching attention to other activities, the need

for which was increasingly obvious. In devising terms of reference for

the new consultative groups, the Wforld Bank appears to have tried to list

all the activities which may usefully be pursued within such a framewor,

so that there may be no argument about the propriety of engaging in what-

ever activities seem most necessary. At the same time, it has carefully

avoided attaching mandatory force to any of the activities that it lists.

The underlying hope is presumably that the new consultative groups will

develop as a comprehensive framework, within which the logic of pursuing

one activity or another will emerge, not under the constraint of formal

terms of reference, but simply through the self-evident force of circumstance

There is one feature of the terms of reference of the new consulta-

tive groups which slightly complicates this presentation. The list of

possible activities is invariably phrased, not as a statement of procedure,

but as a statement of purposes. As a result, items which are indeed among

the purposes of such groups, such as the provision of aid to meet priority

needs, are found in the same lists as procedural devices, such as the

presentation of a thorough economic analysis as a basis on which those

needs can be assessed. The purposive emphasis of these lists is expressed

in the use of such phrases as "to make possible" or "to provide a forum

for" to introduce each item. In some cases, these phrases sit oddly.

Several of the activities listed can only be "made possible" if the con-

sultative groups themselves are prepared to undertake them.

See Chapter 2, p. 00, for corroboration of this supposition in the line
taken by two actual consultative groups - for Halaysia and Thailand.
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There are four possible reasons for this slightly veiled language,

all of whidiprobably played some part, consciously or unconsciously, in

the minds of those who devised the new approach.

First, in terms of salesmanship, such emollient phrases have an

attractive air. In saying that one's aim is to facilitate a certain pro-

cess, one implies subtly that the process itself is self-evidently desir-

able. In the context of consultative groups, this amounts to a suggestion

that the aims listed are aims which the bilateral donors and the recipients

of aid already share, and that the Uorld Bank is offering a service designed

to make those aims more attainable. The terms of reference are phrased

in such a way as to hold out the hope that the existing efforts of the

countries concerned may, with a few modifications and some additional

services, be made much more effective.

Secondly, such phrases are part of the normal courtesies of dip-

lomatic language. They are commonly used in international documents to

cover discussions which are still in the exploratory stage. As at present

envisaged, the discussions that take place within consultative groups

are in a sense intended never to pass beyond the exploratory stage. The

bulk of aid which is administered under the aegis of consultative groups

will probably continue to be essentially bilateral. One of the main points

at issue is the extent to which consultative groups can ameliorate the

known difficulties that are caused by this circumstance. It is common

prudence not to prejudge the issue by arrogating specific activities to

the consultative groups as such. In the short run, after all, their

success depends on the extent to which they provide a service which the

countries concerned, donors and recipients, feel that they want.

Thirdly, as a matter of policy, the \orld Bank is apparently anxious

to avoid the infusion of any mandatory element into the working of the

consultative groups, either in the selection of activities or in the

pursuit of activities that have been selected. It is in fact almost im-

possible to give a direct description of some of the activities listed -

e.g. review of performance, harmonisation of aid terms and conditions,

provision of aid from appropriate sources, and so on - without giving

them a mandatory flavour. The'formula adopted by the Uorld Bank obviates

the possibility of any such micreading.

Finally, to include certain specified activities within a consul-

tative group's terms of reference might be taken as implying that the

Yorld Bank, as sponsor, had a residual responsibility for seeing the

operation through, regardless of the position taken by the other participants.
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Any such implication would constitute a threat to the Bank's own operations

as a semi-autonomous lending agency. This was demonstrated in the early

196Cs, in the India and Pakistan consortia, when the lforld Bank found

itself pledging IDA resources in large quantities, with what was felt to

be inadequate concern for its world-wide responsibilities or for the normal

criteria which it would have to apply before converting these pledges into

specific commitments. The way in rihich the terms of reference of the new

consultative groups are phrased precludes any repetition of such a diversion

of resources. The purposes are roughly outlined, but it is specifically

left open what contribution to those ends can be made, either by the group

as a whole or by its individual members, of which the World Bank is one.

These overlapping considerations may be interpretod as follows:

a) the need to devise an approach the usefulness and desirability

of which would be self-evident to the main bilateral aid-givers;

b) the need to retain flexibility, both in the administration cS

bilateral aid to countries for which consultative groups exist,

and in the nature of the services that consultative groups provide;

c) the need to preserve the character of consultative groups as

voluntary associations;

d) the need to ensure that commitments undertaken by the World

Bank in relation to consultative groups do not inhibit its

operations as a lending agency.

The hisorical origins of such considerations is clear. The new
approach was based on the lessons of experience: and the Uorld Bank's

main experience of cooperation with bilateral aid-givers had been gained,
not in consultative groups, but in the consortia for India and Pakistan.
In broad terms, the principal lesson that had been learnt from this exper-
ience was that sharply circumscribed aims and procedures were a hindrance
rather than a help. The early emphasis on fund-raising in the consortia
was felt to be objectionable because it was too inflexible, not because
fund-raising was itself irrelevant. The terms of reference of the new
consultative groups were phrased in a way that gavo expression to the
World Bank's determination to avoid one particular known trap - the trap
of inflexibility.
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The phraseology, therefore, necessarily sounds somewhat negative.

It is designed to guard against a particular danger, to refute any

suggestion of specific and binding obligations. It is conditioned by

the past.

The content of the terms of reference, however, is far from

negative. It is specifically and positively permissive of attention to

a wide range of subjects. Not only are these subjects spelt out at some

length; they are also presented in a way that makes it clear that the

consultative groups may acquire additional, unspecified areas of interest,

as the need arises.

As a result, there is, in all the basic documents for consultative

groups, a striking contrast - explicitness concerning the range of problems

that may be tackled, reticence concerning the procedure for tackling them.

It has already been pointed out that each consultative group is expected

to evolve its own procedures, its own special concerns, in the light of

circumstances. The terms of reference seem to leave tuo particular open

areas, evolution within which will be of central importance in determining

the scope and signifiaance of the operation as a whole.

First, it is left open what the consultative groups should actually

do. The only specific ruling on activities to be undertaken is a negative

one - the exclusion of formal pledging or any other system of organised

financial commitment. Each group is expected to meet formally approximately

once a year. There is no indication of other activities to be undertaken

by the group, such as the maintenance of working parties to handle special

problems or periodic meetings of field representatives. It is stated that

the groups will provide a forum for discussion of certain named problems,

and there is a fairly clear indication of the results that are hoped for,

but how the group is to get from discussion to results is to be decided

in each case individually. To judge from papers produced by the Uorld

Bank, from attitudes evinced by most of the bilateral donors, and from

expectations voiced by the recipients of aid, a consultative group is ex-

pected to be something more than a forum for discussion. It is expected

to lead to action. 1,hat action, and whether it is to be group action or

a series of actions undertaken by individual members, are questions the

answers to which have yet to emerge.

Secondly, there is a question of what additional responsibilities

are likely to fall to the bilateral donors and other lending agencies as

a result of their membership of a consultative group. It is clear from

all that has been said and written about consultative groups that they
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are intended to be something more than a work-saving device. They are

intended to facilitate both an improvement in the economic climate of the

recipient country and a more effective response from the members to the

recipient's needs. To this end, the "orld Bank has repeatedly declared

its willingness to undertake certain responsibilities in the realm of

analysis and advice. These services are the activities which the Vorldin
Bank sees as falling to it in its role as pace-sette/the consultative groups.

The firmness with wlich they are offered, tantamount to a commitment,

renders all the more conspicuous the World Bank's reticence concerning its

own role, and that of the other members, as. sources of aid. The recipient

of aid, also, is expected to undertake certain specific commitments, chiefly

in the realm of documentation. (These commitments are further discussed

below, since they provide the clearest evidence of what the Yiorld Bank is

really driving at.) The aid-providing countries and agencies, however,

are not required to commit themselves to any specific service or activity,

apart from participation in the group's meetings. It is assumed, and

the assumption has repeatedly been made explicit, that countries which join

a consultative group are genuinely interested in assisting the economic

development of the country in question. But there is no clear indication

of how that interest is to be expressed, or by what criteria it will be

measured.

These are the questions that are left for time and circumstances

to answer. It is in the answers to such questions that the future of each

consultative group lies. That is why, in characterising the frame of ref-

erence of the new approach to consultative groups, one has to begin, with

seeming eccentricity, by identifying the points on which the terms of ref-

erence are silent. These are the points at which choices can be made, from

which evolution is possible. In short, the terms of reference do not, as

terms of reference usually do, define the operation that is to be under-

taken. They mercly sketch the general area within which operational

choices may be made.

As its principal working document, the consultative group, is promised

an objective analysis and appraisal of the recipient's economy and its

development programme. This document is intended to enable the members of

the group to consider the recipient's economy as a whole, and in a continuing

long-term context.

It is presumed that this analysis will generally be undertaken by

the World Bank, as sponsorof the group, and that it will take the form

of an annual economic survey. The 77orld Bank does not maintain large

resident missions capable of undertaking such a survey. So long as the group
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is functioning normally, therefore, the Bank is committed to sending at

least one visiting economic mission a year to the recipient country.

It is intended that the first of these surveys will normally be

undertaken as part of the preparations for the formation of a consultative

group, and will take the form of a comprehensive analysis of the recipient's

economy. Subsequent surveys are likely to be more narrowly focussed on

a review of performance in the immediate past and of policy recommendations

for the immediate futute. In other words, the Bank is prepared to enter

into a continuing relationship with the recipient, in which it will advise

on the preparation, revision and imperaoftation of policy, and on the

preparation of requests for aid. In order to increase the area over

which competent advice can be given, the Bank invariably invites the UN

Development Programme and the TIF to participate in the consultative

group's activities.

On the aid side, the World Bank has left itself considerable room

for manoeuvre. It seems to have adopted no fixed principle concerning

the degree of precision with which it will give or withhold endorsement,

either of a request for a specified volume of aid, as it has done in the

India and Pakistan consortia, or of specific recommendations covering

the terms and conditions on which aid is to be provided.

The recipient country itself is required to provide additional

documentation of its own. To judge from past experience in both consortia

and consultative groups, the quality of this documentation is likely to

be one of the principal factors affecting the group's approach to the

problems that it discusses. The papers that the recipient country is ex-

pected to lay before the group include a statement of economic and

financial policy, a detailed exposition of proposed development expenditure

in the coming year, a calculation of the amount and type of external

financial assistance required, a list of those projects to which it attaches

high priority and a progress report on the utilisation of aid. It is

presumed that all of these documents will be compiled with reference to

an overall long-term plan, or at least to a planned programme of public

sector investment. The recipient country is normally expected to send

representatives to meetings of the consultative group, so that they may

elaborate on points raised in the documentary expositions already submitted.

These representatives, however, are likely to be present only for part

of the group's discussions. They do not participate as of right, and

there may be occasions when they are told to stay away altogether.

Under normal circumstances, a consultative group holds formal

meetings approximately once a year. Between meetings, a number of ac-

tivities are bound to take place which are of relevance to the group,

but they are fragmentary. 2ie World Bank, for instance, is likely to be

involved in more or less continuous discussion with the recipient country,

and may from time to time hold discussions with individual members of

the group, especially when a formal meeting of the group is imminent. The
members of the group, if they are acting in accordance with the premise
of membership, are likely to be pursuing their own bilateral aid programmes
with some attention to the general principles which make up the group's
frame of reference. The annual formal meeting of the group, however, rep-
resents the only activity that is undertaken by the group as a 1hole. It is
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the only occasion on ...

which the three major groups of participants the representatives

of the Uorld Bank,of the other members of the group and of the recip-

ient country - sit down tc ether under the banner of common action.

It is clear that the working papers which form the basis of the

group's meetings are likely to be strongly expository in character. A

large part of every meeting is likely to be taken up, therefore, with

explanation and discussion of past performance and possible future trends

and needs. This expository function is in fact the starting point

from which all other activities of the group are expected to spring.

In principle, the essential characteristic of a consultative group is

that it is a framerork within which the recipient country and the aid-

givers may together consider the recipient's development programme and

the external aid required for the programme's implementation.

It has been pointed out that the terms of reference have been

deliberately framed in a way that does not give a clear indication of

what further activities the group as a whole is expected to undertake

as a result of this initial process of exposition. But they do indicate,

specifically and in detail, the desired results to the achievement of

which the existence of a consultative group is expected to make some

sort of contribution. On the basis of the terms of reference, therefore,

one can at least say with some certainty that thcre are certain subjects

which the consultative group will discuss. These subjects are of two

kinds. First, there are several items in the terms of reference which

represent the necessary component parts of the operation of which a

consultative group is a part. These are subjects which seem bound to

come up for discussion in every consultative group. 3econdly, there

are several problems to which the terms of reference refer, which

experience ham shown to be problems that do in practice frequently arise.

These are subjects which a consultative group will presumably discuss

if the need to do so is felt.

The subjects which seem bound to come up for discussion are:

a) the effectiveness of the recipient's economic and financial

policies, as evinced in recent performance;

b) the appropriateness of the recipient's proposed future policy,

or of some suggested alternative;

c) the recipient's aid requirements, with particular reference

to the volume required, to the appropriate terms and

conditions, and to the range of priorities in both financial

and technical aid;
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d) the efficiency and sufficiency of the aid provided, or

likely to be provided, from appropriate sources;

e) measures for coordinating aid that may be taken by the

recipient country.

The specified problems which may come up for discussion in the

group from time to time include:

a) all problems arising out of deficiencies in the recipient's

performance;

b) disparities in the terms and conditions of aid from various

sources;

c) duplication and other confusions in the presentati6n of

aid requests;

d) problems arising from the practice of tying aid to pro-

curement of the donor's goods and services;

e) excessive use of suppliers' credits, or similar credits,

on terms which result in a heavy burden of repayment.

It may be noted that some of the questions to which a consultatrve

group is expected to address itself are questions which seem to call,

not only for discussion, but also for concerted action. In particular,

some of the problems to which the terms of reference draw attention -

such as disparities in the terms and conditions, or procurement tying,

or an excessive debt burden - are problems which cannot finally be resolved

until the members are prepared to enter into some sort of negotiation,

with the aim of reaching a formal international agreement. In explaining

its own view of the functioning of consultative groups, the Uorld Bank

has shown a certain reluctance to initiate negotiations of this kind.

It has repeatedly asserted, for instance, that it is not "in the business"

of debt-rescheduling. Pressure fo such negotiations, however, has occasion-

ally arisen from other quarters. In the Nigeria consultative group, for

instance, the suggestion was made in 1966 that the Torld BWnk should take

a lead in bringing some sort of order and discipline into the over-abundant

flow of short-term suppliers' credits. (See p. 00)

Pressure from other quarters may also be applied to edge the con-

sultative groups into taking on additional responsibilities, which the

terms of reference do not mention. Most recipients, obviously, would

like to see the groups take on a positive fund-raising function, similar

to that of the original consortia. Such-a development is not quite so
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explicitly ruled out as a quick reading of the terms of reference might

suggest. A consultative group, after all, is required to give attention

to the volume of aid required. There are bound to be occasions when it

cannot do so without generating pressures for an increase in aid, on the

ground that the amount apparently available falls short of the agreed

requirement. The terms of reference do not exclude all efforts to reach

a stated aid target. They merely exclude demands for any kind of formal

commitment to a target.

There are two other possible additional responsibilities which

consultative groups may be asked to acquire. The first is"burden-sharing",

or distribution of the burden of aid among the members of the group, in

accordance with some rough notion of relative responsibility. This is

primarily a preoccupation of the United States, which has consistently

sought the establishment of consultative groups for countries which, in

the American view, are excessively dependant on American aid. It seems

likely that burden-sharing will also be sought by any other country that

is already a major source of aid for the recipient in question. It has

certainly been a feature of British policy, for instance, in the consul-

tative group for Malaysia.

The second additional responsibility that is frequently suggested

concerns the distribution of functions among the members of a group.

Officials in several of the smaller aid-giving countries, in particular,

have frequently expressed the view that both the consortia and the con-

sultative groups should pay more attention to the smaller aid-givers'

special problem. That they seek is some means of devising a separate

and identifiable role for themselves which makes use of their several

special talents, and which is not merely marginal to the efforts of the

principal members.

Each of these three suggested additional responsibilities - a

more positive fund-raising function, burden-sharing and the identification

of specific functions for the smaller aid-givers - would give the consul-

tative groups a somewhat different character from that envisaged by

the World Bank. They all involve an increase in the consultative group's

direct responsibility for the provision and use of aid. It is significant

that such suggestions tend tocwme from officials in national administrations,

whether of aid-giving countries or of recipients, and that they all seem

to call for an increase in the World Bank's responsibility for supervising

the consultative group's affairs.
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The World Bank has consistently resisted such suggestions. It

appears to have two reasons for doing so. The first is a fear that the

bilateral aid-givers would react unfavourably to any proposal that might

be interpreted as limiting their own freedom of action. The second is a

fear that such suggestions might result in an over-extension of the Bank's

institutional resources in the countries for which consultative groups

exist, to the detriment of its operations elsewhere.

The extent to which the first fear is well founded is largely a

matter of guesswork. In a sense, of course, the whole purpose of consul-

tative groups is to limit freedom of action, by creating an orderly frame-

work for the provision of aid; and this appears to be recognised by most

bilateral aid-giving countries. Uhat is clear is that the principal

obstacle to a more precise and positive specification of the functions

of consultative groups lies in the reluctance of the World Bank to

expose itself to risks which it feels it cannot take. This reluctance

is the outcome of past experience, and it will remain well founded - if

it is well founded - until the lessons of past experience are overset

by the introduction of some new factor. In the final chapter of this

study, in the conclusions and recommendations, an argument is advanced

in favour of introducing one such factor, which seems the one most likely

to overcome the Bank's unwillingness to risk a rebuff from its principal

subscribing members or an excessive claim on its own institutional resources.

The tidiest solution of this problem is a massive increase in sub-

scriptions to the IDA.

To sum up, the limitations implicit in the World Bank's new approach

to consultative groups were limitations imposed by the World Bank itself.

They were imposed in order to preserve the World Bank from a particular

area of conflict, for which it felt its own resources to be inadequate.

These limitations were brought out very clearly by Lir. George

Woods, the Bank's president, in an article published at the beginning of
1

1966 . The article said:

"Each consultative group has one essential objective; to increase

productivity by accelerating econ6mic growth. Its members seek to accomplish

this purpose in several ways. In the first place, the arrangement is

designed to provide the several aid-givers with informed, objective analyses

1 "The Development Decade in the Balance", by George D. Woods -Foreign
Affairs, January 1966
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of the country's needs for external finance and technical assistance -

not only the amounts it could effectively use, but also the appropriate

terms of financing and the purposes that deserve priority. Second, the

group aims at enhancing the developing country's ability to invest by

helping in the planning of development, in the preparation and screening

of projects and by advising on administrative or financial problems and

the like. It also undertakes, in cooperation with the recipient country,

a continuous assessment of progress, and attempts to work out agreed

solutions to development problems as they arise. We expect that these

consultations will encourage the cooperation and mutual trust that is so

necessary between the providers of finance and those who receive it,

and we hope that a more adequate and assured flow of finance will be the

result."

This quotation, to which the italicisation has been added, brings

out two points. First, in its bilateral relations with the recipient

country, the Uorld Bank is prepared in principle to accept an almost

unlimited degree of operational involvement. Secondly, in its relations

with the bilateral donors, and in the recipient's relations with them

also, the Wiorld Bank puts its faith in an appeal. "Come, let us reason

together".
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3 The Function of Management

In the foregoing account of the new approach to consultative

groups, attention has been drawn to two questions on which their terms

of reference are silent. These two questions concern the nature of the

specific activities to be undertaken by the group as a whole and the

additional responsibilities or undertakings that may fall to individual

members of the group, by virtue of the group's existence. It was suggested

that the evolution of each consultative group will be determined by the

way in which these questions are answered, whether explicitly or implicitly.

One clue to the likely answers is provided by the way in which

the terms of reference are phrased. It has been pointed out that they

seem to put a heavy emphasis on analysis, exposition and discussion.

They were deliberately set in a form that excluded the attribution of

mandatory force to any of the group's operations, and this exclusion was

made explicit in relation to the provision of aid. In other words,

the terms of reference portray a basis for discussion, not an instrument

of negotiation.

It has also been pointed out, however, that the terms of reference

empower the consultative groups to address themselves to certain questions

which are by nature questions that require negotiation, leading to firm

commitments. On the face of it, therefore, the terms of reference are

self-contradictory. Crudely put, the contradiction lies in empowering

the consultative groups to address themselves to certain questions,

while implicitly disallowing the form of action to which such questions

give rise.

In principle, there are perhaps as many as five ways in which
this contradiction could be resolved, but for various reasons all but one
of them have to be rejected.

First, it might be suggested that consultative groups are not
intended to provide for anything more than exposition and discussion,
and that this in itself is an exercise of sufficient value to justify
the groups' existence. The objection is that any such suggestion goes
flatly against everything that has been said and written about these
mechanisms, in which it is constantly emphasised that they are expected
to create opportunities for action as Twell as talk.

Secondly, it might be hoped that the members of a consultative
group will voluntarily, individually and autonomously undertake whatever
action seems appropriate in the light of the group's deliberations, and
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that their several aid programmes will tend automatically to become

more and more closely interlinked both with each other and with the

recipient's needs. The World Bank has occasionally shown signs of enter-

taining such a hope, as evinced, for instance, in the article by Mr.

.oods which has been quoted. (See p. 00) It is a hope which is not

supported by historical evidence.

Thirdly, it might be argued that the forms of action which go

so conspicuously unmentioned in the terms of reference are not in fact

precluded, but merely left for the group to undertake or not, as it

sees fit. Such a reading would require a very strained interpretation

of the terms of reference. It would also, to judge from a scrupulously

careful reading of the way in which all documents concerning consultative

groups are phrased, be a wrong interpretation.

Fourthly, it might be suggested - and it appears to be widely

believed - that the terms of reference are intentionally misleading.

The suggestion has come from individuals in the World Bank itself, as

well as from bilateral aid administrators. It has been pointed out, for

instance, that all such groups are bound from time to time to become

engaged in fund-raising exercises, a fact which appears to cast doubt on

the one procedural point concerning which the terms of reference are

quite firm - the exblusion of anything resembling a pledging session.

A closer look at the terms of reference, however, has already shown that

this exclusion is not so rigid as it seems. There is no reason for

supposing that the World Bank has been deliberately misleading on this

point. On the contrary, it should be clear from what has been said in

the preceding section of this chapter that the main pressure in favour

of a strictly literal reading of the tsrms of reference comes from within

the World Bank itself, not from anyone else.

The fifth possibility is to view the t'erms of reference in an

entirely different light, neither as a guide to discussion nor as a

framework for action, but rather as a code of behaviour to which the

members of the group and the recipient country are expected to adhere.

If this is the correct reading, then the conflict between allowed dis-

cussion and disallowed action vanishes. But there are certain peculiar-

ities about such a reading, and these will have to be explained away

before it can be accepted.

The most obvious peculiarity is that the terms of reference

simply do not look like a code of behaviour. They look, as one would

expect, like terms of reference. Bat this is not such a serious ob-

jection as it appears. It is clear that one of the main purposes of a
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consultative group is in some sense to raise the standards of "behaviour"

(i.e. action) among the countries concerned. It cannot be supposed

that such a raising of standards will follow automatically from the

X7orld Bank's exposition at a meeting of the group - not, that is, unless

it is assumed that the World Bank is always right, that it is universally

recognised to be so, and that the overriding concern of all the partici-

pants is to act in accordance with this "right" analysis. Furthermore,

the terms of reference explicitly reject the implementation of any kind

of formal sanction against a member whose standards of behaviour are

visibly out of accord with the group's stated objectives. Their whole

emphasis is away from mechanical processes of this kind. A code of

behaviour is in fact the natural form for them to take.

The reason why the terms of reference are not explicitly presented

as a code of behaviour is surely very simple. Administrators are in the

habit of writing statements of objective, articles of agreement, oper-

ational guidelines; but a code of behaviour is in a sense foreign to

them. The phrase itself carries a note of personal and individual

responsibility, a quasi-moral tone, which is alien to the aridities

of formal documents. The fact remains that the aid relationship needs

a code of behaviour, and that the terms of reference of consultative

groups implicitly offer one that is as clear as any - certainly more

meaningful than the universalised imperatives of the United Nations or

the guarded hints of the DAC.

But the suggestion that the terms of reference are a code of

behaviour contains another peculiarity, which is of more practical

significance. If this is all they are, then the consultative group

itself is a very shadowy entity indeed, little more than a loose associ-

ation of compatible countries. What corporate existence does it have?

What is its corporate operational role? Perhaps it is not a mechanism

at all, but simply a unifying label under which a complex network of

relationships and activities may evolve.

This far more subtle view of the nature of a consultative group

is one that seems to be held by the World Bank. It has been said,

for instance, that the formal meetings of a group are only tIe surface

of events, a place to set on record decisions or actions that have happened

elsewhere. The World Bank has already declared its willingness to enter

into a more or less continuous bilateral relationship with any country

for which it organises a consultative group. The other members are ex-

pected to maintain their own relations with the recipient. To complete

the network of relationships implicit in this view of the nature of a

consultative group, it is clearly necessary that the agency that organises

the group - in most cases the X.orld Bank - should also be more or less
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constantly in touch with the group's members.

The Y.orld Bank has made a small move in this direction, by

adopting the practice of sending a mission round the capitals of member

countries before the group meets. Compared with the work that the Uorld

Bank is prepared to put into maintaining relations with the recipient, a

brief annual tour of member countries is an oddly cramped gesture, and

one which hardly seems to meet the case. Paradoxically, the logic of

taking the emphasis away from formal sessions and prescribed procedures

imposes on the Horld Bank a far deeper responsibility for the success or

failure of the group, and for the responses of member countries, than it

had to bear in the original consortia. The problem posed by the new

approach to consultative groups is essentially a problem of management.

At the end of the preceding section, a passing glance was given

to an apparent conflict betueen the restrictive view of the management

role advanced by the T-orld Bank and the more extensive activities that

some of the prospective members of consultative groups would like the

Bank to undertake. A more critical examination of the Yforld Bank's

approach has now identified this conflict as the reflection of a contra-

diction in the consultative groups' terms ofreference. If this is true,

then the new approach to consultative groups can only be made coherent

if an interpretation of the management role can be found which resolves

the conflict. In order that the management role may be seen in its

proper functional context, it is necessary now to turn to a more systematic

analysis of the relationship of which a consultative group is a feature -

the aid relationship.

The aid relationship requires at least two participants, a provider

of aid and a recipient. But much more is involved than a flow of material

assistance, a mere transfer of resources. Aid is seldom an untrammelled

gift, which the recipient may use in whatever way he pleases. If it

were, it would probably be described as wasteful or inefficient aid.

A little more subtly, aid is seldom in the first instance a simple
so

response to a known and fully reckoned need. It was/in the days of

Marshall aid, perhaps; but it has not been so since. 9he nature of the

needs is often as much in doubt as is the availability of aid. I:1ore

subtly still, the aid relationship is not a didactic relationship. The

aid-giver who is more generous with his advice than with his funds is

usually/- e and until advice can be better grounded in knowledge and

understanding than is yet possible it is quite proper that this should be

the caso.
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The essential characteristic of the aid relationship is that

it joins two countries together in a common enterprise, the objective

of which is some broadly defined process of change in one of those

two countries. This is the underlying truth that is reflected in the

common use of the term "economic cooperation", a term which is some-

times derided as a euphemism. The contribution of the recipient to

that enterprise is a commitment to give the highest priority that is

practicable - not necessarily an overriding priority - to whatever

measures seem most likely to achieve the objective. The contribution

of the aid-provider is less easy to define. It is certainly no.t a

commitment to provide whatever external resources are needed, but it

is at least a commitment to respond, to accept the external implications

of approved actions as a guide. If these two contributions to the re-

lationship are out of harmony with each other, if the two participants

are working on conflicting assumptions, if the recipient is driven back

into the wasteful and dangerous practice of decking out its development

programme as a lure with which to go stalking the aid-givers, then the aid

relationship collapses. The only basis on which the two participants can

operate - the analysis of the problem, the identification of needs, the
,not

search for solutions - is/something that can be worked out by one par-

ticipant or the other in isolation. The wider the area that this dialogue

can cover, without running into problems of the recipient's fear of com-

promising his sovereignty or the donor's fear of becoming over-committed,

the healthier the aid relationship is likely to be,

None of this is seriously in dispute. It is a view of the aid

relationship that has been explicitly endorsed, for instance, by French

and American aid administrators. Even countries such as Britain and

Germany, which for a long time maintained the view that aid could only

be given as an external response to a request initiated by the recipient,

have recently seemed to accept an increased involvement in the recipient's

policy-making process.

So long as a recipient can expect a sufficiency of aid from a

single source, this view of the aid relationship does not present any

fundamental problem. The technical requirements are clear - a sound

and extensive political relationship, including, preferably, a strong

For a general characterisation of the attitudes of French and American
aid administrators, see Effective Aid, pp. 00-00, ODI, 1967.
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political interest on the donor's part in seeing the recipient's economy

prosper; a reasonable degree of sympathy between donor and recipient

concerning the economic and social ideal to be pursued; competent rep-

resentation of the donor in the recipient country, with authority to

engage in a continuing discussion of aid and development policy; some

blurring of the division between donor and recipient, by such devices

as transfers of administrative personnel for advisory or training purposes,

or by association within some.wider international political, economic or

strategic grouping. To state these requirements is to describe a relation-

ship which up till now has only developed bilaterally between a small

min6rity of recipients and an even smaller min:rity of aid-givers. In

nearly every case, the aid-giver in question has been overwhelmingly the

recipient's principal source of external capital. It is hardly surprising,

therefore, that most of the countries which come to mind as having used

aid to achieve significant results ovcr their whole economies - Taiwan,

for instance, or South Korea - are countries which have been content

for a while to tuck themselves under the wing of the largest aid-giver

of all.

This simple bilateral relationship, however, is a very primitive

framework for the transmission of aid. It has obvious disadvantages -

constriction of both/donor's and the recipient's room for manoeuvre,

pre-determination of the types of aid available, a tendency towards over-

simplification, and so on. There are sound reasons, economic as well as

political, for the desire of most developing countries to diversify their

sources of aid.

Besides, the simple bilateral relationship is a prescription that

cannot possibly be.universally applied. The willingness of any one advanced

country to accept the entire burden of aid to any one developing country

is an accident of history, which cannot be artificially engendered. It

is inconceivable, as well as undesirable, that the world should ever become

so neatly arranged that it could be divided into areas of responsibility,

to be parcelled out among the principal aid-givers. All of the larger

developing countries, and most of the smaller ones, must seek what aid they

need from a variety of sources.

This is where the mechanism of the .onsortium. or the consultative

group comes into the picture. A country for which such a mechanism is

required is by definition a country which. has-no continuing assurance of

a sufficiency of aid from a single source. The purpose of such a mech-

anism is in a sense to re-animate in this more complex situation the

virtues of the simple bilateral relationship, while ameliorating that

relationship's known disadvantages.
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Among the objections to bilateral aid, the more convincing ones

are not objections to bilateral aid as such, but rather to dependence

on bilateral aid from numerous unrelated sources. The difficulties that

arise from disparities in the terms and conditions of aid, from differences

of administrative procedure and from the fancies and preferences of in-

dividual donors, are difficulties that reflect a lack of correlation

between these sources. There is one further difficulty of more funda-

mental significance, It has been suggested above that one measure of the

quality of the aid relationship is the extent of the area over which

discussion is allowed to range, If a recipient is holding such discussions

with several aid-givers simultaneously, conflict among the aid-givers will

become more likely as the area of discussion widens. There are numerous

cases in the history of aid in which a recipient has received conflicting

advice from different aid-givers. If the recipient's performance is to

be made a criterion for the allocation o0 aid, and if that recipient

depends on aid from more than one source, he might well be required to

implement self-contradictory policies in order to secure continuing aid.

In other words, the efforts of individual aid-givers to make their aid

more effective are likely to make life for the recipient intolerable.

Some sort of consultative mechanism, therefore, is not morely

desirable; it is theoretically essential. The first need is for ex-

position, a need which is met in the V!orld Bank's consultative groups by

the annual reports provided by the Bank itself. The reason why exposition

is essential is that the aid-givers have to adopt a single external view

of the recipient's needs, to which they may individually address themselves.

If the view that is adopted turns out to be wrong, or if a sharp difference

of view emerges between the aid-givers and the recipient, further discussions

can easily be initiated, But if the aid-givers adopt a welter of disparate

views, even if one of them happens to be right, it is difficult to see

how a meaningful aid relationship can develop.

It is most unlikely that a single external view of the recipient's

needs will emerge naturally as the product of some sort of consensus among

the aid-givers. There are too many national preoccupations, individual

preferences, prejudices and interests. The represnntatives of the aid-

giving countries in any consultative mechanism are normally departmental

officials, administrators. Their primary concern is with the implementation

of the policies of their respective governments. In most cases, the aid

provided by their governments will be administered through their embassies,

often by officials who are responsible for other matters as well as assessing

the recipient's economic needs. Their departments may have detailed know-

ledge of the country in question, if the bilateral relationship is a par--

ticularly close one, but in general this knowledge will not be comprehensive.
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Indeed, one of the main attractions of a consultative group for many

aid-givers is the expectation that it will provide them with a more thor-

ough analysis than they could obtain on their own.

The implication of this is that the first and central responsibility

of any institution that organises a consultative group is to provide a

service of regular, competent and thorough exposition of the recipient's

needs. But it is more than a service. It is a basis for action. If

it is properly done, it carries operational implications, and the organ-

iser of the group cannot escape responsibility for pressing those impli-

cations home. To try to escape it leads one into the linguistic oddities

that have already been noted in the consultative groups' terms of reference.

What is at issue here is the function of management, a function that

necessarily comes into play as soon as any attempt is made to combine the

efforts of several aid-givers.

If the functions of management are to be allowed to expand in

this way, it follows that the basic structural requirement of a consulta-

tive group is a managing agency with resources and a programme of its own.

Questions such as those that are being asked here are unlikely ever to be

explicitly posed in a meeting of the group, let alone answered. It would

probably be damaging to the efficiency of the group if they were. Dip-

lomatic attempts to obtain too specific a commitment are commonly an

invitation to evasion, resulting in the development of more fixed and

opposed positions than was originally intended. The job of the managing

agent is not to bully or cajole, but to set precedents, and that is some-

thing that it can only do in the course of its own activities.

The expository function is the starting point of all the activities

of a consultative group. On that everybody is agreed, from the most

commercially minded and reluctant of aid-givers to the most jealously self-

reliant and intolerant of aid-receivers. From that point on, however,

interpretations differ. The limiting case at one end of the scale is

that of the aid-giver who, lacking the technical resources of, say, an

American AID mission, hopes to find in the group a mine of information

which will help him to pick and choose in a manner more advantageous

to himself. Everyone who has worked in consultative groups knows of

delegates who have sat in silence throughout the meeting, and then gone

off into a huddle with their own country's contractors. The limiting

case at the other end of the scale is that of the aid-receiver who regards

the figures on aid requirements as the only important passage in all the

basic documents, and who expects to use the group as a means of obtaining

more aid regardless of circumstances. In the middle of the scale, yet
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another narrow interpretation is that of the bilateral aid-giver who,

not wanting to suffer the political embarrassment that might be caused

by direct criticism of the recipient, hopes to voice his criticisms and

drive them home under cover of the anonymity that the group provides.

It is presumably self-evident that none of these interpretations

represents an adequate description of the group's functions. Vhat is

less obvious is how near the mark they all are.

At first sight, the first two are not the functions of a consultative

group at all, while the third is a distortion of one of the main functions

that a group should in fact undertake. To re-capitulate, the first two

might be described as the creation of opportunitieu to be exploited by

countries that are not significant aid-givers, and the provision of an

unconditional assurance of increased aid. The third might be described

as the creation of an opportunity to exert pressure with a view to

improving the recipient's economic performance. These descriptions,

however, are themselves distortions.

The evolution of consortia and consultative groups, has been

guided principally by the U.S. an#he World Bank, both of them big aid-

givers. For the big aid-giver with much at stake, improvement of the

recipient's general performance is bound to be a major pre-occupation.

In that sense, the improvement of performance is indeed one of the

functions of a consultative group. To assume that this entails the

exercise of pressure, however, is to beg the question. What one is asking

is not "How do I exert pressure?" but "How do I obtain improved performance?"

For the small aid-giver, the problem is different, and it is

a problem that has not yet been solved. As the India and Pakistan con-

sortia have shown, the small aid-giver's contribution is not likely

to make any difference to the total, except in the sense that it may

lead to increased "matching" contributions from the big providers, a

result which is not of any great interest to the small aid-giver himself.

WJith limited resources, what the small aid-giver is looking for is a slot

in which his own characteristic contribution can be used to the best

advantage. It may be his own advantage that he seeks, but it is not

necessarily so. There are Sweden's endeavours in the field of popu-

lation control, for instance, or Forway's interest in the development of

fisheries, or Israel's work in the establishment of cooperatives. In

all of these fields, the larger aid-givers have had some notable failures.

The aid recipient's perspective is different yet again. His

problem is how to ensure that the nature of his needs is fully understood,
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how to persuade the aid-givers to adapt their multifzarious procedures

and criteria to the job in hand, and above all how to acquire the data

that he needs in ordert urite those parts of his plan which depend on

the availability of external resources. The pursuit of these objectives

may involve the pursuit of an increase in aid, and in practice nearly

always does, because, as has been recognised in meetings of the U.N.,

of the Vorld Bank and of the DAC, the volume of aid is not nearly sufficient

for the stated and accepted aspirations of the developing countries;

but the essential characteristic of the exercise is simply clarification.

It may, after all, be the case that the recipient has got his policies

right and has done his sums correctly. The aid-giver's common assump-

tion that the first task of a consultative group is to correct the

recipient's policies and calculations may have some justification in

practice; in logic it has none.

These three interpretations of the function of a consultative

group, therefore, can be sho,:n to be all on a par with each other, pro-

vided - and it is a big proviso - that the participants for whom each

of these three perspectives is the natural one share the common objective

of achieving maximum economic growth, consistent with all the relevant

circumstances, in the recipient country concerned. All three interpre-

tations, when re-phrased, represent functions which a consultative group

should undertake.

But there is still the question of how to ensure that the proviso

is met, so that these functions can be properly fulfilled. The three

functions, systematically set out, are:

i) the clarification and, where necessary, the strengthening

of the recipient's development policy and programme;

ii) the provision of some sort of assurance, however informal

and implicit, that the external resources required for im-

plementation of the proCgramme will, on certain conditions,

be available;

iii) the determination of the specific role that each member of

the group, whether a large aid-giver or a small one, can

most usefully play.

These three functions, as re-phrmsed here, have ore characteristic

in common. They all entail the exercise of a certain degree of authority,

or management. The first entails authority in appraising the recipient's

policy and programme. The second entails authority in making or endorsing

the calculations of external requirements, and in revieing' the extnent
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to which those requirements have been met. The third entails authority

in defining and integrating the ways in which each member can contribute.

The representatives of a group of sovereign and equal states, sitting

in committee, can influence the course of authority; or they can reject

authority; but they cannot themselves exercise authority. They must

delegate authority to an executive, which in this case means the insti-

tution acting as managing agency. A consultative group is neither a

democratic assembly nor a condominium. It is a combined operation, an

instrument of strategy. Only if it is treated as such can the basic

requirement of a common objective be fulfilled.

The starkness of this conclusion makes it necessary to modify it

in practice. However watertight the analytical argument may be, there

is no hope that it will be fully translated into reality in the world

as it is. That is being sought, after all, is a conclusion that is in

theory universally applicable. To apply this particular conclusion

universally would require much of the machinery of world government.

In principle, one may modify the exercise of authority in two

ways. One may limit its degree, or one may limit the area of its appli-

cation. The latter is the easier limitation to apply in practice. It

is also, in the case that is being considered here, the one that makes

more sense. The technique of the consultative group is an any case

bound to be of limited application for the foreseeable future. If, on

top of that, one were to impose severe limitations on the degree of

authority or management permitted in the exercise of a group's functions

(by confining the rule of the managing agency, for instance, to analysis

and appraisal), one would have changed the whole nature of the mechanism.

The original conclusion, instead of being modified, would be overthrown.

The consultative group, instead of being a strategic instrument for a

particular operation, would become a forum for hearings of the complaints

of the aid-giving populace. The proper forum for this purpose is not

the consultative group, but the DAC.

It has been argued above that any task undertaken by a consulta-

tive group entails the exercise of authority. To limit the area of au-

thority, therefore, is to limit the number of tasks that a group under-

takes. One of the basic requirements for efficiency in any consultative

group is the identification and selection of these few tasks which are

of the highest priority. But priorities will diffey- from country to

country. There is no single key that will unlock this problem of selection,
any more than there is a single key to the problem of development. From

this point on, therefore, the conclusions are likely to vary from one group

to another.
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The three functions that have been described cover every single

task that a consultative group can undertake. The first function covers

the behaviour of the recipient country and all its component parts, and

the second and third functions cover the behaviour of the aid-givers and

all their component parts. Between these three functions, it is impossible

to pick and choose. To do so would be to Tset the balance, by ignoring

the role of one or another set of participants. If one leaves out the

recipient's policy and programme, one might as well leave out the recipient.

If one leaves out the external requirements, one might as well leave out

the aid-givers. If one leaves out the role of individual members of the

group, one might as well leave out the subsidiary aid-givers, retaining,

perhaps, a group composed solely of the U.S. and the World Bank. Con-

versely, to the extent that any of these three sets of participants

seeks a say in the conduct of the group, it is committed to acceptance

of the function that applies to itself.

Although this list of functions is valid as an analysis, it is not

very helpful in relation to practical choices, since it offers no choice.

What is needed is a more detailed list of the kinds of concrete problem

that a consultative group is likely to face. This is bound to be a much

longer and less systematic list, which can probably be added to indefinitely.

It represents a code of recognition signals, by the use of which a con-

sultative group can identify the most immediate tasks.

But the more systematic analysis is still useful, for it provides

a warning. If the groups end up with less than three tasks, representing

at least some sort of activity in fulfilment of each of the three functions

that have been given, then it is hopelessly unbalanced, and sooner or

later one set of participants or another will decide that they are not

getting their money's worth. The aid relationship is quite awkward

enough as it is, without precipitating that kind of acrimony.

If the terms of reference of existing consultative groups are sub-

jected to this test, even with the widest possible interpretation, they can

be seen to be deficient in one major respect. There are several provisions

for strengthening the recipient's development policy and programme: and

there are a great many provisions for considering what kind of aid is re-

quired and for giving some sort of informal assurance that aid will be

available in the required quantity; but there is hardly any provision at

all for the third function of determining what role each individual member

can most usefully play.

In most of the provisions directly affecting individual members,

such as harmonisation of criteria and conditions, debt re-scheduling and

control of suppliers' credits, there is a reversion to the old notion of
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coordination, which means limiting the exercise to the elimination of

anomalies. It is true that "burden-sharing" has been mentioned in

connection with consultative groups, but burden-sharing is in fact something

that is mentioned by bilateral aid-givers, particularly large bilateral

aid-givers, not by international institutions. All that burden-sharing

means in practice is one country trying to get other countries to do

more, so that it can do less.

The one remaining item in the terms of reference which does look like

a reference to the role of individual members is a glancing mention of the

"appropriate sources" for the various kinds of aid required. It is on the

interpretation of this phrase, therefore, and this phrase alone, that

the success of a consultative group in fufilling one of its three basic

functions depends. It has been argued that a consultative group is bound

to grind to a halt unless it is to some extent active in each of its three

functions. If that argument is accepted, it follows that the future of

consultative groups rests on this single point - how they interpret the

reference to "appropriate sources" of aid. The 1 orld Bank's interpretation

should be plain from what has already been said about its general

position. It should also be plain that the argument advanced here

suggests that the 7orld Bank is wrong.

The allocation of tasks is the one area of responsibility in a

consultative group that is not naturally exercised, as an extension of its

own operations, by whatever institution may be acting as manager. To

re-capitulate, any international lending agency, in the nature of things,

has to make up its mind on what policy it thinks the recipient should

pursue, and it has to make up its mind on the amount of aid needed. In

looking at subsidiary aid-givers, however, all it needs to be sure of for

its own operations is that they are not going to queer the pitch - a need

which does not take it beyond ordinary coordination. The result in

practice is that such an institution cannot easily take on the more positive

responsibility for allocating tasks.

If a consultative group is to have this responsibility, there has

to be some occasion on which individual members are prepared to stand

up and be counted. There is no point in naming some country as an appro-

priate source of aid if that country is not willing to accept what is

suggested. In procedural terms, it would be obtuse to think that this

means anything else but drawing up an outline and then going round the

table, from one member to another, to fill in the detailq.

But this is a procedure which is already familiar. It is exactly

the procedure of a pledging session. Perhaps it is therefore worth having
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another look at this question of pledging, in order to determine more

precisely why it was that pledging came into such disfavour, and whether

there is any value left in this discredited procedure.

One thing has to be made clear. The presumed purpose of pledging

was originally to raise a required amount of aid. What is being dis-

cussed now is not how to raise a required amount of aid, but how, on the

basis of some rough assumption concerning the amount available, to ensure

that this amount will contain the full range of required component parts.

When one has bought a new motor-car, one still needs a good spare parts

service, unless one is prepared to throw it away as soon as it breaks

down. What we are discussing now are the accessories and spare parts of

aid, for the lack of which the whole machine may fail.
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4 Pledging and Performance

The practice of pledging is what technically distinguishes a

consortium from a consultative group. According to usage, the defining

characteristic of a consortium is that its members are required to

pledge stated amounts of aid, usually on an annual basis, in support of

the recipient's development programme. The pledging may take place in

one session, or be spread over several. It may be a pre-arranged formality,

or an occasion for arduous debate. The results may be published in

detail, or only in barest outline. The implementation of pledges may be

subjected to formal scrutiny, or discussed only in the most general terms.

The aid provided may be for projects or in the form of general programme

support. All that is required for a group to satisfy the definition of a

consortium is that from time to time its members should sit round a table

and name specific sums of money.

It is not even absolutely clear why they are required to go
through this pantomime. Pledging may be used for any one of several

purposes. In the view of certain aid-givers, as well as recipients,

it is a means of putting pressure on those aid-givers who in some sense,

usually unstated, are not pulling their weight. This is not quite the

same as its official purpose, which is to provide an advance indication

of the amount of aid available.

A consultative group has no defining characteristic. On the

face of it, the defining characteristic is the exclusion of pledging,

but in practice the functions of a consultative goup are at least as
wide as those of a consortium, and they include a number of activities

which take the place of pledging. One of the tasks of a consultative group
is to discuss the amount of aid required, and to provide the recipient
with a reasonable expectation that aid will be available to meet priority
needs. If they choose to do so, members may provide such an assurance
by indicating that commitments they are prepared to make.

To pledge or not to pledge is thus a technical choice, not a ques-
tion of fundamental principle. It is one way, and not necessarily the
best way, of doing any one of several jobs. Ylhatever the job is, it can
only be a part of the larger operation, which is the pursuit of development
in a particular recipient country. The nature of the job that pledging is
intended to do is not always clearly stated. To regard pledging as the
defining characteristic of a consortium, and therefore as its essential
characteristic, appears doubly nonsensical. Ether it means that a partic-
ular part of the operation has to be maintained, even if all other parts
are abandoned; or, still worse, it means that a particular procedure has
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to be adopted, without any clear justification in terms of what that

procedure is designed to achieve.

Conversely, to exclude pledging absolutely is to say either that

none of the jobs that pledging is ever-intended to do is a necessary part

of the operation, or that pledging is the wrong instrument for doing these

jobs. If provision of some sort of advance indication of the availability

of aid is among the jobs that pledging is intended to do, the former state-

ment is false. The latter is arguable, but not self-evident.

The argument about the value of pledging as an instrument is in

any case a technical argument about a certain procedural choice. The

exclusion of pledging is normally justified on the basis of a far more

comprehensive argument about the whole "consortium approach".

On its own, the existence of pledging would not seem to be a

defining characteristic of sufficient significance to justify the sharp

distinction that is made between "the consortium approach" and other

approaches to the problem of development. A consortium, which starts

with pledging as its main function, will tend to develop other functions,

and may do so veryrapidly indeed. Any group with wider functions, but

no pledging, will tend to develop substitutes for pledging, or it will

wither away.

The difference, therefore, does not lie in the existence or non-

existence of pledging. Equally, it does not lie in the compulsory element

in pledging, as practised in the consortia, for this is a compulsion that

the aid-givers have shown themselves fully able to resist when it suits them

to do so. Yet another differentiation that has to be rejected is the

suggestion that pledging, as the essential characteristic of a consortium,

diverts attention from other tasks of equal priority. In the consortia

that have functioned, there has been at least as much attention paid to

the recipient's performance as in the consultative groups. Indeed, this

was only to be expected, for more money was at stake, in the form of pledges.

The only possible differentiation that remains lies in the uses to

which pledging has been put, and the results that such usage has brought

about. If there is any fundamental difference, this is where it lies.

But even here there is a certain obscurity, because there has never really

been agreement among the aid-givers on what the purpose of pledging is.

It may well be that the hostility that grew up towards "the consortium

approach" rested on a misunderstanding of the nature of the exercise.
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Before pursuing this possibility, it is necessary to re-state

very briefly the way in which pledging originated, which was described

in detail in Chapter II. The early sessions of the India Oonsortium

were not formal pledging sessions; but the nature of the consortium

as a rescue operation, a loose association of creditors, rendered it

inevitable that the main topic of conversation should be the size of

individual contributions to the amount needed to save India from bank-

ruptcy and default. In 1960, the India Consortium was converted from a

backward-looking operation, designed to cope with existing debts, into a

forward-looking operation, concerned with the requirements of India's

third plan. At the same time, the Pakistan Consorbium was set up with

the specific purpose of financing Pakistan's second plan. The existing

habit was adapted to the new aim, and converted into a formalised technique,

called pledging. It was not very clear, however, whether pledging was

intended to raise the total of aid, to distribute its burden more widely,

or to provide the two recipients with a frame of reference for their

annual import programmes.

In practice, both .consortia were initially used to increase the

aid available to India and Pakistan. This was only matural, for the-two

consortia had come into being in the context of a realisation that a larger

and more sustained aid effort would be needed if India and Pakistan were

to be enabled to fulfil their -aspirations. The unfortunate result, however,

was that both groups acquired the stigma of being "mere fund-raising

exercises", and the label stuck, long after it had become clear that an

increase in aid was only a part of what was needed.

At the beginning of 1962, the underlying ambiguity of pledging

resulted in an into erable situation in the Pakistan Consortium. The

World Bank found itself committed to atarget figure, with no means of

bringing other members' pledges up to that target. It therefore had to

make up the balance itself. By accepting this obligation, it deprived

itself of room for manoeuvre in its relations with India and Pakistan, and

of funds for extending -its relations with countries for which no consortium

existed. The W!orld Bank's objection to pledging was a technical objection,
of unquestionable validity.

A way of meeting this objection might have been found if the bilateral
aid-givers had been sufficiently interested in the continuation of pledging
to seek a solution. But several of the bilateral aid-givers, in fact,
were equally opposed to the practice, though for different reasons. One
of the most conspinuom OpponcniLs was Germwij, which in quantitative terms
was an important contributor in all three consortia - for India, Pakistan
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and Turkey. The Germans, and aid-givers of several other nationalities,

maintained that pledging distorted the pattern of aid, that it caused too

great a concentration on the countries for which consortia existed, that it

deprived the aid-giver of room for manoeuvre in the distribution of aid,

and that it diverted attention from the consortium's real functions.

This argument is such a repellent misrepresentation that it had

better be refuted quickly and then forgotten. First, by no conceivable

standard of measurement do India and Pakistan receive disproportionately

large amounts of aid compared with other countries. (The most cursory

glance at the figures will show the penalty that these two countrieE pay

for their size.) Secondly, the existence of consortia is a consequence,

not a cause, of the large amounts of aid received by the countries for which

they exist. (The German involvement in India and Turkey, for instance,

goes back long before the establishment of consortia.) Thirdly, it was

precisely in order to provide an assurance that the aid-givers would not go

chopping and changing from one recipient to another in mid-stream that the

consortia adopted the longer perspective implicit in pledging, so that to

say they have narrowed that particular kind of room for manoeuvre is a mark

of their success. Fourthly, the function of which pledging is a part is

itself one of the real functions of a consortium; aid, the volume and

composition of aid, is one basic element in the operation.

In this sense, it is true that hostility towards the "consortium

approach" rests, as suggested earlier, on a misunderstanding of the nature

of the exercise. But there is still the World Bank's objection to be met.

It is an objection of some force, for it underlines a weakness in the

pledging procedure far more fundamental than might be supposed to arise

simply from the constriction of a single institution.

What happens at a pledging session is that the aid-givers confront

each other. In practice, if it appears likely that some members'pledges

will prove too small in relation to the total required, the other members

make a conscious attempt to shame them into concessions, in the form of in-

creased pledges. As conspicuous examples of this, one may cite the fourth,

sixth and eighth meetings of the Pakistan Consortium, and the third, fourth,

fifth, sixth, eighth and ninth meetings of the Turkey Consortium. It is

worth noting that the significance of confrontation varied from one con-

sortium to another, and was not causally determined either by the predominance

of a major bilateral aid-giver (the U.S.) or by the action of an international

institution (the World Bank) in presenting a target figure.

Confrontation is an accepted instrument of economic diplomacy. It

is used to good effect, for instance, in the OECD and the GATT, in both of
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which its use is standard practice. For confrontation to be effective,

however, three conditions have to be met. First, there must be a measure

of underlying agreement cdncerning the nature of the exercise. Secondly,

the process has to include every country whose actions can materially

affect the outcome. Thirdly, every country involved must stand to gain

something from agreement.

All three conditions were met so long as the India Consortium was

a group of creditors who had to reach agreement among themselves to prevent

India from defaulting on its debts to them. Once the focus of the consortium

had moved to India's Long-term development, the first two conditions were

no longer met and the third condition was met only in a very peculiar sense.

In short, pledging, to the extent that it entailed confrontation, was no

longer appropriate.

The emphasis of aid-giving then swung right away from advance

commitment, and landed on the recipient's performance. This swing was

tooextreme. It was an attempt to create a situation in which aid could

be more effectively used, which failed to take account of the role of aid

itself in creating such a situation.

Confrontation is a sort of pressure. The aid-givers, rightly

rejecting as inappropriate the pressure to which they found themselves

subjected, put in its place the exercise of pressure on the aid-receivers.

Instead of pledging themselves to a stated amount of aid, which was' their

potential contribution to the combined operation of development, they

tried to get the recipients to pledge themselves to stated development

policies, which were the recipients' contribution. In other words, the

alleged switch of emphasis from pledging to performance did not represent

a fundamental change of approach at all. It simply represented yet another

adaptation of the old technique, originally devised to suit a group of

creditors, to yet another task. The task had changed out of all recog-

nition, but the technique remained the same. In the early consultative

groups, an unsuccessful attempt was made to confront the recipients with

the need for various changes of policy. The attempt failed, just as pledging

had eventually failed in the consortia, and for the same reason. It was

too lop-sided. Only the Americans seem to have seen the point. They had

invented the phrase "mutual pledging".

In Chapter I, two verbal black.lists were given - one of words that

had acquired pejorative connotations in the language of aid, the other

of words that might have acquired such connotations if the dictionary had

been written by the recipients. The basis of those black-lists now becomes
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clear. They are symptomatic of the fact that the whole machinery of

this operation has been developed on the assumption that its essential

characteristic is confrontation, the exercise of pressure, an attempt

to get various people to do things they do not want to do. This is a

fatal flaw. If, in seeking to persuade someone to do something, one

starts by making threatening noises, the chances are that he will jump

to the conclusion that he is being asked to do something that is not in

his own interest, without further examination of the case.

It would have been possible to reduce the element of confrontation

without detracting from the significance of pledging. The pressures arose

because of the use to which pledging was being put. But the pledging pro-

cedure itself does not necessarily involve the exercise of pressure, or

the practice of confrontation. Varied forms of pledging are in fact still

used as an accapted and often highly effective instrument in the provision

of aid, but in a somewhat different context. Five notable examples are

the financing of Pakistan's import liberalisation programme in 1964, the

financing of several large projects such as Turkey's Keban Dam, the post-

ponement of Turkey's debts in 1965, the reconstruction of Ceylon's foreign

exchange reserves in 1965, and the efforts to secure sufficient programme

aid for India at the end of 1966. Perhaps the most striking example of

all is that of the pledges given to Pakistan by bilateral aid-givers

individually in 1965/66, when the consortium was suspended, and when the

two principal pledge-seekers, the U.S. and the Uorld Bank, were temporarily

off-stage. The case of Pakistan appears to refute once and for all the

suggestion that pledging is an artificial procedure invented and enforced

by the people who originated "the consortium approach".

What all these cases of pledging have in common is that they represent
limited operations with defined objectives and known costs. In each case,
the costs were within the limits of what the aid-givers were prepared,
at a pinch, to provide. If these cases are taken in conjunction with the
earlier, less successful uses of pledging, three main conclusions may be
drawn.

in-
First, pledging is a limited/strument, which can only be used for

tightly specific purposes. It is not suitable as a comprehensive framework
for a long-term operation.

Secondly, pledging is only practicable if the task is to arrange
the distribution of an agreed total. It is not effective as a means of
increasing the total, except in cases of such overwhelming urgency that
there is really no disagreement over the need for an increase. In other
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words, pledging is at its most effective when it becomes a concluding

formality.

Thirdly, the underlying long-term commitment of which pledging

was intended to be a sign is an intrinsic element in the aid-giving

process. It is so central that every attempt to put the provision of aid on

to a more rational basis comes back to it, in one form or another. This

long-term commitment, however, is something that is shared by the aid-givers

and the aid-receivers. It is a question of attitudes, rather than of

specific sums of money. In this sense, the commitment implicit in pledging

cannot be translated into a single formal procedure. The true distinction

between pledging and performance is not between what the aid-givers do and

what the recipient does. It is between promises and action, on both sides.

The fact remains, on the aid-giving side, that there are certain

subsidiary operations which simply cannot be performed if the members of a

group are not prepared to name specific sums of money. If there is any

reason to suppose that the pledging procedure will not produce these sums

of money, an alternative has to be found. The most obvious, if rather crude

alternative, is a scale of assessed contributions. The difficulti.s in

the way of obtaining agreement over such a scale are well known. In spite

of them, the suggestion is worth discussing, if only because it brings

out several important points about the aid-giving process.

A consortium is sometimes described as a club. If that is what it
is, then it is a club the subscription to which is not only open to nego-

tiation on entry, but also open to re-negotiation every year. A consultative

group is a club with no subscription at all.

An assessed contribution is a subscription. If the subscription is

too high, or if there is a likelihood that the subscription will be
greatly increased without warning, no one will join the club. ksessed

contributions are only practicable, therefore, if they are well within the
limit of what potential members might be prepared to subscribe, and if they
are clearly attached to specified purposes. This means in effect that one
cannot use assessed contributions to cover a country's total aid requirements.
One must select a part,

It happens that there is one part of a country's aid requirements

which can only be discussed in terms of total figures - its foreign exchange
requirements for current imports, especially spare parts and raw materials.

It is normally only this kind of finance that is described as programme

aid. Several distinguished economists have argued cogently that for certain

countries all aid should be programme aid, but in practice prcgramme aid
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is seldom much more than 5/ of all the aid that a country applies for

or receives.

To attach assessed contributions to a country's programme aid

requirements would have several advantages. First, it would not involve a
c.aniitment greater than the total likely to be available. Secondly, it
would provide firm assurances in support of that element in annual planning
for which firm assurances are most necessary.

Thiidly, it would be a self-regulating device. As a country advances
along the path of development, its programme aid requirements tend to form
an increasing proportion of its total requirements. The more advanced a
country is, the less likely it is to relapse into that kind of chaos which
makes aid-givers want to re-consider their commitment. In other words, the
aid-givers' degree of commitment would increase automatically in step with
the likelihood that no cause would arise for their having to abandon it.

Lastly, the exclusion of project finance from assessed contributions
would remove one possible cause of confusion. In the existing consortia,
calculations of the amount of project finance needed are based on the coming
year, but pledges are given in terms of total new commitments. At one time,
the Government of Pakistan claimed that on average only one-tenth of a new
commitment for a project was disbursed in the first year. This meant that
it had to obtain new project commitments ten times as large as the amount
of new project finance it needed (i.e. excluding what was already in the
pipeline) in the coming year. Smudged in with its programme aid require-
ments, this produced some very misleading figures.

For all aid-givers, the rewards of project finance are often tempting.
There are contracts to be won, and there is something to satisfy national
pride at the end of it. In the case of a single project, it is easy enough
to find out how much an aid-giver is prepared to pay for these rewards,
without going into assessed contributions. It has been done fairly success-
fully in syndicates set up for large projects requiring joint finance
(e.g. the Keban syndicate, described in detail in Chapter IV), It has
been done less successfully for groups of projects, such as Mexico's power
development programme.

The project list has become an increasingly significant document in
the proceedings of both consortia and consultative groups. In theory, at
least, the technique of a project syndicate could be applied to a whole
project list, The bilateral donors would establish lines of credit to be
used to finance purchases from the donor country for projects within the
list, after such projects had been put out to international tender. The
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The difficulties are considerable, but some attempt has already been

made to overcome them, notably by the Yfestern Hemisphere Department of

the World Bank. The most fundamental objection that can be raised to this

extension of the technique is that it completely undermines its effective-

ness. Project syndicates have succeeded best where their aims are most

clearly defined. The more diffused the technique becomes, the harder it

will be to use it as a framework within which to exercise pressure.

Here we come back to the heart of the matter. The exercise of

pressure is a reflection of the assumption that aid is given reluctantly,

against the aid-givers' will. An examination of numerous practical opera-

tions confirms this assumption, partly because evidence in support of a

contrary view is obscured by the fact that the machinery of aid, by the

process of confrontation, has evolved in such a way as to emphasise differ-

ences of approach. If one takes the perspective of years, a different view

emerges. The history of practical operations is the history of repeated

attempts to preserve freedom of choice. The history of a longer period

is the history of a gradual surrender of choice. The only way to find out

whether this long-term trend reflects some underlying will is to change

the environment within which practical operations are carried out. To

bring such a change about, it is necessary to devise machinery which is de-

signed from start to finish as the framework for a common enterprise, in

which both the recipient and the aid-givers have their parts to play. Neither

the consortia nor the consultative groups represent a really systematic

attempt to do this. The consortia show a recurrent tendency to regress

into confrontation, the exercise of pressure. The consultative groups, in

their new form, are likely to regress into the original notion of coordination,

the partial correlation of operations already under way. One of the original

weaknesses of the consortia was their members' reluctance to see a signifi-

cant growth in the function of management. The principal weakness in the

new consultative groups appears to be a similar reluctance on the part of

the World Bank.

To take a more positive view of the function of management would

involve replacing confrontation, as the principal technique of negotiation,

with something more comprehensive and continuous. It would also involve

abandoning coordination, in favour of a much more ambitious enterprise.

It is in the nature of that enterprise that both the givers and the receivers

of aid surrender some freedom of choice. Any agency that is prepared to

fulfil the function of management also surrenders some freedom of choice,
for this is the inevitable result of accepting responsibility. The

essential point about the aid relationship, which distinguishes it from

most other forms of association between sovereign states, is that it requires

a degree of mutual commitment - and interpenetration - beyond what can be

written into formal agreements or terms of reference. The extent to which
a nation that provides or receives aid is prepared to enter into such a commit-
ment is the ultimate measure of that country's pledge for development.
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February 1, 1967

Dear Mr. Woods,

Thank you very much for the time you gave me this

morning.

I have checked on dates and find that the ACC meet-

ing is April 5 and 6. I will try to arrange the small

weekend meeting at Sir Edward Boyle's house in England

on April 8 and 9 (Saturday, sunday). I hope you can

keep those dates provisionally free.

There is another point about your possible talk

in London. This might be Friday, AprIL 7, or Mndays

April 10. I have spoken to Harold Graves about the

various possible places for it.

May I say though that this period is our budget
period (it will be within ten days of April 5). This

means that the Chancellor would be dubiously available,

and that the decisions on IDA would have been taken.

From personal knowledge I fear the decision may be taken

in the next few weeks, and taken wrongly. An earlier

visit by you might just sway the balance.

Excuse my interference based solely on good will.

Sincerely,

William Clark
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Mr. Weds January 30, 1967

Norold raves

William Clark of the Overses& Reelo t Institute

William Clerk of the Overseas Development Institute is coming to
see you at 1130 this Wednesday. Ie is here If Washington talking
with various officials who w* concerned with developmeat assistace,
and he psrticuloxly wants to talk with you about the last parogrphs
of your RONC spesb, which have to do with re-thiuking the relatiU-
ships betwem the industrialissd .entries sad the less developed
world.

I think you met Clark in .m den 1u 95, when you were discuss-
Lug with Sir Zslie R1M the possibility of seank suport for ODZ.
wou will remam.er that 0 was established for the purpose of Ce-
tributiag to the publie understanding, ta the U.K., of the problems
of .c.n.ste develepuent overseas. he Iastitut does research, pub.
lishes papers and eneeurngee publie discussien of this subject. The
nC televistin series to which you contributed an interview was ini-
tioted by 0n.

The arrangemomt betweem the sak oad OW calls for us to ske a
atrSibutien to their budget of 65,000 * year, for three years; the

seemed year of this arrangament will end an April 30. 1 do not think
it is Clark's intention to talk with you about this, althouh we have
had sos indieations from 001 that they would like us to increase the

mount of our support.

set mt. ishart

Wisp
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Ow bills

Just a oto to s that ym hwVe an

Snoitutmt with Rawkg Mnsp at 3 o'elock

9M th* aftmamn of Tu*d*y, Jw7sy 31,

-uj with I*. wwAn at 11:30 on the 3m-

ing of oAmosbay, Y*bvwuy 1 tZs 10*kag

ftowd to *ains y".

StiemOly you"*

uNoold @ww.S

lIt. tvasrt AU
3520 i aapnd LAO

M0ap
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

amesma~~16 PICCADILLYeg $ 10

PLW/1026th January 1967.

Dear Mr. Lind

Thank you for your letter of 20th January about the order

for adtional copies of Effective j , the Dichley Conference

report. As soon as we reeive the official order we will

send you 150 opies with a 25 discount.

Yours sincerely,

We ~ ~ 4tr J.Ln, x

USA.

ijo
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

160 PICCADILLY CLASS OF NLT
SERVICE:

COUNTRY: ENGLAND

TEXT:

Cable No.:

IN VIEW DEMUTHS ABSENCE I AM HAPPY INVITE YOU SMALL LUNCH BANK WEDNESDAY

FEBRUARY 1

HOFFM(AN

NOT TO BE TRANSMITED

MESSAGE AUTH-ORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME MICHAEL L. HOFFMAN/pnn

DEPT. DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD <

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W1 HYDE PARK 2654

20th January 1967

Dear Harold,

I am unexpectedly coming over to Washington from the
29th January till 1st February. One urpose is to organise
a television interview with Dean Rusk, the other is to catch
up on some of my Development contacts.

I have already spoken to John Miller today and asked
him if he would raise with George woods over this coming
weekend the nossibility of my seeing him in Washington to
tal over the last paragraphs of his pre-Christmas speech,
i.e. about re-thinking our relationship with the whole of the
less developed world. I do not wish to waste his time, and
I do not usually ask to see him, but I would very much like to
if it were possible.

Whe Dick Demuth was here the other day he suggested
that when I next cane over Ae would like to try and organise
a s all lunch for me, and I would be very glad if this was
possible. Perhaps you could tell him what my move-ents are?

These movements are indeed not yet wholly clear. The
television interview (with Hugh Cudlip, Michael Berry, Alastair
Burnett and Paul Johnson - quite a quar et) is oh the morning
of the 31st. I suspect I may be not wholly my own nster on the

30th, but should be completely free after lunch on the 31st
un il I go up to New York in the evening of dedncsday, 1st
February. I am also writing to Bob Asher at The 'rnookings
Institution asking him to make some appointments for me, and
warning him that I am in touch with you.

Please do not forget in all of this that I should very

much like to have a chat with you and Julian.

Yours sincerely,

Harold Graves, Esq., William Clark
IBRD,
1818 H. Street,
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.
J1 M
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January 20, 1967

Deer iss Qs..uds

haxk you for sending a so of the report on

the last litcheley Conforas to R. boffiaa. We

find tbo publication useful and ao sending separotly

an official order for 150 copies. I trust we shell

roeotlv a bulk order diseont.

Tours siftorely,

Lars J. Lind
Deputy Director of Infoxmatioa

Miss Joann* Oamond
Publications
Overseas Development Institute ?td.
160 Picadilly
London, WI
Ragland

cc: Mr. Hoffman

LJL/isw
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HEADQUARTERS:

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDRESS-INTBAFRAD LONDON SWI

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
CA5LE ADDRESS-INDEVAS LONDON SWI

*BANK*
LONDON OFFICE:

NEW ZEALAND HOLSE
HAYMARKET - LONDON, S.W.I.

TELEPHONE
WHITEHALL 3886/3887

19th January, 1967.

Mr. RH. Demuth.
Director,
Development Services Department,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Watington. D.C. 20433, U. S. A,

Dear Dick, /

William Clar will be in Washington (arriving Sunday 29th)
all of Monday 30th, Tuesday 31st and Wednesday 1st. Most of Tuesday
he is busy on the job that takes him there - being Chairman of a T.V.
Discussion for the U.K. in which Dean Rusk is questioned by four English
editors - also flown over for the occasion.

I think you said that you would like to fix up a lunch for
him when he came over but at the time we talked to him he would not be
in Washington until you had left for the Virgin Isles. If you still
vant to will you let him know direct.

Yours ever,

Jo Dunc Miller,

lux S3 Ui a: itO
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OVEKSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.A
160 PICADILLY
LONDON WJ1

FJBS/1013th January 1967.

D eaMr Hoffman,

nanzaitle Effectivessa

oce r 196 that tk World ank would lie a nme f

opies. When you have-roivd e am~lt ehp o

could~~~ ~ ~ ~ le sko o aycpe o equre

yours sincrely

USA.
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January 4, 1967

Dear bill:

Thsnk you for yewr letter of December 30. Please
assure Miss Mayter that she will be very welcIme when she
arrives here Janmary 16. Appointments have been m=de for
her to se W. Orris Sthmidt, Special AAviset to Wt.
Woods at 14.30 Monday January 16. r. Schmidt specialises
on iatin American affairs and is the lank's principal
itaison with the Alliance for Progress and other Latin
American programs; he was formerly the Director of the
Sank's Western Ramisphere Department. At 15.30 an ap-
poiatment has been scheduled with Kurvyn Winer, Chief
1conomic Adviser of the Western Uamisphere Department.
Raymond Yrost will be away at the time but we shall ar-
range for meetings with available country specialists
when iss Mayter arrives. 1 assUme that she will want
to spend some time with IDS before she starts off on her
Latin American trip.

If Miss Rayter would contet my office some time
before lunch on Manday, January 16,1 and some of my as-
sociates will be delighted to meet her and see in which
ways we can be most helpful to her.

With my best personal wishes.

Sincerely,

Varold Graves

Mr. Willian Clark
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Picedilly
London, W.1
England

LJ/jsw



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

30th December 1966

Dear Harold,

As I think you know we are going to use Teresa Hayter on

part of our Bank Project. I enclose an account of what her

study is going to be.

After talking it over at some length we have both felt

that it would be best if phe went through Washington and New York

on her way to Latin America, though comparatively briefly, and

concentrated her investigations in Washington on the return trip.

Teresa Hayter will therefore be travelling to Washington

on Sunday, 15th January and staying the next three or four days

in Washington. May she call on you, and could you perhaps pass

her on to one or two people who are concerned with the countries

and subjects with which she is going to be dealing? I thought

for instance of Raymond Frost, who is a personal friend of mine

as well as an expert on Colombia, and possibly someone at a

different policy level, such as Gerry Alter. I am sure you would

know better than I whom she ought to see.

With all good wishes to you and your colleagues for 1967.

Yours sincerely,

William Clark

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street NW

Washington
DC
USA

Encosure

ME
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ODI study on international institutions in Latin America

Background

Since April 1965 the ODI has been engaged on a programme of studies on the

operations of international institutions in the development field. We have

received much valuable help from the World Bank, although we take full

responsibility for the result of our studies.

The first study in this programme was by John White. This is on consortia

and consultative groups, and is mainly concerned with the way in which

international institutions can improve the relationship of a number of

bilateral donor countries with one recipient country.

We felt that the natural next step was to study the relationship of

international institutions with recipient countries, and in particular

whether there are possible advantages in this relationship, or in some of

its aspects, compared with the bilateral relationship. Latin America is

probably the-aQ, in which the activities of international institutions are

most highly developed. Our decision to do a case-study of these operations

is based on the view that the experience of Latin America in this field has

a bearing on developments in international relationships elsewhere, as well

as having considerable intrinsic interest.

#cope and nature of the study.

The study is not intended to be a survey of the activities of all

international institutions in the development field in Latin America. 
Its

aim is to describe and analyse activities which we consider to be of

particularsignificance. This means concentrating on activities which involve

a fairly close relationship between the international institutions and Latin

American countries, and which extend over a fairly broad area of policy-making.

It also means an examination of the potential role of international institutions

and of economic aid as catalysts in development, assuming that more is 
involved

than a simple transfer of resources or the setting up of isolated 
projects.

The operations of the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank

will be central to the study. We must also to some extent be concerned with

the Alliarce for Progress, especially with CIAP, with the role of the United

States AID, and with the relationship of all these institutions 
with one

another and with Latin American governments. Other institutions which are

of obvious importance in this context are the IHF, ECLA and LAFTA.
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Authorship

The study will be undertaken by Teresa Hayter, who has been 
at the ODI since

1963. She has, among other things, produced a study of 
French Aid, and written

Effective Aid (the report of a conference organized by the ODI on improving

the effectiveness of aid from the major bilateral and multi-lateral 
agencies).

Programme and travel

Teresa Hayter began work on this subject in the autumn of 1966, and we expect

to publish the study early in 1968. She will go to Latin America and

Washington early in 1967; her proposed itinerary is as follows:

Brazil (during "iorld Bank mission) - early February.

Chile (ECL,, Institute of International Relations, etc.) - mid February
- early Larch.

1 Jcuador (IADB consultative group)
or Peru (World Bank consultative group) - early March - April

Colombia(World Bank consultative group) ,ac,

Washington (World Bank, ILADB, INF, OhS head-quarters) - April

William Clark
Director, Overseas Development Institute.

December 1966.

LJ
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FURM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Michael L. Hoffman DATE: December 6, 1966

Mr. Lars Lind4-

FROM: John Duncan MillerV

SUBJECT: John White t s Chapter Five

I sent John White the greater part of the memo of

Novermber 9 -leaving out the first paragraph and para-

phrasing it in my covering letter. I haver ow got back

to Paris and found the attached letter from him.

I shall be in London all next week and will see him

at some point after Burke Knapp has left. I think we may

be getting somewhere.

Encl.
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December 2, 1966

neer Jeobmie:

2Mauk you for your letter of Rvewr 21 'osn

erning John White's tonvsltativ. group study. As you

umised, I had st you LMke Maffan's note together

with Chapter V the day hefore your table earrved. I

n plesed to learn that you sees to have straightened

out this matter and we are now expecting to receive

saw copies of the entire study, with a new Chapter V,

from White for -re eareful scrutiny in the Uank, as

agreed.

I have seen Mike aW he sems content with the new

oppeaok.

Tours einerely,

Laws J. Lind

Vt. John D. iller,
brOpeon Office, 1N0
12, rue 4. Presbourg
for"s 1616

cc: Mr. Hoffman

LJL/jaw



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/15 29 November, 1966 HY0E PARK 2654

Dear Johnnie,

Thank you for your letter of November 25, with which you sent mike
Hoffman's comments on chapter 5.

I propose now to set about reconstructing the paragraph on the lines

that we have discussed, and will try to let you have a copy in sufficient

time before December 12th. Should I send a copy to Mike Hoffman also, so that

he can transmit tof i further comments that he might have?

Many of his specific points seem to me to be entirely justified. As

you know, this was the most hurriedly written chapter, since I expected it to

have to be extensively rewritten, and a large number of small muddles crept

in. As regards his more substantial point, concerning the nature of my approach,

I think he is more than half right. I had a distinction in my own mind between

an analytical examination of the nature of the exercise and operational recommen-

dations. The first, which was broadly the purpose of chapter 5, was a purely
intellectual attempt to gather together a number of strands and to remind us

what the essential character of this activity is. The second, which is broadly

contained in chapter 6, was an attempt to draw together a number of scattered

points that have been made throughout the study - not just in chapter 5 - in

the hope of providing some pointers for action. In other words, in my own

mind, chapter 5 was never intended to provide an operational model. like's

reply to this would presumably be that I appear not to have kept the distinction

clear either on paper or in my own mind, and with this I agree.

His other point, concerning my failure to distinguish sufficiently

between the policy as it is and the policy as I say it ought to be, is clearly

justified, especially in relation to the discussion of determination of the

sources of aid.

I think the new version had better contain four sections: 1. & short

and very careful explanation of precisely what I am trying to do in this chapter;

2. description of consultative groups as they are; 3. attempt to analyse the
tasks that consultative groups could in theory undertake if the logic of their

present terms of re2'rence were fully extended; 4. an examination of the degree

of commitmentjinvov!ed in acceding to one of these groups (which, for polemical

ap oses, I have --Iled "pledging").

Please note that these headings do not contain the notion of a "model

of an ideal consuliative group".



J. Miller - 2 - 29 November, 1966

I leave it to you to decide whether to pass these comments on to Mike
Hoffman. I do not think the differences between us are all that wide, though

for my own purposes I have in this chapter adopted an approach that was bound

to strike him as pretty dotty. As I think you know, I am feeling my way slowly

towards something a good deal more far-reaching, in historical terms, than a

simple set of technical recommendations for the operation of a particular mech-

anism. It is important to me, as I wander about in this a-ea of historical

analysis, to take every precaution to ensure that I do not depart too far from

current reality. Essentially, what this means is keeping my lines of communi-
cation constantly open to people like yourself and Mike Hoffman.

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. J. Miller
IBRD

4, Avenue d'Ina
Paris 16e

JW:tr



Headquarters:
Washington, D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CabLe Add-rs - INTBAPRAD PARIS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
C.ble AAdre.- - INDEVAS PARIS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA, PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

Telephone - 553-2510

November 21, 1966

Mr. Lars Lind
Deputy Director of Information
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Lars:

Our cable about John W ite's paper must have crossed with
your letter of November 14 but fortunately we were both on the
same lines.

John White gave me a copy of the whole draft a couple of
weeks ago and I read it last weekend rather quickly but I did
go through Chapter V a second time and made some notes. I was
in London on Monday and saw him and pointed out three or four
of the major errors I had spotted in my admittedly rather
cursory reading of it. They were:

11 appropriate sources"
the Bankts responsibility for debt re-scheduling

and suppliers' credits
my dislike of the term "managing agent" with its

colonial implications.

After some conversation he suggested re-casting the chapter
in three separate sections - the first stating the Bank's policy
and the other two being his commentary and views as to how CGs
should develop.

I came back to Paris on Tuesday morning and had lunch with
Mike Hoffman and agreed that John White's suggested re-casting
was the right way to do it in order to make it clear that his
ideas are only his ideas. We then decided to cable you for his
memorandum so that I can rephrase it and go over it with him.
So I will get on with this.

My reference to "elbeejitis" was nothing to do with this but
referred to The Economist's piece on the Annual Meeting.

Yours sincerely,

John uncan Miller
Special Representative in Europe
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FQR m N, 26

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R 0 U T I N G
OF CABLE: NOVEMBER 16, 1966 1634

LOG NO.: TELEx/16 ACTION ODPY: INFORMATION DEPARMENT

TO: INTBAFRAD INFORMATION
COPY:

FROM: PARIS DECODED BY:

TFXf:

795 FOR LIND

PLEASE SEND MIILER MY MEMORANDUM ON JOHN WHITE'S

MANUSCRIPT AND flE WILL DISCUSS IT IN LONDON

HOFFMAN

MT

ORIGINAL
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November 14, 19

Mr. John D. Miller
European Office, ISO
12, mue do Presbourg
Paris 16.
france

bear Jobanie g

Prom the attached notes from Mike Soff aa to me you will see
that we are in a rather awkward dilas, over John White's aid co-
ordination study. t so sure you will agree it is *ore than a slight
a# Of e bfltts.'

Mike does not feel that as "intellectual" exchange of letters
between bin and John could sorwo any useful purpose as long as sme
of John's misconceptions rmain; he makes the perfectly valid point
that conclusions and theories may be thA sole responsibility, but
that the factual basis for these most be reasonably correct. It is
also obvious that whatever disclaimers the author makes as to the
"independence" of the study, it cannot but be associated in some
ways with the Sank.

As you have been closely concerned with the OK-I'auk relatiou.
ship, we very much would like your assistance to get out of this jam
without doing damage, or too much damage, to our relations with 001.

Perhaps * good first step might be for you to have a frank talk
with Jobs White and see if he can oe up with something that is
likely to be acceptable hWros this would men, of course, a drastic
change in his whole argument. Such a course might be preferable to
having a talk with Clark. Or have you say other suggestions?

The "recent" history of this project is that we received a copy
with a letter from John White in the second week of October with a
request for clearance from the point of view of the confidentiality
of the raw material, to which Joh had had access. Such a clearance
was given by cable on October 26,'but with a proviso that Chapter 5
must not be circulated beause it would harm the ank's relations
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MIr. John D. millr - 2. fwmber 14, 196

with the members of cowultattv* poops. This was followed bya
letter to Joa White of October 27, copy of which was sat to you*
and another of October 31 tu reply to his of October 28 (attaebad).

you wight also wish to knew that we have received a letter
recently from ODI warning us that they might have to ask us for a
snpplemantary contribution for the past and cmming ye (copy
attached).

Sineerely,

Lars J. Lied

Attacbments

cc: Mr. Hoffman

j26



November 9, 1966

bear Mr. Wauton:

Mr. Graves is away from the office and in his ab-
tneeC, % wish to thank you for sending us a copy of hO
National and Grindlays RZview, which apart from the ar-
ticle on ODI's plea for more aid, contains other material
of interest to us here.

You can be completely assured that the usefulness
of the publications issued by ODI is well recognised in
the World Bank.

Yours sincerely,

Lars J. Lind
Deputy Director of Information

Mr. David wanton
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Itecadilly
London, W.1
England

LJ/jsw



Xr. Lind November 9, 1966

Michael L. 9offean

Ghaptei ~of OSD.I. Papoer n AM ooination

In commnting on this paper, I feel we must distinguish between
points an which one might wish to question the author'a judgmen,
economic analysis, or taste, and points with respect to which the ex-
position, as it stands, is seriously misleading and reveal$ fundamental
nisunderstandings of the nature and objective of Bank-organised
consultative groups and eosortia. I siply have not time now to go
through the chapter and comment on all points of the first category.
In any event, many of them,such as use of the confusing and misleading
terms "management" and 'managing agency," would become obvious misfits
if the major errors were rimnurd from the arguent.

I pass directly therefore to the heart of the matter hich lies
mostly in the nalysis of pp. V-6-10 and from which the author con-
cludes that the future of consultative groups resU on a "single point,"
nav5ly9, their success in the "determination of the appropriate sources
of aid." On page V-6, th wording is "Determination of the a w
sources Za-uthorts italics for the various kinds of aid
M 1; listed as one of the tasks which it is "mor. or less established

. . . that a consultative group is intended to undertake,' rephrased
according to a footnote, by the author, from various statements of tasks
"commonly mentioned" for consultative groups.

It is evident from the text that the principal soure of this
list of tasks of oneultative groups is paragraph 3 of the 1965
statement on 'Approach of the World Bank, et." Paragraph 3(b) reads
"to faecilitate the provision of external finance, technical assistance
and advice from appropriate sources, and their efficient channelling to
meet priority needs.' The author's "rephrasing' produces a totally
different statiment of objective, and me which the Bank and all partici-
pants in consultative groups have repeatedly asserted is not one of
their objectives. Consultative groups do not "dejenne anything, cer-
tainly not appropriate sources for various kinds of aid.

If this were merely a matter of the author's indicating what con-
sultative groups ought to do in his opinion, it would be his privilege
to say so. But it purports to be a statement of oe of the things that
it "is more or lees established" that they do in fact. Turthermore, it
is contained in a manuscript which is likely to be widely regarded, with
reason, as having been based on exceptionally free access to Bank docu-
ments and Bank officials. If read in certain circles it would Certainly
be regarded, despite disclaimers, as a "rephrasing" of 0.0. objectives



To: Mr. Lind -2 - Noeber 9, 1966

*ich rnlssted in ame degree the Bank's "real intentions as oon-
trusted to vhat has repatdly bew stated concerning those objectives
in Bank-Qwramment discussions of the fnctions of C.G.'s. I have no
hesitation in stating that publication of this stim alone, wpart
from other urcg or questionable parts of the paper, could do
irrpwrable dmnge to the whole internatioal effort to develop C.O.'s
as an organ of aid coordination.

In the sine list of tasks an page V-6 appears ,distribution of
the bur4en of aid by proportion ammg the donors concerned." Te ewe
oumts apply hare s opt that I do not afftand know whor the author
found the statement ihich bas been "rephrased" to prvdue this one.
Distribution of burden is certainly not a task or funtion of &M Bank-
organized consultative gzpv. It nay be that he has in mind the mewt-
ings dealing with short-tam import requiremts of CQqlon, *iah we
have oareA-ly avoided calling a consultative proip, not out of ypoc-
risy, but because it is a total3y difforent kind of osmise.

Having started from the bus of a definition of Aotions can-
taining two serlous miseoncaptione, he proceeds to elaborate an argu-
went that is, not unnaturally, mostly irrelevant, leading to the

oonolusion that the ature of cousiltative groups depends an how thaW
parfr a fuotion which thur don't porform at all. From this he
arrives, again not unwaturally, at the point at wich he is uvable to
- any M iffence between the process of ming sam country as a

appropriate souroe of aid (a process wich does not take place) end
pledging. At this point in the paper (p. V-11), what I can only
describe as the author's obsession with pledging takes ovwr, and car-
ries him off into a strange and unrecogpisable contry iwer a kind of
dialectic between pledging and performame conditions the ataophenr.
It comes as a surprise, after several pages of this, to read on page
V-17 three very sensible oaeclueione wich do not depend on the previ-
as argument.

1h" are a nwaber of smnll but iMortant points uhich reveal a
simlar insistence on making consultative groups into something the
are not:

1. Pagg V-7, itgan (xi). Consultative groups do not 'bontrol" the
vw* of suppiers' credits or anything *I".

2. Sww item xi') There is an enuae for this om because
our July M5paper s that "in some cases if it appears neces-
sary and if the debtors and oreditors agree, debt rescbheuling could be
included in the team of reference of Cnsultative Groups." However,
in Mr. Woods' statement to the General Meeting that autum he firkly



Tot Wr* Ld 3 -,

ruled out 4bt re g as a fewtim of ommatative gra" and this
bas bow rwpated a nmber of tim sie. Wo agiht .)rnpe this positio
but that is t* wy it is now. Th .rer this item Ahoud be delete.

3. o 9 In the ligt of the tboo, it is obviomm
that thi* iI pwinl bma to be deol* or ritten bsoms
the evidme fr a chane i Be* polIU that isa oitd is prwsmoly the
UP abe itme.

4. Pa ,O o ofhe USIDP (Specila Fmd) dows not &WOg
in projec appb sotor and aeAsidit~y studies =d &Ul It

do" an these is lance a d ov vw thm throm on Xomtiag Aawt -
i.e., it doon' t offr arq "erviam" ItseU.

t S m. DThe heP . "braugt diretly into
the M b*U1o the mv po *bn tber owr set vp" ond ha
attondw ewery MOetNU *'Mo.

6. This 1m pOmps the best
V146 Of atu tl Is ldt1my 1W his Instme oa using the

tA *wnu*4m t," pra mably to deocribe the birowdip of a onmlta-
tive grW. The amept or t Bank "providing" a "t - projwt

praisml mrviae" to the matbov of a C.O. is just not opeatinal. In
haot, I an pretty sum our Projects Damz t wmild mW that the ooncept
of "fll-soals projst aSpmais e riw itelf is AemiaggW and b""

co lack of undwrtAnding of the proos of project Approlvals to tho v*7
in which the rovults =v amed.

7. In th0 dis"Siom of pledging cc pom V:12 00e mfthr prods the
3b0ect frm every sIe but misses one real, , fr the Bmk's vie-

point, the main bjsectim to vlgg, ihach in that to ardw to "l th*
op" we have pudbd thrv& MA credits 1mg bofmv the borrower we ready

to use the mmvW, *ad in vim oass fr amomts tubatmatIA*17 greater
tim the borrower was able to op* with, and have tm eitber tied up
s e A Avs rA~m1. v for lang pmiod or ad to oufaml so=e of the
cvdit *fter svseml yoars.

8. .I pronm the author by ma has romwli that tbe
stateom a top of the page abot a 10 to 1 ntto betWen thi yar's
eomdtmwt and next y*Ws project fmeaose is just mu1ty arithat4a be-
cause it ipates the aesoteno of the pipallim.

9. Lowe V-19. IMMdl MyA. If T meetond this pwrapq at
all, it se to be a dri of * theoretuA1 prooedure ui noboc

emes in and %hich has nymw bow Proposed. The inpitont of the
last sntmee that the purpoes, or am r p, of a project list, as
this tes io uderstood in the ontext of Bank-a o tiso d ome ltativ
groups, In "to ume it as a ftwmmonek within ibth to WOmes Proosre"



To Mr. iuAd w 4w November 9, 1966

indicates that the author does not unidastsvd the purposs of prOPAAg
and ciroulating a projsot list. Ths ixslnde intrming members of tbh
grp *hat others, includiag the Btak, are doing in the country,
advertising int tUg projects to potential invetors (ther a
seveil implications at vari" points in the chapter that this is
ha. disrWzuteble), indicating, wre prac+iaama the rwipient country's
view on priorities and, also W prectcables the tMent to dch
the Bank sares or disagrees with those viain, and providing a fromework
around whicb to organize a reporting systie. I suppose what the authar
Wed in wind was that the Bank migt oacasionlly urge a particular

country to pick up a particular project. This a hppen, but it has
nothing to do with the xistaco of a projo1t list, or of a 0.0. for
that matter.

The list of points of this sort could be made vMry =uxh longer,
vithaat going bayond hapr V. However, I bWiUve wough has been
oawi to make clear the nature of my objectiacs to this paper. It is a
brilliant aftort to reate a rtioal model of a process that is not

aoeptible to being analysed bV a model-uldiAng tachnique, especially
by a usiel tbat is oosentially dia3l.tical and of ahich sevvral of the
basic prunisee are Wl*. Wdl* I firmly believe that the BRwk do.ld
wloawo a aritical euminatico of the experience with various attenpte
at aid coordixation, I do not belie" that the approaah renected in
this paper can ~ yie* a useftl critique.

KEH:tf



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W1 HYDE PARK 2654

SUBS/59 7th November, 1966

Dear Mr. Graves,

One of ODI's publications this summer was "British

Development Policies, 1966".

I enclose a copy of the National and Grindlays
Bank Review for October which, as a result, has a

4-page article on "The Needs of the Third World;
ODI's plea for more Aid". This example that ODI's

pamphlets are not without their effect may interest

Mr. George Woods and others in the Bank who are

concerned with ODI's programme.

You will doubtless have seen the enclosed

reference to us in the UN Economic World Survey 1965,

Part I.

Yours sincerely,

David Wauton

Mr. Harold Graves, Jr.
Director of Information
IBRD
1818 H Street NW
Washington D.C. 20433
USA.

Enclosures.

SP
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7th Noveaber, 1966

Lxtract-from the UN Ecovao Worl.A Sue -12 5, Part-1.

"Also indicative of the new search for answers to some
of the unsolved transfer problems is the spread of
interest not only among scholars but also in vorious
private groups and institutes. Notable among these
in the Cverseas Development Institute in Loadon which
has published a series of surveys of national foreign
aid policies and foreign aid is action in various
countriem'"

SP



October 31, 1966

W. Narold 3. Graves, Jr.
%M, London Office
13th Floor
AM, lealand Vone
saymorket
Lndes, 5.W.1
England

New Rarol4:

t Am sending you the recent John White correspondencs in ease you
feel like visiting 001 or you should run into John. Ie position is
briefly as follwss

Just before you left, John sent us the manuscript of his study on
consultative groups and consortia asking for clearance, from the point
of view of confidentiality, to send it to som 60 people for cenent.

$ady, Stuart Mason, kie Roffaan and I did not see any difficulty
on this core and I cabled John OK; half an hour later Mike called and
said that he only now had discovered Chapter 5 and that it contained very
misleading information "ad misrepresentations. I cabled John to circu-
late the report for cement with the oweption of Chapter 5. 1 also wrote
him a letter (copy attached) which crossed his of October 28. Mike and
ivkin both feel very strongly indeed that Chapter 5 could do us serious

harm even if receiving a limited distribution and even with any reserva-
tion that John might put in about his and our views. Our request would
sen very reasonable and I hope that John has taken it well, but there
might well be a need for calming him down. The difficulty is that John
attributes certain fun tions to the consultative groups which most spect-
fically have been excluded from their terms of reference. John's inter-
protations might el be taken as an underhand way of the Bank to get back
at certain issues which are impopular with some major aid providers.

%at ma ale add that Dick Denuth advised very strongly that we should
not give John anything about the UA replenissent eoept the bare histor-
ital fasts. I followed that advice and gave him a statistical table on
resources, Conat ntu use, etc.

Othewvise, nothing arthshaking to report frm here.

As ever,

Ihsrs J. id
cc: Mr. Hoffman

LJL/jsw



October 31, 1966

ear John I

Our letters must have crossed; I wrote you on October 27and
you should have received it by now. I hope that it has made the
situation a little more Clear.

Ihe fact It that in your Chapter 5, you do discuss the Rank's
approach to consultative groups and you also give your own inter-
pretations. mere are several grave misunderstandings or aisinter-
pretations in your exposi and although you and 091 of cowrse are
independent agents and have every right to your own readings, it
would be highly unrealistic not to recognise that a lot of people,
and particularly people who count, are perfectly well aware of our
close association. Our misgivings are particularly great because
some of your is interpretations involve matters in which we have gone
to particular pains to dispel the notions that you bring forward. If
your report were to be read in these quarters, as it no doubt will,
even in the first coment circulation period, they will conclude,
perhaps because they would like to so conclude, that the Bank was
playing some sort of game here and really was trying to do what they
feared we would but what we, correctly, have daidd that we have any
intention of doing.

I therefore would like to urge you most strongly to go ahead
and circulate your excellent draft minus Chapter 3 to your list of
commentators. You might of course pronise them Chapter 5 later; a
statement that your analysis is at variance with that of the World
Bank is not in onr view a very realistic solution.

t do hope that you see our point of view and will follow our
suggestion; I em convinced that this is not only in our beat interest
but also in yours and that of 01. With the comrents you will receive
on Chapter 5 and possibly eoms on other ehapters, we feel confident
that the study will be of very real value.

est regards,
Sincerely,

Mr. John Uhite t4e J. Lind
Overese Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1, Rngland

cc: Messrs. Hoffman, Graves

ijsw
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

VYDE PARK 2654

28 October, 1966

Dear Lars,

In a letter to me dated October 13th, Harold Graves raised the

general point of ODI's relations with the press in the context 
of studies

of the role of multilateral institutions.

I shall write to him personally when he returns to Washington.

Meanwhile, I am writing to you to clear up one or two immediate points.

First, I agree with him entirely that it would be wholly inappropriate

for ODI to act in any sense as a press agency on behalf of the World Bank.

Our interest in promoting ik.d public awareness of the issue of IDA re-

plenishment arises from the generality of our studies, not just 
those which

I personally am undertaking. In our recent review of British development pol-

icies in 1966, for instance, we mentioned it as one of five main issues for

the current year (page 9) and we made a specific recommendation (recommenda-
tion Number 10). Short of acting specifically and formally in line with you,

we are bound to have differences of approach. Our own aim in this area -

whic4 I repeat, arises from the nature of ODI as an institution - is to

stimulate debate and to see the issue thrashed out. I hope that it is the

Bank's view that it is in its own interest to cast a friendly eye on what

we are doing in this respect, and that you will continue, with information

and advice, to help us to avoid falling into the sillier errors of which

we might otherwise be guilty; but the question of how to exploit this

growing debate in practical public relations terms is, I think, exclusively

for you to decide. 'The distinction of functions which I am trying to make

is clear in my own mind. I hope I have expressed it clearly to you.

Harold 1aves also raised the question of a specific piece in The

Times concerning the Pakistan Consortium. I myself had immediately noticed

the mistake which I presume he had in mind, and realised it would be

embarrassing. Since the author of the article in question had got some of

his interpretative points from me, I have taken it upon myself to ensure

that the record will be put straight at the next opportunity, which will

presumably be provided when the consortium meets in Paris.

More generally, we have long been concerned with the lack of any in-

terest in the field of aid for economic development among the staff of The

Times. I have at last managed to unearth someone who is anxious to move

into new fields and is eager to receive ideas for stories to write. Inevi-

tably, while he is developing his knowledge, there will be mistakes; but the

value of having such a person on The Times leads me to thin4 that the person
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Lars Lind - 2 - 28 October, 1966

in question should continue to be encouraged by us as much as possible.
This comment may sound rather patronising, and I should hate it to get
back to London, so I hope that you will not repeat it too widely.

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. Lars Lind
IBRD
Washington, D.C.

JW:tr



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/ 5 28 October, 1966 HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Lars,

I received your two telegrams yesterday, and I am therefore holding

up distribution of the draft for comment. In order to save time, I am

writing to you immediately to ask for further elucidation. It may be,

of course, that a letter from you is already in the post.

I must confess, I am a little puzzled by the identification of

chapter 5 as a reason for holding up the draft, since this is almost

entirely interpretative, presents my own general analysis and views, and

does not purport to be either a factual description of consultative groups

as they are or an analysis of the World Bank's policy in these groups.

It is not clear to me, therefore, what it is that has been identified in

this chapter as a reason for the World Bank to exercise its right of restraint

over distribution.

Three possibilities occur to me:

1. It may be that the person or persons who are worried by this

chapter have misinterpreted it as an intended portrayal of the Bank's view.

If this is the case, would you not be covered against the possible consequences

of such a misreading if I emphasise very strongly in the covering note that

chapters 5 and 6 in particular represent entirely my own analysis;

2. It may be felt that it is misleading to advance an argument

so widely at variance with the policy of the World Bank, without

setting it alongside a fuller exposition of the World Bank's own policy

than I have given here. My difficulty in this respect was that I did not

wish to make too specific or extensive use of what are as far as I know con-

fidential documents., In the final version, if you wish, I shall be glad to

incorporate a fuller exposition of the World Bank's policy - preferably

under your guidance., Meanwhile, the explanation in the covering note could

be made to include an emphatic statement to the effect that this is not only

my own analysis, but also one that is at variance with that of the World Bank;

5. It may be felt, in contrast, that specific references to the

World Bank's policy and practice should be omitted altogether from such an

interpretative chapter.- The only such references that the chapter contains

are page 1 (final paragraph), page 2 (first complete paragraph), page 6

(second complete paragraph - but not the long list which follows, which is

compiled from my own much more extensive researches, as is made clear in the

text), page 7 (final paragraph), page 8 (final paragraph and the 6-point

list which follows), page 9 (first complete paragraph, which I have since
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Lars Lind - 2- 28 October, 1966

discovered contains one error of fact). Section 2 of chapter 5 contains no
reference to the World Bank's actual policy or practice. If there are dis-

tortions in the passages to which I have referred, I hope they can be oovered

in the draft which is to be distributed for comment by the insertion of a

sticker or by a correction in the covering note.

I hope it is understood that the draft will only receive very
limited distribution, and that the recipients will be invited to comment

freely on points of fact and interpretation. In particular, I hope to
receive fairly extensive comments on the analysis and conclusions advanced
in chapters 5 and 6, in the light of which I may have to make considerable
modifications.

I sent you a preliminary copy of the draft because many members

of the staff of the World Bank have been extremely helpful both with infor-
mation and advice, and I did not wish by an oversight to embarrass them
with a betrayal of information that was meant to be confidential. On the
question of my own analysis and conclusions, the argument is still very
open, and it may well turn out that it will be worth everybody's while for
me to come to Washington for fairly extensive discussions with each person
individually who would like to see modifications incorporated. But, as
I understand our relationship, I do not think that disagreement in this area
should be a reason br holding up distribution to other interested persons.

In the light of the points that I have made, I hope you will be able
to let me have further instructions as a matter of urgency, preferably
by telegram, as I am anxious to press on as rapidly as possible towards
completion of the study, publication of which is impatiently awaited by
a great many agencies and institutions.

Yours ever,

John White

P.S. I hope that you will be able to let me have the material for the
appendices for which I asked in my letter to Harold Graves of
October 5th.

Mr. Lars Lind
IBRD
Washington, D.C.

JW:tr
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October 27, 1966

Mr. John White
Overseas Developmsnt Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, v.1.
vagland

Dear John,

I sent you two cables yesterday: one saying that on the
confidentiality score we had no objection whatever to your circula.
ting your draft for comment, and another asking you not to circulate
chapter 5 on the nature of the eercise to anyone, as we (Mike Roffman)
find it contains serious misstatements which might well do a lot of
harm. I hasten to say that those who have read your study so far -
including Mike Hoffman - are quite impressed; they find it interesting
and stimulating and in fact quite remarkably well done in most parts.

I assums that we shall now receive from you more copies for
the second reading for factual cmnt. Mike Roffman is going through
the only copy we have here for that very purpose now; we shall need
another sia, please.

I an anclosing an updated table of the consultative group and
consortium memberships as requested. I also enclose a brief, mainly
statistical, note on IDA. We don't want to say anything further at
this stage, either for attribution or nonattribution; when we are ready
to be usre public and mare eplicit, we shall choose an appropriate occasion
and mediun. In the meantime, we all have to stick to what has been stated
in public (Mr. Woods to VAC and at Annual Meting) and what is on the
public record (Annual Report). The note I an giving you, therefore, is
purely factual and deals with the figures, resources and comitments.

You no doubt heard from Johnnie iller about our displeasure
over the article in Times on Pakistan; the displeasure was only associated
with certain, although important, points. The article as such was positive
and its general tone was well liked. What really puzzled us was that with
the general approach so obviously yours there could haxv been such rather
serious mistakes. Johnnie has explained the situation to me; it clearly
was a case of Jacob's voice and Seau's hands.
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It might be of iaterst to you to kaaw that we vant as little
publicity as possible about the upcoming Consrtia meeting.

ith best peosOnaI wegard.,

Sinerely,

Laws Lnd

LL/mj

cc: Mr. Miller, Paris Office



MEMBERSHIP OF CONSORTIA AND CONSULTATIVE GROUPS

ORGANIZED AND CHAIRED BY THE WORLD BANK
as of November 1, 1966

Recipient Countries

Assisting Co- Ma- Paki- Thai-

Countries: lombia India laysia Nigeria stan Sudan land Tunisia Peru

Australia........ X x

Austria.......... x

Belgium.......... x X X x x x x x x

Canada........... X x x x x X x X

Denmark.......... x x X,

Finland..........

France............. K K x K K K K

Germany............ X K x x X x X x

Italy.............. x X x x X x K K

Japan.............. K x X x x x x

Kuwait........... x

Netherlands........ K K K K K x X x

New Zealand...... x x

Spain............ x x

Sweden........... x K

Switzerland........ x X X , X K x

United Kingdom... x x x x x X x X x

United States.... x X x x x x x x X

The International Monetary Fund regularly sends observers to consortia and con-

sultative group meetings. More recently representatives of the United Nations Develop-
ment Programme have also been regularly attending most of these meetings..
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IaA come legally into being on September 24, 1960 &M began oporatiae"

on Novober 8, 1940. by the end of that fiscal year (June 30, 1941) 5U of

the a*** member goaerumeats had awtepted mem.hsip ix the Asosiatton;

the subseribed capital manted to $906 aillion, $756 aillion of uhkih was

frety usable for the Msan itice'ns operations.

T e subsriptioto of the Part L or developed oauntr*s wor. all i

freely couvertible aid usable funds and were paid in five istallumutsS

23 par coat on taking up umoherabip nd the remainder to four equal asomal

itstallmnts. The part 11 or developing Coustries paid only 10 per seat of

their subscriptimss in convertible fads. The rioaing 90 per cent rates

paid i local currency wAich may ba used in t"'s operations only with the

eamseat of the partisular sontributor, U tesouer.es from the initial as-

scriptions ware intended for eumitumats over a period up to five yearvo in

fact they vera entirely emmitted in less than four years.

The aseutivo Diracters in a report to the board of Governors in 1943

stated that the Vart I esntries had agreed on a replouilhmsNt amount tug to

$750 million to be paid in three omaal iestallsmots of $250 sillio sash

eomesmeing in Novemer 1965 and available for connaits for the peri1d up

to at least Juse 30, 1966.

In additien to ita part in the initial subscription and the first

replenishmet, Sweden has ade five spocial supplmestary cosntributions

totaling the eqaivalent of $23 millsm.
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Iia* hVIs the "et t1in vmAlied ta oath Ot thse y0aS, Mkla the -a -to

5g1sS to IDA so far tota $200 milioAn or appmnstoly 11% of the Assoot*-

tiau'a usable rseesres. Oe grwto to VA too be was& A me being =mea by

the lank La ILes of dividend pomat.
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SMA's met iman ta the lst fiscal yeor aurpsoed $3 million and the

se.inatmed total romobed $10 aUiliou. IDA's vet lA1omm besme part of

Its usable useetuoss.

No sepaymots *a SM. arem"ta we hsebdtaed befoe 1971..

SI'-d

At the elooe ot the fiseal year 1965/6 enly $322 milion romaled

for MW I" eamtstmse mod at the and of Septembr the *amalable reaes

had shiusk to $183 siLtUM.

Im July 194, th y Puidot of the World ank "nd IVA omitted to the

Pert I sembe a p rep et the WEs wep ntawsot. 2e proposed 0

ple it would be arranoEd so that St mid 1mease its vat. of omit-

emu althoumh mstuel paymts would met hbv to be started betot the

flscal yeWr 1969 /70. Te proposal is nm bent4 .omstdered.
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(us$ aulift;g emoasstive figures)

adblie Available for

jm 30, 1961 756 101 655
j3 10, 1962 764 235 12 529
Juw 30, 1943 779 493 66 283

June 30, 1964 1,455 778 193 677
Jm 30, 1965 1,600 1,086 415 514

J 30s, 1966 1,67 1,363 682 322

atlilt 30, 1961 1,763 1,580 142 183

("$ willions)

Swaripta 764
p1.t I MMMOMM 751
Part It teHao" 33

S"pple.u.,.y 768
Part I e fUrSt RO.OeUL.sasts 745
*A - Spoal Contributts 23

Trainhfe from WEld bank 2*0
zarninAs from fiscal year* 0Md0
1963164 s0
1964/65 75
1965/64 75

otmIuative NSt two" .

Total 1,7

asof Uept. 30, 19"6

Afria 193.7
Asia 1,197.)

(Utai 825.3)
(?a*Lston 324.2)

age,,,80.7
(Turkey 80.7)

western As15ph9..
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Agrsultur* 247.5

ZDiustwy 411.4
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P"otoaation II

Ttal 1,579.6

VUy. CotrxLbutai t. Usabit M ars.uea 227,740,000 or 12.f% of total.

M ZxpanituwS in .. $141 stilion or 19% of total disburgomofto as of

Sag"-as 30. 1966.
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Form No. 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT iNTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: JOHN WHITE DATE: October 26, 1966
ODI
160 Piccadilly CLASS OP

London, W.1 SERVICE- LT

COUNTRY: England

TEXT:

Cable No.:

Please do not circulate for com ent Chapter five . The nature of

the exerci; has many misrepresentations and might seriously

upset our relations with consultative group members. Regards

LIND

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

Lars J. Lind
Information cc: Mr. Hoffman

DEPT. z Miss Nora Reade

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

For Use by Archives Division

LJL/jsw

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checeke for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND CEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: J DATE: October 26, 1966
ODI
160 Piccadill1y CLASS OF LT
London, W.1 SERVIE

COUNTRY: Englan~d

Cable No.:

No objection on confidentiality grounds for release your

stuady for coents. Regards

IND

DECLASSIFIED

FEB 0 2 2D24

WBG ARCHIVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTEDO

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Lars J. Lind
Inform~ation Departmenit cc; Miss Nora Reade

DEPT.y

SIGNATURE-
(SIGNATURE OF IN VIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

LJL/jaw For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch'
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FORM No. 26
(S. 65)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATI ONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R UTI NG
OF CABLE: OCTOBER 26, 1966 1708

LOG NO.: TELEX/26 ACTION CDPY: INFORMATION DEPARITENT

TO: INTBAFRAD INFOFMATION
COPY:

FBOM. PARIS DECDDED BY:

TEXT:

740 FOR LIND

JOHN WHITE VERY ANXIOUS FOR PRELIMINARY CLEARANCE

OF DRAFT PRIOR TO DISTRIBUTION FOR COMMENT PLEASE

ADVISE

READE

hx
DECLASSIFIED on confMdentqajny

No obj ection4 for release of your study for comments Regards
FEB 0 22024 Lind

WBG ARCHIVES

- - FOR NFOMATION REGARDING CABLES PLEASE CALL THE CUMUNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hoffman DATE: October 20, 1966

FROM: Lars J. Lind

SUBJECT: Consultative Groups and Consortia

I attach the John White draft on consultative groups and

consortia which he has prepared for eventual publication by ODI.

You will note that what White needs now is clearance from

us as to the information culled from the restricted Bank documents

to which he had access. Sandy Stevenson and Stewart Mason have

read the MS and don't see any difficulty in allowing him to use

what he has used.

We shall get a chance of a second reading, when we shall

go more carefully into facts and data.

I am also enclosing a new table showing the membership in

groups and consortia, which White wants to use as an appendix.

Could you clear that, too, please.

Attachments

LJL/jsw



Mesers. Friedman and Demuth October 20, 1966

La J. Lind

ote on It for 00I Study on Consultative Groups and gCosortia

In the study of consortia and consultative groups being pre-
pared by ODI, the author (John White) wants to include an appendix
of about 1,000 words on IDA's resources, coc itments and replenish-
ments. This appendix should be attributable to the Bank.

I attach a suggested text; the figures have been checked with
Treasurer's Department. In view of your special responsibility for
the IM replenishment operation, I would be grateful if you would
give me your coments and clearance.

Attachment

L a



FORM a. 75INTERNATIONAL BANK FORFORM N. 75 RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTFRNATIONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

_ To hfndle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
Initial Send On

REMARKS

From



Wasngton, D.C., U. S. A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
C.W Addr.S - INTBAFRAD PARIS

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
C.b]. Add-. - INDEVAS PARIS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:
4, AVENUE D'IENA, PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

Telepbone - 553-2510

October 20, 1966

Mr. Lars Lind
Deputy Director of Information
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Lars:

I have spoken to John White on the telephone and shall see
him when I am in London on November 2. On the specific points
raised in Harold's letter to him and yours to me:

1. The Times piece on the Pakistan Consortium was written by
a young man called Corbett who is a comparative newcomer (we
first heard of him about three or four months ago) and who seems
to have decided really to interest himself in development problems.
Now that Clarke has left and the two top people on that side of
The Times are rather narrowly concentrated on the stock market side
he is probably going to be the man we must nurse.

Apparently he had a long talk with Uquaili and, after writing
up his notes, went round to the ODI to get the background explained
to him. John White spent an hour or more with him - which explains
the appearance in the piece of many of his ideas. The factual
errors were not his (he obviously knows better) and he is going to
see Corbett again and correct him so that he can get things right
when the time comes to write background pieces for the consortium
meetings. (I decided against writing to Egerton as I do not want
to discourage an earnest young man by getting him a reproof.)

2. John White is worried by Harold having misunderstood his para-
graph about wanting more ammunition on IDA replenishment. He has
no desire to become a press agent for the Bank. But ODI does stand
for Overseas Development Institute and it is (apart from whether we
support it - a fact not widely known) the natural place for people
in London to go when they want something more than factual informa-
tion about the Bank and IDA. We cannot stop them going and since



Mr. Lars Lind - 2 -

we are not responsible for what anyone in ODI says I don't think
we should discourage it. I realise, of o urse, that it is diffi-
cult to accede to John's request for more ammunition because we
have no more to give at the moment. And, of course, the tactics
do not concern him - only, as he says himself - trying to keep up
a general interest in the subject.

3. I thought I spotted, in Harold's letter, symptoms of a slight
case of Elbeejitis - or information chapts oversensitivity to any
nonconformist writing. No doubt 1818 is too close to the White
House to escape infection entirely, e.g.

(a) What the Economist did was to notice (correctly) that
Mr. Woods at the AGM "refrained from putting a figure
on his request" and to speculate on the reason why he
did not, adding that "nobody in Washington this week
believes that Mr. Woods will get his billion dollars"
and that "some say he will be luckyif he goes on get-
ting the replenishment of $250 million a year that he
has been getting hitherto".

Accurate reporting, I would say, and fair comment.

(b) That "number of Bank officials" who think there is a
reason for keeping replenishment down. I don't know
where John got that from but it is something I ran
into when wandering round 1818 talking after the meet-
ing. My recollection is that two people said to me
that they would be alarmed if IDA got its billion and
the Bak, because of the tightness of markets, had to
cut its lending to well below that figure. The argu-
ment being that it is important that the Bank remain
the dominant organization. It is interesting that
John picked this up, apparently before I did - and
certainly before Harold.

Yours ever,

Jo Dunian Miller
Special epresentative in Europe
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October 14, 19"4

Dear John:

We are going to be in London between October 28th and November 14th
for some leave. Freddy Shaughneassy (ox. J. Walter Thompson) has lent us

his house at 70 Limerston Street. Do let mS get together.

I would very much like, sometime during my stay, to get to have a

word also with Raggie Naudling amn that he is covering Overseas Develop-
neat. Will he be on vacation, or will Parliament be sitting again by
then?

Greatly looking forward to seeing you. Loretta is already in

Florence, where t join her this weekend.

Love to Datsy.

Yours ever,

Julian Greafell

Sir John Rodgers, It., M.P.
The Rouse of Commons
London, S.W.1
England

JaSeep



betobex 13, 19"6

Xr John Uaite
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Picedilly
Loaden, W.1
rxgland

Rear Johns

TM letters were weleome, but unhappily arrive just as I to Isov-
img for about a Omoth may from the lank. Lars "iud and Johnnie iller,,
therefore, will have to deal with met of the points you raise.

As 9o points of emfidentiality In yeor ossays, we are relying
on a amsr of readers to the Isropemn end Asian sopartemnts, and Lars
will be is toemb with you as see. as they have fiaised.

Lar will asend yes a table showing where 3VA funds hsm been diso
bursed, I hope you will se the figures with Veat iremspection -
enfining yourself to the Iritish share of the total. The reason is
that, awag other things, the figures show the United tates is putting
moce into IDA than is oming bek in the fem of orders, at least for
the time beiag. Iho whole balsamn of paymats ieetian is a very
sore am with the gaited States Tressry, and it bears not only on
the tose of tVA replenthmeant but also on the matter of World Zank
borvoings I* the Aria market. So please meruise the greatest
care.

As for the state of play an the tDA fig=es, start with the con-
eapt that there are two things to be desided by the dser countriest
(1) the amount of the LI replenisbent1 and (1) how this mout is to
be shared out s-mog the dmers. for sa=* eeustries, these questions
en be ensideed indepondmtlys the Ondee, for their part, have al-
ready said (at the IA a1ol Usetftg) that they are willing to quad-
ruple their contribution. Ver other coutries, the questions are inter*
dependents what the gaited States deeldes about its shae of the
replenahment will have a considerable bearing en the total .mount of
replenishment, and it also will influene what other major donors, per-
hapa particularly including Gerny, will eoensider to be an appropriate
figure for their share. At the Amnual Meeting, t. Weeds talked with
rapresantative. of the Part I countrias. espite s1m reports to the
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contrary (in Rh* ne9Sst, for instanes), his target is still a billion
dollars a yea for three years. As for there being "a number of lank
officials" thinking that there is a reason for keeping IfA replenishment
down, I don't know of any. Some other bank, maybe? Out the cardinal fact
at the amomet is that the United states seams sot to have come to any
conclusion abeut what it would contribute to the replenishmant; and una
til it does, other principal donors are not going to aske up their minds,
either.

wmere all this leas the matter of timing cannot be precisely esti-
sated. Out it seuw clear enough that IDA replenishment will not get to
a decisive stage before January 1, at the very earliest, and very possibly
the wait may be until spring.

The matter of success staries, whiah we have onsidered periodically
here for a long time, is difficult. Stories of projects which have been

a success are available: we have a whole drawerful of them here at the
Sank, and I am sending you two relatively recent ones, on electric power
in 11 Salvador and telephones in IthiopiA. Country success stories, as
I don't have to tell you, offer other problems. My personal opinion is
that nobody knows enough to write the kind of series you have in mind
for T g sB!gt there are too may factors, too many variables, too

many unknowns.

Per the purpose of putting up a draft of Xr. Woods's Annual Meeting
speech, hand in hand with one of the lamk's better economists, I tried
precisely the kind of emrcise you have in mind, and had to give it up.
All that emerged was that countries with an eanceureging grwth rate seem
to excel in (1) savings rate and (2) educational investment; and (2),
at this stage of development, probably is mere a cossoquenos than a
cause of (1). Rut, to anrwer your specific question, the Latin American
country we wuld nominate is Peru.

Yes, % would like to have a summary of the replies for Iscott Reid.

To return to your first point - 1 must confess that it makes me
extremely uneasy to think that you should be contemplating a press caso

paign specifically and teetically pointed at the replenishment of IDA.
The risks of error and misunderstanding of the position, it seems to me,
are too great to run; the piece in Lh the other day concerning
the Pakistan consortiun, for all its wars tons and favorable intent,
contains one error of fact which may prove to be extremely embarrassing
to the Sank, as well as several errors of less consequence.

As I wrote you at the time of your Annual Report, I d* not think it
is a proper role for the 01 to be conducting the lank's press relations,
and the same would be equally true for IDA. the question, I agree, is a
subtle one; and I hope that Johnnie Miller will have a chance to discuss
it with you.

Sincerely yours,

earold Graves
HNG:ap

cc: Messrs. Miller and Lind



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

HYDE PARK 2654

llth October,1966.

Dear Harold,

I am writing to you on two questions not directly connected with

the study of consortia and consultative groups.

The first is the general question of IDA replenishment. If you are
as sharp-eyed as I think you are, you will probably have noticed John
White's line on IDA replenishment sprouting out all over the British press,
notably in The Times and The Economist. I am directly responsible for
one or two of these pieces, but most of them are the work of people who
have come to me for suggestions.

I think that the interest that we have succeeded in arousing is useful,
but I have now reached a point at which I am beginning to feel over-
extended. If I am to sustain the momentum, I need more ammunition. I
do not think we should liaise too closely on these. I know that my own
views on IDA replenishment differ in some important respects from those
of the World Bank, and I think it is probably best that this should
continue to be so. I assume that it is in your interests to have a
controversy going, even if it is not precisely your own views that are
being put. As you know, I have no doubts about the importance of IDA
replenishment, even though my reasons may be a little bit eccentric.)

To the thing going, I really need three things. First, I need
all the statistics that you can provide concerning the use of IDA resources
in the past, particularly the distribution of procurement. ( The Treasury
does not have much time for the crude advantage -. to-Britain argument, so
we shall have to refine it a bit.) Secondly, I think the time has
probably come to put a little more authority into the calculations of the
amount required. I have always gone for the thousand million dollars,
simply because I should like to see the IDA way of thinking becoming the
dominant way of thinking, in the Bank. A number of Bank officials seem
to think that this very possibility is a reason for keeping IDA replenishment
down. What precisely is the present state of play on the figures, and
why? Finally, and most important, can you give me an idea of timing.
Everybody here seems very much in the dark concerning the next steps
towards replenishment. The Government tends to hide behind some vague
remarks about " reaching agreement among all the countries concerned".
Unless I know fairly precisely what is happening and when, it is difficult
to know where to concentrate the push.
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

-2- HYDE PARK 2654

Harold Graves Esq., lth October,1966.

All this may seem a little outside my alleged 
study programme

but it is the kind. of thing that happens when one 
becomes an " Expert .

The other thing I need your help on# is a series of articles that

I am trying to fix with The Economist. Talking to a friend there

the other day about the climate for aid and all 
that, I made the

fairly obvious point that a better understanding 
of the scope and

purpose of aid and a practical demonstration 
of cases in which aid

had done what it was intended to do (the success 
stories), would do

more to strengthen public support for aid than 
any amount of moral

suasion or generali.zed appeals to "enlightened self interest". "What

are the success stories?", he asked. "Pakistan" I replied, and then

came to a dead hal't, not wanting to have to trot out the dreary old

special cases of Greece, Israel, and so on. In the end I added Taiwan,

which has been les;s over-played here than in the States, and South

Korea, which now does seem to be coming up surprisingly as a good

performer.

What I now propose to do is a series of three articles on these

or some other ccuntries, showing needs, the kind of aid provided against

those needs, and the results achieved. There will be a concluding

article trying to indicate common factors (stable government? sensible

planning? a large volume of aid? strategic 
interest? sheer good luck?)

Needless to say, The Economist is a good and 
influential medium for

this kind of thing, and I am giving this series high priority.

I hope you will be able to do two things. First, could you show

this to your Western Hemisphere people to see whether 
they feel that

they have a better national candidate than South 
Korea or Taiwan as

one of our three aid success stories ( i.e. probably not Mexico ).

Secondly, Do the Asia people have a recent mission report 
on South

Korea - presumably in connection with the new consultative group -

showing results achieved and future needs? If so, I wonder whether

you could let me have a copy as soon as 
possible please.

One other small point. The Escott Reid exercise seems to have gone

off very smoothly. I am astonished by the number of ministers who have

replied personally with comments. It seems to have aroused much interest.



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

HYDE PARK 2654

Harold Graves, Esq., llth October,1966.

I shall be preparing a summary of the replies for Escott Reid,

when they are all in. Would you like a copy?

Yours ever,

Ji:mh John White.

P.S. I have given a copy of the draft of A Pledge for Development, to

C.J.Martin, who was passing through.

Harold Graves, Esq.,
IBRD,
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

HYDE OARK 2654

5th October,1966.

Dear Harold,

The study of consortia and consultative groups is at last

completed.

I am sending, under separate cover, by airmail, one copy of the

draft of the chapters that you have not yet seen. The revised Turkey

chapter, which you and various others in the World Bank have already

seen and commented on, is now being typed.

My purpose in sending you one copy of the remaining chapters 
in

advance is to get your clearance specifically on the question of

confidential information. When I have this from you, I shall send you

as many copies of the complete version as you wish. I shall also be

sending copies to fifty or sixty people in Turkey, in Pakistan, in various

aid administrations, in universities, and in various other institutions.

These are for the most part people who have helped me in compiling the

necessary information, and I shall be seeking their comments on the

sections relevant to their respective areas.

Could you let me know as soon as possible - i.e. preferably within

a week or two - whether the chapters that I am sending to you contain

anything which you would not wish to receive even this 
very limited

circulation. If there are any such points, I shall excise them from

the draft before distribution. When you have had a chance to look at

the complete study at greater leisure, and to collect comments from

other members of the Bank's staff, we can discuss points of fact, questions

of interpretation, and questions of confidential information which,

though they can be given the limited distribution 
that the draft will

receive, should perhaps not be included in the published document.

I have expressed myself reasonably carefully on most of the

sensitive issues, and very much hope that the draft does not in fact

contain anything that will have to be removed before it is distributed

for comment.

I wonder whether you can help me with two appendices that 
I want

to include. The first will be a t&bular presentation of the membership

of all existing groups, including the consortia and ad hoc groups
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

HYDE PARK 2654

Harold Graves -2- 5th October,1966.

maintained by the OECD, the IADB's Ecuador group, the Paris Club

and the DAC. I wonder whether you could bring my information on the

World Bank's groups up to date in the form of a revised version of the

Table given on page 8 of this years Annual Report. Could you specify

the date to which it applies and mention se arately anybody who has
participated regularly with observer status.

The second appendix that I want to include is an explanation

of IDA replenishment. You will notice that the final chapter of the

study ends by raising this question. What I want is a statement
attributable to the World Bank giving the history of IDA subscriptions

since its inception, the distribution by continent and perhaps by

sector of IDA commitments, the present state of IDA's resources, the
full case, in a series of short points, for IDA replenishment, and a

brief calculation of the volume required. Can you do this in one

thousand words?

Yours ever,

John Wfhite
Harold Graves, Esq.,
IBRD,
1818 H.Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.



August 15, 1966

Dear Bill:

Thank you very much for the trouble in connection vith

the Ford Foundation request. I gather that Champ Ward talked

to you almost innediately after I had, and that the O.D.I. may

be asked for uore than advice in connection with the Stikker

project.

Sincerely,

tchael L.. Hoffman
Associate Director

Devdlopment Services Department

Mr. William Cla3*
Director
Overseas Development Irwtitute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London W.l

NLHoffman:tsb



July 1$, 1966

Deer mr. Vautout

t n wach abliged to you for your letter

of July 14. 1 an eirculat"g it, together with

Sir Iaslie's revwrks of last wowth, to interested

mbers of the staff.

Sincerely yours,

8srold W. Grasve, Jr.
Director of IUforuation

mr. David Wautes
Secretary
Overseas Developent ZUstitute
160 Piccadilly
Loados, W.1
ZUgland

Incoming letter and ODI paper 5B sent to
Mr. Knapp
Mr. Demuth



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/15A 14th July, 1966. HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Mr. Graves,

The unsolicited testimonial to O.D.I., given below, may possibly interest

you and others in the I.B.R.D. who are in touch with our work. It is taken

from a background paper prepared by the Ministry of Overseas Development, for

internal circulation within the Ministry, headed:- "The scale and form of

publicity by the Ministry. Progress Report June 1966." Par;graph 11 read:

"Overseas Develcpment Institute. References to voluntary bodies calls for

special. ention of the Overseas Development Institute whose output of background

reading he way of pamphilets, the conferences it has promoted and the steady flow
of distinguished speakers from home or abroad to whom it has afforded a platform,

have been a major factor in promoting understanding of aid issues. In all its

work the O.D.I. is in close touch with the Ministry, and is afforded facilities

for keeping itself abreast of official thinking. This of course does not

prevent it from preserving a detached position as a commentator on official

programmes and as an instigator of further effort in the aid field."

I also take this opportunity of sending you a copy of the Chairman's

speech at our Annual General Meeting last month.

Yours sincerely,

DAVID JAUTON 4 t
Secretary

Mr. Harold N. Graves, Jun.,
Directar of Information,
International Bank fd n r4 iI6tOd Development,
1818 H Street N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20433, COIH IVO?

U.S.A.

DHW/N1ML
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SPEECH BY THE CHAIRMAN

Sir Leslie Rowan, K.C.B., C.V.0.

To Members of the Overseas Development Institute Ltd.

at the SIXTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

held at 160 Piccadilly, London, W i .

on 1+thJune, 1966

You will all have received the Annual Report and Accounts for

1966. In the former the Director has made his report and there is
also a more detailed review of the year's work.

Again it has been a year of solid and imaginative achievement
and the credit for this goes first to the Director, William Clark,
his Director of Studies, Tom Soper, and all who work full-time for

O.D.I. It also goes to the members af the Council who themselves
and in many cases through their companies or banks or finance ins-
titutions render considerable services to O.D.I. and practically all
of it in their spare time.

It is a very good example of achievement through partnership.
But the year has seen a mounting of anxieties. It would be foolish
if we did not recognise that half way through the decade of develop-
ment there is at any rate in some quarters a growing disenchantment
with aid to developing countries. We must hope both that this is
transitional and that it will be overcome. But these very desirable

objectives will not be achieved unless in the industrialised count-

ries there is a deeper understanding of the problems and possibi-

lities, and in the recipient countries there is a more effective use

of the help that is provided. In both these tasks O.D.I. is cur-

rently engaged.

Our Annual Report is entitled FIVE YEARS' PROGRESS, and we must

now look to the years ahead. We have no resources other than those

which are provided by our institutional helpers - Nuffield,

Leverhulme, Ford and I.B.R.D. - and by the U.K. companies and others

who support us so generously. The fact that last year the Ford

Foundation doubled in the second five years the size of the grant
they had made for the first five years is a signal mark of confidence
from a body which is world known not merely for its generosity but

Overseas Development Institute - limited by guarantee
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for its judgment. We also have a contract for three years' work
from the World Bank, a body which under successive leaders such as
Eugene Black and George Woods is known for its enlightened realism.
That provides us with a foundation.

But we realise this is only a foundation and that we must build
on it through the continued interest and support of private enter-
prise, whether in industry, commerce or finance. Both in this and
in development, private enterprise plays an essential role; indeed
we are on the point of publishing a major study on Private Enterprise
in Developing Countries. Without such support we shall certainly
have to reduce drastically the size of our operations precisely at
the moment when we should continue them with all the strength we can
muster.

I need not tell those here that O.D.I., like others, faces a
continual tide of increasing cost and of higher salaries and overheads
and no salaries could be better earned than those of our very hard
worked and devoted staff. Nor need I tell you that it is our policy
not to seek grants from the Government so that our independence is
not in any way infringed.

So during the next year we shall go back to the companies who
generously supported us at the outset - and perhaps others - and ask
them for continued support.

The Council and Executive Committee will be studying the question
of our appeal for renewed support in the months ahead. If, as I am
sure, our appeal will meet with a generous response it will be due to
the devotion and hard work of the team under William Clark and to the
continuous support and encouragement of the members of the Council.

nml



June 7, 1966

gear John:

XMny thanks for your letter of June 3 to Ravold
and the sopy of your letter to fecott Reid. We are
very pleosed that you will handle the distribution of
the reprint from World Affairs and shall send you ad.
dressed aelopes for the Governers and Alternate
GoVernOrs. I agree that it would be uwst suitable
for you to order the reprints for later billing to
us. Please add another 130 copies for our own use
and hoew them shipped directly here. We shall distri-
bute then mainly to seaIor staff.

Sincerely,

Lars J. Lind

Mr. Joh White
OVerseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
Loandon, W.1

LJL/jew



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD(k

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

R 3 June, 1966

Dear Harold,

The second paragraph of the attached copy of a letter
to Escott Reid is self-explanatory. Could you perhaps let us
have the envelopes in due course? I think we had better order
the offprints ourselves and bill you for them, because we are
ordering additional copies on our own initiative, and two
separate orders would undoubtedly confuse them.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
Washington

JW:tr

Enc. 1 copy
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1 3 Janet 1966

Dear Uri Reid,

Thank you very much for your letteisof May 27.

We should be glad to undertake circulation of the offprints from
The World Today to the Bank's governors and alternates for you. I am writing
to Harold Graves to confirm this.

I ran into Sir Roy Harrod at a dinner the other night. le very much
regrets that he will not be free at the time of either of the two meetinjgs that
we are holding for you, but 8u .is that he could meet you at the Athenaeum
at 3.30 p.m. on Thursa~y, June 30. The Athenaeum is only 5 or 10 minutes walk
from the Institute, so it would be easy for you to come on to us from that
meeting. I have checked with Chadwick, and as far as he can see none of the
arrangements that we have made for you conflict with your other engagements.

We shall arrange for a tape recoxding of your opening remarks and answers
to questions at the bigger meeting on Tuesday, June 28. Our equipment, however,
is somewhat antique and Ant very unobtrusive in its working. For the much more
informal discussion meeting on Thursday, June 30, I suggest that no record be
taken. I hope to be able to persuade some people who will have attended the
bigger meeting to come to the discussion meeting as well, In my view, the
purpose of the smaller group would be to concentrate on the technical implications
of what you will have said at the larger meeting, implications which are not
of a kind that can easily be discussed in a semi-formal question and answer session.
The point of having two sessions is that two steps are involved. First, one has to
persuade people to accept the oase for the kind of expansion which you envisage.
Secondly, one has to sAt down with the technicians to work out how such an ex.
pension, once approved, might be implemented and applied. I am making this
point in some detail, because I think it is important that a distinction between
the two meetings should be maintained.

You are of course right in supposing that the meetings will be private,
with no press report. It is probable, however, that some of our newspaper contacts
will be invited to the first meeting on an off-the-record basis (i.e. usage
without attribution) provided you approve.

Yours sincerely,

S o RiJohn White
()r. Esoott Reid

CC: '"4lrold Graves
\DC
TS
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Peat Dr. separl

a ',.in *bi d to you for yews seto of

Ma . It mrs kivd of ya to offer to let se soo

proots of the Aumnual eport, that, of w oe, ws

mot oeeassmy; but wr woUld appresate rooeiviag

two or thvee eopies of the leport wbho it is

publiseod.

stmerely yos,

sReold V. raves, Jr.
Pirector of tfarmustien

r. ?. P. Sopor
Pireetor of studies
Oversees ewenopant Kstitute Ltd.

1" @ieadilly
Lad, W.1

Mw1gap



may 20. 196

Der Johns

Thank you for yor 0ate about

Uif ChristofferSu. W. will cer-

tainly see that b ets a copy of

the Turkey eaemartium draft.

Sineerely your*s

Harold Graves

tr. Jbn White
Ovwrseam Deve3ent Institute
160 Ptecdilly
Landen, W.1
3-land

HNG: ap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
160 PICCADILLY

LONDON W.-

TELEPHONE: HYDE PATK 2654

PROJ/15 16 may, 1966

Dear Harold,

A man called Leif Christoffersen, who I think is in
the economics department of the World Bank, has written to
Andrzej Krassowski here, a friend of his, to say that he has
heard about the draft that is being circulated on the Turkey
consortium, and asking whether he could have a copy. Since
the draft is still subject to comment and correction, and has
given rise to a number of questions, I thought I should pass
this request on to you rather than answer him direct. If you
have no objection to his seeing a copy, I wonder whether you
could pass one on to him, assuming you still have spare copies
around.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Haz2dld' Ga-oss-

1818 H Street, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C

Jwtr
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CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED, May 10, 1965

TO: Mr. Wilson

FROM: Mr. Graves

FILED UNDER: Admin. Communications - Records - Classified Material

SUMMARY:

Re. rquest of Mr. John White for Bank documents for ODI.



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
160 PICCADILLY

LONDON W.

TELEPHONE: HY.DE PARK 2654

TPS/=,/0268 6th. TMay, 1566.

tany thanks for your letter. I was delighted to have

the opportunity of meeting you in London. But it was far too

short and I hope that next time you are here we can spend more

time together and relax around a dinner table.

Jith regard to the O.D.I. Annual Report, I confirm that

vie are riot mentioning the YWorld Bank in relation to any specific

study. W1hat we have done is to place it in the list of subscribers

at the end. 7e have also put it in the final section on "Finance"

1 heeother grants are acknowledg.ed Lnd w s-)y: 110.7.I. acknoiwledges

its debt to the 7orld 'Bank for its sp-rant towards the Institute's

tudies."1 This is in a separ- -te pariaEgraph on its oim to ensure.

hlat there ,rill be no confu,7ion over any poss-ible link to a specific

q tudy. The proof s of the Heport will be returned to our of fice in

about a week's time so if you are in ny way worried about the

A0 #A/-references we have made do let me Imow straight away 
so that I can

A put in any necessary amzendments.

tt~I illiam Clark is at the moment in est Afrioa but I shall of

'5 course paso on your regards to him as soon as he returns.

With al good wishes

Harold 'N. Graves, (Jr.), Lsq-
Director of rformation
InternationalBank for Recons5 tion an Dee opment

1818 -1 Street, 7.7.
Washington D.C. 20433,A

U.....e a
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May 3, 1966

Dear Mr. Sopers

Plene forgive ne for not haviag written long before
new to say how pleasant it weS to talk with you in London.
I take it that we did agree that the World Uank would not
be sentiosed in the actual text of the ON Asual Report,
and that it would therefore not be identified with the
Study Programme betg carried out by John White.

We ale agreed that the Sank certainly *ould be listed
amSg the organisations giving support to 01, as they
appear In the back of your Annual Report. A corollary,
aithough we did not specifically disease it, is that the

ank eight also be mentioned at the appropriate place in
the preface of yar Annual REport, if this were desirable free
yer point of view.

As usual, I was loaded dowa with other things when
John White was here a week or two ago and, alas, was not
able to offer kia any decent hospitality. I was happy to
hear his say, hoenver, that he was well satisfied with the
results of his visit to the Sask.

plesse give my best regards to Sill Clark.

Sincerely yours,

taro14 X. Graves, Jr.
Director of Information

Mr. Tom Soper
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1
England

cc: Mr. Wilson
Mr. Demuth/Mr. Hoffman

HNGtap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

TELEPHONE; HYDE PARKi 2554

29 April, 1966

Deax Mr. Hoffmann,

I am writing, firsto to confirm that I have asked Teresa Hayter
to let you have 50 copies of the paper you have written for the DitchleyConferencoe in June as Boon as it has been duplicated.

Secondly, I should like to thank you for devoting so much time
to discussing my Btudy of oortia ad consultative groups and the
Turkey chapter in that study while I was in ashington. I now have all
the material for this study, and am starting work on the final complete
version. I will let you have a opy of the final draft as soon as it is
completed.

In this respect, I do hope that you and Mr. Demuth will be able
to let me have an annotated copy of the Turkey draft fairly soon so that
I oa incorporate your corrections of specific errors and reflect more
carefully on any general points that you dispute. I appreciate, howverg
that with many demnds on your time there may Lave to be some delay inthis.

Thirdly, the seminar which I mentions to you covering'various
technical aspects of participation by bilaes donors and multilateral
institutions in various mechanisams for multipe financing has now been,
postponed until the autumn, as you suggeste4. I hope that we shall have an
opportunity to disus this in more detail in June, after we have seen
to what extent the Ditchley Conference has been -successful in covering
the more general, even philosophic, aspects of coordination.

I very much look forward to seeing you again over here in thesummer.

Yours sincerely,

-on 1hite
Mr. Michael Hoffmann,

1818 H Street, N.
WASHINGN D.C
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FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Senior Staff Meeting SSM//66-15

DATED: April 25, 1966

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: Ce~ntteeg - Senior Staff Meetings

SUMMARY:

I"ORMATION DEPARTMENT

4. Mr. Graves reported that:

(a) On his recent visit to Europe he had visited the U.K. OverseasDevelopment Institute. The Bank had helped to finance a studyprogram being carried out by the Institute. The first of theseto appear - on Turkey - referred to the Bank in such a Say as to

oo closely with its conclus
that, without affecting the substance of the Bank's cooperationwith the Institute, this should be avoided in the future, andthat the Institute's Annual Report would not represent the Bank
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1 HYDE PARK 2654

IBRD/ODI Study Programme

Annual Report, 1965

1 SUVIMARY

The "IBRD/ODI Study Programme" was instituted at the beginning

of 1965. This report describes progress during the programme's first year.

The programme was started with the aim of promoting a fuller

understanding of the role and function of aid from multilateral financial

institutions, by means of studies and associated activities. It was

understand that the study programme would be undertaken by John White, a

research officer in ODI, but it was not intended that the programme

should be confined to one person's activities. It was felt that the

aims of the programme would be best attained if puraued by ODI as a whole

in the course of its other undertakings. Guidelines for the programme

were laid down in a document which is attached. (Annex 1)

It was made clear at the start that the guidelines. and content of

the programme would be subject to revision in the light of experience.

If the programme was to have the desired effect of encouraging a wider

understanding of the role of multilateral institutions, studies would

clearly have to be derived from issues of current practical interest, and

they would have to be closely related to ODI's other activities and studies.

The sbudy element of the programme was in fact revised in August,

in the light of certain dominant questions which had already emerged in

the course of study. This revised programme (Annex 2) still stands, with

one or two minor amendments detailed below. (See Section 5.)

As the study programme has developed, it has acquired an increasingly

functional emphasis. That is to say, it regards the multilateral insti-

tutions, especially the IBRD, as pivotal points in the mobilisation of

aid, and is primarily concerned with the impact that multilateral in-

stitutions can have on the composition of aid from all sources, and thus
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on economic development, in a world in which the bulk of aid is bilateral.

This entails an examination of the working of multilateral institutions

in situations in which they are not the only providers of finance.

Since the programme is concerned with the global pattern of aid,

John White has consistently maintained the need to advance on a very

broad front, always bearing in mind the relationship between whatever

mechanism or institution is currently under study and the other mechanism

or institutions with which the programme is ultimately concerned. As a

result, the first year has largely been taken up with the gathering of

information on a wide range of topics. Not all of this information can

immediately be incorporated in a document for publication, but all of

it is necessary if the document that is being prepared for publication

is to be presented in context. Procedure along these lines ensures the

continuity of the programme, and is of especial value in relation to

associated activities, such as participation in conferences. (See

Section 4.)

During the year, the following written work has been produced.

1. In the main line of studies, a historical analysis of the Turkey

Consortium has been completed, and is currently on distribution for comment

and correction. This study will either be published within the next

month or two, or incorporated in a large study, covering the Pakistan

consortium also, for publication later in the year.

2. John White has produced three major papers on the relationship between
the aid programmes of various countries. The material for these papers
was drawn mainly from work already done in ODI before the current programme
began. They have therefore served as a useful link between past work

on the bilateral donors and present work on multilateral institutions.

3. Drawing on material that is being collected for subsequent studies,
John White has also written a number of articles for the Press and for
broadcasting.

These three lines of production are described in more detail in
Section 3.

In addition to written work, the programme provides for the
dissemination of ideas through discussion groups and similar activities.
In the first year, this side of the programme has been imperfectly or-
ganised. A number of visitors to London have been provided with the
opportunity to address specially invited groups, as the occasion arises.
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Eight meetings of this kind have been held. They have been extremely

valuable - so valuable that it is hoped that in the coming year, by

arrangement with the World Bank and other institutions, a greater number

of such meetings will be possible, with greater continuity between them.

(The meetings held in 1965 are listed in Section 3.)

It is now felt that the time has come for a more systematic

approach. (See Sections 4 and 5.) As a first step, therefore, ODI

is organising a seminar on the problems of multiple financing (Annex 3).

Perhaps the most important development in this respect, however,

lies in the extent to which ODI generally has benefited from the

specialised knowledge which the programme makes available. It is very

noticeable that in the past year ODI's horizons have altered, and that

the role of multilateral institutions enters at all sorts of points

into discussions which would previously have been conducted exclusively

within the context of British, or at best European, aid. (See Section 4.)

ODI is increasingly recognised in Britain as a source of information and

ideasconcerning multilateral. institutions. It is largely on this basis,

for instance, that ODI has been invited by the Ministry of Overseas

Development to make a large contribution to the 1966 Cambridge Conference.

(The nature of the Cambridge Conference, and of ODI's participation in

1965, is described in Section 2. The proposed contribution to the 1966

conference is described in Section 5.)

During the past year in London, the potential role of the IBRD

and other multilateral institutions has figured with increasing prominence

in public discussion of aid for development. There are several reasons

for this. It is not for one moment claimed that ODI is solely or even

primarily responsible. What is undoubtedly true is that ODI, because

of its established position as a forum for public discussion and because

of the specialised knowledge derived from the IBRD/ODI Study Programme,

is peculiarly well placed to take a central and constructive part in this

new debate.

2 SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

This section describes the way in which John White's time has

been distributed during the past year. It is therefore not ta complete

account of activities under the heading of the IBRD/ODI Study Programme.

Although John White has overall responsibility for the programme, its

success rests largely on the way in which questions raised within the

study programme tend to be taken up by the Institute as a whole, thus
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becoming incorporated into the general debate on aid for development.

John White's activities have been broadly of four kinds, with

time very roughly distributed equally among them. (They do, of course,
overlap to some extent.)

First, there has been time spent on laying the general foundations

of the programme, through personal contacts with a variety of multinational

institutions and related organisations, and through study of documents.

Secondly, the specific study of the Turkey Consortium, now completed,

has occupied approximately three months spread over the period July -
December. Thirdly, the need to pick up the threads of work already done

on bilateral aid, and to weave these threads into current studies, has

been met by means of three major papers completed during the year.

Fourthly, time has been devoted to a range of miscellaneous related

activities, such as external conferences, subsidiary publications,

assistance to interested persons and groups, and so on.

The programme began formally with a six-week visit to Washington

in March/April. Before that, John White had had to spend some time

completing his study of German aid for publication, and familiarising

himself with such basic documents as the Articles of the IBRD and its
affiliates.

Thr principal purpose of the visit was that John White should

gain an insight into as many aspects as possible of the World Bank's

operations. Time was also spent preparing the ground for an ODI study

of U.S. aid, to be undertaken by Andrzej Krassowski, and in examining

the activities and preoccupations of the relevant divisions of the UN

Secretariat.

The next three months were largely taken up with correlation of
material brought back from Washington and with a parallel examination

of OECD, particularly the DAC. Two visits were made to Paris and Geneva.

The second visit covered the DAC high-level meeting, on which John

White produced a detailed confidential report, based on impressions

gained through comparison of the views freely expressed by various dele-

gations outside the formal sessions.

From Paris, John White went by way of Geneva to Ankara, to do the
main work for the study of the Turkey Consortium. Two weeks were spent

in Ankara and Istanbul.
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In September, John White attended the 1965 Cambridge Conference,

on "Overcoming Obstacles to Development".

The Cambridge Conference is an annual event, sponsored by the

Cambridge Overseas Studies Committee and organised by the Ministry of

Overseas Development. Started as a kind of refresher course for British

overseas civil servants and their counterparts in dependent and newly

independent countries, it has evolved as a meeting ground for academics

interested in development, British aid administrators, administrators

from developing countries, and so on. (John White's report of the

conference, published in The Economist, is attached as Annex 4.)

ODI presented three papers at the conference, of which the one

most -directly related to the content of the IBRD/ODI Study Programme

was a paper by John White on the four main bilateral donors. -Using this

paper as a basis for argument, John White tork the opportunity during

the discussion .group period of the conference, first, -to present a

number of problems arising from the multiplicity of aid sources for one

country or one region,.and second, to draw attention to possible solutions

based on the functioning of the IBRD and of regional development banks..

It appears to be largely as a result of the conclusions reached in

this discussion group that the international administration of aid has

been set as one of the main themes of the 1966 conference.

From Cambridge, three members of the staff of ODI - T. Soper,

P.R.C. Williams and John White - went to Berlin to participate in an

Anglo-German colloquium which was largely concerned with questions of

aid coordination.

The remaining three months were largely taken up with completion

of the study of the Turkey Consortium. A visit to Pakistan for the other

half. of the study of consortia, which was to. have taken place at this

time, had to. be postponed, because the outbreak of hostilities rendered

it pointless.
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This section summarises what ODI has done during the past year

within the terms of reference of the programme.

a) Main studies

The study of the Turkey Consortium has been completed. About one-

third of the work has been done for a similar study of the Pakistan

eonsortium. It remains undecided whether to publish these as a

single study, or to publish the Turkey study first and the Pakistan

study later. Some of the work has also been done for a proposed

study of the role of regional development banks. This study is

now likely to be brought forward. (See Section 5.)

b) Major papers

Three major papers (5,000 words and over) have been rroduced:

i) For the 1965 Cambridge Conference - a paper on the four main

bilateral donors;

ii) For UNESCO - a paper on aid administration in the light of

experience;

iii) For The European Handbook (to be published by Anthony Blond) -
a chapter on European aid.

All three of these papers are primarily concerned with conflicts and

anomalies in bilateral policies, and with possible methods of constructing

a framework for a better integrated aid effort. The UNESCO paper is part

of a project in which institutes are participating from Czechoslovakia,

France, Poland, U.K., U.S.S.R. The principal interest of this project

is that it provides an informative - perhaps valuable - opportunity to

discuss problems of multiple financing with aid -technicians from Communbt

countries.

c) Subsidiary publications

Articles and letters in various newspapers, broadcasts, etc. The

following are worth mentioning:

Three articles on the Pakistan Consortium, of which the most

important was an article in a Pakistan supplement of the Financial

Times, 28.6.65;

Syndicated articles on the Asian and African Development Banks;

A broadcast by the Director on the BBC Home Service, on the work



of the World Bank in India.

Miscellaneous broadcasts, including broadcasts on the India

consortium, the Pakistan consortium, UNTAD, proposals for multi-

national efforts in S.E. Asia, the Commonwealth as a framework for

aid, etc. (All for BBC overseas service.)

d) Meetings

Eight meetings have been held, at which visiting speakers addressed

selected audiences. These meetings took various forms, from that

of a full-scale lecture to an audience of forty or so to that of

a private briefing session for ODI staff with perhaps one or two

persons invited from outside.

The eight meetings were for:-

Mr. VWillard Thorp - on aid coordination

Mr. John Adler - on the prospect for development

Mr. Robert Gardiner - on the role of ECA in economic integration

U Nyun - on Ecafe, the Mekong River scheme and the Asian

Development Bank

Mr. M. Beheiry - on the African Development Bank

Dr. I.H. Ergas - on FAO/IBRD cooperation

Mr. J. Miller - on the position after the Vorld Bank's annual

meeting

Mr. D. Gordon - on the WTorld Bank's East African office.

It is hoped to make greater use of restricted briefing sessions

in the coming year, since these have been found especially valuable.

e) Personal contacts

Two separate kinds of activity have taken place under this heading.

First, in the course of collecting information, John White has

often found that his position as an individual, not tied to any

one international institution or organisation, enables him to act

as a useful additional channel of communication between institutions

which normally only meet in a rather more formal context. This

function, which is really that of an unauthorised messenger boy,

can make a marginal contribution to mutual understanding. At the

DAC high level meeting, for instance, a number of things were said

in the lobbies, and could with discretion be passed on, which were

not being said in the formal meetings of delegations.
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Secondly, as an acknowledged source of information on multi-

lateral institutions, ODI has been of help to a large number of in-

dividuals or groups in the United Kingdom. Particularly important

in this respect is the briefing of journalists. Close relationships

exist with the appropriate staff members of the Financial Times,

The Guardian and The Economist. The Times, with which John White

personally has the closest links, does not at present have any

single staff member devoting particular attention to aid and develop-

ment.

Up till now, these contacts have been used passively: i.e.,

John White has waited to be asked for information, rather than ac-

tively spreading it. When the Financial Times, for instance, had

a somewhat premature report from Washington on the canpEnsato.ry

finance study, no action was taken. Comment on the extent to which

it would be useful if these contacts were more actively exploited

would be welcome.

f) Lobbying and policy recommendations

In general, this is an important part of ODI's activity. Within

the framework of the IBRD/ODI Study Programme, the Institute has

pressed along two main lines: first, a strong initiative from the

U.K. when IDA replenishment comes up for negotiation; secondly,
after the Director had discussed the issues with Mr. Eugene Black,

emphatic support for the two newly established regional development

banks. ODI urged an increase of the proposed subscription to the

Asian Development Bank (originally $10m, subsequently raised to

$30m).

4 .ePRAISAL

The IBRD/ODI Study Programme has gathered momentum rather more

slowly than expected. Although it is possible to show a reasonable amount

of work produced as a result of the first year's activities, this work

has not yet taken shape as a coherent and forceful operation. There

has been a certain lack of precision and determination in the choice

of targets, largely the result of delays in reaching firm conclusions

concerning the content of the programme.

The delays of the first year have stemmed from three main causes:-

a) Time taken to conclude previous commitments;

b) Time taken in laying down the general framework of the programme;

c) The Kashmir War, which threw the consortium project out of

schedule.
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Neither of the first two of these is necessarily to be regretted.

The firmness with which the current programme is now linked to earlier

work on the bilateral donors is one of its strengths, giving it a

realism and a practical tone which it would otherwise lack. The time

spent on laying down the framework of the programme has ensured that

individual study projects will not become detached from their proper

context. The programme now proceeds on the basis of a wide underlay

of knowledge.

The study programme proper is now well established, and seems

likely to gain greatly from the original decision to base it as widely

as possible. This decision will have been justified if John White's

forecast of a greatly increased rate of production in 1966 turns out to

be correct.

The impact of the programme within ODI's immediate range of

contact has already been remarked upon, and is remarkable. This impact

would probably not have been achieved if the programme had not been so

closely linked to earlier work.

The most conspicuous weakness of the programme at present lies

in the area of the immediate dissemination of knowledge - corresponding

to ODI's educational function. This area ought to be covered roughly

by the activities listed under (d) and (e) in the previous section.

The proposed seminar is a first step towards remedying this

situation. What is also needed is a far more concerted use of small

discussion meetings on a theme related to the work of one visiting

speaker. In part, success in this respect will depend upon improved

communications with the IBRD, especially with regard to IBRD personnel

passing through London. The meeting for Mr. Gordon, for instance, was

of great value, but it was largely by chance (in the form of the presence

of Mr. Miller in London) that ODI learnt that Mr. Gordon was available.

The IBRD is asked to consider ways of resolving this awkward adminis-

trative problem.

In appraising the programme, it also has to be asked to what

extent current activities are in harmony specifically with the interests

of the IBRD.

Broadly speaking, the functional emphasis selected by John White

has meant that the IBRD appears in the programme as one institution

operating in a field which is far broader than the field of the IBRD's
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o:n activitiesb But the programme is much concerned with the problem

of aid management, and as one situation after another is examined it

becomes increasingly clear that the necessary qualifications of a manage-

ment institution are (1) that it should be to some extent supranational

and (2) that it should have financial resources of its own with which

to operate. Failure to meet the first qualification puts the institution

too much at the mercy of its national members (e.g. OECD). Failure to

meet the second means that it lacks the necessary instrument for imple-

menting -its own initiatives (e.g. UN regional commissions). So the

programme at the moment consists of a multiplicity of cross bearings

which are bound eventually, by a process of elimination, to focus attention

on four institutions - the .BRD and its affiliates, and the three

regional development banks.

This theme is dominant, for instance, in the study of the Turkey

Consortium already completed.

5 PROPOSED ACTIVITIES DURING 1966

This section summarises briefly a number of proposals which

have been referred to in previous sections.

The first task is to complete the study of consortia, the form

of which is under discussion. The possibilities are discussed in a

covering note to the draft that has been circulated.

That done, there are three lines of activity for which preparations

are already being made.

a) The next study project is to be concerned with the role of

the three regional development banks. This will involve a fairly rapid

tour of the banks themselves, the UN regional commissions, and key cap-

itals, which in practice appears to mean Washington, Rio, Santiago,

Tokyo, Manila, Bangkok, Nairobi, Addis Ababa, Abidjan.

The question of what part the regional development banks should

play in the pattern of development finance is clearly one that urgently

requires examination. With two such institutions newly established,

casting around for the answer to this question, a study of regional

development banks is likely to be of particular relevance in the coming

year. This study is therefore being brought forward in the schedule.

(In the outline produced in August, 1965, this project figured only as a
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part of project (d). See Annex 2.)

The study will be concerned with such questions as the relation-

ship of the regional banks to the World Bank (with especial regard to

the function of the two regional offices set up by the World Bank), the

position of the regional banks in relation to American and European

capital markets, the value of funds on the model of the Social Progress

Trust Fund, the potential of the regional banks as instigators of coordin-

ation in aid and in regional planning, the kind of project criteria

and procedures that they should employ (identical with or complementary

to World Bank procedures?), and so on. (John White's article on the

Asian Development Bank is attached as Annex 5, to give a fuller indication

of some of the issues with which the study may be concerned.)

b) The seminar is regarded as an operation of major significance.

It is proposed that participation in this seminar should be at operational

level - i.e. representatives from government and from large private com-

panies will be the people actually responsible for negotiating agreements

in situations in which finance is provided from several sources. It is

expected that the first two sessions in the proposed outline will in fact

provide the basis for the entire seminar, as suggested in the covering

note.

c) The Cambridge Conference is an annual event of growing sig-

nificance. ODI's contribution will be a major one, and will draw largely

on work already done under the IBRD/ODI programme. Three papers are to

be presented. A paper by John White on "Consortia, Consultative Groups

and the Problem of Management" will come directly under the Programme's

terms of reference. Two other papers - oi the pattern of aid to Tunisia

(by Andrzej Krassowski, based on material collected for his study of U.S.

aid) and on the pattern of aid to Uganda (by Hal Mettrick, based on

material collected for a three-volume ODI study of aid to Uganda) - will

raise issues that are closely related to the content of the IBRD/ODI

Programme.

A fourth line of activity is under consideration. It is the

initiation of studies more closely related to the operations of multi-

lateral financial institutions as such, rather than to the role of

multilateral instituti as in relation to other sources of aid. This

would probably entail the allocation of a proportion of the time of a

second research officer to the programme.
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For a first project, an examination of IBRD projects and IDB

projects in Latin America has been suggested.

6 FINANCE

This report does not include a detailed financial statament. That

is covered separately by the periodic statements of the Secretary.

In general, it may be said here that the financial basis of the

proGramme, as at present set up, with travel charged ad hoc, appears to

be entirely satisfactory; and the estimates originally produced have been

confirmed by the first year's experience.

The proposal mentioned at the end of the previous section might

entail additional cost. This would in part be met automatically by the

present arrangements for travel expenses. The balance would be partly

offset if, as is expected, the allocation of an additional research officer

enabled John Vhite to devote some of his time to other ODI activities.

PROJ/15 8 February, 1966
JW: tr



ANNE 1

IBRD/ODI STUDY PROGRAME

1. It is proposed to undertake a series of studies with the object
of promoting a fuller understanding of the role and function of
multilateral aid.

2. These studies will be concerned with those multilateral develop-
ment agencies which deal with the financing of aid - not those
whose prime concern is with technical assistance - and thus will
concentrate on the operations of the World Bank and its
affiliates (the IDA and IFC), the Inter-American Bank, the
European Investment Bank, the Special Development Fund of the EEC.
Particular attention will be paid to their place in the total
world aid programme and their relationship with bilateral aid
agencies.

3. It is not intended in these enquiries to argue the case for or
against bilateral aid. The intention is to assess what can be
or ought to be the functions of multilateral institutions in a
world aid programme which is predominantly bilateral; to work
out to what extent multilateral agencies can increase their own
effectiveness and how they can act as a lead in, as a focus,
or a make-weight for bilateral programmes; and by so doing increase
the effectiveness of bilateral aid.

4. This entails study projects, leading to publication in the form
of articles and books, and also associated activities such as dis-
cussion meetings, lectures and the stimulation of interest in
appropriate bodies.

5. Three kinds of project are proposed:

a) Coordination

An examination of two consortia - preferably one IBRD and one
OECD - their functioning and purpose. In particular we should
look at what donors and recipients expect of a consortium and
the extent to which these expectations have been fulfilled.
The following questions may be borne in mind:

i) Can a consortium take responsibility for an entire
development plan?

ii) What is the function of a consortium in relation to the
recipient's balance of payments?

iii) Does the view of existing consortia as hat-passing sessions
correspond to the facts; if so, is this acceptable?

iv) Can or should a consortium avoid the label of a "donor's
club" by blurring the distinction between donor and
recipient (e.g. by relating several different consortia
within a single administrative framework)?

The potential of other neo-consortia such as the working
groups that the IBRD is now sponsoring, e.g. in Nigeria,
should also be examined.
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The role of IBRD regional offices now being set up in Africa
involves a new departure of particular interest and will be the
object of study.

An examination should also be made of the problem of the external
debt of developing countries with particular mference to the re-
financing of loans that developing countries have received from
donors.

The role of multilateral organisations such as the World Bank
in solving the debt problem that is developing between donor and
recipient countries on a bilateral basis is a matter of great
concern, which will be examined.

b) Multilateral Finance

There should be an individual examination of multilateral finance
projects or groups of projects, with a view to determining the role
of multilateral institutions in the other two respects mentioned
above, as a lead-in for additional resources and as a make-weight,
or complementary source of aid. For this purpose, it might be best
to look at single large projects, or to look at a range of activities
over an area.

Two questions would have to be borne in mind:

i) To what extent has IBRD finance brought other resources in
its train - other multilateral, official bilateral, external
private, and domestic?

ii) Does experience in the area concerned lead to conclusions
concerning the proper division of functions between multi-
lateral institutions and other resources?

c) The Scope of Multilateral Institutions

In the course of undertaking the studies already outlined, it
will be possible to build up a picture of the nature and scope
of multilateral financial institutions. This should include an
analysis of the different types of multilateral institution:
the World Bank, the Inter-American Bank, the European Investment
Bank and the Special Development Fund of the EEC, and also a
detailed consideration of the proper relationship between the
various members of the World Bank family. It should also include
an examination of the extent to which the Bank can depart from
strict banking activities and move in the direction of extra-
curricular operations such as compansatory finance schemes, invest-
ment guarantees and arbitration, etc.

PRW/15
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ANNEX 2

To: WDC

From: JW

Programme for IBRD Studies

The following replaces the original outline that I gave you
after my return from Washington.

1. Terms of reference

I have now narrowed the terms of reference down as follows:-

To study, and to reach value judgments concerning, the
functioning of various mechanisms, institutions, and organisations in
facilitating an orderly and adequate flow of financial aid in situations
in which aid is available from more than one source, with particular
reference to the role of multilateral and multinational institutions
and organisations.

2. First project - comparative study of consortia

a. Purpose of study: to review the history of consortia
in a comparative context, to evaluate current objections to the way in
which consortia function, to identify those special elements which appear
necessary to the proper functioning of a consortium, and to offer suggestions
concerning the future role and scope of consortia.

b. Area of study: comparison of Pakistan and Turkey consortia.
These two are particularly suitable for comparison. The volumes of aid
that they have provided are very roughly equal, but there the similarity
ends. Point for point, they are direct opposites, and the differences
in composition and context fully explain the differences in functioning.
Basically, one obviously had to take one IBRD and one OECD consortium.
India had to be excluded, because the special problems of scale rendered
it less useful as an illustration of consortia as such. Nearly all
statements about the India consortium end up as statements about India.
The Greek consortium also had to be excluded because it has never met.

c. Time table: I have now collected most of the material
on Turkey, and will shortly be producing this chapter. After conferences
in September and holiday in early October, I propose to go to Pakistan,
writing the Pakistan chapter towards the end of November. The pamphlet
should be completed round about the end of the year.

d. Shape of the pamphlet: The pamphlet will be called "A
Pledge for Development" and will concentrate on the question of what it
is that a consortium pledges or commits itself to. This breaks down
into three questions:-

1. What does a consortium pledge itself to (an arbitrary
volume, a foreign exchange gap, a savings investment gap, support for
a 5-year plan, etc.)?

2. What procedure should it adopt for fulfilling this
pledge or commitment?

3. What role does the consortium as such have in policing
the implementation of pledges and in exacting from the recipient the
necessary equivalences in performance?
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Chapters will be as follows:-

Chapter I: The Nature of Consortia
Chapter 2: The Pakistan Consortium
Chapter 3: The Turkey Consortium
Chapter 4: The Two Compared
Chapter 5: Comments and Conclusions.

The pamphlet looks like being about 20 - 30,000 words.

3. Second Project - Latin America

The programme starts with consortia because they are structurallythe simplest of coordinative mechanisms, and because they are mechanismsin which there is the greatest amount of operational experience to drawon. After that, however, I want to go on to the more interesting situationthat arises when one has several recipients as well as several donors.The most advanced case of this at the moment is the Latin American structure,involving ECLA, OAS, CkAP, LATA the Central American Common Market,the Inter-American Bank, the World Bank, and AID, with the Europeans play--ing an ambiguous but sometimes diabolic role around the fringes. Thenrpose of this studyd will be to sort out the proper role of each of the
LfStit: Loris involved, and in particular, now that moves are afoot to getthe Europeans more heavily involved in Latin America, to examine thepossibility of adapting this complex to accommodate on an integratedbasis a large number of bilateral programmes.

Much of the basic material is in Washington and I would have tootart there, but it would also involve a tour to take in the followingcountries, each of which presents special problems for the continentalpattern of aid-giving as a whole: Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador,Peru, Chile, Argentina.

I propose to make this trip directly from Washington sometimeearly next year, i.e. as soon as the consortia study is out of the way.The Dominican crisis slightly queered my pitch as it has caused a holdupin the vital ministerial meeting on which all of this hinges, which wasto have taken place last May, then postponed to November. However, thingsshould have shaken down a bit by next year. I expect this project to+sLke me up to next year's summer holiday, by when a draft pamphletshould be completed.

4. Third Project - Africa

By the end of next year, it should then be possible to mount asimilar though more primitive exerciae for Africa, taking in the ECA,E.rican Development Bank, and the World Bank regional offices, andFEDO,. At the moment any discussion of this complex would be pure guess-work, but the operational pattern may be a little clearer by the end ofnext year.

Clearly, this would involve an African tour taking in Abidjan,JLgos, Addis Ababa and Nairobi.

5. Fourth Project - Classifying institutions

Up to now the projects have been tied to countries or areas. Bythis stage, enough material should have been collected for it to be possibleto begin classifying institutions. The obvious starting point would bea discussion of the role of regional development banks, three of which (orour f you count the EIB) should be in action by then. The big questionat that point would be their relationship to the World Bank. I am con-vinced that the World Bank's main justificatoh for laying claim, as itis doing, to a special management position in the coordination businessis that it is itself an operational institution with independent funds.
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The corollary of this is, of course, that there is a special role at
the regional level for the regional development banks',which, with con-

sultative groups being set up for individual countries, offers the
outline of a reasonably systematic pattern for the ordering of financial
aid. A further corollary, of course, is that neither the OECD nor the
DAC has any continuing management role (with the possible exception of

countries which are members such as Turkey), though there may of course
be special jobs that the OECD can undertake - see my notes on the DAC
meeting...

This takes us, I reckon, well into 1967. The first two projects
you can take as firm. The third and fourth projects have to be regarded
as part of a "perspective plan".

JW: tr
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160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1 HYDE PARK 2654

To: T.S. 24 January, 1966

From: J.W.

cc: WDC, ROs, G. Wilson, J. Miller

re Seminar on Multiple Financing

I attach a tentative outline for the proposed
seminar on the role of multinational institutions in the
provision of finance for development. The outline covers
a seminar spread over six sessions, and it is envisaged
that they should take place at intervals of between two
weeks and one month.

I also attach an explanatory note to be sent to
persons being invited to comment on the proposed outline
before the invitations are sent out.

PROJ/15
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160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1 HYDE PARK 2654

Seminar on the Problem of

Multiple Financing

Explanatory Note

It is proposed that ODI should hold a oeminar on the range
of questions that arise from the problem of multiple financing for
development. The phrase "multiple financing for development" is
used here to mean the provision of official financial assistance,
on concessional terms, for the purpose of promoting economic develop-
ment, to a project or programme within a developing country, to a
developing country, or to a group of developing countries, from- more
than two sources. (Financial assistance from two sources is a
special case, in which all three participants can retain bilateral
relations without getting their lines crossed. Note that in geometry
a triangle is the only figure in which all points can be joined
without intersections.) The seminar will be primarily concerned
with the group of problems inherent in the relationship or lack of
relationship between these multiple sources of financial assistance.

The word "coordination" is deliberately avoided in the title.
There are two reasons for this. First, "coordination" is an emotive
word, the use of which begs a question. To class the group of prob-
lems with which the seminar is concerned under the heading "The
Problem of Coordination" would imply that the solution lies in improved
coordination. This is by no means incontrovertible. There may be
advantages in retaining full competition in aid - or, to borrow the
current jargon of certain donor countries, to subject the giving of
aid to the "unfettered forces of a market economy". At the other end
of the scale, it may be argued that the problem of multiple financing
is insoluble, and that nothing short of the channelling of all aid
through a single multilateral institution is entirely satisfactory.

Secondly, the word "coordination" is ambiguous. It is var-
iously used to mean "exchange of views", "correlation", "comparison",
"aggregation", "full harmonisation", and even,. in some extreme cases,
"unification". These restrictive uses are all improper. The ad-
jective "coordinative" is used in the outline, for want of a better
word. It is used in a wide, non-prescriptivw sense, to mean "per-
taining to the relationship between the relevant parts".

The problems of multiple financing fall into four main groups:-

Conflicts in the terms. and conditions of financial assistance:
interest rates and repayment periods, degrees of currency-
tying, degrees of project-tying, procedural requirements, etc.
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Conflicts in allocations to different sectors or projects:
imbalance in sectoral emphasis, competition between
similar projects serving a restricted market, failure to
provide connective links between projects, etc.

Divergences in view of recipient's needs: mutually incompatible
performance requirements, policy recommendations, etc.

Vulnerability of individual donors: recipient's ability to
play one off against the other, compulsion to react to
temporary situations, difficulty in maintaining a con-
sistent programme, etc.

These four groups, clearly, overlap and interact to a very large
extent.

It is taken as self-evident that greater efficiency will be
secured, in a situation in which assistance comes from more than two
sources, if all the participants, including the recipient, are working
to a common purpose. (This is in fact true of all situations of aid-
giving, even when aid comes from only one source.) The problem, then,
boils down to this. How is the correct common purpose to be identified,
what is it, and how can it best be established and maintained? All
four of the groups of problems listed above can be subsumed under
this question.

To state the problem in these terms is to state the ideal
first objective - the establishment of a sense of common purpose.
(It is a continuing ideal, of course, only if the ideal purpose is the
one that is established.) The question then arises, is the ideal
attainable? If not, what is the correct course of action? To approach
as near to the ideal as possible, or to choose some different, more
attainable ideal, which can be expected to produce some of the same
results by different means.

By no means all coordinative mechanisms are guared to the
attainment of the objective discussed here, even in theory. Govern-
mental project syndicates, for instance, are concerned largely with
the securing of contracts. Consultative groups often rest on the
assumption that the correct common purpose already exists between the
donors, and that the problem is how to impose this purpose on the
recipient, while consortia, to some extent, rest on the assumption
that the. correct common purpose exists between the recipient and the in-
stitution managing the consortium, and that the problem is how to impose
this n on the other donors. These assumptions are nearly
always false. f OS-4-

Even those international institutions which do look upon
the problem of multiple financing in these terms have been known to
fail, because of a lack of clear analysis, in their efforts to make
their view understood. The World Bank, to take one example, is
probably currently doing more than any other single institution to
construct a cominon approach. Yet the impression persists among both
donors and recipients, not wholly without justification, that the
World Bank's primary aim in this field is to have its own moral and
intellectual authority recognised. DAC and TJNTAD, which to some
extent share- the same objective, have achieved reputations respectively
as donors' and recipients' mutual security alliances.

This institutional oddity provides a clue to the correct
approach to the problem. An exhaustive examination would contain
answers to the following questions, in the order given:-
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1. What jobs have to be done to secure an appropriate
provision of development finance?

2. What mechanisms are required to do these various jobs?

3. What institutions are available to operate these various
mechanisms?

4. What new institutions are required tocperate mechanisms
for which no satisfactory institution exists?

If this examination were carried to its logical conclusion, it would
end up with a complete list, in tabular form, of all the institutions
required to operate a world aid effort, the mechanisms that they
would employ, the-function that they would fulfil in the employment
of these mechaisms, and their function4 relationship to each other.
A table of thip kind would amount to a fbrmal effort to provide
solutions in. .oje. framework for all the administrative and theoretical
problems of aid, solutions which would govern every decision from
the determination of global totals down to the source .and nature
of allocations-fur the tiniest developmental activity.

To what extent can a restricted seminar abstract from such
an intolerably--over-ambitious inquiry a Tew questions that are central
and yet within its scope? The em.-hasis of what has been said so far is
on institutionalism and multiplicity - that is to say, the role of
institutions-'in the context of aid from multiple sources, most- of which-,
as it happens, are bilateral donors.

-Since the context is a multinational one, the emphaais must be
on multinational institutions. The word "multinational" is chosen with
care. The word "multilateral" has a wide range of meanings. It has
been applied to-aituations in which no more than partial harmonisation
takes place between a small number of independent participants. The
limiting case at the other end of the scale is a global operation in
which contributions and disbursements are controlled neither by the
source nor by the reeipient, in which contributions are not identified
by destination and in which disbursements are not identified by source.
Whatever definition is chosen, however, all multilateral devices in
this context are necessarily multinational devices. The reverse propo-
sition, it mnst.be made clear, is far from true.

Since--the role of multinationalinstitutions is being con-
sidered-in relation to other sources of aid, there must be an equal
emphasis on their methods of operation, i.e. the mechanisms that they
employ. An important group of questions lies in this area. There is
as yet, for instance, very little appreciation of the radical differences
between consortia, consultative groups and syndicates.

Theseminar should seek to conclude its discussions with a
delineation of the range of institutions that is required, attached
to a catalogue of the mechanimms that each can best employ.

As outlined,- the sessions fall into two groups. The first
three sessions are devoted to a review of the existing situation.
The last three sessions, which take the same questions, in a slightly
different order-and at a more theoretical level, are concerned with
prescription;

Even this programme will prove too ambitious unless discussion
is rigorously disciplined, perhaps too rigorously. It is therefore
proposed as an alternative that the first and second sessions, as out-
lined, be spread over- six sessions, and that the questions prsed in
the remaining four sessions, as outlined,, be allowed to arise wherever
appropriate.

PROJ/15
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Seminar on the Problem of

Multiple Financing

Outline Programme

First Session: A Review of Mechanisms

A rapid survey of existing mechanisms and their defining
characteristics.

a) Global mechanisms:-

Donor-governed conaultation - DAC
Institutionally governed consultation - IBRD annual

meetings
Open consultation - UNCTAD

b) Regional mechanisms:-

Globally sponsored mechanisms: e.g., conferences
organised by UN regional commissions

Regionally sponsored mechanisms: e.g., CIAP
Open mechanisms: e.g., Colombo Plan

c) Single-country mechanisms:-

Aid-extracting mechanisms - consortia
Performance-extracting mechanisms - consultative groups
Informal mechanisms - local consultation at mission

level

d) Single-operation mecharisms:-

Project-syndicates institutionally sponsored
government-sponsored
private companies

Joint programmes (commoner in technical assistance)

Second Session: A Review of Institutions

A rapid review of the multinational institutions presumed to
have an interest in multiple financing, and their present
coordinative functions

a) Multilateral financial:-

IBRD family
The three regional development banks
The EEC (inc. EIB and FED)

b) Multilateral rion-financial:-

UN and related departments
UN regional commissions
UN specialised agencies

c) Non-multilateral

OECD
UN Trade and Development Board (which falls into this
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section by virtue of the dominance of national interests,
and the relative impotence of the secretariat, in UNTAD
and UNCTAD operations)

Third Session: The Combination of Resources

Multilateral, multinational and bilateral aid. Are these
separate classes, or approximate divisions on a spectrum?
Does any of them have certain inherent qualities, good or bad,
simply by virtue of their falling under one of these three
headings? In other words, are these labels useful? Is some
other set of labels more useful - such as "suppliers' credits",
"official project loans", "programme loans", etc.? What is
meant by the combination of resources? What is the range of
purposes that coordinative mechanisms should be designed to
achieve?

Fourth Session: Forms of Combination

In the first three sessions, it is likely that numerous in-
stances of actual problems will have emerged. To start
the prescriptive part of the discussion, the review of the
first session should be re-analysed more systematically,
with a view to suggesting modifications or substitutions in
the existing mechanisms. The following questions may be put:-

To what extent do the mechanisms listed in the first session
meet the requirements listed in the third?

Which mechanisms meet which requirements?

In the light of the previous question, re the functions of
existing mechanisms, and the mechanisms themselves, properly
distributed? (For instance, are the existing consortia and
consultative groups correctly set up, and is there a case
for more or fewer of either?)

Are totally new mechanisms nee ed? (For instance, using the
classification of the first session, can one design a mechanism
that is both aid-extracting and performance-extracting? Are
the techniques of consortia and consultative groups necessarily
applicable only to single-country mechanisms, with the impli-
cation of selectivity?)

Fifth Session: The Minimum Components of .Coordinative Mechanisms:-

Systematically, the minimum components have to provide for:-

a) recipient participation and definition of the recipient's
commitment (i.e. to fulfilment of certain performance
requirements)

b) review of recipientIs performance

c) donor participation and deftnition of the donor's
commitment (i.e. pledging, terms and conditions of
aid, criteria for allocation, etc.)

d) review of donors' performance.
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The question of management. What does one expect of an
instifution in asking it to operate a certain mechanism?
Qualifications of the manager. Management with participation
(e.g. IBRD) or management without participation (e.g. OECD)

Sixth Session: The Division of Functions

What is the purpose of a division of functions? Do we need more
than one institution?

The institutions involved, and their respective functions. Is
there a role for each of the institutions listed in the second
session? What is the specific role of, or mechanism to be oper-
ated by, each institution retained in the list?

The question of participation. What kind of secretariat
arrangements are required. Level, location and frequency of
meetings. What formal authority do the managing institutions
require?

PR?J/15
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Annual Report 1965

Annex 4

Report of the Cambridge Conference, 1965, by John White, published
in The Economist of September 25, 1965 and entitled "Hard Heads at
Cambridge"

There is one point of light in the gloom that surrounds

the present political arguments about foreign aid. This is that

officials involved in development, from industrialised and devel-

oping countries alike, are increasingly speaking the same increas-

ingly sophisticated language. This came out at Cambridge during

the two-week anmual conforonce, ending on 25th Septomber, sponsored

by the Cambridge overseas studies committee and organised by Britain's

ministry for overseas development. For one thing, the conference

has shown, as did last year's UN trade and development conference

in Geneva, that the developing countries are making more of the

running in debate. In the past, these Cambridge sessions have been

regarded largely as education for colonial civil servants and their

newly appointed counterparts in independent countries. But this

year, though a third of the delegates were British, with a sprinkling

of Americans and international officials, the didacticism has gone

and so has the colonial atmosphere. (This may explain the difficulty

in organising two tearn for the traditional cricket match.) Most

of the more stimulating points were made by delegates from the

twenty developing countries that took part, mainly from the Commonwealth

but also, for the first time, from outside it.

In fact, some of the teachers, the theoretical economists,

found they were being taught. While they made noble attempts to

take account of the non-economic factors that have falsified so many

of their previous calculations, their efforts tended to end in

whimpers, such as that this "calls for another paper - which the mere

economist cannot write". They were duly challenged and many of

them felt they had been given a beating. What they were in fact

given was an invitation to come out into the open, to modify their

model-building and their quantifying in favour of abroader, less

compartmentalised approach.

The theme of the conference - overcoming obstacles to develop-

ment - helped to prise discussion into the areas where theory and
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practice can find common ground. Though in the plenary sessions

there were the usual set pieces beginning "The real problem ... ",

the discussion groups showed a determination to fit all the elements

into the general pattern of what was termed "administrative

capacity". Debate on this could, as in the past, have drifted off

into disparagement of the developing countries' efforts, countered

by angry self-defence. This did not happen. The conference stuck

fairly steadily to its purpose of assembling a full armoury of

policies for development.

On economic planning it came up with the simple but necessary

message that planning is not just a blueprint for action but a con-

tinuing operational process. One African delegate even suggested

that the operational process had to come first and that full-scale

planning on the Indian model would not suit Africa until 1980.

Similarly, the most interesting things that were said on

aid were about its administration. Aid, as one delegate pointed

out, has been bedevilled by the disillusioning search by donors

for a simple key to all the doors - first capital funds, then key

investments like giant dams, then technical assistance, then private

investment and, most recently, the recipients' own efforts.

At Cambridge the matter was put differently. Discussion

turned on the difficult relationship between giver and taker, the

part to be played by multilateral institutions and the kind of

administrative machinery needed to allocate and use aid efficiently.

PROJ/15
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT A4NK
Important New Institution to Bridge World's Divisions

By JOHN WHITE

(Research Officer at the Overseas Development Institute)

T HERE was a time when embassies around the world preferred to regard

economic relations as a subsidiary plane, beneath th-ir notice. All that

is changed. Half-way through the so-called Development Decade, inaugurated

by the United Nations in 1960, one important achievement can be marked up.

The future of the world has been seen to depend in large measure upon economic,

development. It is a small enough achievement, to have got one's terms of

reference right after five years, but it is something. It opens the door to the

right sort of institution-building. The United Nations Trade and Development

Board has given the U. N. a new aspect and a new role, which it pursues in

the teeth of the political wind.

Some time in the New Year, a new financial institution is expected to open

its doors for business. The Asian Development Bank, the charter of which

is now virtually settled after years of sporadic debate, will complete the

chain of regional institutions supplying development finance, not primarily for

profit, but for prosperity.

The Inter-American Development Bank has been in business for some years.

Its success has already converted many of the sceptics. The African

Development Bank, still seeking the most fruitful interpretation of its terms of

reference, has the brightest prospect in Africa. The Asian Development Bank

seems a certainty. These three institutions, assured as they now are of the

good will and sense of community of the World Bank, lend strength and realism

to the existing trio of U. N. regional economic commissions which up till now,

underpinned by the Economic and Social Council, have lent impassioned

reason to advocacy of the developing countries' case.

Asia is in some ways more suited to investment within a regional framework

than either Africa or Latin America. The administrations of many Asian

countries are well developed, minimally derivative, and fully capable of

formulating and implementing their own plans. Asia is that part of the world

in which all interests meet and clash, from China to the United States. It is

no one man's sphere of influence. It is too vast, and too old, to be bewitched

by memories and fears of imperial tutelage. Above all, Asia has in Japan

its own rich source of capital and initiative, a country whose political and

economic interests coincide in the compulsion to seek to spread its wealth to

its neighbours. The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere was not as mad an
idea as all that. In those days, though, people did not fully understand what a

This article may be published by editors, except when otherwise indicated. Please send us two copies of your press cutting.
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Common Market was for. (Some people still don't.) That is the bright side of

the picture. Yet Asia is the last of the great poorer continents to have its own

regional bank. Why? The Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East

(Ecafe), the Colombo Plan, the Mekong River Scheme, even the South-East Asia

Treaty Organization, have all been or have led to attempts to pool the continent's

human resources, Human, but not financial - Asia was poor, and it was assumed
that the money would come from elsewhere, until governments began, in the

heading used by 'The Economist', to "consider Japan".

The donors concurred. If money from outside was merely to be added to

existing wealth for profit, where was gratitude? How could one exert influence ?
Politically, the United States would fade from being the defender of freedom.

Economically, the World Bank would have to admit that someone else had been
right. In the early 19 6 0s, the weight of resistance to an Asian Development Bank

came from national and international Washington.

CRUCIAL ISSUE

Even in 1963, the outsiders were jealous. With the U. S. in Korea and Vietnam,
with the French whispering their way back through Indochina to China, with

Britain bellicose for Malaysia, how should Asia be held together ? Japan read the

warnings and stayed out. Japan had discovered that its future lay in Asia. It would

come in when the more distant magnates had been relegated. The U.S. wanted to

let Korea free. Japan offered a treaty, with aid. The U.S. declared that Taiwan

needed no more American aid, Japan came to invest.

This was the crucial issue that had to be resolved. At one extrenme, Ecafe

wanted an Asian institution run by Asians, The rich countries might lend; they

must not own. "How will you float your bonds ? " they asked in Wall Street.

"You must have U.S. backing".

The issue has been resolved. The U.S. wants no backyards, Latin

America taught it the lesson. Equal allies are strong allies. Japan, too, has

given the go-ahead. Asia has room to breathe again.

MOVING RAPIDLY

So Ecafe found itself able to resuscitate the resolution, passed at Manila in

1963, for the establishment of an Asian bank. Ecafe wanted its subscribed

capital to be $1,000m. The question of U.S. voting rights was left open.

The two key countries were still the U.S. and Japan. In Wellington, New

Zealand, in March, 1965, both countries were dampening. They seemed to find

the whole idea embarrassing, But then events moved rapidly. Japan proposed

that non-Asian countries should subscribe not more than half the capital.

President Johnson caught on fast. The Alliance for Progress had already

been revived in Latin America, by the growing desire of the United States to

act in consultation with the nations it helped, not in l oneliness. Why not the

same in Asia?
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But that is hardly the point, The smallness of its resources is in fact its
strength. To start with, its guarantee can be sychologically reinforced by the
impressive support of the World Bank, and by the shield afforded by the World
Bank's cast-iron record. So it will ally itself with the Inter-American Bank in
putting the World Bank firmly where it belongs, as poverty's ultimate broker.
That in turn gives it authority over its own members beyond the resources that
they will themselves have provided.

If it follows the example of the Inter-American Bank, as it should, it will
operate at the margin. Its small contribution will be the little extra that can
make or mar a project. If the bilateral donors make the terms too stiff, it
can withdraw. If it withdraws, the donors lose contracts. So it has authority
over the donors as well, authority which, to do them justice, they are eager to
accept. In the face of foreign ministries around the worlds, it is and must be
asserted that aid must be a generous act, if it is to work at all.

Paradoxically, the creation of the Asian Development Bank, a regional
organisation, is a logical consequence of the desire for world unity. Like its
relatives, the Inter-American Bank and the African Development Bank, it is
the offspring of the mood created by the San Francisco conference which set up
the U. N. , by the Bretton Woods conference which led to the World Bank, and
most recently by that most revolutionary U. N. conference on trade and
development in Geneva. It asks for global amity for its success. It denies the
partitions implicit in Bandung, the Organisation for African Unity, the Treaty
of Rome, and ultimately the East-West division.

JOHN WHITE

Please send us two press cuttings of this article
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Then President Johnson made one of those moves on which his political

reputation rests. He persuaded Mr. Eugene Black, former president of the

World Bank, to act as chief advocate for the new institution. He thus proclaimed

that the U.S. was seeking a multinational discipline, while demonstrating also

the conversion of the former leader of those conservative elements who had once

regarded the World Bank as the only foundation of discipline. One may suppose

that Mr. George Woods, Mr. Black's successor, was delighted. He was already

doing everything in his power to make the World Bank's experience available

for the scrutiny and the benefit of the entire world aid effort , not just of the

World Bank's own operations. He had new allies.

The details were worked out in Bangkok in June. $400m. had been offered.

Canada and western Europe were to be asked to provide $ZOOm. To ensure

Asian control, the Asian countries would have to provide $400m. , in addition

to Japan's $200m. Apart from Japan, Asia could certainly provide about $20,m.

though there might be difficulty for some countries, particularly India, in

fulfilling the requirement that one-half of the paid-in capital, or one-quarter of

the subscribed capital, should be in convertible currency.

MOMENTUM GAINED

The remaining $200m. is still not assured. It has to be voting stock, if

Japan is to hold the balance of power that it seeks. There was a possibility of

bond flotations in London and New York, but it had been assumed that these would

be additional resources, over and above the $1,000m. Mr. Black, followed by

U Nyun, Executive Secretary of Ecafe, found the Europeans enthusiastic but

ungenerous. They showed him their interest, and then they showed him the door.

Britain pleaded the sterling crisis, with more reason than cogency. That caused

the Germans to pause. France remained unconvinced that it was not an American

initiative, for an American instrument.

But the momentum had been gained. The wind began to blow towards success.

The climate of confidence was such that Ecafe could send a mission, which

included Henry Bloch, the man who had done most to make the U. N. think in

terms of regional development, to the Inter-American Bank, where it sought

fraternal counsel. The Soviet Union, as a member of Ecafe, was superbly asked

to participate. The battle was on for the Asian Development Bank's location.

Teheran, Singapore, Colombo, Pnom Penh, Kabul, were considered. Japan

offered a site, and asked for the presidency. The latter request seems likely to

win acceptance. But the Bank will be located in Manila.

SMALL RESOURCES

On the face of it, the Asian Development Bank will have to work with

desperately small resources. Its proposed subscribed capital is less than the

foreign aid received by India in one year. If 50 per cent of this is called in

during the next few years, there will be precious little in reserve to back the

open market flotations that would give it a persuasive voice with which to address,

not only non-Asian governments, but also its own Asian members.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Wil DATE: April 14, 1966

FROM: Lars J. Lind

SUBJECT: Visit from Mr. John White of ODI

Mr. White is seeing you tomorrow at 1500 hours, and I gather

that he wishes to talk to you about a planned ODI Seminar on Multiple

Financing (memorandum attached, which I think you have already seen).

ODI would like to have two Bank participants at some stage of the

Seminar. It is suggested that priority one should be for someone

from Development Services - Mr. Hoffman or Mr. Rivkin perhaps; and

if it is decided to send a second representative, someone from the

Economics Department or Friedman's group is indicated; Bob de Vries

or David Kochav for instance.

I shall have lunch with John White tomorrow.

Attachment

LJL:ap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1 HYDE PARK 2654

To: T.S. 24 January, 1966

From: J.W.

cc: WDC, ROs, G. Wilson, J. Miller

re Seminar on Multiple Financing

I attach a tentative outline for the proposed
seminar on the role of multinational institutions in the
provision of finance for development. The outline covers
a seminar spread over six sessions, and it is envisaged
that they should take place at intervals of between two
weeks and one month.

I also attach an explanatory note to be sent to
persons being invited to comment on the proposed outline
before the invitations are sent out.

PROJ/15
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Seminar on the Problem of

Multiple Financing

Explanatory Note

It is proposed that ODI should hold a seminar on the range
of questions that arise from the problem of multiple financing for
development. The phrase "multiple financing for development" is
used here to mean the provision of official financial assistance,
on concessional terms, for the purpose of promoting economic develop-
ment, to a project or programme within a developing country, to a
developing country, or to a group of developing countries, from more
than two sources. (Financial assistance from two sources is a
special case, in which all three participants can retain bilateral
relations without getting their lines crossed. Note that in geometry
a triangle is the only figure in which all points can be joined
without intersections.) The seminar will be primarily concerned
with the group of problems inherent in the relationship or lack of
relationship between these multiple sources of financial assistance.

The word "coordination" is deliberately avoided in the title.
There are two reasons for this. First, "coordination" is an emotive
word, the use of which begs a question. To class the group of prob-
lems with which the seminar is concerned under the heading "The
Problem of Coordination" would imply that the solution lies in improved
coordination. This is by no means incontrovertible. There may be
advantages in retaining full competition in aid - or, to borrow the
current jargon of certain donor countries, to subject the giving of
aid to the "unfettered forces of a market economy". At the other end
of the scale, it may be argued that the problem of multiple financing
is insoluble, and that nothing short of the channelling of all aid
through a single multilateral institution is entirely satisfactory.

Secondly, the word "coordination" is ambiguous. It is var-
iously used to mean "exchange of views", "correlation", "comparison",
"aggregation", "full harmonisation", and even, in some extreme cases,
"unification". These restrictive uses are all improper. The ad-
jective "coordinative" is' used in the outline', for want of a better
word. 'It is used in a wide, non-prescriptivw sense, to mean "per-
taining to the relationship between the relevant parts".

The problems of multiple financing fall into four main groups:-

Conflicts in the terms and conditions of financial assistance:
interest rates and repayment periods, degrees of currency-
tying, degrees of project-tying, procedural requirements, etc.
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Conflicts in allocations to different sectors or projects:
imbalance in sectoral emphasis, competition between
similar projects serving a restricted market, failure to
provide connective links between projects, etc.

Divergences in view of recipient's needs: mutually incompatible
performance requirements, policy recommendations, etc.

Vulnerability of individual donors: recipient's ability to
play one off against the other, compulsion to react to
temporary situations, difficulty in maintaining a con-
sistent programme, etc.

These four groups, clearly, overlap and interact to a very large
extent.

It is taken as self-evident that greater efficiency will be
secured, in a situation in which assistance comes from more than two
sources, if all the participants, including the recipient, are working
to a common purpose. (This is in fact true of all situations of aid-
giving, even when aid comes from only one source.) The problem, then,
boils down to this. How is the correct common purpose to be identified,
what is it, and how can it best be established and maintained? All
four of the groups of problems listed above can be subsumed under
this question.

To state the problem in these terms is to state the ideal
first objective - the establishment of a sense of common purpose.
(It is a continuing ideal, of course, only if the ideal purpose is the
one. that is established.) The question then arises,, is the ideal
attainable? If not, what is the correct course of action? To approach
as near to the ideal as possible, or to choose some different, more
attainable ideal, which can be expected to produce some of the same
results by different means.

By no means all coordinative mechanisms are geared to the
attainment of the objective discussed here, even in theory. Govern-
mental project syndicates, for instance, are concerned largely with
the securing of contracts. Consultative groups often rest on the
assumption that the correct common purpose already exists between the
donors, and that the problem is how to impose this purpose on the
recipient, while consortia, to some extent, rest on the assumption
that the correct common purpose exists between the recipient and the in-
stitution managing the consortium, and that the problem is how to impose
this on the other donors. These assumptions are nearly
alway's false.,

Even those international institutions which do look upon
the problem of multiple financing in these terms have been known to
fail, because of a lack of clear analysis, in their efforts to make
their view understood. The World Bank, to take one example, is
probably currently doing more than any other .single institution to
construct a common approach. Yet the impression persists among both
donors and recipients, not wholly without justification, that the
World Bank's primary aim in this field is to have its own moral and
intellectual authority recognised. DAC and UNTAD, which to some
extent share the same objective, have achieved reputations respectively
as donors' and-recipients' mutual security alliances.

This institutional oddity provides a clue to the correct
approach to the problem. An exhaustive examination would contain
answers to the following questions, in the order given:-
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1. What jobs have to be done to secure an appropriate
provision of development finance?

2. What mechanisms are required to do these various jobs?

3. What institutions are available to operate these various
mechanisms?

4. What new institutions are required tocperate mechanisms
for which no satisfactory institution exists?

If this examination were carried to its logical conclusion, it would
end up with a complete list, in tabular form, of all the institutions
required to operate a world aid effort, the mechanisms that they
would employ, bhe function that they would fulfil in the employment.
of these meacaxisms, and their functiona relationship to each other.
A table of thip kind would amount to a fbrmal effort to provide
solutions in oe. framework for all the administrative and theoretical
problems of aid, solutions which would govern every decision from
the determination of global totals down to the source and nature
of allocations-fvr the tiniest developmental activity.

To what extent can a restricted seminar abstract from such
an intolerably over-ambitious inquiry a few questions that are central
and yet within its scope? The em..hasis of what has been said so. far is
on institutionalism and multiplicity - that is to say, the role of
institutions-in the context of aid from multiple sources, most of which.,
as it happens, are bilateral donors.

-Since the context is a multinational one, the emphasis must; be
on multinational institutions. The word "multinational" is chosen with
care. The word "multilateral" has a wide range of meanings. It has
been applied-to.-aituations in which no more than partial harmonisation
takes place between a small number of independent participants. The
limiting case at the other end of the scale is a global operation in
which contributions and disbursements are controlled neither by the
source nor by the reeipient, in which contributions are not identified
by destination-ad in which disbursements are not identified by source.
Whatever definition is chosen, however, all multilateral devices in
this context are necessarily multinational devices. The reverse propo-
sition, it must .be made clear, is far from true.

Since-the.role of multinational,institutions is being con-
sidered'in relation to other sources of aid, there must be an equal
emphasis on their methods of operation, i.e. the mechanisms that they
employ. An important group of questions lies in this area. There is
as yet, for instance, very little appreciation of the radical differences
between consortia, consultative groups and syndicates.

Theseminar should seek to conclude.its discussions with a
delineation of the range of institutions that is required, attached
to a catalogue of the mechanimms that each can best employ.

As outlined,- the sessions fall into two groups. The first
three sessions are devoted to a review of the existing situation.
The last three sessions, which take the same questions, in a slightly
different order-and at a more theoretical level, are concerned with
prescription.

Even thia programme will prove too ambitious unless discussion
is rigorously disciplined, perhaps too rigorously. It is therefore
proposed as an alternative that the first and second sessions, as out-
lined, be spread over- six sessions, and that the questions pvsed in
the remaining four sessions, as outlined,, be allowed to arise wherever
appropriate.

PROJ/15
JW:tr



Seminar on the Problem of

Multiple Financing

Outline Programme

First Session: A Review of Mechanisms

A rapid survey of existing mechanisms and their defining
characteristics.

a) Global mechanisms:-

Donor-governed conaultation - DAC
Institutionally governed consultation - TBRD annual

meetings
Open consultation - UNCTAD

b) Regional mechanisms:-

Globally sponsored mechanisms: e.g., conferences
organised by UN regional commissions

Regionally sponsored mechanisms: e.g., CIAP
Open mechanisms: e.g., Colombo Plan

c) Single-country mechanisms:-

Aid-extracting mechanisms - consortia
Performance-extracting mechanisms - consultative groups
Informal mechanisms - local consultation at mission

level

d) Single-operation mecharisms:-

Pro ject-syndicates (institutionally sponsored
government-sponsored
private companies

Joint programmes (commoner in technical assistance)

Second Session: A Review of Institutions

A rapid review of the multinational institutions presumed to
have an interest in multiple financing, and their present
coordinative functions

a) Multilateral financial:-

IBRD family
The three regional development banks
The EEC (inc. EIB and FED)

b) Multilateral non-financial:-

UNand related departments
UN regional commissions
UN specialised agencies

c) Non-multilateral

OECD
UN Trade and Development Board (which falls into this
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section by virtue of the dominance of national interests,
and the relative impotence of the secretariat, in UNTAD
and UNCTAD operations)

Third Session: The Combination of Resources

Multilateral, multinational and bilateral aid. Are these
separate classes, or approximate divisions on a spectrum?
Does any of them have certain inherent qualities, good or bad,
simply by virtue of their falling under one of these three
headings? In other words, are these labels useful? Is some
other set of labels more useful - such as "suppliers' credits",
"official project loans", "programme loans", etc.? What is
meant by the combination of resources? What is the range of
purposes that coordinative mechanisms should be designed to
achieve?

Fourth Session: Forms of Combination

In the first three sessions, it is likely that numerous in-
stances of actual problems will have emerged. To start
the prescriptive part of the discussion, the review of the
first session should be re-analysed more systematically,
with a view to suggesting modifications or substitutions in
the existing mechanisms. The following questions may be put:-

To what extent do the mechanisms listed in the first session
meet the requirements listed in the third?

Which mechanisms meet which requirements?

In the light of the previous question, re the functions of
existing mechanisms, and the mechanisms themselves, properly
distributed? (For instance, are the existing consortia and
consultativegqroups 6birrectly set up, and is there a case
for more or fewer of either?)

Are totally new mechanisms nee ed? (For instance, using the
classification of the first session, can one design a mechanism
that is both aid-extracting and performance-extracting? Are
the techniques of consortia and consultative groups necessarily
applicable only to single-country mechanisms, with the impli-
cation of selectivity?)

Fifth Session: The Minimum Components of Coordinative Mechanisms:-

Systematically, the minimum components have to provide for:-

a) recipient participation and definition of the recipient's
commitment (i.e. to fulfilment of certain performance
requirements)

b) review of recipient's performance

c) donor participation and deftnition of the donor's
commitment (i.e. pledging, terms and conditions of
aid, criteria for allocation,. etc.)

d) review of donors' performance.
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The question of management. What does one expect of an
instilution in asking it to operate a certain mechanism?
Qualifications of the manager. Management with participation
(e.g. IBRD) or management without participation (e.g. OECD)

Sixth Session: The Division of Functions

What is the purpose of a division of functions? Do we need more
than one institution?

The institutions involved, and their respective functions. Is
there a role for each of the institutions listed in the second
session? What is the specific role of, or mechanism to be oper-
ated by, each institution retained in the list?

The question of participation. What kind of secretariat
arrangements are required. Level, location and frequency of
meetings. What formal authority do the managing institutions
require?

JWtr-
PR?J/15
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160 PICCADILLY LONDON Wi HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 1 April, 1966

Dear Harold,

Just in case our rendzevous in space next week does
not come off, I am writing to let you know that I am hoping
to arrive in Washington on April 15th and shall be staying
at the Executive House.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W. Mr. Graves --
Washington, D.C.

JWttr Mr. White is confirmed
at Executive House (through
our Travel Office) and may
stay on as long as necessary.

Appt. with Mr. Wilson set
for 3:00 on the 15th.

AP
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Wi Ol DATE: March 27, 1966

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: Overseas Development Institute

As you suggested last week, I cabled Johnnie Miller about some of

our concerns with respect to the ODI -- the content of the Turkey

Consortium paper, and the relationship between us and ODI in general.

I indicated that I would be in London on April 5, and would be glad to

talk about the Bank/ODI relationship with William Clark, if that were

agreeable to Johnnie and to Clark.

On Wednesday, just before I went to Canada, I had a telephone con-

versation with Johnnie about ODI. He first reported that he had had

several conversations with John White about the Turkey paper. He now

understood that it would be much condensed, considerably de-adjectivized,

and included (as we knew) as simply one kernel within the larger shell

of a study about consortia.

He also said that of all the comment received on the paper, accord-

ing to John White, the most enthusiastic had come from the Turks.

I explained to Johnnie that, more generally, the Turkey paper had

seemed to us to indicate the need of breaking the link that now exists

between the Bank and John White's studies, without at all lessening our

financial or substantive support. I suggested as one possibility that
our contribution, instead of being linked to the Study, simply could

be linked to the ODI's expenditures for unspecified personal services

and travel. Johnnie said he thought this would be acceptable to ODI.

Bill Clark himself is now away from London, but Johnnie indicated

that it would be both productive and feasible to talk with Clark's

number two (whose name I forget) and with John White. I would propose

to confirm to White that we would go over the Turkey paper when he

visits here in April; and to see what kind of amendments to our present

ODI/Bank administrative arrangements seem mutually agreeable.

On returning to the office, I find that Johnnie has been on the

telephone again -- possibly, but not certainly, on the ODI matter. I

am expecting to talk to him on Monday, March 28.

cc: Mr. Demuth

HNG:ap



URGENT 5
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE

LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/15 25 March, 1966 HYDE PARK 2664

Dear Harold,

Thank you for your letter of March 22. On the basis of that letter,

a letter I have had from Geoffrey Wilson and two telephone conversations with

Johnnie Miller, I am writing urgently to give you my present ideas on the

rewriting of the Turkey Consortium study.

I hope this letter will reach you in Washington in time for 
your dis-

cussions on Monday.

The points that I shall make in this letter are an amplification of my

letter of March 10, in which I outlined my ideas of the remaining sections of the

study but did not go into any detail concerning the section on Turkey 
itself.

1. I am spending two days in Paris April 4 - 5, principally in order

to discuss the Turkey draft with Raymond Bertrand and others in OECD and with

Ozol and others in the Turkish delegation. The Trade and Payments Department

of OECD, of course, is unhappy with the draft, though favourable comments have

come from other quarters. I have made it clear to Raymond Bertrand that it is

only a draft that they have had and that the tone and content of 
the argument

are open to considerable amendment still and that I am anxious to correct all

factual errors. It is my impression that on the basis of this assurance

relations are moderately amicable again.

2. Reaction from the Turks has on the whole been favourable, though

they are of course unhappy about specific criticisms of the Turkish 
administra-

tion. Relations there appear to be entirely amicable.

3. Comments from other People on the list that I sent you, with 
no

institutional position to defend, but with considerable knowledge of Turkey's

dealings with her creditors, have been highly favourable.

4. My present feeling is that the draft has four main faults which need

to be corrected.

a. In a blow-by-blow account of this kind, which necessarily contains

a lot of facts which have had to be obtained by a wide fariety of unofficial

means, there are certainly a number of factual errors which must be cleared up.

b. The general argument, which in essence I still maintain unmodi-

fied, is in some places too uncompromisingly expressed and lays me open to a

refutation not germane to the main points made.
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H. Wilson - 2 - 25 March, 1966

c. The main argument is occazionally obscured rather than strengthened

by the direct style and the references to personalities and specific departments.

d. On its own, the argument of the draft seems to apply solely to
Turkey, and needs to be set far more firmly in the wider context of conclusions
to be drawn in general about the coordination of aid in the economic development
of a single recipient country.

5. Point a.I hope to deal with in the course of my visits to Paris
and Washington. Point b is also likely to be taken care of by the discussions
I shall be having in the next vew weeks. Indeed, I deliberately put the ar-
guments in the most uncompromising form in the draft in order to be sure of
attracting in the commentaries all the relevant counter-arguments, so that
the conclusions reached in the final version may be more solidly based and more
carefully modified. Point c. is largely a question of going through the draft
to remove some of the superfluous adjectives. This needs to be done in any
case in order to tighten up the writing. Point d. I hope to cover within the
general framework of the study as set out in my letter of March 10.

6. On the question of whether it is worthwhile to publish a document
which, even if validly argued, might do more harm than good by unnecessarily
offending the institutions and personalities concerned, my own feeling is that
there is value in the forcible exposition of a non-official and critical
view, but that this is really only of relevance to the people who have been
technically concerned.. I do not think that the arguments which relate specifically
to Turkey would be of such central interest to ordinary readers. It can be
argued, therefore, that the circulation of the daft will already have achieved
one of the study's tasks, and that there is a sttong diplomatic case to be made
for a far milder published version. On balance, and taking into account the
reluctance born of pride of ownership, I feel bound to accept this argument,
within limits.

7. All commentators on the draft are agreed that the study will gain
from a far fuller context including an adequate treatment of the Pakistan
consortium and consultative groups. They are also agreed that this would
entail shortening the section on Turkey. I therefore propose to try and shorten
it by approximately one third, although, for reasons which I set out in a letter
to Geoffrey Wilson, there are certain technical difficulties in this.

8. It must be very clear from the draft that ODI proposes to take sole
responsibility for this study programme and that the help provided by the World
Bank has not inhibited our independence. I know that this is in accordance
with your own views as to how the programme should progress. With this material
to go on, however, I hope we shall be able to discuss the formal nature of the
relationship, i.e. whether, while making it clear that the World Bank has no
responsibility for the studyK0 wish to state explicitly that the World Bank
is linked in some way with the project as a whole.
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9. 3ance the end of the period covered by the draft, the prospects
of the Turkey Consortium have brightened even more than indicated in the final
section. I have my own views of how and why this has come about, and think that
this should be added to the published version in order to bring it up to date
and to give the study as a whole even wider relevance than it already has.

Johnnie Miller is arranging a meeting for us, and for you and Tbm
Soper, while you are-An Europe. By the time you get this letter, those
arrangements will be fixed.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
Washington, D.C.

JW;tr

es. c,
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.

LOND~ON WA

TELEP HONE: HYDE PARK 1654 21st March 1966

Dear Mr. Graves,

Thank you for your letter of March 16th to Mr. William
Clark and for the enclosed three paper. Mr. Clark is at
present in Latin America and returns to London on April 13th
when he will see your letter. Meanwhile I am circulating your
papers round this Institute as they will be of interest to
others here.

Yours sincerely,

Secretary to Mr. Clark

Mr. Harold Graves
I.B.R.D.
1818 H Street N
Wiashington
D.C. 20433
UJSA
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 10 March, 1966

Dear Mr. Wilson,

Thank you very much for your letters of February 16 and 28 and for
your helpful comments on the draft of the Turkey Consortium.

Comments are now beginning to come in from several quarters (though
a deathly hush is still all I've had from the OECD), and the view seems to
prevail that I ought to give more than passing attention to the Pakistan
consortium.

This raises a number of technical problems, none of which is in-
surmountable: -

1. The time factor. I am anxious to get something published under
the IBRD/ODI Study Programme as soon as possible.

2. The present state of the Pakistan consortium which makes it difficult
to advance firm conclusions.

3. The difference between the Turkey and the Pakistan consortia. It
is true that the history of the Turkey Consortium is on the whole a horror
story and the history of the Pakistan consortium is on the whole a success
story. But the difference is more fundamental than that. The 2irkey Con-
sortium has no formal stuucture which one can describe and from which one
can deduce certain conclusions. If one wants to argue, as I have argued,
that the Turkey Consortium made just about every mistake in the book, and
that these mistakes arose from certain basic flaws in the way in which the
consortium was set up, a blow-by-blow account is the only possible support-
ing evidence that one can give. The Pakistan consortium, in contrast, does
have certain structural features from which it is possible to dtaw certain
conclusions, conclusions which can be corroborated by a passing reference
to the historical record. (I find it interesting, for instance, that Pakistan
has got from the consortium members a closer approximation to what it orig-
inally wanted in 1965-66, a year in which the consortium has in principle
been suspended, than Turkey managed to obtain in years in which the consortium
was in full flood, in which the Americans were perfectly happy to bear a
large part of the burden, and in which the consortium met 4 or 5 times a
year.) In other words, one can advance an argument on the Pakistan con-
sortium and give this argument all the backing, the authority, and the
evidence that it needs, in a far shorter space than is possible with the
Turkey Consortium.



PROJ/15 - 2 - 10 March, 1966

G. Wilson

There is one other factor that now has to be taken into account.
I originally intended to discuss consultative groups quite briefly in
the concluding chapter, arguing that they were in a different category
from consortia and not in any sense a substitute for consortia, since
the job that they were designed to do was quite different. This argument
was based on the record of the early consultative groups. The ones which
are now being set up seem to be developing rather differently, and even
to be evolving a procedure which looks remarkably like pledging.

I still think that the 2Lrkey Consortium can stand as the main case
history in the study, if only because it illustrates so completely al
the mistakes that can be made. But I have in mind a r-aMer d'iifferent orm
for the first chapter, which might include, as well as a general gone
staethon of consortia and consultative groups, three sections discussing
specifically:-

1. The Pakistan consortium

2. The early consultative groups

3. The new consultative groups.

The final chapter would then be an attempt to tie all this material
together with conclusions concerning the essential methods and objectives short
of these various mechanisms. There would also have to be a /introduction,

making it crystal clear that there were specific reasons for the Turkey
Consortium as the main history, and that it is not typical.

As far as Pakistan is concerned, I rather feel that it would be
wasteful of time and money to make an extended trip to Pakistan at this
stage. Apart from the difficulties of getting the kind of material I want
under present circumstances, if my view of the Pakistan consortium is correct,
then the material that I need is in Washington, and not in Karachi.
Material gathered in Pakistan would lead me into a study of Pakistan's
development, not a study of the consortium.

I have to be in Dakar (not Dacca) at the end of this month, and am
taking the opportunity to go over to Abidjan to start collecting material
for the regional development banks study. After that, I propose to come
to Washington principally to talk about Pakistan with the appropriate people,
including, I hope, yourself, but also to cover the IADB, and perhaps to
discuss with the World Bank some of the general issues that arise out of the
annual report on the IBRD/ODI Study Programme, which we sent a few weeks
ago. It looks as if I shall be in Washington during the second and third
weeks of April. Does this fit?

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Geoffrey Wilson John White

IBRD
Washington, D.C.



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

PROJ/15 
10 March, 1966 HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Harold,

Many thanks for your letter of February 22. I am sorry it has taken

me so long to acknowledge it, but I have been dashing about a bit recently.

I am writing now mainly to let you know how plans for the consortia

study are shaping up. From the comments which are now beginning to come in,

it is clear that there is a general feeling that I shall have to devote more

than passing attention to the Pakistan consortium. For various reasons, I

am inclined to argue that the additional material I need is of the kind that

is in the files in the World Bank, rather than of the kind that is to be

found in government departments in Pakistan. The Pakistan consortium really

is very much simpler than the Turkey one, and does not seem to me to need

the historical blow-by-blow account which the Turkey study required, and the

material for which could only be collected in Turkey itself.

I am also hoping to include in the first chapter two separate sections

on (a) the early consultative groups (four of them) and (b) the 
new consulta-

tive groups which are opening for business in the next few weeks. These

two sections and the Pakistan section will probably all be about the same

length, i.e. about 5,000 words each, and there will be a concluding section

summarising the general arguments that apply to these various mechanisms and

their functions. If all goes according to plan, the final draft will be

ready for the printers by about the beginning of May.

As it happens, I have to be in Dakar at the end of this month, and

I'm going on to Abidjan to make a start on collecting material 
for the

regional banks study. It seems sensible to make a round trip of it, and to

come on from there to Washington. I hope to be in Washington during the

second and third weeks of April.

My main aim will be to bring my ideas on Pakistan up to date, and

this will mean principally talking to Geoffrey Wilson, Stevenson, and McDiarmid.

I have written to Geoffrey Wilson, but I wonder whether you could alert the

other two.

I hope that while I am in Washington we shall have a chance to

discuss some of the more general issues that we raised in the report on the

first year's recordwhich we have sent to you. In particular, I should

like to discuss the proposed seminar, and possible lines of inquiry for the

proposed study of the role of multilateral institutions 
in Latin America

mentioned briefly at the bottom of page 11 of our annual report). I

should also like to discuss the possibility of increasing the number of

small meetings that we hold here, which are discussed on page 7 and page 9

of our annual report.
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Harold Graves - 2 - 10 March, 1966

While I am in Washington, I shall try to assemble the basic material

I need on the IADB on the regional development banks study. The IADB, however,
will need far fuller treatment than the other two regional banks, and I shall

probably have to have a more careful look at it later on, probably in the early
autumn. (Since I shall have to go to Manila at some time, it will presumably
be possible to do this on my way back from there.)

Incidentally, comments already coming in on the Turkey Consortium

have been extremely helpful. It is astonishing how much more precise~r
people's thoughts are when they have a piece of paper in front of them to

scribble remarks on. From the OECD, however, all I have had so far is a
deathly hush. Is this surprising?

Wish best wishes.

Yours, sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr



March 4t 1966

Dear Bill:

On general principles, I thought you might like to
see am neam ants of the forthcoming wating, in
New York City, of the Society for International Develop-
vent; ana I an sending them by separate mail. Sam of
the papers from this meeting will be coming my way, and
if amy seen to be of potential interest, I will end
them almg.

Is the mosatime, if yea or John %iite think some
of your colleagues, or any peas people, would be
interested in this material, I would be grateful if you
would pass it along to them. One correction in the
program: Because of your elections, the luncheon ad-
dress will not be given by a Minister of R.M.G., but
probably will cam from a Canadian.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. William Clark
overseas DevelepMut Institute
160 Piceadilly
Leodn, W.1
England

1DG:ap

SID Press Releases and Program sent air print



February 28, 1966.

Your study of the Turkey Consortium turned up at the end
of last week and I read it over the weekend. I have only known
about this business rather remotely, and I was fascinated by the
story. /

In your letter of January 25th you asked specifically for
my reaction to the two possibilities set out in your covering note
to the study. My difficulty about this is that I am not convinced
about your statement that a siseable reduction in the sise of the
Turkish section would "drastically alter the whole nature of the
presentation". , You may be right, and I personally found this
lengthy version held my interest from beginning to end. Bat I
am very doubtful how far any general lessons can be drawn from a
study of the Turkish experience alone - there are far too many
factors involved which are (I hope!) peculiar to Turkey. For
this reason I think you may be in danger of losing quite a lot
if you do not have a study of a more normal case (if there are
any such) alongside of the Turkish one, and see what conclusions
can be drawn from that. If this involves a Pakistan study as
long as the Turkish one, then so be it. But I would hope that
you might be able to deal with each of them at about half this
length. In short, as between your two options, I would prefer
the second though I would hope that the Pakistan study could be
a bit longer than you contemplate and the Turkish study a bit
shorter.

I think that the consultative groups are very important
in all this. My iapression,.is that, while they are different
animals at the moment, they'are likely to develop strong family
relationships; so strong in fact that the differences may become
a good deal less important than the similarities.



Mr. John White. 2. February 28, 1966.

Ther is not much to go on yet but I think that a study of
what happens at the Tunisian and Nigerian Groups in Paris
and of what will happen at the Malaysian and Thai Groups in
London in may will be well worthwhile.

s gnedf4G. V. ilsoq

G. M. Wilson

John White, Seq.
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London W.l.

MGIAND.



Nr. Demuth February 26, 1966

Rarold Graves

Overseas Dove pMet 'In$ titut*

Her* is the draft of the first of a series of papers on consortia.

to be published by the Overseas Devlopmeat IUstitute. Since this one

megarns Turkey, I thought you might want to read it yourself, as wall

as to pass it an to Mike Uofam. I would be glad to have your c at,

ar you might choose to give thbo direttly to William Clark of 01.

Attadwasnt

HNG:ap



Mr. cope yebruary 26, 1966

sarold Graves

Oversea ?DevlouuSft 1ustit'it*

Iae is the draft of a paper intendad for publication by the

Oversas Dovo1opment Ustitute of Lonad.. Simm. it concernas Turkeys

you wight vast to have it read by a unsber of your Departut. I would

be glad to have any comiits that result, for forwardtag to OD1.

Attachment

HNG: ap



February 16, 1966

Dear Johns

Forgive me for not acknowledging before now your

welcome letter of 25 January. I had thought to wait

for the arrival of your study of the Turkey Consortium,

and an writing now to say that it has not yet arrived.

I can easily imagine any number of reasons for this

delay, but am writing you on the chance that there has

been some failure in the postal service that you might

wish to look into.

In the meantime, the Annual Report has arrived.

Please accept my thanks, which I am also communicating

to William Clark.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. John Vhite
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1
England

HNG:ap



February 16, 1966

Dear illt

Thank you so mauch for your note of 10 February

and the attached Annual Report. I shall read it at-

tentively, and so will others here. As for comment,

I rather imagine that Geoffrey Wilson will consider

that question and decide through what channel it

will arrive from here.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. William Clark
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1
Ragland

HNG:ap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

10th February 1966

Dear Harold,

Last September, John White raised with you the question of
how best to keep the IBRD informed of the wide range of activities
undertaken by ODI under the heading of the IBRD/ODI Study Programme.
It was agreed between you (your letter of October llth) that we
should let the IBRD have an annual report at the end of the
calendar year, in good time for your own annual reviews.

This report has now been completed, and I am sending you
a copy herewith, complete with various annexes. I am also sending
a copy direct to Johnnie Miller.. As you will see, we have ourselves
been thinking fairly hard during the past few weeks about the future
of the programme, which is why we have held the final version of
the report back for a month.

The content of the programme during the past year is
described in detail in Section 3 (pages 6 - 8).

I am sending you under separate cover, by sea mail, another
dozen or so copies of the report. These are for distribution to
whomsoever you think may be interested. John White mentions that the
people in the Bank with whom he has had most contact, apart from
yourself, and Johnnie Miller, are Geoffrey Wilson, Irving Friedman
and Dick Demuth. Please let us know if you need more copies.

I am sure that John White would be extremely interested by
any comments that you have to make at the end of the first year of
this new relationship between the Bank and ODI, and in comments from
others. Is it easier for people to write direct, or for you to
present him with, so to speak, a collective view?

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Harold Graves William Clark
IBRD
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC
USA

Enclosures
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

PROJ/15 
25 January, 1966 HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Harold,

I am sending you under separate cover the completed draft for my
study of the Turkey Consortium. I have also sent copies for comment to
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Cope, Mr. Demuth and Mr. Miller. Attached is a full list

of those to whom the draft is being sent.

Because of all sorts of delays (earlier commitments, sickness, the
need to establish the wider background for this whole study, and other such
obstacles to progress), and because of the fact that this study has developed
along lines different from those that I had expected (it has, with increasing
insistency, become very, very prescriptive), I am now re-considering the
best way to publish. I should be grateful for your views, after you have
looked at the points that I raise in a covering note to the draft.

I don't know what OECD will make of the study, as it is not very
kind to them, or very delicate in its handling of confidential information.
Still, every information officer ought to know, ought he not, that often the
only way to keep a confidence is to share it? I have explained OECDts
position, and rather odd behaviour, in a note to page 1. People who live
in glass houses can't ever turn their pictures to the wall,

In the next few days, I shall send you my annual report; also
an outline for a seminar that we are preparing on the problem of multiple
financing and the role of multilateral institutions therein. I have the
feeling that after the past rather thin year you will be getting, if anything,
too much paper from me in the next few months.

With best wishes.

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

JW:tr Enc. 1
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Turkey Consortium Draft

Mailing List

U
1. Mr. Ertugrul Ihsan Ozol

D414gation de la Turquie aupres de 1'OCDE

184 Boulevard Malesherbes
PARIS XVIII

2. Mr. Sermet Pasin
Treasury Dept.
Ministry of Finance

Ankara

3. Mr. C. Tayyar Sadiklar
Same

4. Mr. Alexis Lachmann
U.S. Delegation to OECD

2, rue de la Faisanderie
PARIS XVI

5. Mr. Beran Tunger
Director of the Economic Planning Dept.

State Planning Organisation
Ankara

6. The Director (Mr. Akarun)
The Coordination Dept.

State Planning Organisation
Ankara

7.. Mr. James Grant
Director,

US Agency for Int'l Development
Ankara

8. Mr. Lloyd Jonnes
Same

9. H. Curran, IBRD,
Paris

10t J. Miller,
Same

11. Dr. Geoffrey Lewis
St. Antony's College

Cambridge

12. Mr. John Funari
NESA, AID

Dept. of State
Wahington, D.C. 20523

13. M. Raymond Bertrand
OECD, Paris

14- M.J.W. Hackett
OECD, Paris

15. Ernest C. Parsons
OECD, Paris

16. Mr. Geoffrey Wilson
IBRD, Washington

17. Mr. S.R. Cope

IBRD, Washington



Turey Consortium draft - 2 -
(mailing list)

18. Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD, Washington

19. Mr. R.H. Demuth
IBRD, Washington

20. Mr. K. Berrill
King's College

Cambridge

21. Mr. J.F. Waring
U.K. Delegation to OECD
Ambassade de la Grande Bretagne

Paris

22. Mr. Henry Shavell
AID Liaison Officer, US Embassy

Grosvenor Square, London



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUITE LTD.

TEL.EPHN.E:~ HYDE PARKf 2654

PROZ/1$ 25 Jenua ry, 1966

Dear Mr. Wilson,

After all sorts of delays, the study of=8
is at last complete, in draft form, and am sending you a copy
under separate cover. I am also sending copies to Mr. Cope, Mr*.
Demuth, Mr. Graves and Mr. Miller,

One reason for the delay is that I found that I had to
go into more detail than I had intended on a number of issues in

order to provide sufficient evidence to support a -frankly pre-
scriptive line of argument. Tek change in the shape of the thing
which this entails raises an issue which I have set 4own in a
covering note. I should be grateful for your comments.

I have sent copies to various people in OECD. I don't know
what they will make of it, particularly al te direct quotations

fom allegedly confidential documents, 1itprsml they must
know that the withholding of all informto is an invitation to

the inquisitive. Asyway, I have explai my on position in a

note to page 1. Though much of the information used is contidential

I personally have not broken any confiddnoe - at least not deliberatel,
To be sure of this, with respect to the'Sank, I am asking Mr. Miller

to go through the Keban bit especially cageful}y. I hope that the

analysis of the operition:can stand, sinc6 it is important for my

general theme thett a institution without operational responsibility

simply cannot fulfil-4the wider functions implicit in mangga

consortium,.

Yours sincerely

Jon White
Mr. Geoffrey Wilo
IBRD
Washington, D..

JWstr
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